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Preface

The five chapters of this book were written during the years 1976-81. Some
of them were presented in condensed form at various conferences, collo-
quia and seminars. The reactions and criticisms they evoked have been
incorporated where appropriate. Thus Chapters 2 and 4 were read at
UEAI congresses held respectively in Aix-en-Provence (1976) and Am-
sterdam (1978). Chapter 2 was also introduced at a SOAS seminar in
London in 1977 as well as at a seminar organized by the Institute for
Advanced Studies of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, where, during a
year's stay (I979-80), I had the opportunity to discuss also Chapter 3 and
4.

When researching this book I greatly benefited from a number of per-
sons and institutions whose suggestions and help I should like to acknow-
ledge with gratitude.

First of all, I am thankful to I. R. Netton and J. N. Mattock for proposing
corrections of my English style.

My year's stay at the Institute for Advanced Studies in Jerusalem, on the
invitation of M. J. Kister and S. Shaked, proved a wonderful opportunity to
write most of Chapters i and 5.

Leiden University Library's excellent Oriental collection, made avail-
able especially through the good offices of A. J. W. Huisman and J. J.
Witkam, was indispensable.

I would not have been able to compose a major part of Chapter i's
footnote material, if I had not had the latter's and W. Raven's cooperation;
they willingly put at my disposal their index of personal names of the
canonical hadith literature, an index which is in the process of being
compiled as volume vin of Concordance et Indices de la tradition
musulmane.

I am grateful to A. Wakelam for his work on the illustrations.
Finally, I want to thank M. A. Cook for making a large number of

valuable suggestions, when he read the last draft of the manuscript.
I am convinced that this book, whatever its merits, could not have been

written without the inestimable help of all those persons and institutions
mentioned here.

September 1982 G. H. A. Juynboll



NOTE TO THE READER

Of necessity, a study such as the present one abounds in Arabic technical
terms. Anyone conversant with hadith jargon and that of related disciplines
is bound to agree that using these Arabic terms' English equivalents - which
are often quite cumbersome - consistently or even just occasionally, may
obscure the argument rather than clarify it. Throughout this book I
introduce Arabic words which are only rarely accompanied by their English
counterparts. Most readers can indeed do without the latter, I am sure.
However, for those users of this book who are not entirely clear sometimes
about the nuances of certain technical terms used, I have provided an
extensive glossary incorporated in the general index which concludes this
book.



Introduction

This book deals with various aspects of the formative period of Muslim
tradition, in Arabic: hadfth; throughout this study the term 'tradition' is
used as the equivalent of the Arabic word hadfth and is to be understood in
this sense only. A h4adfth proper is the record of a saying ascribed to the
prophet Muhammad or a description of his deeds. In the course of time
these records were compiled into a number of collections which together
form the so-called hadith literature. Several of these collections acquired so
much prestige that they became sacrosanct in the eyes of the Muslims and,
subsequently, were vested with an authority second only to the Qur'dn.

When, in the mid-sixties, I wrote my study on modern Muslim discuss-
ions about the authenticity of the hadith literature,' I realized that I did not
take sides, neither in the disputes among Oriental scholars nor in the ones
occasionally flaring up between Oriental and western scholars. I had been
influenced by the books of Goldziher and Schacht, of course, but also by
those of modern Muslim scholars, and I kept postponing my commitment to
any particular point of view. Initially I thought of the problems raised by
Oriental and western scholars concerning the origins of hadith as mutually
irreconcilable. If two points of view could differ so widely, how could
anyone even attempt to bring them into harmony?

Then, in 1976, I embarked on an examination of the role early Muslim
qd4s were supposed to have played in the spreading of traditions. My
pre-conceived ideas about the outcome of my investigation were shattered.
It taught me that there was, after all, a conceivable position that could be
taken between the two points of view represented respectively by Muslim
and western scholarship. But since that time I no longer wanted to expose
myself to the influences of either side, and I returned to the earliest sources
and did my research without constantly comparing my findings with those
of either Oriental or western scholars until after it was all over.

As I see it, the sources appear to have provided me with sufficient evi-
dence to maintain a position between the extremes. This book constitutes
an account of this research.
1. See my Authenticity in the bibliography.



2 Muslim Tradition

I am fully aware of the fact that I am not the first one to write about the
origins of h adfth nor will I be the last one. Over the centuries Muslim
scholars have devoted themselves assiduously to this literature, which had
become sacred to them, only second in holiness to the Qur'dn. The results of
their studies are laid down in a never-ceasing flow of publications. Up to
this very day .adith is studied everywhere in the Muslim world. An overall
impression one gleans from nineteenth and twentieth centuries' works is
that the point of view taken hardly differs from that crystalized during the
late Middle Ages, when the research into the origins and the evolution of
hadith literature virtually seemed to have come to a standstill with a
formulation of its history commonly accepted by all sunnite and most
Shl'ite2 Muslims.

It is true that from time to time several studies saw the light in which a
different approach was propounded. In these studies certain basic theories
which had long become axiomatic to the extent that further scrutiny was
considered almost a sin, were looked into from new angles.3 But they
mostly evoked bitter criticism, were subsequently hushed up and/or quickly
forgotten.

Also in the West the study of the tradition literature aroused the interest
of scholars. Hadith studies as a whole received a major impetus though with
the publication of Goldziher's Muhammedanische Studien, volume n. This
work is generally considered - at least in the West - as the first milestone
among western efforts to depict the earliest history of h.adith. A re-evalu-
ation of previously published works on the subject, it was also a step-
pingstone for a number of later publications. With the possible exception,
perhaps, of several writings by the late J. Fick, 4 no studies were carried out
in the West, as far as I know, in which conclusions were drawn that differed
basically from those arrived at by Goldziher.

Gradually, Goldziher's theories, also because of the translation into
Arabic of his Vorlesungen,5 became known in the Muslim world and met
with opposition. 6 Until the present day perhaps the most articulate critique

2. An exception among Shi'ite scholars is perhaps 'Abd al-Husayn Sharaf ad-Din, author of a
controversial book about Abfi Hurayra called simply Aba Hurayra (Saydd n.d.). For more
information about this author, see W. Ende, Arabische Nation und islamische Geschichte.
Die Umayyaden im Urteil arabischerAutoren des 20. Jahrhunderts, Beirut 1977, index s.n.

3. Cf. my Authenticity, especially Chapter IV; see also Muslim self-statement in India and
Pakistan 1857-1968, pp. 49--54, in which Chirigh 'At (1844-1895) is named as having
anticipated Goldziher in his scepticism concerning the authenticity of even the classical
collections; cf. also the introduction by Aziz Ahmad (p. 5).

4. Die Rolle des Traditionalismus im Islam, and his review of Schacht's Origins, in
Bibliotheca orientalis, 1953, PP. 196-9.

5. Al-aq~da wa 'sh-sharra fr 'l-islam, ta'rfkh at-ta awwur al-'aqd'idr wa 't-tashrfif 'd-diyana
al-isldmiyya, naqalahu ila 'l-'arabiyya wa-'allaqa 'alayhi Mubammad Yfisuf Mdisd, 'Abd
al-'Aziz 'Abd al-H aqq, 'All Hasan 'Abd al-Qidir, Cairo 1946 (DAr al-kitAb al-Misri).

6. Cf. my Authenticity, pp. io4ff., and also 35f.
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was formulated in the 1966 Cambridge doctoral dissertation of Muhammad
Mugafa al-A'?ami (M. M. Azmi), which was published in Beirut in 1968,
entitled Studies in early hadith literature, and which is now also available in
an Arabic translation with the title Dirdsatfi'l-hadith an-nabawf wa-ta'rfkh
tadwtnihi, Beirut I973, Riyal 1976, 1979.

Since the subject of had[th is very delicate among Muslim scholars, every
researcher who publishes his findings which differ from those formulated
by Muslim hadfth specialists in the Middle Ages runs the risk of creating
hostility. 7 That also happened to Goldziher.8 And there is also that deep-
rooted feeling of uneasiness which seizes many Muslim scholars when con-
fronted with yet another effort of a Westerner to throw new light on Islam.
It seems that, with the possible exception of Qur'dn studies, of all the
studies carried out in the West hadith studies have caused Muslim scholars
the most embarrassment, much more so than any endeavours on the part of
western scholars into any other field of Islamics. This embarrassment has
given rise on more than one occasion to unfortunate wrangles. As long as
these wrangles have not yet been sorted out by means of a dispassionate
investigation, they are likely to remain always obstacles in the path toward
full scholarly cooperation between Muslim and western scholars.

Before I tell my own story, I would like to dwell briefly on those western
studies published after Goldziher's that seem to me the most important:
J. Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, Oxford 1950; F.
Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, volume i, Leiden 1967; N.
Abbott, Studies in Arabic Literary Papyri, vol. i, Historical texts, Chicago
1957, and vol. i, Quranic Commentary and Tradition, Chicago 1967.

However much I admire Schacht's Origins - I have in particular benefit-
ed from his theories that "isnads have a tendency to grow backwards' and
his 'common link theory' - because of its countless cross-references it also
makes heavy reading and its style seems to rub many readers, western and
Muslim, up the wrong way. This style is generally felt to be somewhat
supercilious and definitely too apodictical for Muslim ears. Strangely
enough, Schacht's book seems to be little known among Muslim scholars,9

but some of those who did read it, found its terseness and its all too readily

7. Thus we read: 'The traditional Islamic criticism of badith literature and the creation of
criteria for distinguishing between true and false badith must not be in any way confused
with the criticism of European orientalists made against the whole corpus of badith. From
the Islamic view this is one of the most diabolical attacks made against the whole structure
of Islam.' This quotation was taken from Tabgiabd i (Mubammad Husayn), Shi'ite Islam,
translated from the Persian and edited with an introduction and notes by Seyyed Hossein
Nasr, Albany N.Y. 1975, p. i19, note 24, which is one of the translator's. Cf. also S. H.
Nasr, Ideals and realities ofIslam, London 1975, pP. 78ff.

8. E.g. cf. Mu~tafi 's-Sibi'i, As-sunna wa-makdnatuha fi't-tashri' al-isldmi, Cairo 1961, pp.
365-420.

9. Only Azmi subjected it to extensive criticism. See also Chapter 5, note 179. Cf. also Sibi'i,
pp. 24f.
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formulated and at the same time sweeping theories, which many a time
sounded more like statements, hard to swallow. Rather than taking it as a
starting-point in an attempt at improving upon its findings, I sought to
write my own account, in doing so covering more or less the same ground
and using my own source material. Moreover, I did not want to confine
myself to mainly legal traditions. Although Schacht also made use of and
quoted from many of the same sources, he did it in a manner which I feel to
be decidedly different from my own. Some of my aims in writing this book
are fulfilled if the style in which I mould my ideas does not recall the style of
my predecessors. Much as we may be indebted to our predecessors - some-
thing which we should gratefully acknowledge - we need not necessarily
express ourselves in the same tone of voice.

Sezgin's epochal work presents a new approach. Where Goldziher's and
Schacht's findings amounted virtually to denying the ascription of the bulk
of /.adith literature to its alleged originators (the prophet, his Companions
or even later authorities) as authentic, Sezgin appears to be a great deal less
sceptical. His main thesis that the writing down of hIadith as well as other
material started almost immediately after the death of the prophet, and
continued virtually uninterrupted during the first three centuries of Islamic
history, and this on an increasing and ever more sophisticated scale, has
raised little doubt as far as I know. And Azmi, in his study referred to
above, arrived quite independently at more or less the same conclusion.
But unearthing and cataloguing material, as Sezgin has done, is something
altogether different from establishing its authenticity. By that I mean
establishing whether the material ascribed to certain early authorities is, in
actual fact, theirs or whether it originated with later authorities who, for a
variety of reasons, wanted it to appear older and, therefore, projected it
back artificially onto older and thus more awe-inspiring authorities. Apart
from a few isolated cases in which Sezgin questions the authenticity of
certain texts, he presents the bulk of them as if he has no qualms as to their
genuineness. Something which always struck me in the work of Sezgin,
Azmi and also in that of Abbott - to which I shall turn in a moment - is that
they do not seem to realize that, even if a manuscript or a papyrus is
unearthed with an allegedly ancient text, this text could very easily have
been forged by an authority who lived at a time later than the supposedly
oldest authority given in its isndd. Isnad fabrication occurred, as everybody
is bound to agree, on just as vast a scale as matn fabrication. And internal
evidence gleaned from isndds should always be suspect because of this
wide-scale forgery, exactly as each matn should be scrutinized as to histori-
cal feasibility and never be accepted on the basis of solely isnad criteria. To
this may be added that the repeated use of 'sound' isnads, as can be proven
with overwhelming evidence from the sources, was felt to be much easier
than the creation of new, and therefore automatically more suspect, ones.

Where Sezgin's work betrays a certain credulousness, so does Nabia
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Abbott's volume ii. But let me say first that it constitutes a western account
of the origins of hadith which I suppose is quite sympathetic to Muslim
readers. It suffices to say that, on the whole, she agrees with Sezgin and
Azmi as to the important part which writing played in the transmission of
1.adith, even during its earliest stages. And she shares his credulity as to
most information that can be gleaned from isnads. Thus, like Sezgin and
indeed Azmi, she takes the role allegedly played by certain famous Com-
panions for granted in gathering and transmitting sayings and descriptions
of deeds of the prophet. I do not deny the possibility that the Companions
talked incessantly about their deceased leader, but I think that it never took
the programmatic form that the sources want us to believe, and hadith
became only standardized after the last Companions had died, not while a
relatively large number of the younger Companions were still alive. Even
the role allegedly played by certain major representatives of the next gener-
ation, e.g. 'Ikrima, Abfl Ishq, Hasan al-Ba~ri to name but a few, seems in
many respects doubtful, a surmise for which there is an overwhelming
amount of evidence in the sources as the following chapters may show.

Abbott seems to rely too heavily on much of the information given in
isnads and in books about isnads concerning the three oldest tabaqat. In my
view, before the institution of the isnad came into existence roughly three
quarters of a century after the prophet's death, the ahadith and the qiaf
were transmitted in a haphazard fashion if at all, and mostly anonymously.
Since the isnad came into being, names of older authorities were supplied
where the new isnad precepts required such. Often the names of well-
known historical personalities were chosen but more often the names of
fictitious persons were offered to fill in gaps in isnads which were as yet far
from perfect.

Abbott, again, relies too heavily on the information the sources give
about 'Umar's stance in the transmission of hadfth as she also has too de-
tailed and too clear-cut ideas about Zuhri's role. Her views on the Umay-
yads' participation in hadith are equally too explicit. However, her descrip-
tion of 'Umar II is in my eyes quite feasible. With 'Umar II's rule we have, I
think, a terminus post quem after which governmental promotion of the
gathering of hadith, also concerning .aldl wa-haram, becomes gradually
discernible. Before that time the Umayyad rulers may have only been
vaguely interested in the political possibilities present in the
fad'il/mathdlib genres.10

Furthermore, Abbott's plea for the historicity of family 4a.ffas is in my
view not convincing. Reading through several of these preserved in their

10. We read in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhib, viii, pp. 463f.: Kdna ahlu Micra yatanaqqasana Uthrndna
haud nasha'a fihim al-Layth [b. Sa'd (d. 175/790)] fa-haddathahum bi-fa4d'ili 'Uthmdn
fa-kaffi (sic) wa-kdna ahlu Himga yatanaqqafana 'Aliyyan hatta nasha'a fihim Ismadt b.
'Ayyash [d. 181/797] fa-baddathahum bi-fa4d'ili "Aliyyin fa-kafffl 'an dhelik. See also
Chapter i, pp. 12ff.
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entirety in later sources, I come across just as many obviously fabricated
traditions as elsewhere. And checking the respective stages of the isndds by
looking up the members of that one family in the rijal works I find that most
are just as controversial as other transmitters who do not figure in family
isnads. Tradition experts of the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries
were probably more easily misled by these sah[fas than by collections
gathered through other channels, hence, perhaps, the popularity of family
qah f as. II

Abbott lists many figures indicating the high numbers of traditions
certain transmitters are supposed to have transmitted. But it seems to me
that using these figures indiscriminately and placing a little too much trust
in them may lead to serious misconceptions. For example, she mentions the
70,000 hjalal wa-harda traditions of one Ab Bakr b. 'Abd Allah b. Abi
Sabra, without adding that that seems an excessively high figure for the
hjaldil wa-haram genre (at any rate, at this early stage - Ibn Abi Sabra died in
162/788) and without mentioning that this man was generally accused of
forgery. This information supports my own theories much more firmly than
her own. Besides, Abbott tries to account for the seemingly tremendous
growth of hadith with references to mass-meetings during which certain
famous muhaddithan were alleged to have transmitted traditions to crowds
totaling io,ooo! Visualizing sessions such as this with many dozens of mus-
tamlis moving about, shouting the traditions down to the last rows of eager
.adith students may lift the reader into the realm of i,oo-night fantasies,
but in whatever way you look at it, it is difficult to take accounts like that
seriously.

On the whole, Abbott's views, as also may appear from the foregoing, are
perhaps too romantic, e.g. when she speaks of the ahl al-hadith '. . . bracing
themselves to meet the onslaughts of legal innovation and doctrinal heresy
. . .' Powerful as this description may be, reading the sources with a little
more sense of reality does help to draw up a historical picture which prob-
ably reflects 'what really happened' much more faithfully.

On the other hand, there may be readers whose scepticism bars them from
making use of that particular genre of early reports in the sources as I have
done and who, in turn, would label me gullible.

To this I can only say that I realize that it is difficult to accept that all
those early reports are to be considered historically true, or that the details
in each one of them should be taken as factually correct. But I maintain
that, taken as a whole, they all converge on a description of the situation
obtaining in the period of history under scrutiny which may be defined as
pretty reliable. For the sceptics I may have used terms such as 'allegedly',
'reportedly' etc. too sparingly. In reply to this I venture the opinion that a

11. Not every family isndd was taken at face value; we read in Ibn H ajar's Lisdn, it, p. 38, no.
13 1: Wa-Bashir [b. Salamal wa-abahu wa-jadduhu majhalan.
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judiciously and cautiously formulated overall view of what all those early
reports (akhbdr, fadd'il/mathdlib - very often distilled from the major rijal
works) collectively point to, may in all likelihood be taken to be not very far
from the truth of 'what really happened'. I think that a generous lacing of
open-mindedness, which dour sceptics might describe as naivetd, is an asset
in the historian of early Islamic society rather than a shortcoming to be
overcome and suppressed at all costs.

In the five chapters of this book I have dealt with the following subjects:
Chapter i is structured on a framework of awa'il with the purpose of

coming to a definitive chronology of the origins of hadith and hadith-
related sciences. It gives a bird's eye view of the different centres of hadith
collecting and emphasizes their initial 'regionalism'. In the summary of this
chapter, the last part, the three main questions, which also underlie the
title of this study, are asked for the first time:
i. Where did a certain hadfth originate?
2. In what time did a certain h.adith originate?
3. Who may be held responsible for bringing a certain hadfth into
circulation?
Although perhaps not always expressis verbis, these three questions - pro-
venance, chronology and authorship - also underly most of the subjects
dealt with in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 2 assesses the role the early qddfs of Islam may have played in the
spreading of h.adfth, arranged according to centre. Among the appendices
at the end of this study there is one fairly lengthy one listing all the qads
found in a variety of sources who lived during the first three centuries of the
Muslim era outside the main centres studied in this chapter.

Chapter 3 tackles the concept mutawdtir and, mainly with the help of
argumenta e silentio, tries to guide the reader to the inevitable conclusion
that the qualification mutawdtir as such does not constitute incontrover-
tible proof for the historicity of a tradition's ascription to the earliest
authority of its isndd. The two mutawatir traditions featuring in this
chapter are the one prohibiting the lamenting of the dead and the one
threatening the mendacious in hadith with Hell.

Chapter 4 deals mostly with names, namely that body of information
provided at the beginning of a hadith transmitter's tarjama in the biogra-
phical lexica. On the one hand the theory is launched that of all the people
sharing one particular name and/or kunya the majority is in all likelihood
fictitious. On the other hand a case is made for considering the nisba Zuhri
as not solely the name with which one famous transmitter, sc. Muhammad
b. Muslim Ibn Shihdb az-Zuhri, is identified but may very well be taken as
disguising the true identity of a great number of individuals who had,
through kinship, patronage or otherwise, also the nisba Zuhri and who
lived at more or less the same time as the great Zuhri.

Chapter 5 contains an analysis of the technical terms used to assess the
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(de)merits of hadith transmitters. The concept kadhib (= mendacity in
hadith) is extensively dealt with as well as the extremely delicate subject of
the Companion Abfi Hurayra's alleged legacy in Muslim tradition and the
equally sensitive subject of the collective ta'dl of the Companions. Finally
Schacht's 'common link theory' is illustrated with examples which, more so
than was the case with its originator's evidence, underline the workability
of this theory.

Among the Appendices is one listing the most important of Ibn Hajar's
early sources which he drew from when he compiled his biographical lexica
of hadith transmitters. All appendices are closely linked with various issues
raised in the chapters, and can be read as extended footnotes.

What does h.adth mean for twentieth century Muslims? In answer to this
question it seems opportune to quote here a newsflash taken from the
periodical Muslim world, LXv, p. 72, which, more than anything I can think
of, illustrates the popularity of hadith and its canonized compilations with
present day Muslims:

The Muslim Student' Association of the United States and Canada held a seminar
on badith in July 1975 • • . to celebrate the 12ooth anniversary of ... Bukhdri.

Over one thousand Muslims of all ages and nationalities attended. It was a
religious event in which everyone enthusiastically participated in the five daily
$alits.

Besides lectures on Bukh.r! subjects like The indispensability of hadith in Islam,
and the role of badith in Islamic law and in the understanding of the Qur'dn were
discussed. They also discussed methods of transmission, history, methodology.
Speakers were unanimous in stressing the need for the study of hadith and for
following the sunna of the Prophet.

This account speaks for itself. What more is there to say, then, than that I
sincerely hope that this book will also find its way to Muslim readers for
whom it was written in the first place. I cannot disagree more than with the
statement of a London colleague who said not long ago that Orientalists'
studies constitute a 'private enterprise destined only for a handful of
learned colleagues in the West'. I presume that it is this kind of attitude
which eventually prompts such authors as E. W. Said to write books like his
Orientalism.

When I say that this book was in the first place written for Muslims, that
means that I have taken pains to express myself in as neutral a manner as
possible, eschewing value judgements, especially where I come to speak of
various fundamental articles of the Muslim faith. I have tried to place these
articles of faith, such as the collective ta'dil of the prophet's Companions
(Chapter 5) in their historical contexts. Illuminating them in their purely
religious contexts I leave to others who are better qualified to do so.



CHAPTER ONE

A tentative chronology of the origins of
Muslim tradition

Wa-da" anka ard'a 'r-rijali wa-qawlahum *

fa-qawlu rasali 'llahi azkd wa-ashralju
AbNk Bakr, the son of AbfO DAwfid, the author of the Sunan

Introduction

Nobody is likely to deny that the earliest origins of what later became
known as the tradition literature can be traced back to the time when
Muhammad was still alive. As soon as he had established himself as the
leader of the new movement and had made a sizable number of converts, his
followers must have begun to talk about him and in their conversations (in
Arabic ahddith) they must have called to mind his exploits. The memory of
the prophet was thus kept alive also after he had died. The new com-
munity's cohesion was for a large part based upon the collective concept
his followers had of him. More and more it was the new religion he had
preached that began to bind them together, not in the first place tribal,
clan or family ties, which had been the principal binding force hitherto.
But the new religion was still a long way from being defined within the terms
under which it became known in, say, the third/ninth century of the Hijra.
The mainstays of the new religion, to which time and again Muhammad's
followers went back, which kept them together, which inspired them to
more efforts in making the community stronger, were the divinely inspired
utterances within a few decades after his death collected in the Qur' 5n1 and
the prophet's own example gradually taken as normative for the entire
Islamic community. We are here solely concerned with the latter.

According to Muslim scholars the way in which Muhammad's followers
talked about him was standardized soon after his death and, with the cre-
ation of the institution of the isndd, moulded in a rigid form which was
subject to evolution but which was never to change basically. It is here that
my point of view starts to differ from that held by Muslim scholars. I do not
deny the probability that his followers talked about him, but I do not
believe that this talking as early as a few decades after the prophet's death
was already to result in the formal transmission of information about him
1. For a new, and in my opinion doubtful, chronology of the codification of the Qur'in, see J.

Wansbrough, Quranic studies. Sources and methods of scriptural interpretation, passim,
e.g. p. 44.
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being standardized in a way ultimately developing in what we have later
come to call the hadith literature. I contend that a beginning of standardiz-
ation of hadith took place not earlier than towards the end of the first/
seventh century. I base this hypothesis on a number of arguments centring
on the following issues which I should like to deal with separately in more
detail.

It will become apparent that the evidence adduced to support one issue
may serve also to corroborate one or more others, thus producing a
framework of evidence in which the various issues, while supporting each
other, converge on my main hypothesis: the genesis of the hadith literature
proper must be sought in a time considerably later than most Muslim scho-
lars have hitherto thought. These issues are:

I. Awd'il evidence, in particular that pertaining to the date of origin of
the isndd;

II. The chronology of the growth of traditions;
III. The date of origin of the concept 'prophetic sunna';
IV. The earliest development of the different hjadfth centres;
V. The evolution and a tentative chronology of talab al-'ilm.

After these sections I shall give a summary and try to arrange my con-
clusions.

Awi'il evidence

It has not escaped scholars in East or West that many awa'il2 may be con-
sidered as having a sound historical basis. The underlying basis for bringing
awd'il information together was surely the establishing of a terminus post
quem for an institution or a procedure to become customary, or indicating
who could be credited with having invented something. Awd'il can roughly
be divided into three categories, those dealing with pre-Islamic informa-
tion - which is mostly legendary - from Adam onwards, those put into the
mouth of Muhammad 3 and finally those, considered to be historically reli-

2. Cf. J. Wansbrough, The sectarian milieu. Content and composition of Islamic salvation
history, p. 36; A. Noth, Quellenkritische Studien zu Themen, Formen und Tendenzen
frahislamischer Geschichtsuberlieferung, Vol. i, pp. 97-oo. Noth's description of awd'il as
possibly also 'amusante Spielerei' (p. ioO) is certainly valid for a large number of them but
not applicable to the awd'il adduced in the present study. His scepticism concerning their
historicity as perhaps fabricated for the sake of reaping in the implied merit of 'having been
the first to introduce such and such' deserves attention, but does not seem to affect my
argument either. In any case, his views, intrinsically correct as they may be, do not alter my
- admittedly - intuitive feeling that if the awd'il quoted here had been exaggerated accounts
of how early various novel ideas were introduced, the question why the majority of these
awd'il support my proposed chronology as opposed to the chronology of 6adith proposed by
medieval Muslim scholars and henceforth generally accepted in the entire Islamic world,
remains unexplained.

3. Among these we find notorious fabrications such as the awd'il indicating who of all Mubam-
mad's followers embraced Islam first, cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb al-mawda'dt, i, pp. 3 42ff.
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able on the whole, dealing with Islamic history after the prophet's death in
the widest sense of the word. It is a striking fact that awd'il belonging to the
third category rarely contradict each other, and if they seem to do so, they
can mostly be interpreted in such a way that the contradiction is lifted. On
the whole, the impression one gets from this third category of awd'il is that
they constitute a pretty consistent genre of historical data which hardly ever
give reason for profound scepticism. Exaggeration, in other works on early
Islamic history a well-known feature, which makes the historical data con-
tained in them so difficult to assess, is almost totally lacking in awa'il
literature. The first famous collection of awd'il was made by Abt Hildl
al-'Askari (d. after 395/10O5), which outshone the few collections made by
earlier authors - such as the one of at-Tabarani (d. 360/971) - but when one
reads that source, one only occasionally comes across those awd'il that form
the basis of the arguments that will presently be made the subject of
discussion. It will appear that most awd'il adduced here were gleaned from a
wide variety of sources in which they were only mentioned in passing,
sources mostly dealing with traditions and traditionists in the-widest sense
of the word.

The earliest indications of people spreading stories which in the course of
time became known as hadfths are the awd'il about the first qu.F@. In
Medina the first to be called a qdF was Tamim ad-Dari (d. 4o/66o) who
related his stories from the reign of 'Umar onward. 4 In Mecca the first to
relate stories was allegedly 'Ubayd b. 'Umayr (d. 68/687) who also began to
do so under'Umar. 5 In Egypt the first to relate qiyaF is reported to have been
a man called Sulaym b. 'Itr who was appointed qtis and qddi in 39 or
4o/659-6o6 and the first to do so in Iraq were the Harfiriyya or simply the
Khawdrij.7

The exact contents of these earliest qiay permit the following specul-
ations. It is conceivable that they will have contained material that, in the

4. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitab al-qu$sd wa 'i-mudhakkirtn, p. 22; Ibn Hajar, I$dba, 1, p. 368.
Under the prophet and Abfi Bakr there were no official quqs,4 , cf. Abfi Zur'a, Ta'rfkh, p.
647.

5. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, QuL411, p. 22.
6. Kindi, Governors and judges of Egypt, p. 303; Ibn Hajar, lsaba, ill, p. 262.
7. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Qu44d4, p. 23. Another report has it that al-Aswad b. Sari (d. 42/662) was

the first qdyf in the mosque of Basra, cf. Ibn Hajar, l$dba, I, p. 74; Ibn Hanbal, Kitdb al-'ilal
wa-rna'rifat ar-rijil, i, no. 1679. For Kdfa, see Shaqiq ad-Dabbi, Khirijite, qd$$, in Ibn
Hajar, Lisdn, in, p. 151. It is precisely because of his antipathy for the Khawdrij that Abi
'l-Abwa$ 'Awfb. Milik (d. sometime in the nineties/7ios) may have been qualified as a qd.4
who was actually reliable, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vii, p. 169. In DArimi, muqaddima 32
(= P. 53), we read how Ibn Sirin, one day, entered the mosque where one - otherwise
totally unknown- Sumayr b. 'Abd ar-Rabmdn related qiay and Humayd b. 'Abd ar-Rabmin
related 'ilm. It is implied that the latter's occupation was by far the more meritorious of the
two. Perhaps this is one of the earliest signs - I tentatively date the story in the nineties of
the first century/7 ios - of the dichotomy between qt4 and 'dlim.
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course of time, found its way to the genre which later came to be called
tarhib wa-targhib. In conformity with the later position of the qdi in
society, who delights as well as scares his audience, the earliest qiyaq may
well have contained sermon-like accounts of an edifying nature concerning
the prophet and the Muslims of the first period.8 The likelihood that these
qivaf will have comprised also the genre of haldl wa-haram is slight in view
of the fact that legal thinking on the basis of individual judgement as well as
precedent in Islam is a development of somewhat later times, as I shall try
to show below. Besides, in chapter 2, where the earliest qdds who seemed
also to have been recruited from the class of qu.qdi, are investigated, it will
appear that these qddis relied almost solely on their personal judgement or
common sense (ra'y).9

On the other hand, it is most probable that another important genre of
hadiths originated in those early days immediately following the prophet's
demise, the fadd'il genre. Already during the caliphate of Abdi Bakr the
spreading of sayings attributed to 'Ali seems to have originated. Ibn Abi
'1-Hadid (d. 655/1257), the commentator of that famous collection of say-
ings attributed to 'All b. Abi Talib, the Nahj al-balagha, candidly points to
this where he says:

Know that the origins of fabrications infada'il traditions were due to the Shi'a, for
they forged in the first instance traditions concerning their leader. Enmity towards
their adversaries drove them to this fabrication ... When the Bakriyya (sc. those
favouring Abfi Bakr) saw what the Shr'a had done, they fabricated for their own
master traditions to counter the former ... When the Shi'a saw what the Bakriyya
had done, they increased their efforts...10

8. Cf. J. Pedersen, The Islamic preacher: wd'i;, mudhakkir, qdi., in Ignace Goldziher
memorial volume, I, Budapest 1948, pp. 226-51.

9. A link between the qds. who tells edifying stories and the one who uses his common sense
and proper judgement is found in a passage where the Egyptian qid4lqss 'Abd
ar-Rabmin b. Hujayra ... yaqutqu . .. ft mut'ati 'l-mu~allaqati bi-thaldthati dandnir, cf.
Kindi, Governors, p. 317; that we should not simply emend the text and read yaqd
instead of yaqu4.yu finds its justification in the editor's footnote 2 on that page. The verb
qa.ga is, furthermore, identified with bayyana. We read in Firizdbidhi's Al-qamas
al-mur;, s.v.: nahnu naqusqu 'alayka ahsana 'l-qa~afi nubayyinu laka ahsana 'l-baydni.
That qi~af, at one time, were placed on a level more elevated than even ahadth is
reflected in a report cited in Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's Jdmi' bayan aI-'ilm wa-fadlihi,
n1, p. 121, where we read: . . . yd rasala 'lldh, haddithnd shay'an fawqa 'i-hadth
wa-dana 'l-qur'dn ya'nana 'l-qilas; cf. Tabari, Tafsfr, xn, p. 150.

10. Ibn Abi '1-Hadid, Sharh nahi al-balagha, xi, pp. 48f. The chances that we will ever find
distinct traces of these earliest fada'il are slight. Perhaps those compiled in Fasawi, 1, pp.
446-55, give an idea of what they may have been like. What is now known in our sources
under the name of, for instance, Abd Bakrfadd'il is in fact material that came much later
into existence, when the controversy between 'All's partisans and Abd Bakr's partisans
acquired a new edge with the emergence of the Rafiolites. Bakriyya traditions meant to
counter those of the Rifidites can be found, for example, in Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb
al-mawdz'dt, 1, pp. 303-i9; all the isndds of these traditions contain information pointing
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The fact that it is Ibn Abi 'l-Hadid, himself a Shi'ite (as well as a
Mu'tazilite), who ascribes the first fada'il fabrication to the Shi'a, is signifi-
cant and it can therefore be assumed, I think, that this allegation is histori-
cally correct. Furthermore, Ibn Abi 'l-Hadid cites from the Kitdb al-ahddth
of Madd'ini (d. 215-35/830-50). It seems appropriate to quote also a passage
from this early source which is otherwise lost:

Mu'Awiya wrote one and the same letter to his tax collectors after the year of the
Jam5'a (sc. 4o/66I) in which he said: 'Let the conquered people refrain from
mentioning any merit of Ab Turib or his kinsmen.' So in every village and on every
pulpit preachers stood up cursing 'All, washing their hands of him, disparaging him
and his house. . . [In another letter Mu'Awiya wrote:] 'Make a search for those you
can find who were partisans of 'Uthman and those who supported his rule and those
who uphold (yarawna; it is perhaps better to read yarwana, relate) his merits and
qualities. Seek their company, gain access to them and honour them. Write down
for me everything which everyone of them relates, as well as his name, that of his
father and his clan.' Thus they did until they had increased the number of merits and
qualities of 'Uthmin. In exchange Mu'dwiya sent them presents, garments, gifts and
[he even made them the owners of] pieces of land. This was showered over Arabs
and mawali alike and it occurred on a large scale in every city, the people competing
in rank and worldly honours. Every lowly individual who went to any governor of
Mu'5wiya and related about 'Uthmfn a merit or a virtue was received kindly, his
name was taken down and he was given preferential treatment. This continued for
some time.

Then Mu'dwiya wrote to his governors saying: '.Hadith about 'Uthman has in-
creased and has spread in every city, town and region. When this letter from me
reaches you, summon the people to relate the merits of the Companions and the first
caliphs. And do not let any Muslim relate anything about 'All without bringing
something contradicting this about the Companions. This I like better and it pleases
me more, it-invalidates AbN TurAb's claims and those of his Shi'a in a more definitive
way and it is for them more difficult to bear than the virtues and the merits of
'Uthm~n.'

Mu'5wiya's letters were read out to the people. And many forged reports concern-
ing the merits of the Companions, in which there was no [grain of] truth, were
related. The people went out of their way in relating reports in this vein until they
spoke thereof in glowing terms from the pulpits. The teachers in the schools were
instructed to teach their young pupils a vast quantity of these until they related them
and studied them just as they studied the Qur'5n and until they taught these to their
daughters, wives and servants. God knows how long they persisted in this. 11

to the probable forgers who lived in a period considerably later than the first decade after
Mubammad's death. It is likely that the first fa4d'ilmathilib sayings or slogans, at which
Ibn Abi 'l-Hadid points in this passage, bore no resemblance whatsoever to
fa4d'il/mathdlib brought into circulation as from 4o/661, i.e. after 'All's caliphate. For an
assessment of how the Rifiiites fabricated traditions, see ibidem, p. 338, where they are
also compared with the Jews with whose ideas they are said to have much in common.

11. Ibidem, pp. 44t.
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Even if the historicity of the actual wording of these letters is doubtful,12
the general picture offered by this fragment has much to commend it as
being historical and describes in vivid terms the - what one might call - first
large scale, political campaigning with which the various.factions in early
Islam sought to outdo one another.

Another significant passage from an Arabic source describing how the
qd's help was enlisted by the caliph deserves to be quoted in full, if only
because it corroborates the measures taken by Mu'dwiya as depicted in the
above 'correspondence'.

Sulayrn b. 'Itr, Egypt's first qa.4 who later was also appointed qti4f as
mentioned above, was rebuked by a certain Companion, one Sila b. al-
.Harith al-Ghifdri, for his activities as qi.q, which were considered by Sila as

breaking with the generally accepted norms such as laid down in the time of
the prophet. This incident is recorded in Kindi.13 The reason why $ila
allegedly found it necessary to take Sulaym the qd4 to task is supplied in a
treatise by Ibn Hajar. 14 Here we read:

When 'All had returned from Siffin, he stood long in prayer and called down God's
wrath upon those who opposed him. [News of] that reached Mu'awiya. He ordered
the qdf, after the morning and evening 4alats, to invoke God's blessing over him
(sc. Mu'awiya himself) and over the people of Syria, and dispatched orders to [other]
cities to do likewise. Layth [b. Sa'd] said: Thus there are two [ways of] 'story telling'
(in Arabic: qaTaani; in other words: two ways for the qdsf to perform his duty in the
mosque), the 'ordinary, usual way' (qaoam al-'amma) when the people gather around
him and he admonishes them and preaches to them, and the 'special way' (qasa4
al-kh4a), which Mu'dwiya instituted by putting a man in charge of the qara.F.
When the imam has uttered the [final] formula in the morning .alat, the qd4 sits
down, invokes God, praises and extols Him, invokes His blessing upon His prophet.
[After that] he invokes God's blessing upon the caliph, his people, his government
officials, his soldiers and then he invokes God's wrath upon the caliph's enemies
(read barbihi instead of bizbihi) and upon all the unbelievers ... Sulaym used to
raise his hands during his qaj.a$

Here we see how the qd , who initially confined his preaching to subjects
of a generally edifying tenor, was forced to become the mouthpiece of the
ruler by spreading official government propaganda in the form of religio/
political slogans which were soon to develop into fadd'il and mathdlib. In
later times quyqtU were thought to keep the imagination of the common

12. Cf. Noth, Quellenkritische Studien, pp. 71-8o, for a convincing argument in favour of
rejecting any 'correspondence' as unhistorical without, however, losing out of sight the
possibility that the events alluded to might in actual fact be taken to be more or less
accurately depicted. Noth thinks these 'correspondences' may possibly also have come
into existence as 'embellishment of the information' (Auflockerung der Berichterstat-
tung), cf. p. 78.

13. Governors, p. 304.
14. Ibidem, note i, where a ms. of his Rar al-i4r is quoted.
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people in check (cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisdn, i, p. 414) and thus prove their value
for society.

As I said earlier, it is difficult to visualize that, at this early stage, the
haldl wa-hardm genre, at least in a form where the example of older
authorities is quoted, had already found a place also in the stories that were
to develop ultimately into standardized hadiths. It goes without saying that
issues concerning .aldl wa-haram, whether or not they had already been
brought together under this technical term, have occupied the minds of
Muslims ever since Muhammad's community began to grow into a struc-
tured and regulated society. However, during the first few decades after the
prophet's death legal thinking was predominantly the occupation of
individuals (among whom were, as we have seen above, the first qjdrs)
who, rather than look back at examples already set by others, developed
their own ideas of what was prohibited and what permissible. To support
this view the following considerations and evidence may be offered.

It is a generally accepted fact that the first four caliphs set their own
standards. 15 They ruled the community in the spirit of the prophet, thinking
of their own solutions to problems rather than meticulously copying his
actions. The same can be said of the first few great legal minds which Islam
has produced. For example, Sa'id b. al-Musayyab (d. 94/713) was known
during his lifetime as the greatest expert in fiqh matters. Many traditions,
later appearing in collections with isndds containing his name, can be traced
also in other sources as utterances of himself that do not go back to persons
older than himself.

E.g. (i). The legal maxim 14 (alqa qabla 'n-nikdh! (i.e. no divorce before the
[concluding of] the marriage), ascribed to 'AlR, Abfi Bakr b. 'Abd ar-Rahmdn, 'Ubayd
Alldh b. 'Abd Alldh b. 'Utba, Abdn b. 'Uthm.n, 'All b. Husayn, Sa'ld b. Jubayr,
al-Qdsimb. Muhammad, SAlim b. 'Abd Allih,'Ad' b. AbiRabh,'Amirb. Sa'd, Jibir
b. Zayd, Nifi' b. Jubayr, Muhammad b. Ka'b, Sulaymin b. Yasir, Mujihid, al-
Qisim b. 'Abd ar-Rabmin, 'Amr b. Harim, ShabT, 'Urwa b. az-Zubayr, Shurayb,
Tiwis b. Kaysin, Hasan al-Bari, 'Ikrima as well as Ibn al-Musayyab (see Bukhiri,
(alaq 9, = ed, Krehl, I, p. 463) is also listed as a prophetic tradition in Ibn Mija,
(aldq 17 ( = ed. M. F. 'Abd al-Biqi, ii, p. 66o);
(2). The precept idhd aqbalati 'l-hay4atu tarakati '4-4aldt (i.e. when [a woman]
feels that her period has started, she abandons performing the 4aldt), ascribed to Ibn
al-Musayyab (Abi D.wfid, (ahdra io9, = ed. M. M. 'Abd al-Hamid, i, p. 76) is found
in a slightly different version in a prophetic saying, e.g. Nasi'i, h.ay4 2, = ed. H. M.
al-Mas'fidi, i, p. I8I passim;
(3). The legal maxim 14 nikdha ilid bi-waliyyin (i.e. no marriage without a guard-
ian) is listed as a prophetic tradition (Tirmidhi, nikdh 14, = ed. M. F. 'Abd al-Biqi,
nI, pp. 407ff.) and also as a ruling of various fuqaha' among the Successors such as
Sa'id, but also Hasan al-Ba ri, Shurayb and Ibrihim an-Nakha'i (ibidem, p. 4 1);
(4). The legal maxim al-walad li 'l-firdsh (i.e. the child belongs to the marital bed),

15. See below, pp. 23-30.
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allegedly transmitted with Sa'Id b. al-Musayyab in the isndd between Zuhri and Abfi
Hurayra, is on the other hand, according to a report of the awd'il genre, a rule of the
pre-Islamic judge Aktham b. Sayfi, cf. E.I. 2, s.v. (Kister) and Ibn Batish, Ghdyat
al-wasa'il ild marifat al-awd'il, i, p. 184;
(5). Ddrimi, wu4a' 85 ( = p. lO9) lists a number of precepts concerning the ablu-
tions of the mustahdda ascribed to Hasan al-Ba~ri and Sa'id b. al-Musayyab.
Although many ablution precepts exist traced back to the prophet, this precept of
Said has remained unambiguously ascribed to him;
(6). In Malik we often find mursal traditions and also Sa'id's own statements pre-
ceded by the same texts as prophetic sayings, e.g. salat 6o and 6I, = ed. M. F. 'Abd
al-BiqI, pp. 94f. On the whole, precepts formulated by Sa'id are very numerous in
the Muwaga'.

In al-Khatb al-BaghdAdi's Kifdya, p. 404, last few lines, we read a statement in
which it is implied that all the mardstl of Ibn al-Musayyab were in the course of time
brought into circulation with perfect isnads via other people. On p. 405 we find a
statement to the contrary.
I maintain that it is Said b. al-Musayyab who is to be credited with these
legal decisions (which sometimes take the form of maxims) rather than the
prophet or a Companion as mentioned in the hadfth collections compiled
some hundred and fifty years later. It must be assumed that, at this early
stage, fiqh did not yet mean insight in matters permissible and forbidden as
verbally dictated by the new religion, but as ad hoc problem solving, at
most inspired by it. In other words, revelation, which was in due course also
to include the example set by Muhammad, had not yet become identical
with religious law.

The reason why these legal decisions should be considered, in the first
instance, as being the products of Sa'id's own juridical insight, rather than as
being traceable back to previously set examples, lies in the mere fact of
them being quoted as Sa'id's decisions at all. A legal decision that indeed
does go back to the prophet or one of his Companions simply does not
require being put into the mouth of Sa'id as also being a product of the
latter's reasoning. The numerous instances where Said is credited with
juridical opinions definitely point to one conclusion only. He thought of
the solution to the problem in these terms first, before this decision was
moulded into a saying attributed to authorities preceding Sa'id. There is
indeed no necessity whatsoever for crediting Sa'id with merely having
repeated a legal opinion of his predecessors, be they the prophet or one or
more of his Companions. 16

16. How Muslim scholars have wrestled with the problem of mursaldt and munqa(i'dt versus
that same material properly provided with isnads going back to the prophet (muttafilat)
is, I think, nowhere better illustrated than in al-Khatib, Kifdya, pp. 404ff., 386ff. Cf. pp.
415ff., for an appraisal of traditions that are sometimes marfa', sometimes mawqaf.
AI-Khatib leaves me with the impression that he has done his utmost to rescue as many
traditions as he possibly could from being rejected, granting a certain value to anyone of
them - no matter how little - rather than, by applying critical standards, to sift the
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Looking at the various centres of Islamic intellectual activity we see that
in Basra the same situation obtains. A younger contemporary of Sa'id b.
al-Musayyab, Hasan al-Ba~rl (d. 110/728), has numerous legal decisions and
even maxims traced to him which can be found in the explanatory remarks
(= ta'lfqdt) Bukhdri adds to traditions duly traced back to the prophet
containing in most cases exactly the same wording or brief statements
amounting to the same decisions. 17

Thus far an attempt has been made to demonstrate that (i) apart from all
those who simply talked about the prophet (in Arabic ta.addatha), it was
probably the qu.Fqi who started spreading stories (a.ddith) of a generally
edifying tenor about the prophet and his first supporters;
(2) the disappointment of 'All and his adherents led, immediately after the
death of the prophet with the appointment of Abfi Bakr as caliph, to the
fabrication of forged fadd'il eulogizing 'Ali countered by the fabricated
fadi'il favouring Abfa Bakr at the hands of the Bakriyya;
(3) h4aldl walhardm, if any, must have been extremely limited in scope and
were mainly the products of individual judgement on the part of the first
legal minds Islam produced; later these juridical opinions seem to have
been remoulded into hadfths going back to the prophet.

An important feature that was to grant the material enumerated under
these three rubrics a more or less standardized form is the isndd. Already
during the life of the prophet, or shortly after his death, certain Com-
panions are said to have shown caution by not immediately accepting every-
thing that was related before having scrutinized the informant. 'Umar and
'Ali are said to have been the first who screened their informants.18 But
according to Muslim scholarship the isndd came definitely into use after the
troubles ensuing from the murder of the caliph 'Uthmdn in 35/656, when
people transmitting information could no longer be trusted automatically
but had to be examined firstly as to whether or not they harboured innova-
tive ideas and, in general, as to reliability, veracity and other lofty char-
acter traits. The report often adduced to procure a historical basis for this is
the saying attributed to Muhammad b. Sirin (d. 110/728): 'They [sc. the
traditionists] were not used to inquiring after the isnad, but when the fitna
occurred they said: Name us your informants. Thus, if these were ahl

'reliable' from the 'not so reliable'. Or, differently put, al-Khatib has tried to reason away
any objections that were raised - or that theoretically could be raised - to traditions which
were not transmitted marfa', or otherwise undeniable examples of the sunnat an-nabt; for
him any mawqaff, mursal, or even munqa#' isndd can, with a little effort, be looked upon as
potentially marfa'. Cf. especially p. 424. See also Nawawis Taqnb, translated by W.
Marais in JA, xvi, 19oo, pp. 326ff., and the literature quoted there.

17. E.g. Bukhdri, mawdqft 40. Mostly, Hasan's decisions in Bukhar-'s ta'liqdt are limited to
statements such as /a ba's bihi, kariha '-Hasan etc. For more examples of Hasan's sayings
and rulings that finally evolve into prophetic traditions, see below pp. 52-5.

18. Cf. Ibn Hibbin, Kitdb ai-majnatfn, 1, p. 28. In Dhahabi, Tadhkirat aI-huffdz, i, p. 2, Ab
Bakr is mentioned as the first.
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as-sunna their traditions were accepted, but if they were ahl al-bida' their
traditions were not accepted. 19 The word fitna was generally taken to
indicate the civil strife following 'Uthmin's murder. 20 Elsewhere 2' I have
tried to show that it is more likely that with this word the civil war is meant
between 'Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr and the Umayyad caliphs in Damascus.
Since the publication of this hypothesis only one counterargument was
brought forward which can be construed as undermining its validity. 22 I
have dealt with this counterargument in another publication. 23 Moreover,
with the help of awd'il it is possible to adduce additional evidence in favour
of my initial hypothesis. But first it should be pointed out that it seems
more likely to interpret Ibn Sirin's use of the word fitna as alluding to an
event which occurred during his own adult life rather than to an event which
took place when he was still an infant. 24 Furthermore, to Ibn Ma'in (d.
233/848) is ascribed a remark concerning al-A'mash, who allegedly never
heard traditions before the fitna. Since al-A'mash lived from 59-61
(679-681) until 145/762, we again have here a context in which the concept
fitna and tradition transmission are mentioned in one breath, 25 in which by
fitna definitely the one of Ibn az-Zubayr is meant. Both reports seem to be
substantiated by a statement ascribed to Malik b. Anas who is reported to
have said: A wwalu man asnada 'l-hadfth Ibn Shihdb.26

The verb asnada in this context admits of two interpretations. Firstly it
may mean that Malik indicated Ibn Shihfb az-Zuhri, who lived
from ± 5o/670 until 124/742, as the first who made consistent use of isnds;

19. E.g. Muslim, S aht bi-sharh an-Nawawi, i, p. 84 (= ed. M. F. 'Abd aI-Biq1, I, p. 15).
20. E.g. Mu |af5 's-Sibd'i, As-sunna wa-makdnatuhd etc., p. 89; AbfO Lubiba Husayn, Al-jarh

wa 't-ta'dil, Riyi4 1979, PP. 32-6; Mubammad 'Ajjdj al-Kha;!b, As-sunna qabla 't-tadwin,
p. 187; Subbi ' -Slih, 'Ulam al-hadith wa-mu4;alahuhu, p. 286. Another author indicates
as the onset of wad in early Islam the fitna following Husayn's death, see Nar ad-Din 'Itr,

Manhaj an-naqd ft 'uham al-hadith, Damascus 1972, p. 47.
21. The date of the great fitna. 22. By J. van Ess, in Arabica, xxii, 1975, P. 49.
23. Forthcoming in Jerusalem studies in Arabic and Islam, vol. v: Muslim's introduction to

his Sahi translated and annotated with an excursus on the chronology offitna and bid'a,

(in the press).
24. Cf. J. Robson, The isnad in Muslim tradition, in Transactions [of the] Glasgow University

Oriental Society, xv, pp. 15-26, for a similar chronology for which he did not adduce
conclusive evidence. M. M. Azmi, on p. 216 of his Studies in early hadith literature,
opposes this view. His arguments may appear not to hold out against the arguments I

presented in the excursus at the end of my paper referred to in the previous note. In Ibn
Rajab, Sharh ilal at-Tirmidhif, pp. 82f., we read a report corroborating my proposed
chronology; Ibrihim an-Nakha'i stated that asking about isnads started in the days of
al-Mukhtir b. Abi 'Ubayd. On the same page we encounter an awd'il report describing Ibn

Sirin as: ... awwalu mani 'ntaqada ar-rijdl wa-mayyaza ath-thiqt min ghayrihim.
25. AbN 'l-Qisim al-Balkhi, Qaballal-akhbdr, ms. Dir al-kutub, p. 92. (I thank J. van Ess for

lending me his copy of a microfilm of this unique manuscript.)
26. Ibn Ab! Hiftim, Taqdimat al-ma'rifa li-kitdb al-jari wa 't-ta'dfl, p. 20; idem, Al-jarh wa

It-ta'dil, iv i, p. 74.
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secondly, it can be explained as indicating Zuhri's consistent search for
isndds going back all the way to the prophet, isnads, in other words, which
are musnad; interpreted thus it may be taken to mean that he consistently
looked for isndds that were marfa'. This latter interpretation is, however,
somewhat difficult to harmonize with the statement al-Ajurri has made on
the authority of Abfi D~wfid as-Sijist~ni 27 concerning Zuhri's methods.28 It
is alleged in this remark that Zuhri had collected in all 2,200 traditions half
of which were musnad. Taken literally this might mean that he only found
1,ioo musnad traditions, but the question may be asked why he collected
the other i ,ioo if he was supposedly not interested in them. That he indeed
was also on the look-out for non-musnad traditions is borne out by a state-
ment of .Sili b. Kaysfn (d. after 140/758) as reported by Ma'mar b. R~shid
(d. 154/770) in which Zuhri's search for sayings attributed to Companions is
explicitly attested. 29

To conclude from this that it was Zuhri who was the first to make consis-
tent use of isndds, as I suggested in the first interpretation above, seems the
more appropriate. 30 In view of Zuhri's lifespan - he was born in 5o - it seems
more likely, therefore, to consider the fitna alluded to in the statement of
Ibn Sirin as the one resulting from the conflict of Ibn az-Zubayr and the
Umayyads. 31

Other awd'il testifying to the chronology of the origins of hadith proper as
perhaps somewhat later than the majority of Muslim scholars have thought
are those dealing with isndd examination evolving into full-fledged isndd
criticism and hadith recording. If the birth of the institution of the isndd is
accepted as having taken place sometime in the late sixties or early seven-
ties rather than in 35, awd'il about the first isndd critics become a great deal
more plausible, or, differently put, if the date of origin of the isndd is taken
to be around 35, it is all the more incomprehensible that it took so long for
the first Muslim isnad critics to apply their criticism, because the circul-
ation of forged hadfths had become eminently noticeable by the end of the
first century. (In the following as well as in all other chapters I computed
people's ages in lunar rather than solar years.)

The first systematic examination of informants ever recorded is reported
to have occurred in Kafa when Sha'bi (d. 103-IO/72I-8) interrogated
ar-Rabi' b. Khuthaym as to his informant regarding a certain hadfth.32

Ar-Rabi' is said to have died after the battle of Karball' of 61/68o, so the

27. For Abfi 'Ubayd Muhammad b. Abmad al-Ajurri, see Sezgin, GAS, i, p. 165.
28. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ix, p. 447, last line. 29. Ibidem, p. 448, lines 8f.
30. In a late source, the Tadrfb ar-rdwffisharh taqrib an-Nawawtby Suyfiti (d. 911/1505), we

come across a definition of a musnid which seems to corroborate also my first interpreta-
tion: wa-huwa man yarwT 'l-hadith bi-isnddihi siwd'an kna 'indahu 'ilmun bihi aw laysa
lahu illd mujarradu riwdyatin, cf. I, p. 43.

31. For still more evidence, see the excursus at the end of my paper referred to in note 23
above.

32. Cf. RAmahurmuzi, Al-muhaddith al-fdil bayna 'r-rdwi wa 'l-wd'7, p. 208.
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conversation, if it is assumed to be historical, must have taken place prior to
that date. In view of Sha'bi's alleged date of birth, given as 20- which makes
him either eighty-three or ninety when he died - or 3', which makes him
seventy-two or seventy-nine at the time of his death, and in view of the fact
that so many traditionists pretended to be older than they were in reality - a
common practice of especially Kfifan transmitters (see pp. 46ff. below) - I
think that it is safe to say that it took place in the same year or only a short
time earlier.

Taking Sha'bi's alleged time of death as the point of departure, which is
given as 103/721 or 110/728, or sometime between these two dates, and
assuming he was in his sixties or, at most, in his seventies when he died, that
suggests that he was born in 4o/66o or a little later. This would make him a
man in his early twenties when he interrogated ar-Rab'. This is not an
unreasonable proposition, when we read in his tarjama that he 'did not
reach (in Arabic: lam yudrik) [the time when] 'A~im b. 'Adi [was still alive].'
This 'A~im died in 4o/66o according to Ibn Hajar (Tahdhib, v, p. 49). And
that traditionists did not usually begin collecting hadith before the age of
twenty (see notes I5O and 220 below) is furthermore in the case of Sha'bi
supported by the information that he allegedly did not hear traditions with
Samura b. Jundab, who died in 58/678 or 6o/68o in Bara or Kfifa.

If it is assumed, then, that this first examination of transmitters occurred
sometime in the early sixties, the first isnad critic as such, who
systematically examined every isnad and made the reliability of trans-
mitters a conditio sine qua non for accepting their traditions, was Shu'ba b.
al-Hajjdj, who died in 160/777 when he was allegedly 77 years old. 33 He is
recorded to have said to someone: Innaka la takadu tajidu ahadan fattasha
'l-h4adith taftfshi wa-ld (alabahu talabT wa-qad na;artu fthi fa-wajadtuhu 1d
ya4i4.hu minhu ath-thulth (i.e. You will hardly find anyone who scrutinized
the tradition or searched for it as I have done and after inspection I found
not [even] one third of it to be 'sound'. 34 Since Shu'ba allegedly occupied
himself with collecting traditions for the last thirty years or so of his life,35
we can assume the starting date of systematic rijdl criticism in Islam to be at
about i3o/7 47 . And for Medina we have the report concerning Mdlik b.

33. Awwalu man fatasha bi '1-7rq an amral-muhaddithn wa-jdnaba 'd.-du'afd' wa 'l-matrakn
wa-dra 'ilman yuqtadd bihi wa-tabirahu 'alayhi ba'dahuahlal-'Jrdq, in IbnHajar, Tahdhfb,
Iv, p. 345; and ibidem: A wwalu man takallamaff'r-rijal Shu'ba thumma tabi'ahu [Yabyd b.
Sa'fd] al-Qatwin [d. 198/813] thumma Abmad [b. Muhammad b. Hanbal, d. 241/855]
wa-Yahya [b. Ma'in, d. 233/848). And also: A wwalu man jumi'a kalamuhu fi dhalika (sc.
ft 'l-jarh wa 't-ta'dfi) Yahyd b. Sa'd al-Qatdn, cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisan, 1, p. 5; Dhahabi,
Kashif, I, p. 25.

34. Cf. Qabal, p. 6; an alternative translation might be: ... I found one third of it to be
'weak'. Although the latter translation seems the more grammatically correct, the former
interpretation is borne out by another statement attributed to Shu'ba: Law lam uhad-
dithkum illd 'ani 'th-thiqdt lam uladdithkum ili "an nafarin yasirin, cf. Ibn Rajab, p. 1O5.

35. Cf. Rimahurmuzi, p. 356.
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Anas (d. 179/795), although this, admittedly, does not imply that he was
necessarily the first isndd critic as such. 36 There is, however, no explicit
mention in the sources of any rijal expert from Medina who preceded
Mdlik, and in view of the still far from sophisticated use of isndds in the
Muwafta' that is hardly surprising.

As for the recording of sayings concerning Muhammad, there is suffi-
cient material to build up a strong case in favour of the theory that Muslims
started to write certain things down perhaps already during their prophet's
lifetime. But it is difficult to maintain that this must have been carried out
on a scale suggesting that this was in any way the custom. Awd'il concerning
persons who first made a collection of the Qur'5n indicate, as was to be
expected, Abfi Bakr 37 and 'Umar. 38 Interesting in this context is perhaps the
fact that the first to use diacritical points in Qur'dn copies was a certain
Yahyd b. Ya'mar from Basra, one time qdf of Marw, who died in 129/746.3 9

But awd'il describing the first organized hadith collections date to a time
considerably later than one would expect from so important an activity,
that is, if the early chronology as proposed by Muslim scholars is taken as
point of departure. Even if it were maintained that writing down traditions
or simply taking notes had been going on from the earliest times, it was
Bukhdri (d. 256/870) who was credited with having compiled the first col-
lection that was ahih; that means that more than one and a half centuries
had elapsed since the isnad had come into existence before a compilation
was made that was generally considered sound. 40 It was also at a relatively
late date that the first instances were recorded of people who voluntarily
showed what they had written to interlocutors in order to prove that they
had made reliable notes. 41

Before Bukh~ri there had been others recorded as having made struc-
tured collections of traditions, but again it appears that a long time had
elapsed since the last few decades of the first/seventh century when the
isndd probably came into existence. The first to do so was 'Abd al-Malik b.

36. Kana Malik awwala mani 'ntaqd 'r-rijal mina 'l-fuqaha' bi 'l-Madina wa-a'ra4a 'amman
laysa bi-thiqa ft 'l-/badith wa-lam yakun yarwi ilia ma jah.h.a wa-ld yuhaddithu ilid 'an thiqa
ma'a 'l-fiqh wa 'd-dfn wa 'l-fa4l wa 'n-nusk, a saying of Ibn H ibb.n, cf. Ibn H ajar, Tahdhib,
x, p. 9. Mdlik is also recorded as the first author of a work on fiqh, the Muwat(a', cf. Ibn
Bitish, it, p. 14.

37. Awwalu manjamda 'l-qur'dn Aba Bakr, Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, i, no. 1461.
38. Awwalu man jama'a 'l-qur'dnf '-.uhuf'Umar b. al-Khafldb, Ibn Sa'd, in I, p. 202.
39. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, x1, p. 305. However, in another source (Ibn Hajar, I$dba, in, p.

562) we read that someone much older, the Successor Abfi 'l-Aswad ad-Du'ali or ad-Dil
(d. 69/688), who is famous for having laid the foundations of Arabic grammar (as is
reported in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, xii, p. to), may be credited with this also.

40. A wwalu man wa4a'aft 'l-islam kitaban sabfhan, Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, Ix, pp. 54f.
41. Awwalu man a;hara kitabahu Rawh b. 'Ubdda [d. 2o5/821] wa-Aba Usdma [Hammid b.

Usima, d. 201817] yurfdu annahumi rawayd ma khalifafthifa-a;hard kutubahuma Iuj-
jatan lahumd, a statement ascribed to al-Hasan b. 'Ali al-Hulwdni (d. 242/856), cf. Ibn
Hajar, Tahdhib, m, p. 294.
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'Abd al-'Aziz, better known as Ibn Jurayj, who died ca. 150/767 when he was
seventy years old. 42 He seems to have been quite impressed with his own
efforts, for he is alleged to have said: ma dawwana 'l-'ilma tadwini a.adun43

(i.e. no one has recorded this science as I have done).. He was active in
Mecca. For Medina we find Malik (d. 179/795) or Ibn Ishq (d. 151/767)
according to some medieval scholars quoted by Katt~ni. 44 In Yemen it was
Ma'mar b. Rashid (d. 153/770) who compiled the first collection in a book. 45

Another traditionist who is credited with having made a systematic collec-
tion as the first in his city was Sa'id b. Abi 'Arfiba (d. 157/773) in Basra. But
also ar-Rabr b. Sabib (d. 160/777) is mentioned in this respect.4 For K;ifa it
was Yahyd b. Zakariyyd' b. Abi ZA'ida (d. 182/798). 47

Musnad collections came even later into existence. In Kfifa Yahy5 b.
'Abd al-Hamid (d. 228/847) was the first to compile a musnad,48 and in Basra
Musaddad b. Musarhad (d. 228/847).49 Furthermore, we also have the name
of the first traditionist to compile a musnad collection who lived in Egypt.
He had collected his material in Iraq. This was Nu'aym b. Hammdd b.
Mu'dwiya who died in 229/848.50

The relatively late growth of traditions is, furthermore, attested in
several awd'il dealing with those people who were credited with having been
the first to introduce had[th, specified in genre as well as unspecified, into
certain areas of the Islamic world.

Yazid b. Abi Habib, who died in 128/745 at the age of seventy-five, was
reputedly the first to introduce traditions of any sort into Egypt. He is also

42. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vi, pp. 403f., a statement of AbmadibnHanbal; see also his'Ilal, ino.

2294.
43. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, p. 404; this saying is also reported as one of Zuhri, cf. Kattini,

Ar-risala al-musta rafa, p. 5. Other sayings attributed to Zuhri run: md $abara ahadun 'ala
'l-'ilm $abrP; ma nasharahu [sc. al-'ilm] ahadun qat nashrf, cf. Ibn Kathir, Al-biddya, ix, p.
345. The similarity of all these sayings seem to point to a fa4ila formula which takes as it
were the form of a topos.

44. Ibidem, p. 9.
45. Dhahabi, Tadhkirat al-huffd , I, p. 191.
46. Awwaluman annafa wa-bawwabaftmadalamu 'r-Rabi b. SabtJ hi 'l-B ara thummaSa'Edb.

Abr'Araba, RAmahurmuzi, p. 611; cf. Dhahabl, Tadhkirat al-4uff, , p. I77; Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, v1, p. 404, 111, p. 248. Said is mentioned in al-Khatib, Kifaya, p. 358, as a
paramount example of a mudallis.

47. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, xi, p. 209; and also Ibn Rajah, p. 67.
48. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, xi, p. 248.
49. Cf. ibidem, x, p. Io9; and also Ibn Rajab, p. 7I.
50. Cf. Ibn Bitish, i, p. 169: Sufyin ath-Thawri is mentioned here as having preceded him in

this; this is probably Ibn Bitish's own opinion not borne out by the above; Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, x, p. 459; cf. also al-Khalib, Ta'rikh Baghdad, xiu, p. 306. Habib ar-Rabmin
al-A';ami, in the preface of his edition of Humaydi's Musnad, p. i, wrongly quotes Kat-
tin's Ar-risala al-mustatrafa, as if Asad b. Mfisi (d. 212/827) was the first to do so. For
other tradition centres (ShAm, Rayy, Wisit etc.), see Rimahurmuzi, p. 612. Cf. also
Kattfini, Ar-risala al-mustatrafa, pp. 8f. Even for an outpost like Transoxania we have
data, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhrb, vi, p. io, Ibn Rajab, p. 72.
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credited with having been the first to discuss halal wa-hardm matters and
issues of a more general nature. 51 This may even be considered relatively
early, if it is realized how long it took for Islam to grow roots in Egypt; 52 the
first teacher of Qur'dn recitation was a man who flourished as late as the
second century, 'Abd Allah b. Lahi'a, who died in 174/79o allegedly at the
age of 78 or even i04!53 The first to enter Andalus with traditions was
Mu'dwiya b. S lih al-Him i who moved there in 125/742.54 He was appointed
qdd and died in 158/775.55 And the first to introduce there fiqh and haldl
wa-hardm was Ziyid b. 'Abd ar-Rahman al-Lakhmi (d. between 193/8o9
and I99/815),56 who is not even listed in the Tahdhfb as having engaged in
the transmission of traditions. Also on the basis of evidence culled from
sources dealing with other areas it is demonstrable that fiqh and hadith do
not necessarily go hand in hand.5 7 Furthermore, it was an-Naor b. Shumayl,
who died in 2o4/820, who was the first to introduce the sunna in Marw and
all of Khurasan. 58 Finally, Abfi Ish~q Ibrahim b. Hdshim b. al-Khalil, who
flourished about 2oo/816, was the first who spread traditions from Kfifan
transmitters in Qumm. 59

The awd'il evidence collected here converges, I think, on one conclusion,
thfat is that the earliest origins of standardized hadith cannot be traced back
earlier than, at most, to the seventies or eighties of the first century. What
had preceded this was, as we have seen above, still unstructured and still
unstandardized material of edifying contents (qu.4, tarhib wa-targhtb) or
with a political slant (fadd'illmathdlib).

The chronology of the growth of traditions

The growth of traditions has been occasionally alluded to in the previous
section, but will be the main subject of discussion in the following. In order

51. Wa-kdna [Yazid b. A bE Habib] awwala man a;hara 'i-'ilm bi-M4r wa '1-kaldmf '1-haldi wa
'l-Iardm wa-masd'il, according to Ibn Sa'd as quoted in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhtb, xi, p. 319.
(This is not found in the Tabaqat, however). Note the use of the term kalam, and not 'ilm
or aljddfth, referring to legal issues. Milik's Muwa(;a' was first introduced by 'Abd ar-
Rabrm.in b. al-Qsim b. Khalid (d. 19i/8o7), who was not a .dI~ib 4adfth, cf. Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, vi, pp. 252ff. The first to introduce Milik's masd'il into Egypt was 'Uthmin b.
al-Hakam al-Judh.mi (d. 163/780), cf. ibidem, vii, p. it t.

52. Cf. Ira Lapidus, The conversion of Egypt to Islam, and also Chapter 2.
53. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, p. 377; Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam, FutMl Mitr, p. 264. Also one

otherwise unknown Abfi Tu'ma is mentioned as the first teacher of Qur'!n recitation
(ibidem). And one al-Qisim b. Kathir (d. 22o/835) was .. . min mutaaddirf 'l-qurra'
bi-Mitr, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vin, p. 331.

54. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, X, p. 21o; Khushani, Quddt Qureuba, p. 31.
55. Khushani, ibidem.
56. Ibidem, p. 46; from Humaydi, Jadhwat al-muqtabis, pp. 202f., it appears that he intro-

duced Malik'sfiqh and that hitherto they had followed the madhhab of Awzi'i.
57. See Chapter 2.
58. Cf. Ibn H ajar, Tahdhfb, x, pp. 437f.
59. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisin, i, no. 367.
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to depict the earliest origins and first growth of l adfth a detailed investiga-
tion has been made of the transmitted material and/or personal opinions of
a small number of important Companions as described in a major early
historical source, Ibn Sa'd, as compared with the respective musnads of
these Companions in a few of the earliest collections. The Companions
most eminently suited for such a comparison in the first place seem to be the
four rightly-guided caliphs, since the number of traditions traced back to
them are small and therefore easier to handle in comparison with the
numbers traced back to other Companions, mostly much younger persons,
whose occurrences in isnads form, as may become abundantly clear in later
chapters, no guarantee whatsoever anyhow that these isndds may, in actual
fact, be traced to them.

Reading through Ibn Sa'd's tarjama of Aba Bakr and other occurrences in
the Tabaqat, we hardly find any material that eventually emerges as a
hadfth. Of the forty-four traditions of Mdlik's Muwa(ta', in which Ab Bakr
occurs, only one contains a prophetic saying transmitted through him via a
totally deficient isnad to Malik.60 Abfi Bakr's musnad is small throughout.
In Taydlisi (d. 203/818) it comprises nine traditions, seven of which are of
the tarhib wa-targhib genre and two are historical accounts. 61 In Ibn Han-
bal's Musnad there are many more, seventy-nine in all. 62 Forty-one of these
are repetitions, enlargements or abridgements, and of the remaining thirty-
eight twenty-eight deal with tarhib wa-targhib, four are historical accounts
and only six can be construed as belonging to halal wa-hardm, among which
we find the famous zakat precepts. 63 These were transmitted on 4a.ffas, the
authenticity of which was never doubted by Abbott, 64 and which Schacht
was inclined to date back at least to the time of 'Umar. 65

It is indeed tempting to consider this list of tariffs a genuine institution of
the prophet. We read in the Kitab al-amwdl that two versions of this list,
one allegedly transmitted in writing to Zuhri via 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar and his
son Salim66 and one allegedly transmitted via the descendants of 'Amr b.
Hazm - which someone went to copy in Medina by order of 'Umar 1167 -
present striking similarities to the list allegedly transmitted from Abfa
Bakr, via Anas to his grandson Thumama. Therefore I am inclined to lend

60. Vol. 1, p. 231, no. 27: a prophet is only buried at the very spot he has died.
61. Musnad, nos. 3 and 6. This last one is at the same time of the fadd'il genre singing the

praises of Talba.
62. At the beginning of vol. i.
63. Musnad, i, pp. iif. (no. 72).
64. Vol. It, p. 31, where she inadvertently mistook Anas' grandson Thumma, who allegedly

transmitted the precepts via his grandfather on one of those fat ifas, for a grandson of Aba
Bakr with the same name. There is no such person.

65. Origins, p. 167, note i.
66. Regrettably, this is the only version preserved in the Muwafa' (vol. 1, pp. 257ff.), other-

wise the evidence adduced would have been even more convincing.
67. Abf 'Ubayd, Kittb al-am wal, p. 360, no. 934 and p. 358, no. 933.
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credence to the list as possibly going back to the time of Mubammad,
although the version transmitted through Anas need not necessarily be so
old but a copy made later by Hammid b. Salama (d. 167/783) or someone
using his name.68 Finally, the five traditions in Muslim's Sahih69 going back
to Abfi Bakr do not present new material and can all be traced in Ibn Hanbal
in longer or shorter versions. In conclusion, it is safe to say that Abi Bakr
cannot be identified with had[th in any extensive way. This may show that
during his reign examples set by the prophet or his followers did not play a
decisive role in AbN Bakr's decision making. If this had been the case, many
more traditions traced back to him, whether or not this ascription is histori-
cally genuine, would have been found in the earliest collections. On the
contrary, these collections convey rather the idea that the first caliph of
Islam, who suddenly saw himself faced with the enormous task of leading a
community that had just lost its spiritual leader, relied almost exclusively
on his own judgement.

Another conclusion that suggests itself is that it is in Iraqi collections,
and not in the earliest extant and most authoritative Medinan collection -
the Muwata' - that we have to look for the first sizable numbers of hadths,
including those on haldl wa-hardm. A Hijizi collection that originated a
few decades after the Muwaffa', the Musnad of al-Humaydi (d. 219/834),
corroborates this conclusion with only one of its seven traditions traced to
Abfi Bakr having a Medinese isndd (no. 5).

A comparison of 'Umar in all his doings and decisions as described by Ibn
Sa'd with the traditions traced back to him as listed in the earliest standard
collections yields the following interesting results:

In an early historical source, such as Ibn Sa'd's, it appears that 'Umar
hardly figures in traditions relating sayings of the prophet which can also be
traced to the classical hadith collections. In his tarjamaMo there are only a
few references to activities where he set standards that later developed into
legal prohibitions and injunctions. For example, he was the first to con-
demn wine-drinkers to eighty stripes and to make the fasting of Ramadfn
incumbent upon all Muslims. 71 Of all religious rites he thought the 4aldt
most important: 14 isldma li-man taraka ' -4aldt or: la haZZa li 'mri'in ff
'l-islmi add'a '4-4aldt72 (i.e. he who neglects the prayer ritual has no part in
Islam). There are indeed numerous instances when, under a variety of

68. Abfi Diwfid is quoted as saying that Hammdd only possessed one kitdb - that of Qays b.
Sa'd- i.e. that he transmitted usually from memory, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, in, p. 15. This
sort of information makes any isndd indicating transmission of other written material
suspect.

69. Ed. M. F. 'Abd al-Bdqi, v, p. 225; I have used Muslim's Sabih for this purpose rather than
any other collection because of the extensive indexes given in vol. v.

70. Ibn Sa'd, in i, pp. 190-274.
71. Ibidem, p. 202.
72. E.g. ibidem, pp. 250, 254.
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different circumstances and in many different situations, he is alleged to
have performed certain qaldts, without these reports being meant in the
first place as descriptions of exemplary behaviour zealously imitated by his
followers.73 There is even one report in which 'Umar is described as being
somewhat forgetful in the 4alat so he appointed someone to prompt him
where necessary. 74 Whether or not this report is historical, this, as well as
the majority of the others in his tarjama, do describe 'Umar as an
authoritarian primus inter pares rather than a blindly obeyed despot whose
every word and action become law. This is clearly reflected in the story
where he had someone shave his body hair on which occasion he is alleged
to have said that this practice was no part of the sunna; the term is surely
used to mean: the normative behaviour of a good Muslim in the widest
sense of the word.

The sunna of the prophet, a concept emphasized for the first time by
'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz rather than by the prophet himself or his immediate
followers, 75 is conspicuously absent in a report in which 'Umar b. al-Khattib
on his deathbed made certain recommendations: in case of difficulties his
followers should resort to the Qur'dn, the muhajiran, the anqdr, the people
of the desert and, finally, the ahl adh-dhimma. (Conspicuously absent - as
yet - are also the qurrd'!).76 This report tallies with the reputation which
'Umar acquired in a number of reports strewn over practically all historical
sources that he was not in favour of ahdith concerning the prophet being
spread, let alone being fixed in writing. Also Ibn Sa'd lists such a report.77

In all there are just a few reports in which 'Umar referred to a decision of
the prophet or where he explicitly followed his example. One concerns the
famous verse, not included in the Qur'dn, on the lapidation of adulterers,
where 'Umar is alleged to have said that the prophet resorted to this punish-
ment before him, so why not he. 78 This issue requires a separate study, for
which this is not the proper occasion. 79 Another one describes how 'Umar
loathed the smell of garlic and onions, something which, as he said, had
prompted the prophet to have a man removed from the mosque, whose
breath stank of it.8o Furthermore, the prophet had enjoined 'Umar not to
forget the distant relatives (kaldla) as potential heirs.81

It is true that there are a few more reports in which 'Umar mentions an

73. E.g. ibidem, pp. 205 (22), 216 (9), 217 (12f.), 225 (18), 261 (i1).
74. Ibidem, p. 205 (23ff.).
75. See below pp. 31-39, and also Tilman Nagel, Rechtleitung und Kalifat. Versuch aber eine

Grundfrage der islamischen Geschichte, pp. 5o-5.
76. Ibn Sa'd, in , p. 243.
77. Ibidem, p. 2o6 (5f.), cf. p. 210 (4f.).
78. Ibidem, p. 242.
79. Cf. Wansbrough, Quranic studies, pp. 193-6, for a few interesting new ideas, if one takes

the author's point of issue for granted.
80. Ibn Sa'd, a i, p. 243 (12-I5).
81. Ibidem, p. 243 (6ff.).
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opinion of the prophet but they are either non-committal, or provided with
such perfect isnads that we may assume that Ibn Sa'd, who died in 23o/845,
copied them complete with isnad from a tradition collection circulating
during his lifetime. An example of such an isnad is: 'Affdn b. Muslim -
Hammid b. Salama - Thdbit - Anas.82 In a report supported by this isndd
'Umar referred a woman, who wept over him after the ultimately successful
attempt on his life, to the dictum of the prophet: he who is bewailed [by his
relatives] will be punished [in the Hereafter].8 3 Elsewhere in this study I
have tried to prove that a similar dictum with a derivative of the root NWH
(= lamenting) cannot be traced to a date earlier than ca. 4o/661 .8 If 'Umar's
saying, which has the verb 'awwala for 'bewailing', is taken to be genuinely
his, and there are indeed reports in which the saying is traced back to him
exclusively,8 5 it can be considered as a forerunner of the dictum in the form
of a prophetic utterance.

As far as Ibn Sa'd's treatment of 'Umar is concerned and his position in the
spreading of ahadfth about Muhammad, the above is all the relevant mater-
ial that could be found. Looking now into the earliest general collections of
.adfths, such as Milik's Muwag'a', we find our findings so far eloquently
corroborated. Of all the 234 traditions in which 'Umar occurs, only fifteen
contain sayings or descriptions of actions of the prophet with three more
which are mere repetitions.8 6

But when we look in the earliest Iraqi collections, it becomes once more
abundantly clear when and where prophetic traditions transmitted through
'Umar originated. In the Musnad of Tayalisi (d. 203/818) we find sixty-two
traditions of which only one or two contain 'Umar's own views or statements
and of which four are repetitions, abridgements or enlargements, while the
Medinese contemporary of Tayilisi, Humaydi, lists in all only twenty-five
traditions allegedly transmitted by 'Umar, ten of which via Iraqi and Syrian
isnads brought to his attention by Ibn 'Uyayna and al-Walid b. Muslim
respectively. Looking once more at Iraq, just a few decades later another
Musnad, the one of Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855), was compiled. Here a total of
304 traditions transmitted by 'Umar is listed. Only six of these are historical
accounts, 123 are pure prophetic traditions and the remaining 175 are re-
petitions, abridgements or enlargements. The fact that we do not find a
representative sample of 'Umar's hadith in Ibn Sa'd may indicate that their
spreading was restricted to hadith circles only.

82. See Chapter 4 for a tentative solution for the 'mysterious ThAbit', and below pp. 46 and
67f. for a study of the reliability of 'Anas isndds'.

83. Ibn Sa'd, ni i, p. 263 (7-1o).
84. See Chapter 3.
85. Ibn Sa'd, i 1, p. 26 3 (14, 17, 25). The dictum, with instead of 'awwala the noun buka', is also

attributed to 'A'isha, p. 263 (22).
86. Muwagta', "dayn 5, qur'dn 5, 9, zakat 49, 50, hajj 115, nudhar 14,fard'id 7, (aldq 53, buya,

38, madina 18, 22, 24, 25, qadar 2, libs 18, isti'dhan 3 and .;adaqa 9.
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A scrutiny of the traditions allegedly transmitted by 'Uthman yields a
more or less similar result. When one reads through the occurrences of
'Uthman in Ibn Sa'd, one is struck by the total lack of legal traditions,

although he is enumerated on various occasions as one of the few Com-
panions whose personal advice was sought on legal issues.87 Although the
number of people who allegedly transmitted material from him is large, not
one prophetic tradition - legal or other - on his authority is listed in the
Tabaqat with the exception of the famous dictum Man qdla 'alayya ma lam
aqul etc.88 As far as Ibn Sa'd is concerned, 'Uthman seems to have relied
solely on his own judgement. If he was inspired by the prophet, this does
not show in the Tabaqat, a source in which we would have expected to
encounter at least a few references to his having copied the prophet's
example, if that had been his custom.

Likewise it appears that among the numerous occurrences of 'Uthman in
Malik's Muwa(a' only three concern his transmitting of a prophetic tradi-
tion,89 whereas in Humaydi's Musnad there are only four. But, again, in the
earliest Iraqi musnads we find a gradually increasing number. In Tayalisi
there are fifteen prophetic traditions allegedly reported by 'Uthman with
one repetition and in Ibn Hanbal a total of 131 of which 74 are repetitions,
abridgements or enlargements. This number appears to be reduced in the
canonical collection of Muslim to seventeen with one repetition.

So far a pattern seems discernible. A major historical source depicts the
first three caliphs as mainly relying on their own personal judgements,
offering only very few instances when they allegedly resort to following an
example set by the prophet. In Malik's Muwa((a' and in Humaydi's Musnad,
the latter compiled at the same time as Tay.lisi's, the number of prophetic
traditions traced back through them is very small. In the earliest Iraqi
collections, however, a gradually increasing number of prophetic traditions
is found. It is not surprising that 'Ali's alleged position in the spreading of
hadith proved to be predictable on the basis of this provisional conclusion.
Only five of the twenty-eight traditions in Milik on his authority allegedly
go back to the prophet; in Humaydi that number is twenty-one including
repetitions and also those supported by Iraqi isndds; in Tayflisi we find
already ninety-two prophetic traditions of which just a few are repetitions,
and in Ibn Hanbal there are listed a total of 819 traditions. In order to
determine the number of repetitions, enlargements and abridgements of
these traditions, an average of the occurrences has been taken of those in
the musnads of Abfi Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman dealt with above as guiding
principle, and it has been calculated that of these 819 some 450 will turn
out to be repetitions etc. Even so, that means that during Malik's lifetime

87. Cf. IbnSa'd,n 2, pp. 99 (9), 109 (22), 110(2).
88. Ibn Sa'd, H 2, p. ioo (15). Cf. Chapter 3 for an analysis and a tentative dating of this saying

(middle second century).
89. Tahdra 29, haijj7o and buya' 32.
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there circulated in Iraq several hundred prophetic traditions traced back to
'Ali of which there were hardly any traces in Medina shown by the
near-absence of 'All traditions in the Muwatta'.

As alludedio above, it would indeed be a time consuming task to analyse
in the same way the growth of traditions in the various centres allegedly
transmitted by even a few of the most important Companions. A number of
the younger Companions are credited with such colossal numbers of tradi-
tions that applying the above methods will turn out to be unfeasible, while
the overall conclusion amounts to the same as the one reached so far: in Iraq
hadth underwent its first major growth as a brief comparison of these
Companions' musnads preserved in Medinese collections with those pre-
served in Iraqi collections will demonstrate. Perhaps I should add to this
the consideration that it is especially isnads ending in such Companions as
Anas, AbN Hurayra, Ibn 'Abb~s, Ibn 'Umar, Ibn 'Amr, Ibn Mas'fid,9°Jbir b.
'Abd Allih and a number of others that were attached to fabricated tradi-
tions, as a cursory glance through Ibn al-Jawzl's Kitab al-mawdi'at or Ibn
.Hajar's Lisdn will verify.

Perhaps an illustration of the rapid but relatively late growth of Iraqi
traditions in particular can be found in Rdmahurmuzi, who quotes a report
attributed to 'Awn b. 'Abd Allih (d. between 110/729 and 120/739) who, at
one time, said that to Ibn Mas'fid a total of a mere fifty traditions were
traced.9 1 Compare this low figure with the 90 collected in Ibn Hanbal's
Musnad,92 and it will be clear that it was in the course of the second/eighth
century that the proliferation of hadiths in Iraq flourished, perhaps even
later. We have, after all, a statement of Ghundar Muhammad b. Ja'far (d.
193/8o8) who is alleged to have said that Ibn 'Abbas did not hear more than
nine traditions from the prophet, while Yahy. b. Sa'id al-Qatt.n (d.
198/813) believed this figure to be ten.93 Even though Ibn Hajar has tried to
invalidate these statements, 94 it is significant, to say the least, that two
major muh.addithan, who both died toward the end of the second century,
are reported to have had these ideas about Ibn 'Abbas' output, which in Ibn
Hanbal's Musnad, dating from barely half a century later, reached the

90. The last four constitute together the "Abidila, but it is not always specified, when mention
is made of'the three 'Abgdila', what three of these four are meant. One finds, for example,
sometimes 'Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr included among the 'three 'Abidila' within a Hijzi
context, cf. Ibn 'Asikir, Ta'rfkh kabir, i, pp. 59ff.; Ibn Hajar, Lisn, ii, p. 18, and Tahdhib,
i, no. 309. One can safely say that among the 'three' in a Iraqi context Ibn Masfid is always
included, also Ibn 'Abbis, but there are no definite pointers to the third being Ibn 'Umar or
Ibn 'Amr. Cf. Also Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitb aI-mawda'd,, l, p. 242.

91. Cf. Rimahurmuzi, p. 557.
92. In the old edition in Vol. i, pp. 374-466 = vol. v, p. 184-vol. V1, p. 205 of the Shikir

edition.
93. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, p. 279. Even Ghaz&i is quoted here who maintained that Ibn

'Abbis heard no more than four traditions from Mubammad.
94. Ibidem.
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figure of 1710 hadiths (including, it is true, abridgements, enlargements
and repetitions).

The origin of the concept 'prophetic sunna'

The approximate date of origin of the narrowing down of the concept
sunna, formerly comprising the sunna, or exemplary behaviour, of the
prophet as well as his most devoted followers, to the exemplary behaviour
of the prophet only, is another issue on which the findings presented here
differ with the generally held view in the Islamic world. 95 The Islamic view
boils down to fixing this date of origin during the life of the prophet, when
his behaviour was generally and undisputably taken as normative for all his
followers, especially immediately after Muhammad's death when the
Muslim community had nothing else to be guided by except an, as yet,
uncodified Qur'5n. This is supposed to have soon resulted in the stand-
ardization of the tools with which this exemplary behaviour of the prophet
was transmitted to later generations, which may, according to Muslim
scholars, be taken to coincide with the date of origin of the standardization
of the isnad, some twenty-five years after the prophet's death.96

I think that the time when the concept sunna began to be exclusively
identified with sunnat an-nabT is to be set in a time some six or seven
decades later, that is toward the end of the first century of the Hijra. This
chronology is based on the following evidence and considerations.

In the foregoing, while dealing with the hadith material traced back to
'Umar, I mentioned a report in which 'Umar, on his deathbed, enumerated
where the Muslim community should look for the solutions to its problems,
namely the Qur'dn, the muhajiran, the anvdr, the desert dwellers and
finally the ahl adh-dhimma (cf. p. 26 above). It was pointed out that the
concept sunna was conspicuously absent from this enumeration. Where we

95. For an account of the sunnat an-nabi having allegedly been established during the
prophet's lifetime, see M. M. Bravmann, The spiritual background of early Islam, pp.
123-98, especially pp. x68ff. Bravmann holds the view that, originally, sunna meant:
procedure.., ordained, decreed, instituted, introduced into practice (by a certain person
or - less frequently - by a group of definite persons), and that its meaning 'custom of the
community' must be considered as secondary (p. 155). I do not dispute this. Besides, it is
not in conflict with the findings laid down in this section of the present chapter.

In Martin Hinds, The Siffin arbitration agreement, p. ioo,we find the word sunna used
in two versions of an agreement, one probably early and seemingly historically reliable:
as-sunna al-'ddila al-jdmi'a ghayru '-mufarriqa, and one probably later version: sunnat
rasali 'llah al-jami'a; Hinds' proposed chronology seems to be supported by my findings.
Furthermore, see Schacht's paper Sur l'expression "Sunna du Prophte" in Melanges
d'orientalisme offerts a Henri Masse, pp. 361-65.

96. According to the modern author 'Izzat 'Ali 'id 'Atiyya, Al-bid'a tahdfduhd wa-mawqifal-
islam minha, pp. 117-122, sunna is sunna of the prophet to which some authors add, as he
says, that of the rashidan and of the noblest Companions.
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would have expected it to be mentioned, namely immediately after the
Qur'dn, we find instead the two major contingents of the prophet's
followers.

Now, it may be conceded that submitting a problem to a muhdjir or an
anFr, as 'Umar enjoined his fellow Muslims to do after his disappearance,
might very well result in this muhajir or anqdrf suggesting a solution
inspired by the prophet's example but, surely it is just as feasible to main-
tain that the interrogated muhdjir or an4arf might offer a solution based
upon the generally accepted normative behaviour of the majority of
muhdjiran and an.Fdr as a group, or a solution based upon his own fair
appraisal of the problem, in other words: his ra'y. Thus came into existence
personal ideas and concepts of how a good Muslim should behave in certain
circumstances. Early tradition collections and other early works on the
science of tradition, as is well-known, abound with reports traced back to
Companions and also Successors, who volunteer solutions to problems
presented to them. Even if the ascription of many of these reports is open to
doubt, one should not categorically reject their historicity as a whole. Very
many of these private opinions remained in the course of time identified
and connected with the name of a Companion or Successor, while a great
many others - based upon ra'y as well as inspired by the example of the
prophet and/or other Companions or Successors - are found in later collec-
tions moulded in the form of prophetic sayings. 97 Witness to this phenom-
enon are the countless references in the earliest rijdl works and other
sources to people who 'raise' a report of a Companion or a Successor 'to the
level' of a prophetic saying. The Arabic terms used are derivatives of the
root RF'.98

Names of transmitters from different periods mentioned in connection
with raf are among innumerable others:
Rufay' b. Mihrfn Abfi 'l-'Aliya (d. ca. 93/712), whose traditions occur in all
classical collections; 99

Hasan al-Ba~ri (d. i Io/728),100 who will be extensively dealt with on pp.
49-55;
'Adi b. Thibit (d. i 16/734), whose traditions occur in all classical collec-
tions;101
Simak b. Harb (d. 123/740), whose hadiths occur in five of the 'six books'; 1°2

97. Later theoreticians have tried to minimize the role of Companions expressing their own
personal views as, for instance, reflected in Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Jdmir , it, pp. 9of.

98. As I pointed out in the Introduction, Schacht has presented in his Origins, e.g. p. 5, among
other things, the major theory that'. . . isndds have a tendency to grow backwards'. It will
appear that in the following, in dealing with this phenomenon, I have sought to approach
it from a quite different angle.

99. Ibn Hanbal, 'hlal, i, nos. 63 and 539. 100. Ibidem.
101. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vn, p. i66 (line 2).
102. Ibn Abi Htim, Taqdima, p. i58.
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'Al b. Zayd ibn Jud'An (d. x29/746), also found in five of the 'six'; 103

Farqad b. Ya'qfib as-Sabakhi (d. 131/748), in two of the 'six';1°4

Abn b. Abi 'Ayydsh (d. 138/755), whose occurrence in isndds is also a
subject of discussion elsewhere; 105

Shu'ba b. al-Hajjdj (d. 160/776), a key figure in Iraqi h.adth;O6
Mubirak b. FalIfla (d. 166/782), whose traditions are listed in three of the
'six', and who may be held responsible for 'raising' very many sayings and
opinions of Hasan al-Ba$ri 'to the level' of prophetic sayings; 1°7

And finally in this shortlist the famous as well as notorious Syrian
al-Walid b. Muslim (d. ca. 195/8io), in whose highly contradictory tarjama
in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhib08 we read the highest praise as well as the bitterest
criticism and also that he was a raffa'.

Apart from dozens of other transmitters from the classical collections,
one can glean the names of hundreds of people accused of the same practice
from Ibn Hajar's Lisan. The 'raising' did not in all cases reach the level of a
prophetic saying, 109 in the majority of cases, however, it did and was many a
time the subject of discussion in the early sources. 110

Turning back to 'Umar's saying mentioned above, one is undoubtedly on
safe ground when concluding that, if the concept sunna had already been
exclusively identified with sunnat an-nabi by the year 23/644, when 'Umar
allegedly made this statement, he would have used this expression and not
muhajiran and anfdr, which is, as perhaps demonstrated above, a much
wider concept. Differently put, it is significant that 'Umar did not use the
term sunnat an-nab[, if the term sunna had developed into this limited
specification already by the time he made this statement.

In sum, although the concept sunnat an-nabi occasionally emerges in the
earliest sources, in the vast majority of cases we find merely sunna, with or
without the definite article, while the contexts do not make clear to whom
and/or to what region the sunna in question is ascribed.

As may have become apparent in the foregoing investigation into the
alleged role played by the rashidan in transmitting traditions, the position
of 'Umar's successors vis-A-vis sunna or sunnat an-nabi is in no conspicuous
way different from that of 'Umar. The same obtains for the first seven

103. Ibidem, p. 145; cf. Ibn H ajar, Tahdhib, vii, p. 323.
104. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, viii, p. 264.
105. Cf. Chapter iv, p. x44; cf. also Ibn Hibbin, Kitab al-majraiItn, i, p. 56.
106. Ibn Hanbal, 'llal, i, no. 1794.
107. Ibn H ajar, Tahdhfb, x, pp. 28-31. 108. x, pp. 151-5.
109. E.g. Drimi, Sunan, p. 81, a maxim concerning the idda as starting immediately upon the

demise of the husband was first contributed to a Successor and subsequently to a Com-
panion but was never made into a prophetic saying, at least nowhere listed as such.

110. E.g. Ibn Hanbal, 'Ilal, i, no. 2779; Ibn Abi Htim, Kitb al-majrabin, i, pp. 18, 66,76ff.,
where, among other things, Ibn Hibbin makes the bold, but in my opinion doubtful,
statement that the great experts have been successful in sifting the artificially marfa'
material from the genuine marft'; Rimahurmuzi, p. 312, etc. etc.
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Umayyad caliphs who, if anything, were merely concerned with countering
anti-Umayyad slogans by means of pro-Umayyad ones.II

The development of Islam as a religion in general, and of Islamic pre-
cepts in particular" 2 was mainly in the hands of those who are described in
the biographical lexica as fuqaha' or 'ulamd'. When conflicts arose between
people or solutions were sought to problems of a more general nature from
whatever sphere of life, people generally speaking did not go to the ruler 13

but sought advice from wise men, fuqahd' or lama'. 114
During the time that several of the younger Companions of the prophet

were still alive, these were allegedly approached and asked for advice. If
this advice was based upon private judgement (ra'y), such a Companion
became known as afaqfh, and if he chose to refer his interlocutor to the ra'y
of a fellow Companion or to an example set by the prophet, which could be
taken as a precedent, then this 'knowledge', this film, earned him the
honorific 'alim. In the study of the qddis of early Islam (Chapter 2) an
attempt is made to show that, especially during the earliest years, say the
first century of the Hijra, fiqh and in were only occasionally combined in
one and the same person.

And so, in the course of the first/seventh century, Islam can be char-
acterized by two methods of development: the resorting to individual
judgement = common sense = ra'y (cf. Chapter 2) as opposed to the quest
for, and transmission of, precedent. Previous pages have briefly dealt with
the main representatives of the former method (Sa'id b. al-Musayyab,
Hasan al-Ba~ri) ;115 we can now concentrate for a while on 'ilm as comprising
the knowledge, including the transmission, of dthdr, akhbdr or ahddfth,
depending on the person(s) to whom these were ascribed. 116 All three terms

111. Abbott's plea (vol. ii, pp. 18-25) for considering the Umayyads as being very much
interested in hadfth is in my opinion not convincing. In the first place she believes in a
chronology of the earliest hadith which predates mine by at least half a century. Thus she
accepts at face value Mu'dwiya's role as a transmitter simply on the basis of the existence
of his musnad in, for example, Ibn Hanbal, and also that of MarwAn b. al-Hakam.

112. Cf. Wansbrou/h, Sectarian milieu, p. 123.
113. The first to put himself at the disposal of people who sought to solve conflicts (ma ;dlim)

was 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, but it was only under the 'Abbisids that ma~dlim sessions
became institutionalized, see al-Miwardi, Al.aflkm as-sul(dniyya, p. 131.

114. The dichotomy between 'ilm and fiqh in early usage is very clearly and succinctly outlined
in E.I. 2, s.v. fikh (Schacht). For the contrast between 4dhib 4adfth and ra'y, see e.g. Ibn
H anbal, 'lal, i, no. 1212.

115. Cf. Ibn Abd al-Barr, Jdmr, u, pp. 61f., for a good survey of the earliest Muslims who
relied heavily - if not exclusively - on their own personal judgement distributed over the
various centres of the empire.

116. Usually - but not always - the terms dthdr and akhbdr refer to statements made by
Companions or Successors, whereas the term badith is usually reserved for prophetic
traditions. The use of technical terms is a lot less stringent than, for instance, Sezgin
leads us to believe. E. g. cf. how MAlik and others are quoted in Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Jami, u,
pp. 175f.; cf. also al-Khatib, Kifdya, pp. 305-1o. Furthermore, we read in QAOi 'lyil b.
MIsd, Kitab al- ilmd', p. 125: awwalu man attdatha al-farq bayna hadhayni 'l-laftayni [sc.
akhbarand and haddathand] Jbn Wahb bi-Mir [who died in 197/813].
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denote transmitted materials often describing sunnas, whether of the com-
munity as a whole, or specifically of the prophet, or of one specific region or
centre, or of one individual other than the prophet.

The first man to apply himself to the concept sunnat an-nab[ more than to
sunnas ascribed to other persons or localities was, as Muslim sources inform
us, 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz. His request to Abd Bakrb. Muhammad b. 'Amrb.
.jazm117 and Zuhrint 8 to note down what 'ilm they possessed is well-known

and has already been dealt with extensively by others.1 19 But in view of the
present discussion it may be interesting to look closely once more at the
exact wording in which he is alleged to have moulded his request. As
recorded in Ibn Sa'd 'Umar asked literally for (i) hadfth rasali 'llah; (2)
sunna md4iya 2O (N.B. without the definite article); and (3) hadith from
'Amra bint 'Abd ar-Rabman (d. 98/717 or 1oo/719).121 Numbers two and
three can be construed as not containing exclusively sunnat an-nabi, as is
the case with number one. In other words, although 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz is
described in history as a champion of the prophetic sunna, he did not
neglect sunnas from other sources. This view can be substantiated by pas-
sages from the biographies devoted to him.

For example, we find in Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam's Sirat 'Umar b. "Abd al-'Aziz
a saying attributed to him: sanna rasilu 'llh (s) wa-wulatu 'l-amri ba'dahu
sunanan. .. 122 (i.e. the Messenger of God, and after him his successors in
office, instituted sunnas), which conveys clearly the (still) wide interpreta-
tion given to the term sunna. And he is also credited with the remark that he
would not have been capable of managing the affairs of state properly, if he
had not paid heed, apart from the Qur'in and the sunna of the prophet, to
other matters ... allatfrnin ra'yi 'n-nds123 (i.e. belonging to the people's
private opinions).

'Umar II was born in 6o/68o, 61/681 or 63/683, so it can be assumed that he
started to emphasize his ideas concerning the sunnat an-nabi in any case not
earlier than the year 8o/7oo and probably somewhat later.1 24 As noted
above, on 'Umar II's instigation, in all likelihood after he had become caliph
in 99/717,125 but perhaps somewhat earlier, Zuhri, who was then allegedly
in his forties or fifties,, is recorded to have been the first to make an
organized collection of all the 'ilm he could find. A significant report
attributed to $.alil b. Kaysan (d. 14o/758 or later) describes how Zuhri went

117. E.g. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, x11, p. 39.
118. E.g. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Jamr i, p. 76.
119. Cf. Goldziher, Muh. Stud., 1, pp. 21of.; Abbott, vol. 11, pp. 22f.; Sezgin, GAS, 1, pp. 56f.
120. Cf. Bravmann, The spiritual background, pp. 139-5 1.
121. Ibn Sa'd, 1 2, p. 134.
122. Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam, Sirat "Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azfz, p. 38.
123. Ibidem, p. 77.
124. Abd Zur'a, Ta'rfkh, p. 569, intimates that he did not live to see 40.
125. Cf. Abbott, vol. I, p. 25.
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about it: 'Ibn Shih~b1 26 and I', said Slih, 'were looking for 'ilm and we
agreed to record the sunna. Thus we wrote down everything we heard about
the prophet. Then Zuhri said: "Let us write down what we can find
attributed to his Companions." But I said: "No, that is not sunna." Zuhri,
however, insisted that it was and recorded this also.' Added $5lib ruefully:
'I did not record it, so Zuhri became a successful traditionist, whereas I did
not. '127

Even if we have here an instance of organized hadfth collecting, from the
prophet as well as from his Companions, it is erroneous to think that this
example was immediately and automatically followed in Medina, Syria or
in the other main centres of the Islamic empire. A look at the biographies of
Zuhri's contemporaries in those centres demonstrates that l4adfth col-
lecting was not yet taken up in any systematic way, at least for some time to
come. People in the different centres were scarcely aware of each other's
activities. Zuhri, in any case, appeared to be ignorant of what was going on
in other centres. For example, he learned to his astonishment that people
such as al-A'mash (d. 148/765) did indeed possess traditions worthy of being
taken into consideration. 128

As mentioned above, 'Umar II, more than any ruler before him, was
determined on granting the sunna of the prophet a position as guiding
principle in importance only second to the Qur'an. He is considered to be
the first theoretician of the sunna.129 But many of his administrators did
initially not subscribe to this policy when he became caliph in 99/717. So he
allegedly wrote to his governor in Basra, 'Adi b. Artat (d. 102/720): It has
reached me that you follow the customs (an tastanna bi-sunan) of al-Hajjij

130 and in another letter he wrote to one of his governors: I enjoin you

... to follow the sunna of the Messenger of God and to abandon md
ahdatha 'l-muhdithan ba'dahu mimmd qad jard sunnatuhu,131 this last sen-
tence being an indication that he was aware of the sometimes doubtful role

126. For an assessment of the difficulties concerning the different names various key figures
in early Islamic ibadith transmission were known by, such as Zuhri = Ibn Shihab, see
Chapter 4.

127. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Jamii, p. 76. A similar report is attributed to Abfi 'z-Zin.d (d.
133/75 1) who confined himself to recording bialal wa-aram, cf. ibidem, p. 73. 'Abd Allah
b. Dhakwan Abfi 'z-ZinAd was allegedly born in 64/684, so if we assume that he started
writing down t4alal wa-4ardm at an early age, we have here an indication of a time when a
man devoted himself exclusively to recording this genre of traditions, namely circa
9o/7o9. Until now I have not found a transmitter who may be assumed to have started this
sort of work earlier than Abfi 'z-ZinAd.

128. Cf. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, H, p. 34.
129. Awwalu mutakallimiahlas-sunna mina 't-tbf'n 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azfz wa lahu risdlatun

balighatun ft 'r-raddi 'ald 'i.qadariyya, 'Abd al-Qahir al-Baghdadi, ULal ad.drn, p. 37,
referred to by J. van Ess in Abr nahrain, xii, p. i9. The first to be designated thus among
the Companions was 'Ali because of his dispute with the KhArijites, cf. ibidem. 'Umar was
also called mu'allim ai-'ulamd', cf. AbOi Zur'a, Ta'rkh, p. 520.

130. Ibn al-Jawzi, SFrat'Umar b. 'Abd a-'Aziz, p. 88. 131. Ibidem, p. 67.
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played by innovators who obstructed the 'establishing' of the prophetic
sunna. (Even if it is tempting to read muh.addithan instead of muh.ldithan,
this does not seem to be correct.)

Furthermore, 'Umar II allegedly demanded that the qddts he appointed
be possessors of 'ilm who would ask others concerning the issues about,
which they had no knowledge 132 or who would consult the people of ra'y. 133

When we investigate 'Umar's qddTs in more detail, we see that, although this
was in theory what he wanted, in practice precious few of his requirements
were met. The majority of qddfs who held office during his reign in the less
important centres can in no way be identified with sunna or tradition trans-
mission.

AhwDz: Silim b. Abi Sdlim, cf. WakV, Akhbar al-quddt, 111, p. 320, not listed in the
rijal works;
Arminiyi: al-Hdrith b. 'Amr al-Asadi, cf. Wakr, I, p. 264, idem;
Ba'lbakk: al-'Abbds b. Nu'aym al-Awzi'i, cf. Waki', I, p. 264, idem;
Filastin: (i) an-Naor b. Maryam, cf. Waki', i, p. 264, idem; (2) 'Abd Allah b.
Mawhab, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vi, P. 47, on the whole little known figure;
Ifriqiyd: (i) 'Abd ar-Rahmfn b. ROfi', cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vi, pp. I68f., good
faqih, but his traditions were munkar; (2) Isma'il b. 'Ubayd Alldh b. Abi 'l-Muhajir,
a mawld who died in 131/749, the first reliable transmitter so far, also goodfaqih, cf.
Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, i, pp. 317f.;
al-Jazira: (i) Maymtrin b. Mihran, allegedly reliable but he transmitted only a few
traditions, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, x, pp. 390ff.; (2) 'Adi b. 'Adi b. 'Amira,faqih, but
there was doubt as to his reliability in hadfth, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vii, pp. I68f.,
and Ibn Sa'd, vII 2, p. 179;
Khurisan: al-Jarrh b. 'Abd Allh, cf. Ibn Sa'd, v, pp. 251 and 285, not identified
with sunnat an-nab[;
Maw~il: Yahy! b. Yahy. b. Qays, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, xi, pp. 299f.,faqih, but
only a few traditions;
Qinnasrin: al-Walid b. Hishim, honest transmitter, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, xi, p.
156;
San'A': Wahb b. Munabbih, thiqa, but also considered weak, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb,
xi,pp. i66ff.;
Yemen: 'Urwa b. Muhammad as-Sa'di, had to use his ra'y, cf. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr,
Jami', ip. 6o;
Urdunn: ays b. al-HIrith, very few traditions, cf. Ibn .Hajar, Tahdhrb, VIII, p. 386.
For the qddfs of Egypt, see Chapter 2, pp. 8off., and Kindi, Governors, pp. 333-9.
For Mecca we only find the wholly unknown Ddwfid b. 'Abd Alldh al-Hadlrami, cf.
Wakr, i, p. 264.
As for Damascus, the capital of the Umayyads, according to Waki', ill, pp. 203f., a
totally nondescript qddi, one 'Abd ar-Rahmdn b. al-Hasbs, served under 'Umar
II; also one Sulaym~n b. Habib is mentioned, cf. Abfi Zur'a, Ta'rtkh, p. 202, and
Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, iv, p. 178.

As for the qddis in the main centres, we find for Basra Iyfs b. Mu'dwiya

132. Ibn Sa'd, v 2, p. 272 (18): . . . 'ilimanyas'alu 'amma laya'Iamu.
133. Ibidem, lines 2 1 f. 'dlimum bima kana qablahu yastashrru dhawi 'r-ra'y.
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(d. 122/739) who can hardly be associated with hadith or sunna, but who was
a good faqfh, though, 134 and Hasan al-Ba ri, whose alleged activities in
hadith transmission are doubtful in the extreme as elucidated below (pp.
49-54).135 In Kafa 'Umar allegedly had a qdiwho was very much concerned

with h adith (according to Ibn Sa'd), al-Qasim b. 'Abd ar-Rahman (d.
120/737), a grandson of Ibn Mas'fid, but whose samd' from his informants is
generally doubted, which means that in all probability someone anony-
mous used his name in fabricated isndds or he is himself to be held respon-
sible for that material with the transmission of which he is credited.1 36

Finally for Medina we find 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Ma'mar b.
Hazm (d. 134/751), who is kathir al-hadith, but also qualified as qadaq137

and Abai Bakr b. Muhammad b. 'Amr b. Hazm mentioned above (p. 34). So
it is only in Medina that 'Umar's qddis more or less met the requirements he
is reported to have stipulated.138 Even so, when the son of the last
mentioned qddi, called Muhammad (d. 132/749), was qddi in Medina, he
passed sentence on the basis of the generally held practice of Medina rather
than on the basis of hadFth, this practice being considered as more binding
(in Arabic: aqwd) than hadfth.1 39 It is safe to assume that this 'practice' is
none other than that based upon the ra'y of the famous Medinan fuqaht"
(e.g. Said b. al-Musayyab a.o.) whose alleged activities in hadith transmis-
sion were discussed above (pp. 15f.) as probably unfounded, an issue which
will again be referred to below on pp. 42f.

'Umar II's own role in transmitting traditions should, furthermore, not be
overrated. It is true that we have a musnad 40 exclusively devoted to all the
traditions in whose transmission he supposedly has been instrumental. This
musnad contains in all forty-three different traditions going back to the
prophet. The isndds show an as yet very primitive state and are, according
to the criteria developed in later rijal criticism, for the most part to be
considered weak. An opinion as to whether these traditions, or at least a
few of them, can be taken as historically genuine utterances of the prophet
is, as is always the case in these matters, difficult to form. The various

134. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, i, pp. 391f.
135. About one 'Abd al-Malik b. Ya'li al-Laythi (d. between ioo/719 and 104/723) it is not

certain whether he served as qddt under 'Umar II or someone else. In any case, he is in no
way identified with traditions, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhrb, v1, pp. 429f., where it says that he
is only mentioned in Bukhiri's ta'lq t.

136. Cf. Ibn H ajar, Tahdhfb, vm, p. 321.
137. Cf. Ibidem, v, p. 297, and Chapter 5 below for an assessment of this term.
138. Not even that! 'Umar's qddi during his governorship was 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Yazid b.

Jiriya (d. 93/712), listed as qalil al-hadith in Ibn Sa'd, v, pp. 6of.; anyway, every time
'Umar himself had to give a qald', he consulted Sa'id b. al-Musayyab, ibidem, p. 9o.

139. Cf. Tabari, Ta'rfkh, m, p. 2505, as quoted in J. Horovitz, The earliest biographies of the
prophet and their authors, in Islamic culture, 1928, vol. 11, p. 25, and note 4.

140. It was edited by A. H. Harley in JASB, n.s. xx, 1924, pp. 391-488, henceforth quoted as
'Harley'.
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precepts regarding the proper execution of the aldt and other references to
ritual may very well be historical, and this in spite of their isndds showing
'defects', but, for instance, the obvious vaticinatio post eventum in which
the prophet allegedly referred to the qadar issue is very probably a forgery
of a raw[ occurring in the second tier above 'Umar 11.141 Furthermore, when
a suspect saying attributed to Mu'dwiya is examined, who is then quoted as
quoting the prophet, a likely candidate for having brought this tradition
into circulation can be found in the rawr again two tiers above 'Umar.1 42

Given the fact that the number of traditions transmitted by him as referred
to in an early biography (Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam's) and even in a late one (Ibn
al-Jawzi's) is extremely limited, the conclusion seems justified that, even if
his emphasis on prophetic sunna is accepted as historically established,
'Umar II cannot in any way be identified with the knowledge and/or the
transmission of a sizable number of prophetic traditions. 143 This conclusion
is, moreover, borne out by the near-absence of traditions in a text where we
would have expected them most. I am referring, of course, to an epistle
attributed to him, Radd 'ald 'l-qadariyya, allegedly written toward the end
of his life. 144 If anywhere, it is in this text that 'Umar would have adduced
what appropriate traditions he knew of in support of his argument. That he
does not can have in my view only one feasible explanation, that is that
appropriate traditions had not yet been brought into circulation.

Other documents belonging to the earliest remnants of Arabic literature,
i.e. going back to the first/seventh century, 145 bear out the conclusion

141. This rOwi is 'Umar b. Yazid an-Na~ri (or: Nadri, fl. 125/743), a notorious manipulator of
isndds (and not the raw!identified by Harley, cf. p. 483), who is listed in Dhahabis Mfzdn
al-i'tiddl as having transmitted - which I interpret as 'having forged' - this very same
tradition. Cf. Harley, p. 439 and Dhahabi, 111, pp. 231f.

142. This rdwfis 'Abd al-Jabb~r b. 'Umar al-Ayli (d. between 16o/777 and I7O/786), a mawld of
the clan of Umayya. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, p. io4, quotes a remark of 'AlR b. 'Umar
al-Harbi (d. 386/996) concerning him, namely kna yatafaqqahu, which may be inter-
preted as 'devoting himself tofiqh' as well as 'posing as afaqfh'. His having been a mawld
of the clan of Umayya, as well as his alleged interest in fiqh, both aptly corroborate the
hypothesis that he is to be 'credited' with this report ascribed to Mu'dwiya in which the
latter ridicules the achievements of the Medinese in fiqh matters emphasizing his own.
Cf. Harley, pp. 423, 442f.

143. Furthermore, 'Umar does not (yet) find it imperative to mention the isnads of the sayings
he is reported as having quoted, cf. Ibn 'Abd al-H akam, Sira, pp. 103, 1o7;Jamharatrasd'il
al-'arab, ed. Abmad Zaki Safwat, vol. u, Cairo 1937, P. 337. At any rate, his predilection
for traditions may be due to the influence 'Umar II supposedly underwent from the
qdst/qqd Muslim b. Jundab (d. io6/724), cf. Abfi Zur'a, Ta'rtkh, p. 568, Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, x, p. 124.

144. Cf. the edition by J. van Ess in Anfdnge muslimischer Theologie, Beirut 1977, PP. 43-54
of the Arabic text.

145. Hasan al-Ba~ri's RisOla to 'Abd al-Malik about qadar (also mentioned below p. 48.);
Hasan b. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, Kitdb al-irjd', ed. J. van Ess in Arabica, xxI, 1974,
pp. 20-52; idem, Ar-radd 'ald 'I-qadariyya, ed. by J. van Ess in Anfange muslimischer
Theologie, pp. 11-37 of the Arabic text.
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derived from the foregoing, namely that traditions came relatively late into
existence together with, and probably also because of, the concept sunna
being narrowed down to sunnat an-nabf only as late as toward the end of the
first/seventh century. The (near-) absence of traditions in these early docu-
ments can surely only be accounted for if the theories outlined in the above
are accepted.

The earliest development of the hadith centres

In the following I should like to concentrate on the earliest development of
hadith transmission and collection as carried out in the various centres. It is
hoped to demonstrate that during the last two or three decades of the first
century of the Hijra/the 70os-72os A.D. the interest for hadith slowly
increased in the separate administrative centres of the Islamic empire.

It is on purpose that these centres are referred to as 'separate'. One
overall characteristic of hadith evolution in its earliest stages deserves to be
emphasized before anything else. In the beginning there was little or no
contact between the centres especially if they were far apart. In other
words, in each centre there circulated different hadiths. Initially collectors
of hadith traveled only rarely to other centres to learn with new masters, at
least during the first/seventh century. In this investigation into this early
development I have come to recognize that the vast majority of isnads, as
far as their three oldest transmitters are concerned, can be considered as
being particular to one centre. At a somewhat later stage, say, during the
first few decades of the second century/the 720s-75os A.D., contacts do
seem to have been established between centres and we witness the
emergence of isnads that can be labeled as being particular to more than
one centre. The next section of this chapter will deal with the evolution of
the talab al-'ilm which gave rise to these isnads of 'mixed' origin. But first I
propose to classify isndds, concentrating exclusively on their oldest trans-
mitters, into the following principle categories: Hijizi, Egyptian, Syrian
and Iraqi.

Taking these categories now one by one, the earliest history of hadith
may be depicted on the basis of the isndds characteristic of each.

i. NMijii isn~ds: a. Mecca

According to the number of Successors active In the main cities, Mecca and
Medina, we may conclude that more people occupied themselves with
hadith in the latter. But this does not mean that the position of Mecca as a
hadith centre should be underrated, at least not if we take its number of
alleged hadith transmitters as something to go by. The Companions to
whom we find most traditions traced back are the four 'Abddila (i.e. Ibn
'Umar, Ibn 'Abbfs, Ibn 'Amr and Ibn az-Zubayr), 'A'isha and Jabir b. 'Abd
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Allah. In Mecca a certain number of Successors allegedly held key positions
in the transmission of hadiths. Of these should be mentioned here Mecca's
first qa , 'Ubayd b. 'Umayr (d. 68/687), the mawla Miqsam b. Bujra (d.
101/720), the mawla Mujdhid b. Jabr (d. ± 102/721), Ibn Abi Mulayka (d.
117/735), the mawld 'Amr b. Dindr (d. 125/742), the mawla Abfi 'z-Zubayr
(d. 126/743) and finally the mawli Abfi Sufyin Talha b. Ndfi' (d. ± 120/738)
who settled later in life in Wasit from where his hadith became known with
Iraqi transmitters. Supposedly one of the first Successors to introduce Iraqi
material into Mecca was Abfi Umayya 'Abd al-Karim (d. I27/744).

As far as knowledge of fiqh matters is concerned, pride of place goes
perhaps to the mawl, 'At.' b. Abi Rabah (d. 114/732), whose fatwas are
reported to have been widely sought and whose expertise in mandsik, i.e.
.ajj ceremonials, was allegedly unrivaled. He probably was one of those

fuqahd' whose legal decisions, either through his own endeavours or at the
hands of anonymous others, were in the course of time moulded into pro-
phetic sayings, a procedure mooted on pp. i5f. above and again in more
detail on pp. 42f. below. Proof for this surmise can be gleaned from the fact
that his samd' from a large number of Companions is doubted and that he is
'credited' with numerous mursalat which did not enjoy general accept-
ance. 146

2. Medina

Because of the large number of Successors who allegedly transmitted tradi-
tions in Medina from a sizable number of different Companions, it is diffi-
cult to give accurate figures.

As far as the Companions are concerned, not one of the important figures
is exclusively Medinan, as is sometimes the case with other Companions
who appear in the isndds of only one centre. For Medina the Companions
Abfi Hurayra, 'A'isha and Zayd b. Th~bit are of major importance, but they
also emerge in isnads centring on Successors of other centres. Another
Companion, who is perhaps the most clear-cut example of one who is
claimed by two centres, is Anas b. Mdlik. 147 It is hard to say whether the
Ba~ran isnads with his name outnumber the Medinan ones. But a distinc-
tion is easily made when the provenance of the Successor, who allegedly
heard with him, is investigated.

As for the Successors of Medina, they are far too numerous to list in toto.
If we want to begin with the most important one, mention should be made
in the first place of Ibn Shihfb az-Zuhri (d. 124/742). No matter what

146. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vii, pp. 199-203.
147. Cf. M. J. Kister, On 'concessions' and conduct, p. 12. It is difficult to keep track of where

Anas was during the last few decades of his life. But we find, for instance, that he was
supposedly in Medina when 'Umar II was appointed governor there (from 86/7-705/6
until 93/712), cf. Ibn Sa'd, v, p. 244; Khalifa, Ta'rtkh, p. 315.
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criteria one applies to the historical value of isndds, no list of early
authorities is complete without Zuhri being included. Zuhri is at the same
time one of those characteristic figures who was active in two centres,
Medina and Damascus. Isnads that mention Zuhri are therefore either
Medinan or Syrian depending on the provenance of the transmitters who
learned from him and also on the provenance of several of his masters, e.g.
Abfi Idris al-Khawlfni (d. 8o/699) who supposedly was only active in
Syria. 148

Besides, for various materials Iraqi tradition centres also claim Zuhr! as
their informant. It turns out, however, that the large number of so-called
pupils of Zuhri in Iraq, who asserted that they had heard traditions with
him, were practically all exposed in the rijal works as having falsely claimed
to have been pupils of Zuhri. In Chapter 4 a special study will be devoted to
Zuhri. There the theory will be presented, with supporting evidence, that
possibly those people mentioned by the nisba Zuhri in otherwise Iraqi
isndds may be considered as having been among the numerous transmitters
with that nisba active in Iraq who were called, or who called themselves, by
that nisba. This was only to lend the isndd in which they appeared more
prestige, a clear-cut case of deception known as tadls. 149

As mentioned above (p. 34) Zuhri was allegedly the first to make a
systematic collection of hadith and all other dthdr while making consistent
use of isnads. Born in 50/670, 51/671 or between 56/676 and 58/678, we may
therefore assume that he started his activities absolutely not earlier than
7o/689 and most probably several - perhaps ten - years later. 150 His samd,
from Ibn 'Umar, who died in 74/793, for one thing, is doubted.' 51

Other allegedly major h.adith transmitters among the Successors of
Medina were:
'Ubayd Alldh b. 'Abd Allh b. 'Utba (d. between 92/711 and 99/718);
'Urwa b. az-Zubayr (d. between 92/7 11 and 101/720);
Abai Bakr b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. al-Hdrith (d. 93/712);

148. The notorious forger 'Abd AllAh b. Ziyid Ibn Sam'An, one time qadt of Medina, only
transmitted his fabricated traditions in Syria, naming Zuhri as one of his masters, cf. Ibn
Hajar, Tahdhfb, v, pp. 219ff., and Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, 1, no. 652.

149. See below in Chapter 4, PP. 146-58, and especially notes 57 and 64.
150. Not earlier, since the phenomenon of children collecting traditions emerges only at a

later stage. Cf. Rimahurmuzi, pp. 185f., where Zuhri is reported to have said that he had
never seen anyone in search of traditions younger than Ibn 'Uyayna who was only fifteen
years old at the time. Ibn 'Uyayna was born in 107/725; Zuhri must, therefore, have made
this statement - if he made it - in 122/740. As I said, whether or not this report is
historical is doubtful. If Ibn 'Uyayna really met Zuhri, while he supposedly died in
198/814, as the sources assert, he must have reached the for those days incredible age of

91 (lunar) years. Compare my expos6 on the 'age trick' below, pp. 46ff.; cf. also
Rdmahurmuzi, pp. 198ff. and in al-Khatib, Kifdya, p. 359, we read a report in which samd'
between Zuhri and Ibn 'Uyayna is subjected to serious doubt. Furthermore, cf. Dhahabi,
Ahl al-mi 'afa-4d'idan, no. 47.

151. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, Ix, p. 450 (penult.).
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Abfi Salama b. 'Abd ar-Rahman (d. 94/713 or 104/723);
Kharija b. Zayd b. Thibit (d. 99/718 or IOO/719);
al-Qdsim b. Muhammad (d. io6/725);
SWlim b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b. al-Khattab (d. lo6/725).152
All these were major representatives of what later came to be called a
madhhab.153 They were reputed to share the following characteristics,
which they had in common with Sa'id b. al-Musayyab (d. between 93/712
and 100/719): all were Arabs, they were all great experts in fiqh matters,
noted for the large number of traditions they were supposed to have trans-
mitted and, in addition to this, they were all known for irsal or, differently
put, several cases of samd from Companions were doubted in the case of
each of these.

Famous mawlas noted for the same qualities and shortcomings were:
Sulayman b. Yasdr (d. 107/726);
Nfi', Ibn 'Umar's mawld (d. 117/735 or 120/738);
Muhammad b. 'Ajldn (d. 148/765).

As I have tried to demonstrate above (pp. I5f.), it is more than likely that
the bulk of traditions in the transmission of which these early fuqaha' were
supposedly instrumental, started life as legal opinions of these fuqaha'
themselves who merely expressed their own personal judgement. These
opinions or legal advices were in the course of time 'raised to the level' (in
Arabic: marfW) of prophetic sayings, when the emphasis on the concept
sunnat an-nabi had eclipsed sunan of Companions and Successors. That
their legal decisions, or as they were called above ad hoc solutions to
problems presented to them, were in the course of time moulded into
decisions of the prophet, can also be inferred from the confusion concern-
ing sama' from many of their informants.1 54

Not of every major faqih have private statements and rulings survived in the
canonical collections. Here follows a selection of those that have. This list could
easily be extended and is only meant as a representative cross-section.
'Urwa b. az-Zubayr:
(i) A statement in Ddriml, muqaddima 17 (= p. 28) is in Ibn Maja a prophetic
tradition (muqaddima 8, = t, p. 21).

(2) The way in which he wiped his shoes (mash al-khuffayn) described in MAlik,
tahdra 45 (= 1, p. 38), is also found supported by numerous different isndds traced to
the prophet, passim in the 'six'.
(3) An ablution rule (MAlik, ;ahdra 6I, = i, p. 43), is in slightly different wording
traced to the prophet (Ibn Mija, (ahara 63, = I, p. 16i).

152. The famous isnad ending in Silim - Ibn 'Umar- prophet was used by, among others, one
'Amr b. Dinar (Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vin, no. 46, allegedly not the famous traditionist
from Mecca) to substantiate munkar material.

153. Cf. Ibn Abi Htim, Taqdima, p. 252, where 'Abd ar-Rabman b. Mahdi is labeled as also
an adherent of the madhhab tabi'r ahl al-Madina.

154. Cf. pp. i5f. above. The statements and judgements of these Successors were collected in
the same way as other material, cf. Ibn Hanbal, "lal, i, nos. 1445, 1456.
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AbO Bakr b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. al-Hdrith:
(i) In Malik, safar 23 (= 1, p. 150) we find a custom of his, which was also practised
by the prophet (cf. no. 26, = i, p. 15).
(2) A pious statement of Abya Bakr (Malik, safar 53, = i, pp. i6of.) is also a pro-
phetic tradition transmitted by Ab Hurayra (cf. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, ii, p. 350).
Al-Qdsim b. Muhammad:
(i) Dirimi, wu4a' iii (= p. 130 contains his own ruling, cf. the slightly more
severe ruling of the prophet in Tirmidhi, (ahara 102, = vol. I (Shakir) p. 243.
(2) After a tradition about the prophet's custom regarding Qur'in recitation in the
$aldt (Malik, i, p. 84) there follows a similar custom of al-Qdsim (ibidem, p. 85).
(3) AI-Qisim's custom concerning the shaving of his head (Milik, aij 185, = I, p.
395) is simply juxtaposed to the custom of the prophet (ibidem, no. 184).
Salim b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar:
(i) Proud of his descent from 'Umar, Silim haughtily asserts that he does not go
near a menstruating woman (Dirimi, wuda' io7, = p. 128).
(2) Salim performs the $aldt without a wuda' for a nosebleed (Milik, (ahdra 5o, = I,
P. 39).
(3) Sdlim's ruling concerning a divorcee, an opinion shared by Zuhri, al-Qisim,
Ab Bakr b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn and Sulaymin b. Yasar (Milik, (alaq 57, = II, p. 578).

Other famous Successors from Medina, not generally recognized for
their insight in fiqh matters but allegedly major transmitters of hadith,
were the following persons, all mawlas:
Dhakwin Abe 5Alih (d. 101/720);
'AtA' b. Yasdr, the well-known qi4q (d. 103/722);
Sa'id b. Abi Sa'id al-Maqburi (d. between 117/735 and 123/741);
Shurahbil b. Sa'd (d. 123/74), allegedly an expert on those who fought at
Badr;
$lih b. Nabhin (d. 125/743), suspected of having spread mawda dit on the
authority of thiqat;
'Abd Alldh b. Dinir (d. 127/745);
'Abd Alldh b. Dhakwdn, better known as Abd 'z-Zindd (d. 130/748).

This is just a sample but, perhaps, a representative one. Every one of
them is recorded in the rijal works as having had one or more cases of samd,
and/or liqa' questioned. We may conclude from this that those early trans-
mitters were not (yet) concerned so much with recording the names of their
informants and, furthermore, since rijal criticism got under way at the
earliest only some half a century later, that too much time had elapsed for
establishing the historicity of these links with any degree of certainty.

Through the activities of Medinese Successors other hadith centres came
into being, notably Yemen where the mawld Tdwes b. Kaysdn (d. 101/720
or lO6/725) settled. He was also suspected of irsdl. And also the hadith
centre to be dealt with next owed a great deal to Medinese Successors,
Egypt.
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2. Egyptian isn~ds

Of the Companions heading many Egyptian isnads, among others 'Uqba b.
'Amir should be mentioned, who was made governor of Egypt by Mu'dwiya
in 44/664. Among the Successors of typically Egyptian isnads no one stands
out in particular. As alluded to in the awd'il section of this chapter and also
pointed out in Chapter 2, in Egypt the transmission of traditions came
relatively late into full swing with the well-known 'Abd Allah b. Lahi'a (d.
174/790) who, with his pupil 'Abd Allih b. Wahb (d. 198/813), can rightly be
considered as the originators of hadith circulation in the province, but with
the consideration that the bulk of their material was supposedly gathered in
various Iraqi hadith centres and not in Egypt itself. When we scrutinize, for
example, Ibn Wahb's Jmi', it appears that a large percentage of the isnads
is Iraqi judging by the provenance of the transmitters at the Successors'
level or the one following that.

The regional character of Egyptian traditions is, perhaps, no better illus-
trated than in the words of Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam: '. . . now follows an enumer-
ation of those Companions from whom the Egyptians transmitted [tradi-
tions].., and of those Companions from whom also people outside Egypt
(ahl al-bulddn) transmitted'. 155 Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam's work is remarkable in
another respect. In his enumeration of allegedly Egyptian traditions he
very often mentions the key figures of Egyptian hadfth, such as Ibn Lahi'a
and al-Layth b. Sa'd, at the beginning of the isndds. Then he proceeds by
enumerating the older rijdl down to the prophet plus the matn, after which
he enumerates the one or two younger transmitters bridging the period
between himself and Ibn Lahi'a, al-Layth or other key figures. It seems as if
he tacitly indicates that Egyptian hadith began roughly in the time of these
key figures and that the names of the older transmitters in the isnad were
simply added for completion's sake. A closer scrutiny of these transmitters
makes rapidly clear that the vast majority were indeed unknown, if not
fictitious, people about whom the rijal works offer only scant and mostly
contradictory information. All these isnads may be considered, possibly, as
dating from a time not earlier than the first half of the second/eighth
century.

3. Syrian isnAds

Above mention has already been made of Ibn Shih~b az-Zuhri's role in
transmitting traditions supposedly heard with Medinan as well as Syrian
informants. 156 'Umar b. 'Abd al-Aziz, whose activities with hadith were
scrutinized in the previous section of this chapter, can also be considered as

155. Futa M4r, p. 248.
156. The difference between Zuhri's Medinan and Syrian hadfths is, for example, referred to

in his words: . . . wa-lam asma' hadha 'l-hadith batta ataytu 'sh-Sham, cf. Humaydi,
Musnad, ii, no. 875.
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someone who established a link between Medina and Damascus and their
respective tradition materials. 157 Other well-known Successors, who
should however be identified solely with Syrian hadfth as allegedly ob-
tained from such Companions as Mu'ddh b. Jabal, 'Ubdda b. a$-.Smit- both
famous for their expertise in fiqh matters - and Abfi 'd-Dardd', are Abfi
Idris 'A'idh AllIh b. 'Abd Allah al-Khawlni (d. 8o/699), qds. and qddi of
Damascus, and the mawlas Shahr b. Hawshab (d. 111/729) and Makhfil (d.
sometime between 12/73o and i 18/736), all three supposedly well-versed
infiqh matters. The remarks made in connection with Medina'sfuqaha' are
applicable here too. Moreover, several cases of irsdl are imputed to
them. 158 That Syrian traditions were relatively late in gaining recognition is
reflected in a remark of the Iraqi expert 'Amr b. 'Ali al-Fallhs (d. 249/863)
who said literally that among the first Syrian transmitters, who were not
4a'rf, were one Sa'id b. 'Abd al-'Aziz (d. 167/783) and Awzd'i (d. 158/774). 159
Even so, opinions about Awzi'i are mixed; whereas Shdfi'i is reported to have
said that he had never set eyes on anyone whose fiqh so much resembled his
hiadfth - one may ask, what came first? - Ibn Hanbal declared that Awz5iTs
hadith was weak.160

Damascene isnads are, finally, not the only isnads particular to Syria; a
limited number of isndds are also found containing from the tier following
the Successor's level only people hailing from Him .161 And, to name one
more example, also the border town (in Arabic: thaghr or ribdt) Massisa
developed its own hadfth activities. 162

4. Iraqi isnads

According to the transmitters mentioned at the Successors' level and the
following one, Iraqi isndds can be subdivided into Basran and Kfifan, but

157. An example of a transmitter whose attempt at collecting materials from both centres was
not deemed successful was Ismi'l b. 'Ayydsh (d. 181/797), cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, i, pp.
323ff.

158. Ascribed to Makbfil we find the maxim: kullu muskirin haram (cf. Nasa'!, ashriba 53, last
line, = vtn, p. 331). And the statement: man talaba 'l-'ilm etc. is listed in Darimi, muqad-
dima 34 (= P. 57) first as Makhfil's and then as a mursal. In Mdlik, aqdiya 44 (= 11, p. 756)
he is listed as consulting a fellow faqih from Medina.

Shahr b. Hawshab reports a saying of Luqm5n (Dirimi, muqaddima 34, = P. 57) which
is also listed as a prophetic tradition in Ibn Mija, muqaddima 23 (= i, p. 93).

The saying: man ja'ala humamahu hamman wdhidan etc., ascribed in Abla Nu'aym,
Hilya, v, p. 123, to Ab Idris, is also listed in Ibn Mija, muqaddima 23 (= I, p. 95) as a
prophetic saying. See for Ab Idris also E.I. 2, s.v. al-Khawlini.

An example of another Syrianfaqfh whose traditions are open to doubt is 'Abd Alldh b.
Abi ZakariyyA' al-Khuz7i, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, p. 218.

159. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, Iv, p. 6o. 160. Cf. ibidem, vi, p. 241.
161. First and foremost among Uim 's transmitters was Ismi'T b. 'Ayyish, cf. note 157 above.
162. With the arrival of Ibrihim b. Muhammad b. al-H5ith Abd Ishiq al-Faziri (d.

185-8/8oi-4), cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, I, p. 152, who disseminated mainly Kfifan
material.
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we also find isndds with one early authority from the one city and his pupil
from the other; we call these Baran/Kfifan.

Even more so than was the case with Successors from the other centres
dealt with so far, a surprisingly large percentage of Iraqi Successors
supposedly lived to such a ripe old age 163 that I have developed the theory 64

that lying about one's year of birth must have been common practice.
Living conditions in seventh and eighth century Iraq cannot have been easy
and simply do not admit of the supposition that the vast majority of tradi-
tion transmitters died at an age considerably more advanced than the
average age reached by males living in the twentieth century in, for ex-
ample, the West. This deceit is what I have come to call the 'age trick'; it
deserves, I think, a short digression, because so many Iraqi Successors as
well as later transmitters, also from other centres, resorted to it.

The credulity on the part of the living when confronted with the age
which elderly people claimed to have reached is attested in the tarjama of
the famous Companion 'Ammir b. Yasir. There it is reported that 'every-
body agreed' that when he finally met his end, fighting at the side of 'Ali at
Siffin(!) in 37/658, he was ninety-three years old.165 But lying about one's
age cannot have been all that difficult. If one, for example, persuaded one's
descendants to spread the story of one's fictitious year of birth, scarcely
anyone among the living would be able to testify to the contrary. Ibn
.Hanbal seems to have believed a daughter's assertion that her father was
120 years old when he died. 166 This automatically enabled this man to claim
the coveted status of Companion.167 And when one Yazid b. Muslim al-
Hamdani told him that he was 135, which could earn him the status of
Successor, Ibn Hanbal did not comment upon that either. 168 Anas b.
Malik's alleged late year of death, 90/7o8,169 especially constituted an ob-
vious challenge for those who wanted to be included in the generation of
Successors by claiming that they had heard traditions from him.170 Later

163. This may also have struck A. H. Harley, for in his edition of 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz's
Musnad he referred to the 'remarkable longevity' of certain traditionists, cf. p. 411. He
did not follow it up, though, as far as I know.

164. I have proposed this theory on an earlier occasion at a colloquium on early Islamic history
held at Oxford in July 1975. See my On the origins of Arabic prose, pp. I7Off.

165. Ibn H ajar, 1$dba, iv, p. 576: wa-ajma'a 'aid annahu ...
166. Cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, i, no. 1718.
167. Cf. M. Muranyi, Die Prophetengenossen in der fruihislamischen Geschichte, pp. 21-29,

for an appraisal of the merits Companions were deemed to have, which could not be
attained by later generations. Likewise Successors enjoyed higher esteem than Success-
ors of Successors. 168. Cf. 7lal, i, no. 6.

169. Or 91, 92, 93 (709-1I). His age at his death is given as ranging between 99 and 107 (lunar)

years, cf. Ibn Hajar, lba, i, pp. 127f.
170. For general information, see Ibn HibbAn, Kitdb al-majraltn, I, pp. 6i and 72, Ibn Abi

.HAtim, Taqdima, pp. 259f. (artificial stretching of Anas isnads), Balidhuri, FuWI4 al-
bulddn, p. 381: Anas settled in Basra under 'Umar b. al-KhattAb; cf. Harley, p. 408: he
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rijdl critics must have known of this fraud for they coined the phrase uh-
subahu bi 'sinin (compute someone's age and that of his informant). 17 1

This phenomenon also gave rise to various traditions dealing with the
ideal age for a man to engage in h adith transmission or other activities. A
Ba~ran tradition has the prophet say: 'The average age [at death] of my
community is between fifty and sixty; only a few will reach seventy'. 172 And
Rdmahurmuzi declared that a traditionist could be expected to pursue his
activities best in his forties, or at most his fifties; as already referred to
above (p. 41, n. I50), a traditionist should not start his search for traditions
before he has reached his twenties. 173 Rdmahurmuzi confessed to being
thunderstruck by those transmitters still carrying on while in their eighties,
the age of senility. 174 On the other hand, we also find traditions countering
the ones just mentioned. Hushaym b. Bashir (d. 183/799), a transmitter of
highly doubtful reliability but of enormous productivity, mentioned that
the traditionists of Medina, by mouth of Safwan b. Sulaym az-Zuhri and
others, claimed that the prophet once said that God loved octogenarians (in
a mursal tradition). 175

came to Medina when 'Umar II was appointed governor. For a list of Anas' more
disreputable 'pupils', see Appendix II.

171. Cf. al-Khaib, Kifdya, pp. 1 i9f. Of course, not everybody was believed on his word:
Zakariyyi' b. Durayd's (or Duwayd's) claim that he was 135 years old seems to have been
dismissed, cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb al-mawd'dt, I, p. 325, and Dhahabi, Mzdn, ii, p. 72.
And one al-MuZaffar b. 'Aim, who claimed at one time to be 189 years old, was not
believed either, cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, 11, p. 40, and Dhahabi, Mizdn, iv, p. 131. That the age
trick as such seems not to have escaped detection in some cases, may be distilled from the
exclamation (Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v], p. 363): fa-qultu [li-AbMus'ab] yuhaddithu ['Abd
al-'Aztz b. Yahyd] 'an Sulayman b. Bildl fa-qdla: kadhdhdb! ana akbaru minhu wa-md
adraktuhu.

172. Cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'flal, i, no. 2142.
173. In Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitab al-mawdal'dt, I, p. 233, we find the tradition: istawdi'a 'l-ilma

'l-alddha idh raditumahum, attributed to al-Walid b. Muhammad al-Mfiqari (d.
182/798). Perhaps this forged saying may be interpreted as heralding the phenomenon of
children as /jadfth collectors. And the notorious forger Wahb b. Wahb AbfQ 'l-Bakhtari
(d. 2oo/816) is alleged to have fabricated the 'prophetic' saying: irhama . . . 'aliman
tatald'abu bihi '-ibyn, cf. Ibidem, pp. 236f.

174. Cf. Rimahurmuzi, pp. 352, 353 and 354. In Waki', 11, p. 54, we read that the first white
hairs in a transmitter's beard may be taken as an indication that he has reached the proper
age for handling traditions.

175. Ibn Hanbal, 'flal, i, no. 2143. Besides, to Milik is attributed the remark: adraktu bi-hdhd
'-balad (probably Medina - J) rijdlan min bani 'l-ma wa-nabwihd yubaddithana
'l-ahdditha ldyu'khadh minhum laysa bi-a'immatin. When 'Abd Allih b. Wahb asked him:
wa-ghayruhum danahum ft 's-sinn yu'khadhu dhdlika minhum?, Mdlik is reported to
have replied in the affirmative, cf. al-Khatb, Kifdya, p. 162. Cf. also Ibn aI-Jawzi, Kitdb
al-maw4a'dt, I, pp. 179ff., for a series of forged sayings extolling advanced ages, probably
brought into circulation to 'explain' and 'back up' this phenomenon. There is, further-
more, a new edition of a work by Dhahabi on centenarians, Ah al-rm'a fa-d'idan, pub-
lished by Jacqueline Sublet in Cahiers d'onomastique arabe, Paris 1979, pp. 99-159.
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I have dealt with the 'age trick' in some detail because it surely is a major
feature of early muhaddithan and its inclusion in this survey of Iraqi isndds
stems from the conviction that this fraud was practised in Iraq on a scale
vaster than in any other centre. 176 But that it was practised everywhere goes
without saying and can easily be inferred from the - on the whole -
incredibly advanced ages that traditionists all over the Islamic empire
claimed to have reached. 177

Iraqi tradition centres are, furthermore, characterized by various
features not found - at least not so conspicuously - in other centres. For
example, it was in Basra that the discussions on predestination (qadar)
started. 178 The majority of traditions against this issue are, as a result,
supported by isnads of transmitters from that city. 179 Kfafa, on the other
hand, from its founding had always been the strong-hold par excellence of
'Alr b. Abi Thlib's supporters. °80 The majority of tarajim of Kfifan trans-
mitters, especially the tabaqat of the Successors and the one following,
contain as a consequence references to tashayyu' in a wide variety of grada-
tions, from lukewarm to fanatical.

What tashayyu' meant in the usage of tradition experts is neatly summarized by
Ibn Hajar in the following words: 18 '

176. A piece of corroborating evidence can be found in Ibn Sa'd's tarjama of one an-Nu'man b.
Bashir (vi, p. 35), where we read that he was the first anrar" baby to be born after the
Hijra, namely after some fourteen months. But as for the Kfifans:... fa-yarwana 'anhu
riwdyatan kathiratan yaqalu fhd sami'tu rasala 'lidhi (s) fa-dalla 'aid annahu akbaru
sinnan mimmd rawd ahlu 'l-Madfnaftmawlidih.

177. That also the opposite occurred is proved by the fact that there was a proverb that said:
akdhabu min shaykh gharfb, which is explained as referring to elderly men who sought to
marry (young) women of their choice by lying about their age. Claiming to be thirty years
younger than one's actual age was apparently no exception, cf. Ibn Shidhan, Adab
al-wuzard', p. 144, and Mayd.ni, Majma' al-amthdl, no. 3196.

178. Awwalu man takallamafi'l-qadarbi 'l-Ba4ra Ma'bad al-Juhani (d. between 8o and go/699
and 7o9) (Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, x, p. 225), and also: awwalu man nataqafi'l-qadar...
Sawsan kdna na4raniyyan . . . fa-akhadha 'anhu Ma'bad (ibidem, p. 226); other reports
mention Yfinus al-Asw.iri, cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisn, v1, p. 335, and Abfi 'l-Aswad (d. 69/689),
cf. Abfi 'l-Qisim al-Balkht, Qabal al-akhbar, p. 213, and Ibn Bi~tsh, ii, p. io7. This last
awd'il report should, I think, not be accepted without reservation, since Abf 'l-Aswad is
also mentioned in another one, in which he is earmarked as the first to have busied
himself with grammar (awwalu man takallamaf 'n-nahw, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, xnl, p.
Io). At some stage in the transmission the words qadar and nahw might have been
confused (?). But, in fact, he does appear in qadar traditions, see J. van Ess, Zwischen
Hadit und Theologie, pp. 47f., 51; cf. also his Ma'bad al-O uhani, in Festschrift Meier,
PP. 49-77.

179. The first record of a Qadarite in Egypt, whose function as a professional witness at court
was discontinued because of his convictions, dates to the year 200/815, cf. Kindi, Gover-
nors, p. 422.

180. Ibn al-Madini is reported to have said: law taraktu ahla 'I-Ba4ra 1i 'l-qadar wa-taraktu
ahla 'l-Kafa li 't-tashayyu' la-kharibat al-kutub, cf. Ibn Rajab, p. 84.

181. Cf. Tahdhfb, i, p. 94.
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Tashayyu', in the usage of the scholars of old (al-mutaqaddiman), is the belief that
'Ali is to be preferred to 'Uthmdn and that 'Al! had the right on his side in his wars and
that those who opposed him were in the wrong, but with the belief that the two
shaykhs (i.e. Aba Bakr and 'Umar) are to be given precedence as well as preference.
Sometimes the belief that 'All is the most excellent of all creatures after the Messen-
ger of God is held by some, but when they express this belief out of pious considera-
tions, in sincerity and religious fervour, their transmission of traditions ought not to
be rejected because of this, especially if they do not pose as propagandists (of this
doctrine).

As for tashayyu' in the usage of later tradition scholars (al-muta'akhkhiran), that is
tantamount to downright rejection (in Arabic: raf4 mah4, sc. of all first three
caliphs) and, consequently, the transmission of an extreme Rafidlite ought not to be
accepted.

I shall now deal with the principal Successors of each centre.

Bara.

In Basra two people stand out above everybody else, Hasan al-Basri and
Muhammad b. Sirin (both died within a few months of one another in
110/728-9). Doubt has already been expressed above (p. 17) as to Hasan's
position among transmitters of traditions. Here the theory is proposed that
he is one of those early devout Muslims reputed for his insight in all matters
of pious behaviour whose advice was sought in so many problems concern-
ing fqh as well as faith that he became known as an overall expert,18 2 but
that his activities in the transmission of hadths, if anything at all, are at
best minimal. Strong supporting evidence for this theory 183 is found in an
argumentum e silentio, which was already adduced by others,18 4 namely
that early treatises attributed to Hasan do not contain any .adiths, even in
contexts where these would have fitted admirably. Therefore, it is surely
not far wrong to infer from this that, even if appropriate traditions had
already been brought into circulation at the time Hasan wrote his epistles,
he either did not know about them - which is at best unlikely - or he left
them deliberately unmentioned - which is even more unlikely. Either way

182. Cf. Ibn Sa'd, vu i, p. 118, line 23: halal wa-haram, line 27:fitan and dimd'; the Shi'ite imdm
al-Biqir (d. 114-18/732-6) compared his utterances with those of prophets, cf. Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, n1, p. 265; cf. also Ibn al-Murtadi, Kitlb eabaqdt al-mu'tazila, p. 21.

183. Almost half a century ago, H. Ritter arrived at a critical assessment of Hasan as tradi-
tionist basing himself mainly on judgements of early Muslim rijdl critics. Cf. Der Islam,
xxi, 1933, pp. 2ff.; cf. also Ihsin 'Abbis, Al-Hasan al-Ba4ri, siratuhu shakh~iyyatuhu
tadlimuhu wa-drd'uhu, pp. 145ff.

184. E.g. J. van Ess, Zwischen, pp. 31, 51; the same, Umar II and his epistle against the
Qadariya, p. 23. Moreover, in the epistles ascribed to Hasan collected in Jamharat rasa'il
al-'arab, pp. 378-391, there is not one tradition either. Whether or not these epistles are
genuinely H asan's is open to doubt.
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he cannot possibly be identified with hadith transmission on any measur-
able scale, if at all. But as his fame spread, a rapidly increasing number of
people falsely claimed, especially after his death, that they had heard tradi-
tions with him. This can be substantiated with the following evidence.

Over the years I have collected the names of some 380 people who are
alleged to have heard traditions with Hasan, culled from a number of
different sources. That the vast majority of these were inexperienced trans-
mitters appears from the overall defectiveness characterizing most Hasan
al-Ba~ri isnads. This resulted in his tarjama in the rijal works, notably the
one in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhfb, turning out to be an on the whole very
unfavourable one, not at all commensurate with a man of his stature and
renowned piety. Very many cases of samd' were questioned 185 and surely
.Hasan al-Bari should once and for all be exonerated of these critical allega-

tions.18 6

Moreover, the list of alleged pupils of Hasan reveals crowds of shadowy,
probably fictitious figures 187 as well as a great many notorious forgers,
propagandists of the qadar doctrine and otherwise 'unreliable' trans-
mitters. (For a representative cross section of those so-called pupils, see
Appendix I.) At the same time, as mentioned above, the epistles he is
credited with, whose authorship has so far not been invalidated conclu-
sively in my opinion, do not contain one single tradition.

Recently, Wansbrough (cf. his Quranic Studies, pp. i6o-3) has brought together
arguments in favour of dating it to a time about one century after Hasan, inter-
preting the very absence of hadiths as pointing probably to a deliberate attempt of
the anonymous author to emphasize the Qur'an as al for the formulating of relig-
ious values in opposition to those who accorded value also to u.al other than the
Qur'An. The fact that the sunna of the prophet, as well as transmission, are
mentioned, cannot, I think, be construed as evidence that the risdla must, there-
fore, have been composed some one hundred years after .asan.

As I tried to demonstrate above (pp. 30ff.), confirmed more than anything by the
findings of Bravmann (cf. n. 95 above), sunna and sunnat an-nabi are old enough
concepts to be mentioned in a treatise written in the first/seventh century. But if the

185. Born in 21/642, he was allegedly scribe in the service of Mu'Awiya's governor of Khurdsdn,
ar-Rabi' b. Ziyid, until the latter's death in 51/671, cf. Ibn Hajar, 4$dba, 11, p. 458, and
Tahdhib, il, p. 243. This simply rules out samd" with a number of Companions as falsely
claimed in the biographical notices devoted to Hasan. In Ibn al-Madini's Al-'ilal, pp.
54-65, we find enumerated a seemingly complete list of these mistaken cases of samd'.
See also under Sahl (or Suhayl) b. Abi Farqad in Appendix I; Ibn Hanbal, 'llal, 1, no.
1428, and note 199 on p. 53 below.

186. Even Ritter (E.I. 2, s.v.) admitted to agreeing with this criticism.
187. Concerning transmitters being 'shadowy' or 'fictitious', see Chapter 4. Not mentioned

there are the names of alleged pupils such as various men called:
Abin (Tahdhfb, i, pp. 94f.; Lisan, i, p. 25);
Ash'ath (Tahdhfb, i, pp. 3 50,352ff., 355f., 357ff. and Lisan, i, p. 454);
'Ati' (Tahdhfb, vii, pp. 2.03-7, 2o8ff., 215f., Lisan, iv, p. 173);
'Imrin (Tahdhib, viii, pp. 137ff., 142ff., Lisan, iv, pp. 344,345,352);
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risdla ascribed to Hasan constitutes in reality, as Wansbrough contends, nothing
more than an u.al controversy of the late second/eighth century, why does it not
contain by far the best and most conclusive arguments supporting the view of the
Qur'in's supremacy over the other ual, namely 'traditions' brought into circulation
in great quantities in exactly that time emphasizing the Qur'An's pride of place?
What weapon is there to cut down to size hadths as afl that is more effective than
hadtths doing just that? See, for example, the chapters entitled Fadd'il al-qur'an in
Bukhari (vol. In, pp. 391-41o, especially babs 17 and 18 on p. 40I), Ddrimi, pp.
422-43, especially bab 6 on p. 428. See also the traditions adduced in ShifiTs Risdla,
where Qur'An and sunna are weighed against each other, e.g. pp. 5of. and 64f. of the
A. M. ShAkir edition. The Risala was written, if we believe the appraisal of 'Abd
ar-Rabmdn b. Mahdi (d. 198/814) printed on the title page to be historical, before
the end of the second century (± 815).

Yet another consideration deserves to be taken into account.
Many alleged pupils of Hasan did not even bother to mention the name of
the Companion from whom Hasan was supposed to have heard the pro-
phetic saying. This resulted in large numbers of mursalat. It is reported that
Hasan, asked for a reason why he so often left out the name of the Com-
panion, explained that, where he did so, 'Ali's name had to be inserted,
which, for fear of al-Hajjj b. Yasuf, the then governor, he dared not
mention. 188 But in the case of 'All, ru'yd (i.e. seeing 'All in the flesh, even
from a distance) has not even be established. 189 What is more, in many
instances even the prophet himself is not mentioned. It seems feasible that
a sizable number of 'traditions', in whose isnads Hasan's name appears, are
in reality his own utterances moulded after his death into prophetic sayings
with the help of sometimes seemingly sound but in most cases clumsily
fabricated isnads. Sifting .Hasan's authentic utterances from those 'pro-
phetic sayings' with Hasan isnads, put together by contemporary or later
people who merely used his name and reputation to lend more prestige to
these sayings, will require a good deal of diligent research. Of course, the
following list only scratches the surface. 190

However, before this list is given, one final argument should be added to
support the theory that Hasan al-Ba ri should in no significant way be
associated with the transmission of hadith, as already adduced above when
Sa'id b. al-Musayyab was dealt with (p. 17). This argument boiled down to

Maymfm (Tahdhib, x, pp. 388f., 392f., 394,395f., Lisan, vi, no. 488);
a-Salt (Tahdhib, Iv, pp. 434f., Lisan, in, pp. 195, 198 (879, 89o));
Sulaymin (Tahdhib, iv, pp. i68f., 201ff., 212, 220f., Lisdn, i, nos. 319 and 321);
'Umira (Tahdhib, vii, pp. 416f., 423f., 424);
al-Walid (Tahdhfb, xi, pp. 133, i 5 6f., Aba Nu'aym, Hilya, it, p. 152); and finally a name
mentioned in Chapter 4, but without references: Ziydd (Ibn Sa'd, in i, p. 271 (9), Lisan,
lu, p. 499, and Tahdhib, Il, pp. 362-86, for seven (!) more).

188. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, 11, p. 266, note 1. 189. Cf. ibidem, p. 267.
190. One source in which we find quite a few hikam directly ascribed to Hasan is MAwardi's

Ai-amthdl wa 'l-bikam, MS. Leiden (Or. 655(2)). It might be interesting to trace these in
other collections and see whether they 'stop' there at Hasan also.
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considering I.asan's own sayings recorded in various sources as indeed his
own, in spite of these sayings also being recorded as prophetic sayings in
other sources with Hasan merely mentioned as transmitter in the isndd, or
not even that. In any case, the few alleged pupils of Hasan, who were
generally considered reliable - and even that epithet is extremely rare 91 -
can, therefore, not be held responsible for the hundreds of sayings sup-
ported by Hasan isndds. Their names might simply have been inserted by
otherwise anonymous people. Occasionally we stumble upon transmitters
who allegedly heard with Hasan and who exclusively transmitted his private
opinions. 192 We shall also have the opportunity in the following list to draw
attention to the other important Ba~ran Successor, Muhammad b. Sirin,
since he played a particular role in the transmission of some of the same
material - at least, that is what various isnads, taken at face value, may lead
us to believe. Ibn Sirin is also reported more than once to have expressed
himself in a critical way about Hasan's alleged activities with hadith. Thus
he accused him of gullibility, 193 and in a most probably apocryphal dream
explanation he intimated that Hasan embellished hadith by means of his
logic.194 The allegedly basic difference between Ibn Sirin and Hasan is the
former's insistance on riwdya laf;iyya (i.e. transmitting a text to the letter)
versus the latter's slackness in confining himself to transmitting only the
sense without paying heed to the actual wording (= riw~tya ma'nawiyya)1 95

Finally, he is reported to have said: 'Do not relate to me traditions from
.Hasan and Ab 'l-'Aliya Rufay' b. Mihran for they do not pay attention to

whom they get their traditions from'. 96

LIST OF STATEMENTS AND RULINGS ASCRIBED TO HASAN
AL-BAS R

1 97

In the Sunan of Abfi Dawfid (;alaq 13, = II, p. 263), cf. Tirmidhi, ;alaq 3 (11, p.
481) and Nasa'i, (alaq I I (vI, p. 147), we find a maxim attributed to Hasan: amruki
bi-yadiki (i.e. ± you rule over your own affair), which was unsuccessfully traced
back to the prophet. In Milik, however, we find it traced back to one of Muham-
mad's wives, Haf~a bint 'Umar, with a seemingly perfect isnad (alaq 27, = 11, p.
563). Compare also al-Khatib, Kifaya, p. 138.198

191. Take, for example, Yfinus b. 'Ubayd (d. 140/757). In Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, x1, pp. 442-5,
we read only praise but Ibn Abi Khaythama is quoted as having called him a mudallis
(Abfi 'l-TQsim, Qabal, p. 127). This view is shared by Shu'ba (cf. Ibn Abi Htim, Taq-
dima, pp. 134f). Even so, Yfinus is considered more reliable in Hasan traditions than 'Abd
Allh b. 'Awn (d. 151/768), cf. Tahdhib, x1, p. 443.

Another highly esteemed alleged pupil of Hasan is Humayd at-Tawl (d. 142/759), who
is also generally censured for tadlis (Tahdhib, I", p. 40). And although it is stated that
Humayd and 'Uboda b. Muslim supposedly had been Hasan's best pupils (Tahdhib, in, p.
39), the latter is described (Tahdhfb, v, pp. 113f.) in a tarjama full of contradictions.

192. E.g. 'Abd Allh b. MarwAn al-Khuzdi', cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, pp. 25f.
193. Cf. Ibn Hanbal, 7lal, i, no. 9o8. 194. Ibidem, no. 2305.
195. AI-Khatfb, Kifaya, p. 186, and Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, i, no. 2654.
196. AI-Khatib, Kifaya, p. 392. 197. Cf. also note 17 above.
198. Cf. also Abfi Diwdd, sunna 6 (= Iv, p. 204), where Hasan is reported to have stated that

he would rather drop to his death than say al-amru bi-yadi.
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In Abi Ddwfid, 'itq 7 iv, P. 26) a saying is listed attributed to Hasan which in the
same chapter is also duly traced to the prophet (man malaka dhd rahimin mahramin
fa-huwa hurr (i.e. he who possesses [as a slave] a relative whom he cannot marry,
that relative is to be freed).

Another legal maxim (l4 nikha ilia bi-wali i.e. no marriage without a guardian)
put into the mouth of Hasan is, according to Tirmidhi, nikdh 14 (in, pp. 407ff.) also
ascribed to various other tdbian, such as Sa'id b. al-Musayyab, Shurayb b. al-Harith
(d. between 78 and 99/697 and 717), the - perhaps legendary - qddf of Kfifa and (for a
few years) also of Basra, IbrAhim b. Yazid an-Nakha'! (d. 96/715) and 'Umar b. 'Abd
al-'Aziz. Here we see how a maxim is 'claimed' by four different hadith centres. It is
also found as a prophetic saying, cf. Tirmidhi, ibidem, and al-Khatib, Kifdya, pp.
409ff. Cf. also 'Abd ar-Razzaq, vi. nos. 10473, 10475, 10492 and IO5o6.

In Nas'i we find a particularly interesting case: in sayd 38 (VII, pp. 2Iof.), there is
a story attributed to Hasan (nazala nabiyyun mina 'I-anbiya' tahta shajaratin fa-
ladaghathu namlatun etc. i.e. a certain prophet sat down under a tree and was stung
by an ant etc.), then with a brief addition and supported by the isndd Ibn Sirin - Ab
Hurayra marfa' to the prophet (the samX' between Ibn Sirin and Abfi Hurayra never
having been doubted, that probably seemed a most expeditious way of
providing a sound' isndd), and then once more mawqCif with the isnad Qatda -
Hasan - Abfi Hurayra. The samd' between Hasan and Abfi Hurayra has for
long been a hotly debated issue, but was never generally accepted. 199

Nasi'i, zina 7 (viii, p. i32) constitutes a similar case; the tradition nahd raslu
'lldhi ( ) 'ani 't-tarajjuli illd ghibban (i.e. the Messenger of God forbade to tend the
hair except occasionally) on the authority of 'Abd AllAh b. Mughaffal is also listed
here as a personal saying of Hasan and as a mursal.2m0

The saying manhimdni la yashba'ani etc. (i.e. two cases of greed will not be
satisfied etc.) is attributed to Hasan in Ddrimi, muqaddima 32 (= p. 32) and a few
lines down also to Ibn 'AbbAs with the isndd Layth - Tiwfis - Ibn 'AbbAs.

In DArimi, muqaddima 34 (= P. 34, line i) there is a saying attributed to Hasan
(al-'ilmu 'ilmdni etc. i.e. knowledge is bipartite etc.) which immediately after that is
also made into a mursal prophetic saying.

199. The oldest authority recorded who denied samd' between Abfi Hurayra and Hasan was
the latter's alleged pupil Yfinus b. 'Ubayd (d. 140/757), cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, i, p. 267,
as reported by Shu'ba. Other early authorities who denied this samd' were Bahz b. Asad
(d. 197-2oo/8i3-i6), Ibn al-Madini (d. 239/853), Ahmad ibn Hanbal (d. 241/856), Abfi
Zur'a 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd al-Karim ar-Rdzi (d. 264/878) and Abfi Hatim (d. 277/890), cf.
Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, 11, pp. 266-7o. In Dhahabi's Mizan (i, p. io8) there is preserved an
amusing anecdote describing how one of Islam's most notorious forgers, Abmad b. 'Abd
Allh b. Khilid al-Juwaybiri (fl. ± 175/791) fabricated on the spot with an isndd marfa'
the saying attributed to the prophet: sami'a 'l-H asan min AbHurayra, in order to solve
this controversy once and for all. Ahmad Muhammad Shikir's plea for accepting this
samd' is unconvincing and does not throw new light on the issue, cf. my article Ahmad
Muhammad Shikir (1892-1958) and his edition of Ibn Hanbal's Musnad, p. 231. Al-'Izzi
(about whom more will be said in Chapter 5), for all his expertise in early sources, simply
seems to ignore that there is doubt about this samd', cf. his Difd' 'an AbiHurayra, pp. 132
and 135.

200. Cf. also Nasi'i, ashriba 29 (= vnl, p. 3o4) and 53 (P. 330), for a ruling of Hasan juxtaposed
to prohibitions of a similar tenor.
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In the chapter on istihdda (Ddrimi, wu4a' 84, = p. io8) we find various rulings
ascribed directly to Hasan. (It strikes one that rules and regulations concerning
personal hygiene for women are almost invariably drawn up by men; a reply
attributed to Ibn Sirin (ibidem, line 7: an-nisa'u a'lamu bi-dhdlika i.e. women are
more aware of those things) is a rarity in Muslim laws about ritual purity of women.)
Cf. also 'Abd ar-Razzdq, i, no. I 168.

A slogan regarding the inheriting of foundlings (DArimi, fard'id 44, = P. 404)
attributed to both Ibn Sirin and Hasan appears to be tantamount to the rulings
ascribed to Abi Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman (cf. ibidem).

One of the very few fard'id prescriptions listed in DArimi's Sunan (53, = P. 409)
allegedly going back to the prophet (naha rasalu 'lahi (4) 'an bay'i 'l-wald'i wa-'an
hibatihi i.e. the Messenger of God forbade to sell clientage or to give it away as a
present) is also mentioned as merely (?) disapproved of by Hasan and Sa'id b.
al-Musayyab.

The position of Hasan's opinions versus rulings attributed to Companions is
neatly pointed out by a statement ascribed to Abfi IshAq as-Sabi'i in Dirimi's chapter
on waoayd (no. 44 on p. 422): huddithtu anna 'Aliyyan kdna yujizuhd mithla qawli
'l-Hasan i.e. I have been informed that 'All used to permit this just like Hasan used
to rule.

A good example of a saying attributed to Hasan which, provided with the con-
troversial isnad Hasan - Abfi Hurayra - prophet, also turns up as a hadith, is found
in Dirimi, fada'il al-qur'an 21 (= p. 435) and concerns the merit of sarat yasin (=
xxxvi). In bab 22 (= p. 436) we find a similar case and in bab 30 (= p. 439) there is
preserved a mursal.

The one and only prophetic tradition in Mdlik's Muwa((a' ascribed to Hasan as
well as Ibn Sirin on the authority of an anonymous Companion ('itq 3, = vol. ii, p.
774) crops up in the Sahfh of Muslim (ayman 56, vol. ii, p. 1288) with a 'perfect'
isnad in which the Successor is AbFi 'l-Muhallab (Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, xi1, p. 250)
from Basra.

In Ibn Hanbal's Musnad quite a few mursaldt are listed with Hasan - prophet
isnads which can be traced with 'perfected' isndds elsewhere. Here follow a few
references to the old Cairo edition, e.g.:

11, p. 382, as compared with Bukhdri, jum'a i8 (= vol. i, p. 230) and Muslim,
masdjid 153 (= 1, p. 421).

II, p. 385, the 'perfected' isnad as well as the mursal one supporting the maxim:
man 4dma Ramaddna imanan wa'htisaban etc. (i.e. he who fasts during Ramai.n
faithfully anticipating [divine reward] etc.).

II, pp. 492f.: various mursaldt of Hasan juxtaposed to Ibn Sirin - AbNi Hurayra -
prophet isnads followed by the same matn (as it says in Arabic: mithla dhalika).

v, p. 22: a mursal of Hasan juxtaposed to the same with the isnad 'patched up' by
means of the insertion of Samura b. Jundab between Hasan and the prophet.

Likewise cf. II, pp. 395,429,473,514,536, 111, pp. 99, 154, 239, 243, 257 and 361.
On v, p. 27 we find an isnad which is tentatively 'patched up' with Hasan: ...

haddathand Qatada 'an rajulin huwa '-Hasan in shd'a ' llhu 'an Ma'qil b. Yasdr etc.
(i.e. Qatida related to us from a man who might be Hasan from Ma'qil etc.).

In Humaydi's Musnad (ii, no. I I I9) we find a dictum ascribed to Hasan (li 'l-umm
ath-thulthani mina 'l-birr wa-li 'l-ab ath-thulth i.e. the mother gets two thirds of
filial piety, the father one third) the idea of which can be traced in a prophetic
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tradition, cf. Humaydi, iI, no. 118, and Mundhiri, At-targhib wa 't-tarhfb, in, p. 532
and n. 4.

In the preceding list we have seen that Ibn Sirin often emerged in isnads
supporting materials that were also brought into circulation via mostly
defective Hasan isnads. It is difficult to say whether Ibn Sirin is to be held
responsible for this; it is more likely that his name was used by later gener-
ations in order to preserve poorly supported Hasan traditions simply
because he was contemporaneous with Hasan.20 But, on the other hand, it
cannot be denied that it was Ibn Sirin who is credited with drawing atten-
tion to the importance of isnads. Apart from the famous saying attributed
to him concerning the necessity of establishing isnads, something which had
become imperative as a consequence of thefitna (see above p. 17), he is also
reported to have once said: Hddhd 'l-'ilmu (sc. the collecting and the trans-
mitting of hadith) dinun fa'n;ura 'amman ta'khudhana dinakum (i.e. this
science sc. of hadith is a religion, so look from whom you receive it). This
statement or slogan was cited in context with a remark of Ddrimi who
ventured that it could be considered as initiating the consistent use of the
isnad,202 once more good supporting evidence for my theory concerning the
chronology of fitna and isnads.

After Hasan and Ibn Sirin a few more famous (or notorious) Successors
who allegedly promoted hadith in Basra deserve to be mentioned here.

'Ikrima, Ibn 'Abbas' mawld (d. between 104/722 and 107/725), 203 has

201. That his name was used in isndds supporting doubtful material is, for example, attested
in the tarjama of lshAq b. Najfb al-Malali who sought to introduce Abd Hanifa's ra'y by
means of the isndd 'Uthmin al-Batti 'an Ibn Strin, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhb, i, p. 252.

202. Dirimi, Sunan, p. 61. Pellat, Le milieu bafrien et la formation de ch4ih, p. 87, note 9,
mentions Ibn Sirin as the first traditionist in Basra to reject doubtful traditions; the
source material Pellat refers to does not, however, contain an awa'il report. Further-
more, it seems that Ibn Sirin was well aware of juridical opinions being eventually 'raised
to the level' of prophetic sayings, cf. Waki', i, p. 67, if that is how we have to understand
the verb rafa'a (line 16); at least, that is how the editor, 'Abd al-'Aziz Mu~tafi al-Mardghi,
seems to understand it.

203. My selection of 'Ikrima as a specifically Ba~ran transmitter, although in Ibn Hajar's
Tahdhfb (vii, p. 263) he is listed as al-Madani, finds its justification, perhaps, in the
following considerations. 'Ikrima, allegedly of Berber extraction, was donated to 'Abd
Allah b. 'Abbis when the latter was governor of Baera (as from 36/656). 'Ikrima was later
manumitted. In whatever way one assesses the historicity of his having heard traditions
with his master (later his patron) as well as with a few other Companions, or the histori-
city of his having traveled widely in the Islamic empire (as Schacht points out in his E.I. 2
article on him), the number of his alleged pupils from Iraqi hadith centres is in actual fact
far greater than from Hijlzi hadith centres. It is true that his alleged Kfifan pupils do
outnumber his alleged Ba~ran ones, but a quick count of the traditions transmitted via
him, which have found their way to the canonical collections, as enumerated in al-Mizzi's
Tuhfa (v, pp. IO7-I8t), makes abundantly clear that traditions transmitted via alleged
Basran pupils far outnumber those transmitted via pupils from any other centre
including Kfifa. It is because of these considerations that it seems more appropriate to
call him a Ba~ran.
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always been a subject of controversy. 20 4 Reading through his lengthy
tarjama in the Tahdhfb (vII, pp. 263-73), one gains the impression that, on
the one hand, the hadith experts did not trust him but, on the other hand,
could not do without the material allegedly transmitted via him. On the one
hand he is accused of having spread false traditions on the authority of his
master. We read how Ibn 'Umar as well as Sa'id b. al-Musayyab are both
reported to have warned their mawlas, Nifi' and Burd respectively, with the
words: ... la takdhib 'alayya kama yakdhibu 'Ikrima 'ala 'bni 'Abbas (i.e. do
not spread lies about me as 'Ikrima did about Ibn 'Abbs).205 On the other
hand, the hadith collectors could not do without his traditions; I quote from
his tarjama: lam yastaghna 'an h.adfthihi wa-kdna yatalaqqd hadithuhu bi
'l-qabali wa-yuh, tajju bihi qarnan ba'da qarnin wa-imaman ba'da imdmin ild
waqti 'l-a'immati 'l-arba'ati 'lladhina akhraja ' -sah.fha wa-mayyazu
thabitahu min saqfmihi wa-khata'ahu min .awdbihi wa-akhrajd riwdyatahu
wa-humu 'l-Bukharf wa-Muslim wa-Aba Dawdd wa 'n-Nasa'i fa-ajma'C 'ald
ikhrdji .adthihi wa '.tajja bihi (p. 272) (i.e. they were not able to dispense
with 'Ikrima's traditions which met with acceptance and were used as argu-
ments, generation after generation, by one imam after the other, until the
time of the four imams [sc. four of the 'Six']. They selected the 'sound',
distinguishing between the reliable and the unreliable, between the faulty
and the correct; and they selected [also] 'Ikrima's transmitted material.
Those 'four', namely Bukhdri, Muslim, Abd D~wfid and Nasd'i, agreed to
publicize [also] Ikrima's traditions, [even] adducing them as arguments).
And 'Ikrima is also reported to have spread so-called Ibn 'Abbas traditions
which were in reality the products of his own ra'y (p. 269).

In fact, only very few tarjamas are as controversial as his. Even if it is
believed that Bukhdri and the others have been successful in sifting the
genuine material from the fabricated - and in Chapter 5 below I shall try to
bring together conclusive evidence of a different nature that they have not -
still a huge number of very weird traditions that have found their way to the
canonical collections with 'Ikrima in the isnads has to be accounted for. But,
as was the case with Hasan isnads discussed above, later anonymous forgers
are likely to have profited from 'Ikrima's fame and may have brought mater-
ial into circulation in which 'Ikrima himself had no part at all. The mawld
Simak b. Harb (d. 123/74), for example, was especially suspect in his
'Ikrima traditions, 2° 6 and the mawld Isma'il b. 'Abd ar-Rahmn as-Suddi (d.
127/745), so called because he used to sit all the time on the threshold
(sudd) of the mosque in Kfifa, used to expound the Qur'5n in his own

204. Even in this century; cf. how Abmad M. ShAkir tries to argue away the controversy about
Ikrima's alleged irsal from 'Al in his edition of Ibn Hanbal's Musnad, n1, p. 97, the
commentary on no. 723.

205. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vii, pp. 267f.; cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, I, no. 1500.
206. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, iv, p. 234, line 2.
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particular fashion; the public liked it but his fellow traditionists did not
trust him especially since he used to substantiate his exegesis by merely
attaching an isndd to it. As he was also called ignorant (qad u'iya hazzan
min jahlin (and not 'ilmin) bi 'l-qur'dn) it seems self-evident that he himself
cannot be credited with this exegesis, but that he got it from someone else,
either 'Ikrima or someone using this name. 207 Then there was the mawla
'Amr b. Abi 'Amr (d. I44/761) who was censured for having forged a tradi-
tion of which he claimed that he had heard it from 'Ikrima.2° s The mawla
Ddwfid b. al-Husayn (d. 135/752) transmitted suspect munkar traditions
with the isndd 'Ikrima-Ibn 'Abbis-prophet. 2 9 'Abbid b. Mansfir (d. 152/769)
committed tadlis while transmitting from 'Ikrima. 210 Abfi Yazid al-Madani
transmitted from Ibn 'Abb~s with or without mention of 'Ikrima as inter-
mediary. 211 And then there are listed numerous totally untrustworthy
alleged pupils of Ikrima of whom it is not said expressis verbis that they put
forged material into 'Ikrima's mouth but who may be safely assumed to have
done just that.

Since tradition collections centring on 'Ikrima are not (yet) available, an appro-
priate way to get acquainted with the hadith he is alleged to have transmitted is to
read through Ibn 'Abbis' musnad in Ibn Hanbal's Musnad, Cairo 1313, vol. I, pp.
214-374, new edition by A. M. Shdkir, vol. iII, p. 252 to vol. v., p. 183. Here we read,
for example, the controversial tradition about the prophet's age when he died with
an indication of the number of years he was active in Mecca before the Hijra which
is, as far as I know, nowhere else corroborated (cf. Shdkir's ed., in, no. 2017; nos.
211o and 2242, also with 'Ikrima in the isnid, give the generally accepted but
different chronology). On the whole, these traditions in Ibn Hanbal are not as
far-fetched in contents as some from the qi.as al-anbiyd' literature or early tafsir, but
some remain controversial such as the one about sodomy in which 'Ikrima is common
link, cf. Shikir's edition, iv, nos. 2420, 2727, 2733; or* the one about whether the
prophet actually saw God, cf. ibidem, no. 258o, or the prophet's partaking of
nabidh, cf. ibidem, nos. 1963, 2143 and 26o6; or the one describing a rich man's and a
poor man's conversation in paradise, etc. By far the most extensive 'Ikrima material
is found in al-Mizzi's Tuhfat al-ashrdf bi-ma'rifat al-a(rdf, v, pp. io7-8i, which
covers the occurrences of 'Ikima-Ibn 'Abbis isndds in all the 'six books'. Here again
we see that, on the whole, the traditions listed do not seem so controversial as
'Ikrima-supported reports in non-canonical collections.

207. Cf. ibidem, I, pp. 313, penult. and 314, lines 15f. 'Uthmin b. Ghiyith was also a weak
transmitter of tafsfr material, which he probably had - or claimed to have received - from
'Ikrima, cf. ibidem, vii, p. 147.

208. Man at bahimatanfa 'qtulahu, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, viii, p. 83. Another transmitter
blamed for the same thing was 'Abd Allih b. 'lsA b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin (d. 135/752) (man
khabbaba 'rmra'atan etc.).

209. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, Hi, pp. 18if. Cf. also it, p. 279 (al-Hasan b. Zayd b. al-Hasan (d.
168/784)) and x, p. 442 (an-Nadr b. 'Abd ar-Rabmin Abu- 'Umar).

210. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, p. io5. 211. Ibidem, xii, p. 280.
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Another Successor of the stature of the aforementioned Ba~ran trans-
mitters is Qatida b. Di'drma (d. 117/735). An analysis of his tarjama in the
Tahdhib, especially of his alleged pupils, yields results so similar to the ones
obtained in the analysis of 'Ikrima's that we can dispense with it here. 212 On
the whole, it is an astonishing feature of Ba~ran Successors that, with the
possible exception of Ibn Sirin, they are almost all highly controversial
figures as far as their hadith transmission is concerned, something which
has not prevented the great collectors of the second half of the second/
eighth and the first half of the third/ninth centuries from relying heavily on
materials supported by isnads parading their names. If it is assumed that
later tradition experts, in compiling their collections, set so much store by
rijal criticism, it is incomprehensible that they nevertheless incorporated
h adfths allegedly transmitted by such people as Hasan, 'Ikrima or Qatada in
their collections at all.

Hadith traffic between the two main Iraqi centres is attested in the ac-
tivities of a few old Successors213 but the majority of Successors remained as
a rule in one centre.

Kafa

In Kfifa the activity in collecting traditions may have been the most lively in
the entire Islamic empire judging by the number of people who allegedly
engaged in it.214 This is also true for the tabaqa of the Successors. As far as
the names of Companions, who are immediately associated with Kfifa, are
concerned, where Basra had one Companion, Anas, who died at such an
advanced age that quite a few transmitters who flourished well into the
second/eighth century could claim to belong to the Successors, Kfifa also
boasted of a few long living Companions. Besides such famous ones as 'Abd
Allh b. Mas'fid (d. 32-3/652-3), Abfi Mfisd al-Ash'ari (d. 42-4/662-4),
Hudhayfa b. al-Yamdn (d. 36/657) and al-Mughira b. Shu'ba (d.
49-5o/669-7o), we find a few minor Companions who 'conveniently' died at
an advanced age about three quarters of a century after the prophet. 215

212. For an appraisal of Qatida as muhaddith, see G. Vitestam, Qatida b. Di'ima as-Sadfisi et

la science du hadit.
213. E.g. Abfi 'Uthmin 'Abd ar-Rabmiin b. Mall an-Nahdi (d. 95-100/714-I9 at the age of 130

or 140!), Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, no. 546; Muwarriq b. al-Mushamrij (d. 103/721),

ibidem, x, no. 581, and the unreliable qa4. AbN Diwfid al-A'mi, whose Kfifan traditions

were said to be worthless, Ibn Hajar, Lisdn, vi, p. 145 (cf. Tahdhib, x, pp. 47off.).
214. Information based upon extensive reading in the rijdl works and privately made

statistics.
215. E.g. Abfi Jubayfa Wahb b. 'Abd Alldh (d. 74/693), 'Amr b. Hurayth (d. 85/7o4) and

allegedly the last Companion to die in Kafa in 86-7/7o5-6 was 'Abd Allih b. Abi Awfi,

cf. their respective tardfim in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, xi, p. 164; viii, p. i8 andv, p. 152. This

enabled, for example, the mawld Ismi'i b. Abi Kh.lid, who died in 146/763, to claim the

title of Successor, a feat not emulated by very many Basrans. Cf. also Ibn Qutayba, Kitdb

ai-ma'arif, p. 341, for other ;ahabis dying late.
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Another striking characteristic of Kfifan Successors is the frequency with
which three or even four of al-khulafd' ar-rdshidan are mentioned as having
been among those Companions from whom they allegedly heard tradi-
tions.216 We may, perhaps, see in this an attempt to establish on the firmest
possible basis certain claims to the legitimacy of power as centred in Kfifa,
especially during 'All's caliphate from 35/656 until 4o/66I and also in later
years when ShT'ite claims resulted in innumerable pro-'Ali traditions. As
pointed out earlier, whereas Basra is the centre from which proliferated
qadar traditions, KTifa is the centre par excellence in which emerged ideas
and ideals of tashayyu'. Thus we find the well-known Successor 'Adi b.
Thabit (d. 116/734) holding the position of imrnm in the mosque of the
Shi'ites, in which he also used to tell qisa. 217 On an earlier occasion he was
mentioned as one of the raffa'Cin (p. 31 above).

As was the case with famous experts in other centres (Sa'Td b. al-Musay-
yab in Medina or Hasan in Bara), among the Successors of Kfifa there are a
number who are noted for their juridical insight alluded to with the terms
ra'y or fiqh. The early ones among them allegedly received most of their
'knowledge' from Ibn Mas'id, but since their opinions are also recorded as
products of their own personal thinking, without mention of the fact that
they had arrived at these with the help of older authorities, the same
consideration as set forth in the case of Sa'id and Hasan (cf. p. 15 above)
applies here. Among these Successors are 'Alqama b. Qays (d. between 61
and 73/68o-92),218 Masrfiq b. al-Ajda' (d. 63/682) and al-Hrith b. 'Abd
All5h al-A'war (d. 65/684).219 A slightly younger Successor, a famousfaqih
and allegedly one of Kdfa's most important hadfth transmitters, was 'Amir
b. Shardhil, usually called simply ash-Sha'bi (d. 103-10/721-8). Although
Ibn Mas'id is listed among his masters, samd' from him was questioned; in
view of the latter's date of death (32-3/652-3) and Sha'bi's alleged date of
birth (2o/64i or somewhat later as it says in the sources, or nearer 4o/66I as
perhaps demonstrated above on pp. 19f.) this is hardly surprising. In those
early days boys did not yet collect traditions. 220 Besides, his samd, from 'Ali
(d. 4o/66i) is doubted as well. Sha'bi's case is especially interesting since in

216. This is corroborated by the findings referred to above (pp. 23-30).
217. A well-known qi,, who served the cause of the Khdrijites was Shaqiq ao-Dabbi, cf. Ibn

Hajar, Lisdn, in, p. 151.
218. According to a report in Rimahurmuzi, p. 238, 'Alqama'sfatwas were even sought after

by Companions.
219. Regrettably, their private statements are no longer traceable in the canonical collections

barring a few, all having been provided with 'complete' isndds via Ibn Mas'fid, 'All, 'A'isha
and others. But one maxim of Masraq has survived, cf. Nasi'i, ashriba 43 (= vn1i, p. 315,
first lines), which is also found in slightly different wording as a prophetic tradition in Ibn
Mija, ashriba 4 (= n1, p. 1120). And in Dirimrs muqaddima 30 (= p. 51, lines 3ff.), we
read two more private statements of Masrfiq. The three tardjim devoted to them in Ibn
Sa'd do not preserve any of their sayings either.

220. Cf. Rimahurmuzi, pp. 186 and 189f.
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the tarjama devoted to him in the Tahdhib we find three remarks attributed
to him (in Arabic: kdna yaqalu... ) which can be considered as not yet fully
developed rules of good behaviour which, in due course, became exactly
that supported by isnads going back to the prophet: 221

(i) mui halaltu hubwaf ild shay'in mimmd yan~uru 'n-ndsu ilayhi, which may be
summarized as: I have never done anything ostentatiously in order to attract
people's attention; in the course of time this rule, foreshadowed in the Qur'An (e.g.
IV, 38 and 142), cropped up in numerous prophetic traditions forbidding
ostentatiousness, cf. Concordance, s.v. the third stem of ra'd;
(2) 'I never beat a slave of mine', which is reflected in a prophetic tradition forbid-
ding this (cf. Tirmidhi, birr 30, = ed. I. 'A. 'Iwad, vol. Iv, p. 335; Muslim, ayman
34ff., = In, pp. 128of.; Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, old ed. iv, p. 120, V, p. 274) in the
various isndds of which we find al-A'mash (d. 147/764), a younger contemporary of
Sha'bi, as common link;
(3) 'Whenever a relative of mine died without having settled his debts, I did that for
him'; there is a statement attributed to the prophet (e.g. Tirmidhi, jand'iz 69, = vol.
in, ed. M. F. 'Abd al-Biqi, p. 382) in which he himself accepts responsibility for the
debts left by a dead man. This statement is preserved under various isnads which all
seem to be Medinan, and in which Zuhri seems to be (one of) the common link(s).

A slightly younger man, who was in reality not a Successor in the
technical sense of the term, Ibrdhim b. Yazid an-Nakha'i (d. 96/715 at the
relatively 'early' age of 49, according to others 58),222 was also afaqfh whose
statements were in the course of time provided with 'sound' isnads going
back to Muhammad.223

Finally, in this enumeration of Kyifan Successors, one very important
person cannot be left unmentioned, Abd Ishq 'Amr b. 'Abd Alldh as-Sabi'i
(d. 126-9/743-6 when he was allegedly in his nineties). Elsewhere I have
devoted a special study to him,224 and in Chapter 4 the theory is ventured of
how his kunya may have been made use of by other, anonymous trans-
mitters and how, subsequently, very much material supported by
unspecified Abai Ishq isndds has to be considered of doubtful historicity.
He, allegedly together with the mawla Sulaymdn b. Mihrdn al-A'mash (d.
147/764),225 Manfir b. ai-Mu'tamir (d. 132/749) and Zubayd b. al-Harith (d.
122-4/740-2), belonged to the 'leaders of Kafa's transmitters' (in Arabic:

221. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhtb, v, p. 69.
222. This also struck Rimahurmuzi (cf. p. 356) as exceptional.
223. Cf. Schacht, Origins, p. 33, and e.g. Bukh5r!, mawdqft 37, = 1, p. 157, for a ruling of

Ibrihim which is also one of the prophet's; idem, it, p. i16, bab 4; see furthermore

above p. 15, no. 3. Examples of Ibrihim's rulings and precepts abound in the 'six' and in

D.rimi, but - as was to be expected - are lacking in the Muwaga'.
224. Cf. my On the origins of Arabic prose, pp. 17off. To the sources cited there may be

added AbVI '-Qisim al-Balkhi, Qabal al-akhbar, p. 84, where Ab0 Ishiq and al-A'mash

are blamed for having corrupted KOfan hadth.
225. Ibn MaIn (cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, iv, p. 225, lines 13f.) preferred him to Zuhri, because

he did not work for the Umayyads.
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ru'Cis muhaddithi 'l-Kafa).226 Does this mean that they wielded some sort of
authority over their fellow transmitters? The sources leave us in the dark in
this respect, but Abfi Ishq apparently had his own mosque so he had a
locality at his disposal to gather the people around him.

In Ibn Hajar, Lisan, no. 803, we read that a certain Mu'tazilite, 'Umar b. Ibr~him
al-'Alawi (d. 539/ I44), used to be imam of the mosque of Abi Ishiq as-Sabi'i.
Although this man lived some four hundred years later, I presume there must always
have been this Abfi Isbiq mosque. I do not think that this was a mosque founded
after Abfi Ishq's death and named after him, for he was not the sort of person who,
during his life, gathered so much fame that his followers sought in this way to keep
his memory alive; the tarajim devoted to him in the various rijal works are simply
too negative for that. I rather think that Abfi Ishiq had a kind of private mufalla
which he made into some sort of public meeting place in order to disseminate his
ideas to as wide an audience as it could accommodate. His propaganda for the Shi'ite
cause demanded this. I presume that Abfi Ishq's mu.alla, also after his death,
remained a place where people gathered and, in the course of time, came to be
called Ab Ishq's mosque. It is inconceivable to me that this mosque was founded
(long) after his death, in sum, I think it much more likely that it is indeed a
first/seventh century institution. In Basra Th~bit al-Bunini had his own mosque and
mu'adhdhin, Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, iv, p. 188. Cf. also Dhahabi, Mfzan, iv, no. 9701,
Ibn Hajar, Lisan, it, no. 1732. Ayyfib b. Abi Tamima as-Sakhtiydni is also reported
to have had his own mosque with its own imam, Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ii, no. 218.

Abfi Ishq is, furthermore, a good example of a transmitter who may
have resorted - or concerning whom other traditionists resorted - to the age
trick. But he is by no means a far-fetched example. The following Success-
ors, otherwise not such important transmitters, supposedly reached
incredible ages: Qays b. Abi Hdzim (died 84-98/703-16 at the age of well
over one hundred), 227 Ziydd b. 'Ilaqa (died 135/752 at the age of almost one
hundred; another report has it that he was born in the Jthiliyya), 228 AbQ
'Amr Sa'd b. Iyfs (died 95-8/714-17 at the age of 120),229 al-Ma'rir b. Suwayd
(when al-A 'mash saw him he believed him to be i2o), 230 Suwayd b. Ghafala
(died 8o-2/699-7oI at the age of 120 or 13o; he claimed to be just as old as
the prophet, 231 Zirr b. Hubaysh (died 81-3/7o0-2 at the age of 127),232 etc.
226. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, viii, p. 66 (penult.).
227. His case constitutes the well-known topos describing those people who, during the

lifetime of the prophet, set out to Medina to pay their allegiance but who were prevented
from doing so by the news of the latter's untimely death, expressed, for instance, in the
words fa-qubida (sc. the prophet) wa-huwa ft '-;arfq or similar, eminently recognizable
expressions. He is, furthermore, one of those Iraqi transmitters preferred by Ibn Ma'in to
Zuhrl, cf. lbn Hajar, Tahdhib, vIII, pp. 387f.; cf. note 225 above.

228. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, i1, pp. 38of. 229. Ibidem, p. 468. 230. Ibidem, x, p. 230.
231. Ibidem, iv, pp. 278f.; he constitutes another case of the - what may be styled - 'conver-

sion topos'; this time we read in his tarjama: qadima '1-Madfnata hina nufidati 'l-aydi min
dafni raslli 'lldh (s). Cf. also ibidem, vi, no. 465, and al-Khaib, Ar-rihla, pp. i66f.

232. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, II, pp. 321 f. An allegedly very old Ba~ran Successor was Abi 'r-RajA'
'Imrin b. Milhin, who died at the age of 120 or even older in I07-9725-7, cf. ibidem, vin,
pp. 140f.
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The tarajim devoted to these centenarians in the rijal works are on the
whole very favourable without a shadow of a doubt being cast on the ages
they claimed to have reached. This must have greatly facilitated the mani-
pulation with isnads, whether they did that themselves. or whether this
occurred at the hands of other anonymous people. Furthermore, traditions
supported by isndds including their names occur, without exception, in all
the canonical collections.

As far as the other hadith centres are concerned such as the ones in
Khurdsdn, these came into being a little later, as was the case with Egypt. If
we take the awd'il information regarding an-Nadr b. Shumayl (d. 2o4/820),
for example, as terminus a quo, it is only during his lifetime that sunna was
introduced into all of Khurdsdn (cf. p. 23 above). It is likely that, when we
encounter an isnad with predominantly Khurasanian transmitters, the
material it supports hails from the time and/or environment of the rdwi
mentioned at the Successor's level, or the tier above that, which, in the case
of a Khurdsanian isnad, will most likely turn out to be from Basra or Kfifa.
The same principle applies to the numerous isnads with predominantly
Bagdadi transmitters.

Another major city, which in the course of time developed into a hadith
centre of some importance, was Wasil, allegedly founded by al-Hajjaj in
83/702 or 84/703. There is evidence in the sources that it 'claimed' for itself
certain illustrious h.adith transmitters. Thus various people asserted that
they had 'seen' Anas b. Malik there who, in the mid-eighties of the first
century, must have been already a very old man, that is, if we give this
report any credit at all. 233 And also Shu'ba, a key figure of Basran hadith
transmission, is 'claimed' by Wdsit as one of theirs. There is a report that
relates how, when Shu'ba arrived in Basra (for the first time?) and asked
directions to Hasan's dwelling, people frowned, whereupon he excused
himself on the ground that he came from Wfisit. 234

After this survey of the principal transmitters in the different hadith cen-
tres, it seems appropriate to adduce here some more evidence pointing to
the overall regional character of these centres.

There is a report describing a conversation the Caliph Abfi Ja'far al-
Man~ir (reigned from 136/754 until 158/775) is alleged to have had during a
visit to Medina with Malik b. Anas. 235 This conversation neatly depicts the
development leading to the situation obtaining at the time it supposedly
took place, i.e. in I5O/767 .236 Even if it cannot be proved that this conversa-
tion ever took place or that the dialogue took the form as reported - one

233. Bahshal, Ta'rfkh Wdsi;, pp. 47f. 234. Cf. ibidem, pp. I20f.
235. Cf. Ibn Abi Hitim, Taqdima, p. 29, cf. AbiQ Zur'a, Ta'rfkh, p. 439.
236. This dating is substantiated by another account (or perhaps a fragment of the same

account transmitted separately) of this meeting, cf. Ibn Abi Hitim, Taqdima, p. 30.
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may doubt, for example, the unmistakable fad'il slant in favour of Medina
- I see no cogent arguments against accepting this appraisal. Even if it is
granted that the conversation in itself is probably apocryphal, the appraisal
of the situation, it seems to me, is basically not incorrect. Here follows a
paraphrase:

Al-Man~fir asked Malik: 'Is there anyone more learned [i.e. in matters
concerning this our religion] than you?'

'Yes', Malik replied.
'Name them.'
'I do not know their names.'
Al-Manfifr went on: 'During the time of the Band Umayya I investigated

this matter and I know it now for what it is. The transmitters of Iraq are liars
and forgers;237 those of Syria are constantly at war (i.e. with Rum), 238 they
have no great scholar left; as for the transmitters of the .Hijaz, they have
preserved the last item there is to know (about the prophet) and you are the
principal scholar of the Hijd. Don't you dare contradict me! I should like
to unify this 'irn so that I can have it recorded and sent to the army comman-
ders and judges in order that they make themselves acquainted with it. He
who later on acts contrary to it, I shall have him beheaded!'

'0 Commander of the Faithful', Malik answered, 'while the prophet was
still alive, he sent his people forth on campaigns but not much land was
conquered before he died. Then Abfi Bakr ruled, but not much land was
conquered under him either. After them, under 'Umar, so much territory
was conquered that he felt obliged to send the Companions of the prophet
out as teachers (of the new religion) and their knowledge never ceased to be
transmitted from generation to generation until this very day. If you now
try to divert them from what they know to what they do not know, they will
consider that as kufr. Therefore, let the people of every region stick to that
knowledge (sc. about the prophet and the origins and precepts of the re-
ligion) which they now possess, and select for yourself of this 'Urn whatever
you deem most appropriate.'

In another account (see note 236 on p. 62 above), which may very well be
considered as describing another fragment of the conversation, al-Man~far
is reported to have asked Malik:

'Why do you rely so heavily on the words of 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar among so
many Companions?'

237. This may sound an unusually harsh statement especially coming from someone who had
his domicile in Iraq, but it is not at all unlikely that al-Manfiir was simply repeating an
opinion commonly held in Iraq in those days. In Chapter 3 below I have tried to prove
that mendacity in tradition transmitting was first countered by the man kadhaba 'alayya
dictum in Iraq, and that this may have originated precisely during his reign or probably
even a little later.

238. Cf. AbO 'l-OQsim al-Balkhi, Qabal al-akhbdr, p. 168, where the people of Syria are
called jund bani Marwdn.
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Malik replied:
'Since he was the last Companion to stay alive (sc. he died in 74/693) and

since the people needed his advice, they asked him and acted according to
what he said.'

But no matter how fair all this may sound from Malik's mouth, he de-
cidedly had his doubts concerning even his most famous fellow trans-
mitters. Thus he is reported to have said about Sufy~n ath-Thawri: 'I hope
that he has been 4dlih'.239 In Chapter 5 it will appear that this term in many a
context is almost identical with 'unreliable'. Surely that is not what Malik
may have meant in the statement reported here, but his words do not admit
of an interpretation more favourable or positive than: I hope his traditions
were harmless in the sense that they did not create too much confusion.

Another overall appraisal of hadith collecting activities in the various
centres, emphasizing the different approaches in each, is found in a state-
ment Sufyin b. 'Uyayna is alleged to have made. Even if the ascription of
these words to Sufy.n cannot be proved, the words in themselves con-
stitute, perhaps, a fair description of the situation obtaining in his days. He
suggests that those who want to know more about pilgrimage rituals'(mand-
sik) should consult the traditionists of Mecca, 240 those who want to collect
information on the precise times 4aldts are to be performed (mawdqit) have
to repair to Medina, those whose interests lie in details concerning the
prophet's life and campaigns (siyar) should ask the people of Syria and
finally, in a perhaps mocking way, those who want information in which
true cannot be distinguished from false should go to Iraq. 241 Sufyin, if it
was indeed he who made this statement, may be considered as having been
perfectly aware of what was going on in three, perhaps four, centres: the
first part of his life he lived in Kfifa, then in 163/78o he moved to the Hijaz
and settled in Mecca.

Different points of view, sometimes resulting in rivalry, are, further-
more, attested in the following reports. The controversy Medina/Iraq is
apparent in the suggestion that what Ma'mar b. Rashid (d. 153/770) trans-
mits from Ba~ran or Kffan transmitters should be rejected, whereas what
he produces from Zuhri and other Medinans can be considered quite reli-
able. 242 Even common measures were different. So it is recorded that the

239. Cf. Ibn Abi Hitim, Taqdima, p. 94 (ult). In Suyfiti's ls'df ai-mubaga', p. 878, we find a

highly significant report supporting this issue; someone asked Milik: 'How come, you do

not transmit traditions from the Iraqis?' Milik replied: 'Our predecessors did not trans-

mit their predecessors' traditions, as our contemporaries leave present day Iraqi trans-
mitters well alone.'

240. Cf. p. 40 above, especially note 146.
241. Cf. Ibn 'Asakir, At-ta'rfkh al-kabfr, i, p. 70. The term siyar in this report admits, apart

from the interpretation 'campaigns' (= maghazO, also of the interpretation 'law of war

and peace' (= al-maqdsim wa-amr al-ghazw). Both interpretations are found in variant

readings of this report listed in Ibn 'Asikir's Ta'rfkh madinat Dimashq, I, p. 316.

242. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, X, p. 245.
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mudd of the prophet according to the Iraqis amounted to two ra(Is, while
the people of the Hijaz thought it to be only one and one third.243 More
specifically, the vast differences in jurisdiction between Medina and Kfifa
are attested in the dismay Yahy5 b. Sa'id al-Ansri (d. 144/761) allegedly
displayed when he took up the function of qdf in the latter city. 244 Rivalry
between Bagdad and Medina can be gleaned from the tarjama of Ibn Abi
'z-Zinad (d. 174/790). It is reported there that what he transmitted in
Medina was sound, at least of passing quality, but what he transmitted in
Bagdad was corrupted by the Bagdadis. 245

Iraqis supposedly detested the hadith transmitted via Ismi5i b. 'Ayydsh
(d. 181/797), whereas his fellow Syrians could not find fault with it.246 Iraqis
are also reported to have called Syrian traditions mere fables (khuraft).247

From this we discern Iraqi/Syrian rivalry.
The regional character is, furthermore, not only restricted to the

different provinces of the empire but can also be distilled from reports
concerning rivalries between centres in one province. The remark: tafar-
rada bihi ahlu 'l-Kafa . .. lam yushrikhumfihi ah.adun248 can be contrasted
with: tafarrada bi-dhikri 'l-amri ahlu 'l-Bara249 (i.e. the Kfifans, c.q. the
Ba~rans, were the only ones who spread a certain h4adith), although we also
find the concept isnid ahli 'I-7raq mentioned. 250 The contrast between
Basra and Kfifa is humorously depicted in the remark: When you see a
Ba~ran drinking nabidh, hold him in suspicion, but when you see a Kdifan
doing that, you need not suspect him, for the Kfifan drinks out of devotion,
and the Ba~ran leaves it out of devotion. 25 1 The extreme Shi'ite al-Harith b.
Hasira (fl. 140/757) transmitted mainlyfadi'il ahli 'l-bayt in Kfifa and tradi-
tions of various contents in Basra. 252

In the course of the second half of the second/eighth century, also after
the (alab al-'ilm - about which more will be said below - had gradually lost
its purely local character and was on an ever increasing scale carried out in
more than one centre, the sharp edges of the rivalries described in the above
gradually disappeared. So it was Shafi'i (d. 2o4/820) who is reported to have
said: 'I do not care where a tradition comes from, be it Kifa, Basra or Syria,
as long as it is sound.' 253 And the famous Ba~ran traditionist, the mawld

243. Cf. Ibn Shidhdn, Adab al-wuzara', p. 68.
244. Cf. al-Khaib, Ta'rfkh Baghdad, xiv, p. 1o4.
245. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, p. 172.
246. Cf. ibidem, i, p. 323.
247. Abfi 'l-Qdsim al-Balkhi, Qabala-akhbdr, p. 54.
248. HAkim an-Nisibfiri, Kitab ma'rifat 'ulam al-hadith, p. 97.
249. Ibidem; cf. also al-Khafib, Ta'rtkh Baghdad, Ix, p. 257, where Shu'ba is described as: born

in WAsil, he lived in Basra, but his ilm was that of Kfifa.
250. E.g. cf. Tabari, Ta'rikh, i, p. 1764. 251. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, 1, p. 278.
252. Cf. ibidem, n, p. 140. Cf. also Abfi 'l-Osim al-Balkhi, Qaba! al-akhbar, p. 169, where

the Kfifans are said not to set store by the bulk of Basran traditions.
253. Cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, i, no. 974.
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'Abd ar-Rahman b. Mahdi (d. 198/814) upheld the views of various hiadith
centres, while he preferred the ra'y of the Medinese. 254

A tentative chronology of talab al-film

In the foregoing section I have tried to demonstrate that the predominant
characteristic of the various centres, in which in early Islam traditions were
collected and recorded, was their regionalism. It is proposed here to adduce
yet another argument in support of this view. This argument concerns the
(alab al-'ilm journeys and the relatively late date when this activity became
the general practice. If it can be proved, as will be attempted in the
following pages, that the earliest data on talab al-'ilm journeys cannot be
traced back to a time earlier than the beginning of the second century/the
74oS-750s, this constitutes, surely, additional evidence for the overall re-
gional character maintained in the various hadith centres during the first
hundred years or so after the prophet's death.

The Arabic expression (alab al-'ilm, first of all, does not necessarily point
to extensive traveling; only when traveling is expressis verbis referred to in
context with talab al-'ilm are we justified in interpreting the expression as
collecting .adiths also in centres outside one's own. As we have seen above,
various transmitters, who flourished during the latter half of the first
century were sometimes claimed by more than one centre, e.g. Zuhri, but
this did not entail that henceforth Syrian and Medinan traditions con-
stituted the same material. There are also transmitters who, born in one
centre and having heard traditions with the local hadith masters, moved to
another centre and disseminated the learned material there (cf. above p.
40, Abtd Umayya 'Abd al-Karim). Yet other transmitters moved away, with
the hadiths learned in their city of birth, via one other centre, to settle
definitively in a third. Ma'mar b. Rshid is a good example of such a tradi-
tionist. Born in Basra, he allegedly started collecting traditions after Hasan
al-Ba$ri had died in 110/728. Then he traveled to the Hijdz where he also
collected hadfth to settle finally in the Yemen, where he died in 153/770.

I found one unambiguous awd'il report indicating who was the first
traveling hadith collector. It is this same Ma'mar. b. Rtshid. 255 Further-
more, Rdmahurmuzi gives a concise list of tabaqas of hadfth travelers in

254. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v1, p. 279 (penult).
255. Cf. al-Khaib al-Baghd.di, Ar-rihla ft ;alab al-hadfth, ed. Nfir ad-Din 'Itr, Damascus

1975, P. 94, a statement ascribed to Ibn Hanbal. Another early transmitter, who traveled
around to contact Successors but who was otherwise universally mistrusted, was an
almost exact contemporary of Ma'mar, al-Mughira b. ZiyAd (d. 152/769), cf. Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, x, p. 260. That Egypt is again lagging behind in comparison with the other
hadith centres, seems to be substantiated by the report that the first to travel from Egypt
to Iraq in search of 'irm was one AbQi Sa'id 'Uthm.n b. 'Atiq al-Huraqi (d. 180/796), cf.
Ibn Biish, I, p. 256.
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which he mentions 'Abd Alldh b. al-Mubdrak (d. 181/797) as the first
traveler of the first (abaqa.256 In his tarjama we read that he started col-
lecting hiadiths in the year 141/758.257 But in 'Abd Allh b. 'Awn (d. 151/768)
we encounter a hadth traveler who started his search for traditions
allegedly ten years earlier in 131/75o. 258 All these data point, as mentioned
above, to a time well into the second century.

It is true that there is also a reference to the Syrian Successor Makhfil (d.
between I 2/73o and i 18/736) as having made extensive journeys in search
of knowledge, but perhaps Makhfil constitutes one more example of that
class of Successors, who were at the same time well-known fuqaha', whose
personal opinions were in the course of time 'raised to the level' of pro-
phetic traditions (see above p. 45, note 158), as is also substantiated by the
numerous cases of samd' from Companions which are doubted. 259

Besides, the term 'ilm in Makhtil's alleged statement ((uftu 'l-arda
kullaha ft (alab al-'ilm260 (i.e. I roamed the world in search of knowledge)
may, moreover, for a change very well be interpreted as referring to some-
thing other than hadfths. 7llm in this context should rather be identified with
fatwds, qada's or, simply, ra'y. This can be substantiated with various quota-
tions from the tarjama of an olderfaqih, Masrfiq b. al-Ajda' (d. 63/683) from
Kfifa. In this tarjama Sha'bi is recorded as having said that he had never set
eyes on someone who was aflab li '-'rilm (i.e. more widely traveled) than
Masrfiq. 261 Here 'ilm definitely must refer to something other than h.adith, if
we want to harmonize that with Ahmad b. 'Abd All.h al-Ijli's statement 262

who reported that Masrfiq was one of the fatwa givers and Ibn Sa'd's brief
description of him (lahu ah.adfth sdlih.a) which is tantamount to saying that
he allegedly transmitted a few traditions of passing quality mainly of relig-
ious - not legal - tenor. 263

It is also true that we find quite a few references to slightly older trans-
mitters who made one or more pilgrimages to Mecca and used the oppor-
tunity to hear traditions with Hijdzi masters. But this did not result, at least
not during the first/seventh century, in the bulk of .adiths becoming
'common property' of more than one centre. And although Anas b. Mdlik's
alleged traditions from the prophet are 'claimed' by both Medina and Basra
- he supposedly lived many years in each centre, although it is impossible to

256. Rimahurmuzi, pp. 229-33. Other names in this list of the earliest major traveling hadlth
collectors are Zayd b. al-Hubib (d. 2o3/818), Abdi Diwfid Sulaymdn b. DAwid at-
Tayilisi (d. 203-4/818-i9), Asad b. Mis (d. 212/827) etc.

257. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, p. 384.
258. Ibidem, p. 347. This may be considered as more or less the period that Sufyn ath-Thawri

(d. 161/778) began his activities.
259. Cf. ibidem, X, pp. 290-3. 260. Ibidem, p. 291.
261. Ibidem, p. iio. 262. Ibidem, p. iii.
263. Ibidem. Extensive reading in Ibn Sa'd and other rijdl works has taught that this is the

precise meaning of those words. See Chapter 5 for more nuances of the adjective ;dlilj.
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ascertain exactly when he lived where (see also p. 46 and note 169 above) -
it is a striking fact and a highly significant one, I think, that examination of
Anas' traditions in the Muwatta' tells us264 that Medina's 'claim' to Anas
rests on various Medinese Successors in Anas isnads, such as Zuhri, Sharik
b. 'Abd Allah b. AbiNamir, Is.i q b. 'Abd AIldh b. AbiTalha and al-'Ald' b.
'Abd ar-Rahman. However we also encounter in the Muwatta' various Iraqi
Anas isndds with Successors such as the Ba~ran Humayd at-Tawil and the
Kfifan forger 'Amr b. Shamar (cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisan, iv, nos. 1075 and io96).
If, for the sake of argument, Anas is held responsible for all this diverse
material, the simple - but nonetheless inevitable - question why he has not
instructed his Ba~ran pupils in the same traditions as his Medinan ones, or
for that matter his Medinan pupils in the same material as his Ba~ran ones,
remains unanswered. Even if we accept Anas' traveling up and down be-
tween Bara and Medina as historical; his alleged activities in hadith trans-
mission are doubtful in the extreme, something for which Anas himself is
not to blame, only those countless transmitters who falsely claimed to have
heard traditions with him. In sum, the dichotomy between Iraqi material
traced back via Anas to the prophet and Medinan/Syrian material traced
back via Anas to the prophet cannot satisfactorily be explained, if the
historicity of Anas as transmitter of prophetic traditions is maintained.

In connection with falab al-'ilm traveling a few sayings inciting people to
this meritorious activity came into existence. The sources have preserved
indications of the persons who brought them into circulation. Piecing to-
gether these indications yields a result which can be adduced as an argu-
ment in favour of the chronology suggested in the beginning of this section.

The saying Talab al-'ilmfarfdla (searching for knowledge is an obligation)
was reputedly invented by one Ziyfd b. Maymfin who probably flourished
in the first half of the second/eighth century. 265 As a variant of this saying
may be considered the slogan Talab al-haldlfari4a ba'da '1-farida (searching
for permissible [precepts] is a secondary duty) ascribed to the forger 'Abbfd
b. Kathir ar-Ramli (d. after I7o/786).266 Another hint of a date can be
distilled from the alleged forger of the well-known saying Utlubci 'l-'ilm
wa-law bi 'q-Sn fa'inna talab al-'ilm fardda 'ald kulli muslim (search for
knowledge even as far as China, for this is incumbent upon every Muslim)
who is listed 267 as Tarif b. Sulaymdn (v.1. Salman) Ab 'Atika. It may be

264. With the exception of one (ahdra 44, = vol. i, p. 37), with a complete isndd, one (4iydm

5 1, = vol. 1, p. 307) with a munqa(i' isndd (which is his own saying) and four opinions
ascribed to 'Umar b. al-Khatb (libs i9, = it, p. 918; 4ifat an-nab30, = 11, p. 933; saldm

5, = 11, p. 961, and kalim 24, = 11, p. 992), all the other thirty h4adfths are also listed in
either Bukhari or Muslim or both.

265. Cf. Dhahabi, Mizn, n, pp. 94f.; cf. also Ibn Hajar, Lisdn, i, no. 353, in which one

Ibrhim b. Mfisi is credited with this saying.
266. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, pp. 1o2f.
267. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb al-mawdia'dt, i, p. 215; Dhahabi, Mizdn, 11, pp. 335f.; the first ha.

is also ascribed to Abmad b. 'Abd AllIh b. Khdlid, cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisdn, i, no. 61I1.
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assumed that he flourished ca. 160/777 or later, when we see that a pupil of
his, one Hasan b. 'Atiyya, died in 2 11/826.268 As a forger of the last half is
also mentioned Hafs b. Sulaymin (d. 180/796), a notorious kadhdhab.269 It
is worthy of note in this context that medieval commentators labeled the
hadith weak only as far as its isndd is concerned, and sound in ma'ni.270 For
example, Shams ad-Din Abi 'l-Khayr Muhammad b. 'Abd ar-Rahmdn as-
Sakh~wi (d. 902/1497), in his commentary on this hadith, went to consider-
able trouble to point out that in spite of its numerous isndds being all daff,
the message contained in the saying was sound. 27'

Another talab al-'ilm tradition runs as follows (after a lengthy preamble):
Man salaka farqan yatlubu fihi 'ilman salaka bihi tarfqan min turuq al-janna
(he who sets out searching for knowledge, sets out on a path that leads to
paradise). The oldest common link (for this term see Chapter 5) in its
various isndds is 'Asim, supposedly the son of the famous Raj5' b. Haywa,
'Umar II's chief advisor. The transmitter from whom this 'Asim allegedly
received it is, as is so often the case with a cluster of isnads branching out
after the oldest common link, a majhad, one Dfwfid b. Jamil. He, in turn,
transmitted it from another majhad, one Kathir b. Qays. In reverse order,
here we have a saying with the isndd: prophet - Companion (sc. AbWi
'd-Dardd') - majhal - majhal - 'Asim b. Raj,' - various different trans-
mitters. The evidence to be gleaned from this isndd makes it a Syrian one
which originated probably during 'Asim's lifetime, i.e. presumably in the
130s or 140s (75os or 76os) at the hands of 'A im himself or (a) person(s)
using his name.

This tradition has an Iraqi equivalent of similar wording with a common
link, a man again called 'A~im, but this time it is allegedly the famous Qur'an
expert, the son of Bahdala. The two transmitters from this 'A~im b. Bahdala
Abi 'n-Najjfid to the prophet are both from Kfifa, Zirr b. Hubaysh and the
Companion Safwan b. 'Assal respectively. 'A~im b. Bahdala having
allegedly died in 128/746, we may assume that this Kdifan fabrication came
into existence a decade or so earlier than its Syrian counterpart. Interesting
is a remark attributed to Ismidil b. Ibrdhim b. Miqsam, commonly known as
Ibn 'Ulayya (d. 193/8o9), that everyone with the name 'A~im has a bad
memory. 272 (Does he hint at the phenomenon described in Chapter 4 of

268. Cf. Ibn Hibban, Kitab aI-majrahtn, I, p. 228.
269. Cf. Ibn Mija, Sunan, I, p. 81 and Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, 11, pp. 400ff.; other candidates are

lbrihim b. Sallrm, cf. Lisdn, I, no. 159; Ahmad b. Ibrihim, ibidem, no. 408, and,
furthermore, al-Haythami, Majma' az-zawd'id, I, pp. 1 19f., for a number of others feat-
uring in Tabirini's three collections; next we read this tradition supported by the highly
doubtfulisndd: Kudaymi-'Ubayd Allih b. Mfs5--A 'mash-Anas-prophet, in which it is not
entirely clear which link may be held responsible, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhtb, iv, p. 224.

270. Cf. the sources quoted in Ibn Mija, Sunan, I, p. 81.
271. Cf. his Al-maqd4id al-hasana ft baydn kathfr min aI-ahddth al-mushtahira "ald '-alsina,

pp. 275ff. 272. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhtb, v, p. 39.
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clusters of names of probably fictitious namesakes around one historical
person, sc. this 'A~im the Qur'dn expert?) Even if the editor, Ndir ad-Din 'Itr,
of al-Khatib al-Baghdidi's Ar-rihla ft (alab al-hadith does his utmost to
cleanse all these (alab al-film traditions from blemishes and, therefore, also
tries to reason away any criticism leveled at this Kfifan one, he does quote
Ibn 'Abd al-Barr who said that this tradition is extant as a mawqcif as well as
a marfC'. As a mawqaf the saying is attributed to the Companion Safwdn b.
'Ass51273 and the marf4' version is given in the Jami'.274 The fact that both
versions have survived seem to point unmistakably to the saying having
originated in 'Aim's lifetime or shortly thereafter, being in the course of
time 'raised to the level' of a prophetic saying.

Finally, the fact that traveling around in those early days was no sinecure
is amply attested in an entertaining account of a journey of Abii Hdtim (d.
277/890). In its simplicity and ingenuity this account has the ring of truth.275

Summary and conclusions

In any study of an allegedly early Muslim had[th there are, I think, three
questions that should be asked before any other:

i. Where did the hadith originate?
2. In what time did the hadtth originate?
3. Who may be held responsible for bringing it into circulation?

Through the ages Muslim scholars, who devoted their energy to the study of
prophetic traditions, have asked - among others - these same questions and
have found the following answers:

If a tradition is considered 'weak', because one or more of its isndd's
transmitters turn out to be 'weak' or unknown or notorious for mendacity
or simply guilty of having brought this particular tradition into circulation,
then therein lie the required answers.

But if a tradition is deemed 'sound', that is, if the isnad it is supported by
is 'sound' by the generally accepted standards, because all its transmitters
have impeccable reputations and each pair of consecutive transmitters are
known to have met one another or are at least known to have been contem-
poraries at some point, and/or if this tradition is listed in one of the
canonical collections, where it is labeled 'sound' by learned medieval com-
mentators, then it is simply assumed to have originated there where its
matn indicates it has, that is somewhere in the Hijdz, in Mecca, Medina or
during a campaign, during the life of the prophet, whose activities and/or
statements are reported by one or more of his ever reliable Companions.

We do not possess accurate figures, but one would not be far off the mark
in saying that probably the vast majority of Muslims of today, scholars and

273. Cf. Humaydi, n1, pp. 388f.
274. Jdmir baydn al-'ilm, i, p. 33. 275. Cf. Ibn AM Htim, Taqdima, pp. 363-6.
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laymen alike, do not in any fundamental way disagree with the findings and
theories of Muslim scholars concerning the /.adfth as formulated in the
early Middle Ages and henceforth transmitted down through the centuries
until this very day with but a few minor and immaterial modifications
added.

This study does not deny that in all probability the prophet's statements
and/or activities may have, at least partially, been reported by one or more
of his followers, but it may have become apparent from the foregoing pages
that I am sceptical as to whether we will ever be able to prove beyond a
shadow of a doubt that what we have in the way of 'sound prophetic tradi-
tions' is indeed just that what it purports to be.

Differently put, it seems likely that at least part of the prophetic tradi-
tions listed in one or more canonical - or even non-canonical - collections
deserves to be considered as a fair representation of what the prophet of
Islam did or said, or might have done or said, but surely it is unlikely that we
will ever find even a moderately successful method of proving with incon-
trovertible certainty the historicity of the ascription of such to the prophet
but in a few isolated instances.

The conclusions derived from the foregoing pages which underline
and/or corroborate what has just been said can be summarized as follows, as
centring in the three basic questions asked at the beginning of this
summary.

i. Where did a specific hadith originate?
Probably in the region where the traditionist mentioned at the Successor's
level in its isndd operated. (This answer may apply to the majority of
traditions listed as 'sound' in the so-called canonical collections; in later,
not canonized, collections we encounter traditions which may not be so
easy to identify as to region of origin since wholesale isnad fabrication had
become sophisticated enough to disguise a h4adth's provenance more or less
successfully.) The chance that we are able to conclude that a certain l4adith
originated in the region where the Companion of its isnad resided - if that is
different from the Successor's region - is remote in view of the fact that the
historicity of the link between Companion and Successor appeared the
most difficult of all to establish.

Too many Companions, especially Anas, Abd Hurayra, Ibn 'Abbis and
Jibir b. 'Abd Allah to name but a few of the most important alleged hadith
transmitters among them, were 'credited' with such colossal numbers of
obviously forged traditions that it is no longer feasible to conceive of a
foolproof method to sift authentic from falsely ascribed material.

Moreover, the majority of Companions had already died when the neces-
sity to name one's informant became generally felt. So if a Successor had
indeed heard a report concerning the prophet from an older Companion -
or, for that matter, that Companion's own personal opinion or judgement -
it was not until, at the earliest, in the seventies of the first century (69os),
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and probably later, that he was required to name that informant. And by
that time the possibility to check his claim as to truthfulness was no longer
there. Even if it is assumed that he actually correctly remembered that he
had heard it from a specific Companion, that did not automatically mean
that this Companion reported on a situation pertaining to the prophet's
lifetime, describing the sunnat an-nabi. We have seen that the need for
traditions traced all the way back to Muhammad only began to be em-
phasized under 'Umar II (reigned 99-101/717-2o) and that only as a conse-
quence of this emphasis what was known as reports containing the personal
opinions of Companions or Successors became 'raised to the level' of a
prophetic saying, no doubt in order to lend them more prestige. It is there-
fore impossible to dismiss the assumption that any 'prophetic' tradition
from a canonical collection may have started life as the personal opinion of
a Companion or a later authority, especially if we find this same tradition
also somewhere else with an isndd ending in that Companion or, for that
matter, any other old authority other than the prophet himself.

Even if it is maintained that a 'prophetic' tradition, because it cannot be
found also in the form of a personal opinion ascribed to another authority,
has therefore to be accepted as being just that, the fact that there are so
many examples of 'prophetic' sayings that are traceable to a Companion or
a Successor, makes any 'prophetic' saying suspect as also belonging to that
genre, but whose counterpart simply has not survived in the sources avail-
able at present.

Moreover, the Successors of isnds are by no means automatically
responsible for those isndds having been 'raised to the level' of a prophetic
tradition. This could have been achieved at the hands of a later generation.
We also saw that not only did the four rightly-guided caliphs in the majority
of cases bring forward their own solutions, but the fuqaha' of the different
administrative centres of the young Islamic empire relied also mainly on
their own proper judgements to solve problems presented to them by those
who lacked their special insight. Their opinions, as far as they are still listed
as such scattered over various sources, can be assumed to have originated in
the regions where they resided.

2. When did a specific hadith originate?
Part of the answer lies, I think, already in the answer given to question i: at
the earliest sometime during the lifetime of the Successor of the isnad or
later, as was probably the case with Egyptian hadiths; or earlier, as can be
proved in a few isolated cases with evidence from other sources. Historical
sources can sometimes be called upon to date a certain precept more accur-
ately as in the case of, for example, the fast of Ramaodn which was for the
first time made obligatory under 'Umar b. al-Khattfb's caliphate
(I3-23/634-44). This may mean that all other reports dealing with this same
issue might have their historical origin in the same period. But the overall
majority of allegedly the most ancient traditions is likely to have originated
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at the earliest in the course of the last few decades of the first century
(7oos-72os), when for the first time the need for traditions became gen-
erally felt. The isnad as institution had just come into being and slowly but
gradually the concept sunnat an-nabi began to eclipse the sunna of a region
or of a (group of) person(s). That the number of traditions was still very
small in the first century is proved by the total absence of them in certain
authentic - or at least until now not yet conclusively proven as being
unauthentic - early Islamic documents, where we would have expected
them to be adduced in the first place, such as Hasan al-Ba~ri's epistle to 'Abd
al-Malik, or the near-absence of them in, for example, 'Umar II's epistle
addressed to the Qadariyya. It was in Iraq that the hiadfth literature under-
went its first major growth and this started probably not much earlier than
the final years of the first century/7 ios.

3. Who may be held responsible for bringing a tradition into circulation?
Again the answer to this question has already partially been given in the
answers to questions one and two. If isnds have any historical value at all -
and those that were not fabricated in their entirety have that, but how shall
we ever be able to prove in the case of every single isndd that it was not
fabricated? - it is again in most cases the Successor who can be held respon-
sible as the earliest likely candidate. But as the investigation into the
growth of traditions may have shown, the first major growth of hadith
occurred several decades after the turn of the first century/75os and later, a
time when most of the Successors were already dead, something which
makes the following tier in the isnads, the so-called class of 'Successors of
Successors', into even more likely candidates. What is more, there is always
the possibility, as the case of Hasan al-Ba~ri made abundantly clear, I think,
that pupils, or anonymous persons using those pupils' names, contem-
poraneous or from a later period, simply inserted his name in otherwise
fictitious isnads in order to support those 'traditions' they sought to bring
into circulation. This form of fraud, so widespread during the second/
eighth century and known by the general term tadlis, was hardly ever
detected. Sometimes we are just fortunate in that the rijal works have
preserved the information that such and such was solely responsible for
having invented a certain h.adith, information which makes the caution
concerning tadlis committed by (an) otherwise unknown person(s) rather
less imperative. But in the case of numerous transmitters listed in isnads
supporting traditions from the canonical collections we are not so
fortunate. There are still a great number of transmitters dealt with in the
rijal works whose reputations are described as being without any blemish,
even if on the basis of data adduced from elsewhere it can be proven with
undeniable evidence that the material in whose transmission they are said
to have been instrumental bears sure signs of fabrication, a fabrication
which in all likelihood dates from their lifetimes. In Chapters 4 and 5 more
will be said regarding the on the whole limited success of Muslim rijal
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criticism which, as we saw above, came relatively late into being, in spite of
the fact that the isnad as instrument of scrutiny had come into existence
relatively early and that the beginnings of fabrication on the one hand, and
the 'raising to the level' of prophetic traditions on the other hand, had been
in process several decades before full-fledged rijdl criticism came into
being.

After these three questions it seems appropriate to give a bird's eye view of
how the earliest stages of hadith transmission in Islam could be described.

During the prophet's lifetime most of his followers can be assumed to
have talked about him. After his death the only people who continued to do
so in a way that may be construed as foreshadowing the standardized and
regulated hadith transmission of, say, the last few decades of the first
century/7oos-720s, when, as was perhaps demonstrated above, the earliest
.adfths provided with isnads came into circulation, were the quwId.

Parallel with this phenomenon we find fuqahd' and also "ulamd', the
former formulating their own ideas about how life should be approached in
the light of the new religion, the latter mainly pointing to formulations of
this sort arrived at by others. A few qugi4 may be assumed to have entered
the ranks of the "ulamd' or even those of the fuqaha' by popular acclaim,
whereas a few ulamd' or fuqaha' may not have been able to maintain their
position among their colleagues and were subsequently classified, or down-
graded, as belonging to the qugi4. The activities of fuqaha' and 'ulamd' also
developed into what later came to be called hadith transmission.

The first stories (qisa., ahadth) related by the qu.Fqt probably contained
tarhib wa-targhib and fa.i'illmathdlib elements. The contents of the state-
ments and opinions disseminated by the fuqahd' and to a certain extent also
those spread by the 'ulamd' will probably have comprised facts and features,
as well as enjoinments and prohibitions, pertaining to the new religion, in
other words, materials of a legal/ethical nature with a sometimes strong
religious flavouring, which was probably directly inspired by more or less
successfully preserved memories of what the prophet had said and done, or
derived from the spirit of the revelation which Muhammad said that he had
received from God.

Fabrication or forgery, that is the deliberately falsely ascribing of inven-
ted texts (matns), often taking the form of dicta, maxims or slogans, of
distinctly anti-Islamic, or un-Islamic, or purely socio-political, or doc-
trinal, or otherwise objectionable - or, in many cases, perfectly unobjec-
tionable - tenor to revered authorities, whose respectability was expected
to guarantee these texts' acceptance, had begun probably almost
immediately after the prophet's death, if not on a small scale even already
during his lifetime.

In the course of the second half of the first century/7oos and later, the
bringing into circulation of suchlike materials, which were felt to have no
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footing whatsoever in the new religion and its lofty ideals, instigated some
people to start interrogating informants as to their sources. Also the all too
rapid proliferation of less objectionable traditions, mainly the result of
religious fervour and imagination of qui4 and other devout individuals,
traditions in short that can be classified in the category of tarh[b wa-targhib
- generally considered harmless - prompted the more sceptical collectors to
probe into the way traditions were obtained.

Scrutiny of informants gave way to the creation of the institution of the
isnad probably at the earliest in the late seventies of the first century (the
late 69os). The isnad, if found 'sound', was thought to guarantee the
authenticity of the matn it supported. This scrutiny of isnads resulted in an
increasingly sophisticated criticism which developed in the course of time
into a separate science, whose birth can be dated to at least half a century
after the birth of the isndd.

But hadith criticism, mainly confined to isnad criticism, came too late to
become an adequate tool for sifting the material that could genuinely be
ascribed to the oldest authority of its isndd from that which could not thus
be ascribed. And apart from its having come too late to the rescue of the
developing hadith literature, it suffered from two serious, interrelated
shortcomings both pointing to its naivetd:
(i) isndds, even 'sound' ones, could have been fabricated in their entirety,
something which in the case of especially the traditions in the canonical
collections never seems to have been taken into consideration;
and directly related to this:
(2) the near-absence of the application of suitable criteria for probing
mains.

Equally undetected in the science of hadith criticism, but for a relatively
small number of cases, was the phenomenon of traditions being 'raised to
the level' of prophetic traditions concomitant with the narrowing down of
the broader and largely unspecified concept sunna (of one person or a group
of people, or a region) to the more limited concept sunnat an-nabi, some-
thing which required isnads going back all the way to the prophet himself.

That the large-scale fabrication of 'proper and sound' isnads with the
prophet at the very end remained on the whole undetected is all the more
astonishing when we realize that in the later compiled tarajim devoted to
Islam's first and foremostfuqahd', practically no one was not noted for irsal
or various cases of doubtful samd'. As examples of those fuqaha' Sa'id b.
al-Musayyab and Hasan al-Ba~ri held a prominent position. The age trick
proved, furthermore, an adequate and almost entirely undetected means to
compose 'sound' isnads.

Thus h.adiths multiplied, and this in the Iraqi centres of the Islamic
empire much more so than in the other centres. The proliferation, collec-
tion and codification of h adfths in the different centres occurred, at least
during the first century, largely on a local scale. Until the middle of the first
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half of the second century (about 740) the centres were characterized by -
among various other individual features- an overall regionalism which,
only with the onset of talab al-'ilm journeys, gradually disappeared.

This regionalism enables us, I think, finally to draw the conclusion that,
for instance like in the case of Anas b. Mik, the Companion of an isnad
cannot possibly be held responsible for the material traced back through his
name, when, although he is 'claimed' by two different centres, the tradi-
tions transmitted in these two centres in his name do not show a consider-
able overlap.



CHAPTER TWO

The role of qcdts in the spreading of
traditions

Al-quddtu thaldtha: qddiyanifi 'n-ndr wa-qddin fi '-janna: rajulun qadd
bi-ghayri 'l-haqqifa-"alima dhakafa-dhakafi 'n-ndr wa-qddin l2 ya'lamu
fa-ahlaka huqaqa 'n-nds fa-huwa ft 'n-ndr wa-qdin qad bi 'l-h.aqq fa-dhalika
ft '-janna.

A prophetic saying transmitted on the authority of Burayda b.
al-]Huayb, from the Jdmi' of Tirmidhi, kitdb al-ahkm 1.

Introduction

In the previous chapter I have indicated on various occasions among the
early Islamic transmitters of traditions certain distinct categories, such as
the early qugi4, the ulamd', the fuqahd' and also those who sometimes
combined more than only qio4a, or only 'ilm, or only fiqh in their trans-
mission.

In the present chapter it is proposed to scrutinize in more detail the
hadfth output - if any - of another category of people, who seem to con-
stitute excellent study material for drawing conclusions as to how the
spreading of hadith in early Islam fared at the hands of a certain group of
officials, namely the qddis. But what distinguishes the qdfs favourably as a
group from the above-mentioned categories is the fact that, whereas the
above-mentioned admit - besides the synchronic one - only partially of a
diachronic historical approach, since common distinctive characteristics
soon became blurred in the course of the first two centuries A.H., the qddfs'
spreading of hadith can be studied diachronically just as well as synchro-
nically because the function was never abolished. This study also admits of
drawing oveTall conclusions as to qdds' procedures when the various cen-
tres of the early Islamic empire are compared with one another.

Furthermore, a special study of qddis seems promising when it is realized
that, with the exception of the muhaddithan proper, it was the qadfs who,
eventually, could not even help coming into contact with hadfths through
their office, even if they sometimes - as will be amply demonstrated below
- seemed to have ignored or pretended to ignore their existence. It may
appear that the findings of this chapter seem to corroborate fully the
hypotheses and theories outlined in Chapter i, as to chronology,
authorship and provenance of Islam's earliest hadiths.

There is much difference of opinion as to who was the first to be appointed
q di in early Islam. One report says that it was 'Umar b. al-Khattb. But
another indicates that the prophet and Abt Bakr did not appoint qddis and
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that it was 'Umar who ordered one YazidI b. Sa'id b. Thumama (also called
Ibn Ukht an-Namir) to take care of the minor cases. Among the other
people mentioned as having been the first qdzdis are Zayd b. Th~bit, 'All,
Ubayy b. Ka'b, Mu'idh b. Jabal, Ibn Mas'fid and others. 2

Whatever the historical value of these contradictory reports may be, it is
an established fact that when the ruler in early Islam was not able to settle
disputes himself, this task was eventually undertaken by the qddr.3 How did
he apply himself to this task? There is a well-known, but most probably
fabricated, report in which the prophet enjoined Mu'idh b. Jabal to pass
final judgement on the basis of the Qur'dn, the prophetic sunna and his own
personal discernment in that order of preference. 4 The reason why this
report is likely to be a forgery of a later date lies in the assumption that the
concept 'prophetic sunna' as one of the possible roots of Islamic juris-
prudence is a relatively late one and originated not earlier than toward the
end of the first century of the Islamic era (cf. Chapter I, pp. 30ff.). What,
then, if we surmise that this report is not authentic, did the early qadfs of
Islam have at their disposal to administer justice with?

It seems safe to assume that, wherever possible, certain Qur'anic verses
will have been adduced to support certain verdicts, at least by those qddfs
who knew these verses by heart. That these qd4s were by no means numer-
ous may be evidenced by the fact that so many verdicts, which could have
been based upon a Qur'anic passage, were in actual fact arrived at in a very
different manner. Besides, the Qur'dn is not first and foremost a law book
and the legal precepts contained in it are limited in number as well as scope.
It is, therefore, self-evident that the qd4is of early Islam had to resort - and
did resort - to other means. These means, apart from a few individual
ad hoc measures applied once and never again made use of,5 may be

1. Or as-Si'ib b. Yazid Ibn Ukht an-Namir, according to as-Suyfiti, Al-wasa'il ild musamarat
al-awa'il, p. io4.

2. Cf. Waki' Muhammad b. Khalafb. HayyAn, Akhbdr al-quddt, i, pp. 84ff.,97ff., 104f., 113f.;
Suyditi, Al-wasd'il, pp. 1o4f. This list is strikingly similar to that of those Companions who
knew all, or large parts, of the Our'An by heart, cf. Ibn Sa'd, 1 2, pp. xI 2f. Cf. also AbNs Hildl
al-'Askari, Kitab al-awd'il, pp. 285ff.

3. In early days the function of qad! was often combined with other functions, cf. Waki', l,
pp. 100, 135 and 256 (qaiandamir, cf. Abfd Zur'a, Ta'rikh, pp. i98,6io), Waki', i, p. 118 and
Ibn Hajar, Tah., vi, p. 272 (qadi and chief of police), lbn Hajar, Tahdhib, x, 391 (qadi and
khardj collector), Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vi, p. i6o (qad! and treasurer), ibidem, vill, p. 268
(qd4f and al-bair = naval forces or islands in the east Mediterranean?).

4. E.g. Waki', i, p. 98; cf. also a letter from 'Umar to Abfi MfisA reproduced, translated and
annotated by D. S. Margoliouth in JRAS, 1910, pp. 307-26. For the dichotomy between 'ilm
and ra'y, see above Chapter i, passim, e.g. pp. 74.; Bravmann, pp. 184f.

5. Cf. Kindi, The governors andjudges of Egypt, pp. 437f., where a qddi, 'isi b. al-Munkadir
(d. 215/830), allowed the person, in whose favour he had passed sentence, to make his
opponent lie down on the ground and to place his foot on the man's cheek to humiliate him.
On another occasion the judge suggested that the one person, whom he had put in the right,
spit in the other person's face for similar reasons. The people did not care much for these
methods and requested that the judge refrain from them, which he did.
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classified under two general headings: (i) their own personal judgement, in
Arabic ra'y, and (2) traditions going back to earlier authorities, traditions
which, as from the end of the first/seventh century and especially in the
course of the second/eighth century, were narrowed down to the prophetic
sunna and which ash-Shfifi'i (d. 2o4/820) for the first time incorporated in
the roots of Islamic jurisprudence.

As mentioned above, this chapter tries to assess what role the qd~fs of
early Islam have played in transmitting traditions and introducing fabri-
cated ones. It will also be noted to what extent they resorted to ra'y rather
than to traditions. The overall picture presented here may perhaps be found
useful as a representative cross section of hadith transmitters in general.

With this aim in mind I collected data on all the qddfs I could find, in total
some 400, arranged in chronological order up to the time of al-Mutawakkil
(d. 247/861) and also by the regions in which they held office. These regions
are Egypt, Syria, Medina, Mecca, Basra, Kfifa and Bagdad, but I have also
made an extensive list comprising the earliest qdis from other regions,
which were added to this study as Appendix III.

Apart from the regional biographical lexica utilized in appendix III, I
have used as source material Kindi's Governors and judges of Egypt,
Akhbar al-qudat by Waki' Muhammad b. Khalaf b. Hayydn, al-Khatib al-
Baghdfdi's Ta'rkh Baghdad, Kitab a(-(abaqdt al-kabir by Ibn Sa'd,
Bukhfri's Kitab at-ta'rfkh al-kabir, Kitdb al-jarh wa 't-ta'drl by Ibn Abi
Hdtim ar-Rizi and finally Tahdhib at-tahdhfb by Ibn Hajar al-'Asqaldni and
Lisan al-mizdn by the same author. Since the last two works are supposed to
contain all the transmitters of traditions of all recognized hadith compil-
ations of at least the first three centuries of the Islamic era, it can safely be
concluded that if a certain qddi is not listed in either one, he was generally,
not even in the widest sense of the word, known as a traditionist, although it
cannot be denied that he occasionally might have adduced a tradition.

It is probable that many a student of early Islamic history, who asks the
question: 'what role have the qddis played in the spreading of .adfth?',
immediately comes forward with the provisional answer that they are likely
to have participated whole-heartedly in fabricating as many traditions as
suited their professional needs. My investigations have led me to the con-
viction that the answer to this question is not so self-evident and should be
cautiously formulated with due consideration being given to certain subtle
distinctions. There is discernible a great variety of attitudes with qadfs
living at different times in different regions of the Islamic empire. I there-
fore propose to deal with each area separately. Let me begin with depicting
the situation in Egypt.

The qfidis of Egypt

Of the forty Egyptian qads I have examined, twenty-eight are not listed in
either of Ibn Hajar's rijal works, the Tahdhib or the Lisan. That means that
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only thirty per cent are known as having occupied themselves with tradi-
tions in any way. The first to become well-known for his activities in trans-
mitting traditions was the twenty-third qddf, 'Abd Alldh b. Lahra.
However, he was generally recognized as a very poor traditionist whose
traditions could not be adduced as arguments. 6 Ibn Lahi'a was appointed
qdd in 155/772. Only five of his twenty-two predecessors are recorded as
having transmitted one or a few traditions.7 In other words, it took a whole
century and a half after the prophet's lifetime before an Egyptian qcdi was
notably involved in the transmission of hadith. Of the seventeen qdis who
held office after Ibn Lahia, twelve were in no way identified with 6adith,
and of the remaining five only one8 enjoyed a good reputation. The other
four were all known for having transmitted weak traditions, or were other-
wise discredited. 9

Seven10 of the forty Egyptian q dfs were described in the rijdl works as
great fuqaha'. Not one of these distinguished himself in any way as a good
traditionist. Fiqh and hadith go together only rarely, as will also appear
later on various occasions. During the brief reign of 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz,
the Egyptian qadfs upheld close contacts with this ruler and reached many a
decision based solely on their respective ra'y.11 Fourteen years after the
death of Abi Hanifa, which occurred in 15o/767, a qddV2 introduced his
madhhab in Egypt, much to the regret of the people who feared for their
religious endowments. However, a few years later a qdd113 was appointed
who introduced the Malikite madhhab in Egypt. He had been a pupil of the
leading fuqaha' of Medina, among whom 'Abd ar-Rahmdn b. al-Qdsim,
the first scholar who read Milik's Muwatta' in Egypt. 14 The qddt in
question devoted much time and energy to restoring the waqfs to their old
splendour.
6. Cf. Ibn Abi Hatim, It 2, pp. 145-8; Ibn Sa'd, viI 2, p. 204; Tahdh-b, v, pp. 373-9. For a

different view, see Arabica, xxii, 1975, Pp. 6-14.
7. 'Abd ar-Rabmdn b. Hujayra (d. 83/702), Tahdhib, vi, p. 16o; 'Abd ar-Rabmdn b.

Mu'dwiya b. Hudayj (d. 95/714), Tahdhib, vi, pp. 27If.; 'Abd Allih b. 'Abd ar-Rabmin
b. Hujayra (fl. 9o/7o9), Tahdhib, v, pp. 292f.; Yahyi b. Ma'mfin al-Haorami (d. 114/732),
Tahdhib, xI, pp. 291f., and Khayr b. Nu'aym al-Haorami (fl. 135/752), Tahdhib, in, p.
i79. It was, in fact, Yazid b. Abi Habib (d. 128/746) who was the first to propagate
'knowledge' in Egypt and to discuss baldl wa-hardm and other legal matters. He was muftl
of Egypt and one of Ibn Lahi'a's masters. Cf. Tahdhib, xi, pp. 318f.

8. AI-HArith b. Miskin (d. 255/869), Tahdhib, n, pp. i56ff.
9. A]-Mufa4al b. FaSdla (d. 182/798), Ibn Sa'd, VII, 2, p. 204; Mubammad b. Masrfiq

al-Kindi (fl. i84/8oo), Lisan, v, p. 379; Ishaq b. al-FurAt (d. 2o4/8i9), Tahdhfb, I, pp.
246f., and HArrin b. 'Abd Allah (d. 249/863), Lisdn vi, pp. i79f.

10. 'Abd ar-Rabmiin b. Hujayra, Khayr b. Nu'aym al-Haorami, cf. note 7 above; Ibn Lahira, cf.
note 6 above; IsbAq b. al-Furit, Hirfin b. 'Abd Allh, cf. preceding note; al-Hirith b.
Miskin, cf. note 8, and Ismifl b. al-Yasa' al-Kindi(fl. 064/781),cf. Kind!, pp. 317ff. and Ibn
'Abd al-Hakam, FutWl4 M4r, p. 244. 11. Cf. Kind!, pp. 332-40.

12. Cf. note to above, the last q14ienumerated.
13. AbW 't-Tihir 'Abd aI-Malik b. Mubammad (ft. 174/790), Kind!, pp. 383ff.
14. Cf. Tahdhib, vi, p. 254.
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The madhhab of Abii Hanifa had a few more representatives among the
qd4is of Egypt, 15 but there were also qad.s well-versed in either madhhab. 16

With the introduction of professional witnesses, mostly lower-class people
of Medina who imported their own peculiar ways of life, the qadi and his
entourage became, even more than hitherto, exposed to ridicule. The
singing and dancing of these witnesses inspired many poets of the time to
write poems satirizing them. 17

It is probably a feature common to most human beings to dislike the
people who are vested with power. This is also eloquently attested to by the
lack of esteem in which the qd4s in Egypt were often held. Of one of the
first qadis it was said that when he was still the storyteller, the q& , he was
aided by two angels, but when he also had become qadi he was assisted by
two demons.18 One of the best-known depreciatory sayings about qdfs
attributed to the prophet runs: Man ju'ila qdiyan fa-qad dhubiha bi-ghayri
sikkfn - 'He who is appointed judge will be slaughtered without a knife'.
This saying, which apparently also circulated in Egypt in the first half of the
third century, is almost certainly a forgery which, probably, came into
existence towards the middle of the second/eighth century.

The saying Man ju'ila qd4iyanfa-qad dhubiha bi-ghayrisikkin is a- what I might call
- well-known anti-qd4i slogan. Most of the various readings of this slogan have the
Successor Sa'id b. Abi Sa'id al-Maqburi as common link in the isnad. This al-
Maqburi, the son of a slave, is one of a category of transmitters belonging to the
Successors about whom there is much difference of opinion. In his tarjama in the
Tahdhfb (iv, pp. 38ff.) it says that there are fourteen (!) transmitters of that name. I
venture the theory that, when isnads were evaluated in which the name of a trans-
mitter such as this appeared, the rijal experts just could not figure out what to think.
His name, Sa'id, the son of the father of Sa'id, is in itself an indication of the
uncertainty about this man. The confusion becomes even greater when all the
different isnads supporting this saying, as enumerated in Waki', I, pp. 5-13, are
scrutinized. AI-Maqburi is not the only common link, neither is he the latest.

It appears that in the first fourteen isnads the first three transmitters after the
prophet are the same, namely Abfi Hurayra - al-Maqburi (alternatively 'Abd ar-
Rahmn b. Hurmuz al-A'raj, cf. Tahdhfb, v1, pp. 290f.) - 'Uthmin b. Mubammad
al-Akhnasi, cf. Tahdhib, vii, pp. 152f. Then the isnads branch out. In four of them

15. E.g. Hshim b. AbI Bakr al-Bakri (d. 196/812), Kindi, pp. 411-17 and Ibrahim b. al-JarrAlb
(d. 217/832), Kindi, pp. 427f.

16. Isbiq b. al-Furit, cf. note 9 above and Ibrahim b. aI-Jarrib, cf. the preceding note.
17. Cf. Kindi, pp. 395-402.
18. Cf. Kindi, p. 31'. It was not uncommon that the functions of qa s and qd4twere combined

in one person. E.g. Kindi, pp. 315, 348, 427, but also in other parts of the Islamic empire,
e.g. Lisan, in, p. 151 and Tahdhib, 11, pp. 265f. Cf. also Yousef Moukdad, Richteramt und
Rechtswesen in Bagdad von der Stadtgrundung bis zum Ende der Buyidenzeit, p. 6o (I
thank Stefan Wild for drawing my attention to this dissertation) and P. G. Dannhauer,
Untersuchungen zur fraihen Geschichte des Qadi-Amtes, pp. 36-9; cf. my review of this
study inJSS, xxin, 1978, pp. 232f. For a report comparing the qfsv with the qad, see Wakr,
In, p. 333.
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the next transmitter is 'Abd Allah b. Ja'far al-Makhrami, cf. Tahdhib, v, pp. 171f., in
two others 'Abd AllIh b. Sa'id b. Abi Hind, cf. Tahdhfb, v, p. 239, in five others Ibn
Abi Dhi'b, cf. Tahdhib, Ix, pp. 303-7, and the last three seem to have 'Uthman b.
ai-Dahhk, cf. Tahdhib, vu, pp. 123f., in common.

All these transmitters are reasonably reliable according to their respective
tarajim. It seems justified to assume that the slogan originated at the very earliest in
a time contemporary with, or after, the lifetime of the latest common link al-
Akhnasi. He must have died circa 150/767, if we assume that his death, which is not
recorded, occurred approximately between that of al-Maqburi (d. 117 or 123 or
126/735-744) and that of, for instance, al-Makhrami (d. 17o/787). In the tarjama of
al-Makhrami we find a salient detail which might almost prompt us to ascribe the
slogan to him. Ibn Sa'd reported that he was one of the learned people of Medina
who was well-versed in maghazi and fatw,. Consequently he was beseeched to
accept the function of qa4i, but he succeeded in turning it down until he died (cf.
Tahdhib, v, p. 172).

The mystery in which this cluster of isnads is enveloped becomes even greater,
when we see that, instead of Sa'id al-Maqburi, sometimes Sa'id b. al-Musayyab is
mentioned. It does not seem difficult to guess how this confusion came about, if we
realize that the transmitter, instead of with his full name Sa'Td al-Maqburi, is
referred to sometimes only as Sa'id. A later traditionist, who came across this isnad,
may have mistaken this Sa'id for the well-known Medinese Successor Ibn al-Musay-
yab (d. between 93 and ioo/7i2-19). Subsequently we also encounter isnads in
which we find the full name Sa'id b. al-Musayyab. These isnads either go back to the
prophet via Ab0i Hurayra (marfa'), or directly report the prophet's words (mursal)
or stop at Ibn al-Musayyab, as if the saying constituted his own words (mawqaf).
Even if this last isndd may seem to be the oldest, according to the well-known adage
formulated by Schacht - the more defective an isndd, the likelier is its authenticity-,
I think the saying should not be dated to Ibn al-Musayyab's lifetime. This Successor,
as recorded by Ibn Sa'd, was not at all vigorously opposed to qadis, as the saying
presupposes. All his life he is reported to have issued fatwas and to have occupied
himself with legal matters. Had the slogan been his, it would certainly have been
recorded in the lengthy tarjdma Ibn Sa'd devoted to him (v, pp. 88-io6).

Another argument in favour of the hypothesis that the saying in question is of a
later date, if we read for Sa'id: Sa'Td b. al-Musayyab, is provided by the early isnad
expert 'Ali b. 'Abd AllIh b. Ja'far al-Madini (d. 234/849). He is recorded to have said
that al-Akhnasi's traditions from Sa'id b. al-Musayyab via Abfi Hurayra from the
prophet are to be rejected (munkar), cf. Tahdhib, vn, p. 152, and also his Al-'ilal,
pp. 78ff.

Waki' (i, pp. i if.) mentions four more isnads in which Sa'Td al-Maqburi is quoted
by transmitters other than al-Akhnasi. All these four isnads are weak because of one
or a few transmitters being either unreliable or unknown. Finally, Waki' (i, pp. 13f.)
adduces the saying supported by the Companions AbO Mfis, al-Ash'ari and 'Abd
AllIh b. 'Abbas. These two isnads are also invalidated by weak transmitters.

On the whole, one may conclude that the qadds of Egypt, more so than
their colleagues in other parts of the Islamic empire to be dealt with later,
formed an unassuming class of people. They did not participate in
wholesale fabrication of traditions. Only two qadfs are mentioned in con-
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nection with lying, kadhib, together with the verb wada'a the most common
technical term for forgery. One is reported to have been too God-fearing to
lie,1 9 and of Ibn Lahi'a it was said that he did not lie on purpose but rather
out of carelessness. 20 The requirements for the office were not high, cer-
tainly not in the beginning. There are some anecdotes recorded in Kindi,
which have a ring of truth and which clearly testify to the - what I might call
- provincialism of Egypt at the time. When Marwfn b. al-Hakam visited the
country in 65/605, he asked who the local qedf was and sent for him. The
qd4, 'Abi b. Sa'id, was then interrogated as to his merits qualifying him for
this office. Marwan said: 'Do you know the Qur'dn by heart?' 'No.' 'Can you
apply the Qur'anic laws of inheritance [the fard'id]?' 'No.' 'Can you write?'
'No.' 'But how do you administer justice?' Said the judge: 'I pass judgment
on the basis of what I do know and I ask about those things I do not know.'
Then Marwdn said: 'You shall be qtd [here]. 2 1 And another qad4, a simple
and superstitious man, used to conceal an amulet in his beard on Fridays
when he had to deliver the sermon. He was afraid of the evil eye of his
predecessor whom he supposed to be in the congregation. 22

The qAdis of Syria

The qd4is with whom I should like to deal next all held office in Damascus.
Of the twenty-three qadis whose lives I studied, only eight are in any way
associated with the transmitting of traditions. Of these eight not one was a
great muhaddith. Whether trustworthy or untrustworthy, they were known
for having transmitted a few, sometimes only one, tradition. One was qdf
and qa.q at the same time,23 another was considered weak. 24 Only two of the
twenty-eight were known as experts in fiqh.25 Not one of these is identified
with a certain madhhab. It seems that the conclusion is justified that, even
more so than in Egypt, the qazdis in Syria relied on their skill at improvizing.

The qA#is of Medina

The qd4s of Medina to be discussed next present a picture different from
those dealt with hitherto. I have examined a total number of thirty-five

19. Cf. Kind!, p. 338.
20. Cf. Tahdhib, v, p. 378.
21. Kind!, p. 312 and also Waki, ill, p. 223. -
22. Kind!, p. 420; for a few amusing anecdotes about simple-minded qddfs, see Ibn al-Jawzi,

Akhbdr al-hamqa wa 'l-mughaffalin, pp. 64ff.
23. Abi Idris al-Khawlini, Cf. Tahdhfb, v, p. 85 and also E.I. 2, s.v.
24. Suwayd b. 'Abd al-Aziz, cf. Tahdhfb, pp. 276f.
25. Abi Idris aI-Khawlini (d. 8o/679), Tahdhib, v, p. 85 and Yazid b. Abi Milik (d. 13o/748),

Tahdhib, xl, pp. 345f. Cf. also Shams ad-Din Ibn Tulfn, Qu~ldt Dimashq, pp. 5 and 8f. On
the whole one is struck by the scanty information on Syrian judges, on anything Syrian in
fact.
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qddfs. Twenty-six of them, that is almost eighty per cent, were known as
transmitters of traditions. Of those twenty-six, eight were famous for the
great number of hadiths they transmitted and fifteen passed on one or only
a few. Whether or not this information is historically reliable remains to be
seen. It was common practice to insert the names of great people of the past
in fictitious isnads. In any case, four of the twenty-six were notorious
forgers. 26 They belong to the last few qddfs of the period under discussion.
Twenty-six qddis preceded them on whose character lay no blemish. Of the
four allegedly notorious forgers, the two last ones were at one time also
qd4f in Bagdad. Traveling from the Hij~z to Iraq in order to collect tradi-
tions always changes someone's outlook, it says in a report. I read in this:
always corrupt one's views. 27 One of these forgers fabricated traditions
whenever it suited his ra'y. His judgeship was always mentioned in one
breath with his being a liar. When, towards the end of the second century,
he held office in Medina, the people were appalled at the unabashed way in
which he forged hadfths.u

Only five out of the thirty-five qadfs were known as competent fuqaha'.
That is one out of seven. Four of these five were also great traditionists, 29

one transmitted only a few traditions. 30 All in all, tradition occupies a much
more important place among the tools of the trade of the qddfs of Medina
than was the case with the qddfs of Egypt and Syria. And although Medina
developed into a recognized centre of fiqh, not one of the seven famous
fuqaha' of Medina is listed as ever having held the function of qadi. Further-
more, the concept ra'y hardly plays a role of importance in the sources that
deal with the qadfs of Medina, in other words, less emphasis on
improvization.

The qrldis of Mecca

Let us turn next to the qddis of Mecca. There is but little information about
them. It appears, for example from Khalifa b. Khayydt's Ta'rfkh, that

26. Mubammadb. 'Abdal-'Azizb.'Umaraz-Zuhri(fl. ± 1oo/719),LisAnv, pp. 259f.,al-Khaib,
1I, pp. 349f.; 'Abd A1lh b. ZiyAd b. Sam'in (fl. ± 12o1738),Tahdhb, v, pp. 219ff.; AbO
Bakr b. 'Abd Alldh Ibn Abi Sabra (d. 162/779), Tahdhib, x11, pp. 27f.; al-Khatib, xiv, pp.
367-71; Wahb b. Wahb Abf 'l-Bakhtari (d. 2oo/816), Lisdn, v1, pp. 231-4, al-Khaib, xiii,
PP. 451-7.

27. Cf. Tahdhib, x1, p. 223 and al-Khatb, xiv, p. 1o4. There is also a report about a qadi, Sa'd
b. Ibrihim b. 'Abd ar-Rabmdn b. 'Awf az-Zuhri (d. 127/745), who, though famous as a
traditionist, never transmitted traditions in Medina, but only in other parts of the Islamic
world, cf. Bukhiri, At-ta'rkh al-kabir, 11 2, p. 52.

28. See the last qddt of note 26 above and also Waki', i, pp. 243-54.
29. 'Abd Alldh b. Hrith b. Nawfal (d. 79-84/698-703), Tahdhtb, v, pp. i8of.; Abf Salama b.

'Abd ar-Rabman b. 'Awf (d. 94-104/713-23), Tahdhib, xii, pp. 11S-8; Abd Bakr b.
Mubammad b. 'Amr b. Hazm (d. 110-20/728-38). Tahdhfb, xi, pp. 38ff., Ibn Sa'd, v, p. 49;
Yabyi b. Sa'id al- An Ari (d. 143/76o), Tahdhib, xi, pp. 221-4.

30. Abin b. 'Uthmn b. 'Affin (d. 105/723), Tahdhib, i, p. 97.
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Mecca went without a qdf for certain periods of time. Eight of the fourteen
qddts, whose farajim I scrutinized, are reported as having transmitted tradi-
tions. Three3' of these eight were weak, and of the remaining five, three 32

transmitted a fair number of traditions, whereas two33 only a few. In
general, hadah played a moderately important part. No mention at all is
made of fuqahd' among the qddis of Mecca.34 The only salient feature that
deserves our attention is the fact that quite a few qddis hailed from the
noble clan al-Makhzyam.

The qfidis of Basra

After the Hijaz we must turn our attention to Iraq, and first of all to the
q 4s of Bara. 35 I have collected the lives of forty-six. Thirty-two are
reported as having transmitted traditions, that is two out of three. Of these
thirty-two, nine were considered weak traditionists. But, on the other
hand, only one of these was famous as a transmitter and that was Hasan
al-Bari, whose traditions are probably not even his but attributed to him at
a later stage for the sake of prestige.36

Ten of Ba~ra's qdds were known as great fuqaha' who, unlike those of
Medina, were on the whole very poor traditionists. Hasan al-Bagri, just
mentioned, admitted that he preferred his ra'y to that of others. 37 Of
another faqfh it is said that he was weak, although not belonging to the ahl
al-kadhib, the people of falsehood. 38 And one faqfh was even branded a
liar, who purchased tradition collections in Egypt, which he then trans-
mitted under his own name, a procedure deemed equivalent to stealing. 39

31. Ziyid b. Ismi'l al-Makhzfimi, Tahdhib, II, p. 354; 'Abd al-'Aziz b. al-Muttalib, Tahdhtb,
vi, pp. 357f., and Muhammad b. 'Abd ar-Rabmin al-Makhvam! aI-Awqa$ (d. 169/786),
Lisdn, v, pp. 252f.

32. Ibn Abi Mulayka 'Abd AllIh b. 'Ubayd AlRh (d. 117/735), Tahdhib, v, pp. 3o6f.; as-
Zubayr b. Bakkir, Tahdhib, III, pp. 312f., and Sulaym.n b. Harb al-Wdshiji (d. 224/839),
Tahdhib, iv, pp. 178ff.

33. 'Ubayd b. Hunayn (a mawld, d. 105/723), Tahdhib, vii, 63f., and 'Abd Allih b. Sufyin Abi
Salama al-Makhzfimi, Tahdhib, v, pp. 240f.

34. This does not mean that there were nofaqfhs in Mecca, cf. e.g. Ibn Hanbal, 'Hal, i, no. 8o2;
Abi Bakr b. 'Abd AllIh as-Sabri claimed that he had 70,ooo halal wa-haram traditions,
Tahdhib, x11, p. 27.

35. Cf. also D. Sourdel, Les cadis de Basra d'apres Waki'.
36. It is a well-known fact, already observed by a few others also (e.g. cf. J. Schacht, Origins,

p. 229), that the famous letter to 'Abd al-Malik ascribed to Hasan al-Bari does not contain
one single tradition, although in a text such as that it was to be expected that arguments
were corroborated by hadiths. For an extensive study of Hasan as traditionist, see Chapter
i, passim. 37. Ibn Sa'd, vii i, p. 120.

38. AI-Hajjdj b. Artft (d. 145/762), al-Khati-b, v1i, pp. 23o-6. See also Ism.'il b. Hammid b.
Abi Hanifa (d. 212/827) who was also da'if as well as a faqfh of even greater repute than
H asan al-Bari, Lisdn, i, pp. 398f. and al-Khatib, vi, pp. 243ff.

39. Yahyi b. Aktham (d. 242/856), Tahdhfb, xi, pp. 179-83, al-Khatib, xlv, pp. 191-204.
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Among the qdfs of Basra there are a few who are famous - or notorious -
for having done something for the first time and, therefore, rightfully
would have deserved to be mentioned in the awd'il literature. Since awd'il
information is often corroborated by evidence from different sources, I opt
for not rejecting it out of hand as unhistorical. No matter how reasonable
most early Islamic awd'il seem to be, however, sometimes the information
contained in them is baffling (cf. Chapter i, pp. io and 12). When we read
that it was already more than one hundred years after the death of the
prophet, ivhen the first qddr appeared on the scene who committed injus-
tice (in Arabic: jawr), then that seems stretching our credulity a little too
far! 0 And what are we to think of a judge, who died in 145/762, who is
reported to have been the first qdi in Islam to accept bribes? 41 It seems
difficult to believe that among all those dozens of qdids, who prior to him
held office all over the Islamic empire, there was no one who succumbed to
palm-greasing! On the other hand, there is seemingly reliable information
about the q44T Sawwdr b. 'Abd Allah (d. 156/773) who took his office very
seriously. He was the first to take into his service reliable agents, whom he
paid wages. Among other things, he also took charge of the waqfs which he
placed under trustworthy custodians. In so doing, he considerably
enhanced the prestige of his office. 42 It also says in another report that
whenever he had to pass sentence he lifted his head to the sky and his eyes
became moist. 43

But apart from this upright qddi- and like his there are quite a few other
stories about irreproachable judges - the office became gradually
identified with fraudulent practices. The first qdf in whose tarjama I found
the allegation that judgeship was considered to entail the deterioration of
h.adfth transmission died towards the end of the second/eighth century. It
says in this tarjama: Ma "alimtu anna ahadan qadima baghdada illd wa-qad
tu ulliqa "alayhifishay'in mina 'l-hadfthi illd Mud dh al-'Anbarifa-innahum
md qadara an yata'allaqa 'alayhifi shay'in mina 'l-hadithi ma'a shughlihi bi
'1-qada'. 'I did not know of anyone coming to Bagdad whose traditions did
not in any way become open to criticism except Mu'5dh al-'Anbari. Indeed,
they were not able to expose any of his traditions to criticism in spite of his
office of qdf.'44 But whether reliable or not, even when this qddf was
finally dismissed the people slaughtered a camel out of joy and gratitude. 45

That a qa . who does not rely on traditions and/or his fiqh still may turn
out to be a satisfactory official, is indicated in a tarjama of a judge who, in
spite of his ignorance in fiqh matters, brought his judgeship to a successful

40. Bilil b. Abi Burda, qd~F from 109/727 until 125/743, Tahdhfb, i, pp. 5oof.; Abi Hilil
al-'Askari, K. al-awd'il, p. 288; Waki', n1, pp. 22-41. But cf. Wakr, i, p. to9, where Zayd b.
Thibit is accused ofjawr. 41. Wakr, 11, pp. 50-4.

42. Waki', 1, p. 58. 43. Ibn Sa'd, VI1 2, p. 24.
44. AI-Khaib, xiii, p. 132, Tahdhib, x, p. 195. For the usage of'alaqa v, cf. also WakV, 11, p. 175

and Kindi, pp. 330, 39o and 391. 45. Wakr, ii, p. 154.
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end exclusively relying on his common sense, his 'aql.46 From this informa-
tion it can be inferred that, as was the case with fiqh and hadth, flqh and
qad ' need not necessarily go hand in hand either.

The qAdis of Kafa

Of Kfifa I have examined thirty-eight qddis. Just as in Basra, two out of
three were in one way or another connected with the transmission of
hadiths. Nine were known for a great number of traditions, eleven for a
small number. Thirteen Kfifan qddis, that is one out of three - the highest
score so far - were good fuqah', 47 two of whom, both mawlas, were
notorious forgers.48

There are two qdis of Kfifa about whom the sources present an extra-
ordinary incongruity. In the rijal works they are described as having trans-
mitted very little. Even so, in Akhbir al-qudt they are listed as the
authorities of hundreds of traditions and reports. Virtually all these can
therefore, in my view, be considered as of a later date. Shurayh b. al-Harith
(d. sometime between 78/617 and 99/718) supposedly was qddi for sixty
years. He is merely a legendary figure, according to Schacht. 49 His tradi-
tions, if there are more than one, are incorporated only in Nasd'i's Sunan
and in Bukhdri's Al-adab al-mufradso Even so, Waki' lists countless tradi-
tions and reports on his authority covering more than two hundred pages.
The other example is that of the famous judge 'Abd Alldh b. Shubruma (d.
144/761). He is not known as a prolific transmitter, 51 even so, in Akhbar
al-qudt there are ninety pages solely devoted to reports on his authority. 52

46. 'Abd Allih b. Sawwir (d. 228/9oi), Wakr', it, p. 155; Cf. Kind!, p. 357, where the same is
said about an Egyptian qdi.

47. Kdfa's position regarding fiqh vs. the mere transmission of traditions without fiqh is
eloquently attested in a saying attributed to Wak b. al-Jarrih (d. 196/812) as recorded in
Hikim's Ma'rifa, p. I I: ... wa-hadfthun yatadwaluhu '-fuqaha' khayrun min an
yatadawalahu 'sh-shuyakh.

48. Nfib b. Darrij (d. 182/798), Tahdhib, x, pp. 482ff., al-Khattb, xii1, pp. 315-18, and
al-Hasan b. Ziyid al-Lu'lu'i(d. 254/868), Lisdn, i, pp. 2o8f., Waki', in,pp. 188f., al-Kha;ib,
vii, pp. 314-17. About another qddi (also a mawld, although he pretended not to be one,
Waki', in, p. 129, but see Waki', in, p. 140, where it is implied that he was) it is reported
that he did not lie deliberately, Tahdhib, ix, p. 303.

49. Cf. Origins, pp. 228f.
50. Cf. Tahdhib, Iv, p. 326. I only found one mursal tradition in Nasi'I 'umra 4 (= vi, p. 277).

Circa twenty-five times Shurayh's personal decisions are recorded in the 'six books'.
51. Cf. Ibn Sa'd, v1, p. 244, and Waki', II, p. 37: . .. qall al-isndd qalil ar-riwaya 'amman

fawqahu ... Of his personal decisions we find six in Bukhiri and one each in Nasi'! and
Diriml. Cf. R.mahurmuzi, p. 558, where the saying is attributed to him: Aqi~la 'r-riwaya
tafqah.

52. Thirty-one going back to the prophet, of which five mursal via Hasan a]-Bari, twenty-five
going back to a Companion and forty-nine 'stopping' at a Successor or later authority
apart from countless others, Waki', 11, pp. 37-129.
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I think the conclusion is justified that, like those attributed to Shuray., all
these traditions and reports are someone else's and ascribed to him by later
generations in order to lend them more prestige. I venture the theory that
the names of these two judges may have been inserted for the first time in
isndds as late as the middle of the third/ninth century.

The theory that the names of Shurayb and Ibn Shubruma were for the first time
inserted in isnads only towards the middle of the third century may be tenable on the
basis of the following arguments.

If we explain the virtual absence of traditions and reports with these qadfs in the
isnads from collections such as the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/856) and the Sa/h.h
of Bukhari (d. 256/870), whereas in the collection of Waki' (d. 3o6/918) they abound,
the assumption seems feasible in my view that they came into existence roughly
between 25o and 3oo/865 and 912. It could be argued that the absence is explained by
these reports being considered weak, but in actual fact we can trace the majority of
them in the 'six books' and other revered collections supported by isnads in which
our two judges are not mentioned. It may be interesting to sketch how a certain
isnad with 'Abd Allah b. Shubruma as transmitter developed.

In Ibn Shubruma's tarjama in the Tahdhib (v, pp. 250f.) it says that his traditions
can be found in kh-t (the abbreviation for the ta'aliq of BukhirT, as indicated by Ibn
.Hajar in vol. i, pp. 5f.), m (=Muslim), d (=Abfi Dwfid), s (=Nasd'i) and q (=Ibn
Mdja). Looking up the prophetic traditions with Ibn Shubruma in the isnads (as
recorded in Waki') in Concordance et indices de la tradition musulmane, we find, for
instance, the isnad: ... 'an 'Umdra b. al-Qa'qa' b. Shubruma 'an AbN Zur'a 'an Ab
Hurayra... (Bukhiri, adab 2 = II, pp. 77). In a technical remark, which Bukhfri
adds (=ta'/[q) we read: . . . wa-qala Ibn Shubruma wa-Yahyd b. Ayycb haddathand
Abil Zur'a mithlahu. The same sort of ta'liq we find in Muslim, for example birr 4
(=iv, p. 1974). In birr 3 we read the following isndd: ... Shark 'an 'Umara wa-bni
Shubruma 'an AbZur'a (= Waki', In, p. 39). This seems to me an intermediate stage
in the evolution of the isnad in question. And where Waki' (iII, p. 40) has the isndd:
• . . 'Umdra b. al-Qa'qd' wa-bni Shubruma, we find supporting the same tradition in
Muslim, imdra 103 (= III, p. 1495): . . . 'an 'Umdra wa-huwa 'bnu 'l-Qa'qd'. . . Nasa'i
has this tradition also, supported by a different isndd (jihad 24 = Vi, p. 25) as well as
by the isndd: . . . 'an'Umdra b. al-Qa'qd'an AbiZur'a . . ([man 24 = vIII, pp. I19f.).

This last one we find also in Ibn M~ja (jihad I = II, p. 920) and Ibn Hanbal, Musnad
(ed. Cairo 13 13,6 vols), II, pp. 231,384 and 494. Ibn Mija (waaya 4 = II, p. 903) has:
•.. 'an 'Umara b. al-Qa'qa' b. Shubruma 'an Ab[Zur'a ... This we find again in Ibn
Hanbal, 11, p. 415, but on pp. 231 and 250 we read only:... 'an 'Umara 'an...

In conclusion, it seems justified in my eyes to say that old isndds, which had
'Umdra b. al-Qa'qd' b. Shubruma (cf. Tahdhfb, vii, p. 423, a nephew of'Abd Allah b.
Shubruma but older than his uncle) as transmitter, got confused and, via the stage in
which nephew and uncle are mentioned both, developed into isnads in which the
uncle appeared alone.

Besides, with the help of the Concordance, I checked a good number of Ibn
Shubruma reports, as collected in Wak!', in the canonical collections, but our judge
never figured in the isnads.

On the other hand, the phenomenon, various times described in Chapter
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i, namely that sayings of later authorities became 'raised to the level' of
prophetic sayings in the course of time, can also be witnessed with qddis'
sayings. An eloquent example of this is a saying of the Ba~ran qddi 'Abd
al-Malik b. Ya'l, who died a short time after ioo/718. To him is traced the
saying Man taraka thaldtha juma'in min ghayri 'udhrin lam tajuz
shahadatuhu (i.e. he who fails to attend three Friday congregational
prayers, should not be permitted to testify).5 3 The same saying, but with a
slight variant (man taraka 'l-jum'ata thaldtha marratin tahdwunan bihd
(aba'a 'lldhu 'ald qalbihi, i.e. he who fails to attend the congregational
prayer three times out of indifference, will receive God's imprint on his
heart) can be found attributed to the prophet with the wholly obscure
Companion Abfi 'l-Ja'd ad-Damri, whose only tradition this is said to be.5 4

In Waki' there is preserved a dialogue between a Kfifan qddf and a scholar
from Medina. This dialogue, although it is difficult to establish its histori-
city, gives a fair picture of the different ways of approach in the two cities in
gathering hadfth. The Kfifan, al-Hasan b. Ziyid,55 asked his Medinese
opponent, 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Abi 'z-Zindd: 'Why do you transmit so many
traditions from the prophet and his Companions, while, even so, you do not
live accordingly?' Said the Medinese: 'We transmit what is adhered to as
well as that which is not adhered to in order to know the difference.' Then
the Kfifan said: 'When you'll have filled your bag with useless matter, you
will find that there is no place left for the truth.' 56 The Medinese opponent
was, according to the Tahdhfb, also a mawla, whose traditions transmitted
in Medina were deemed more reliable than those he transmitted in Iraq.5 7

The qadis of Bagdad

In Bagdad we see that the qddis, more so than anywhere else, are identified
with transmitting traditions. This is not surprising, if we take into account
that, when Bagdad was founded, the spreading of traditions had been well
under way already for some time. Only two of the twenty-six qddIs of
Bagdad, whose tardlim I have studied, seem not to have participated in it.58
The qddfs who held office during the inquisition (218-34/833-48) are not
listed in the rijdl works I consulted and have, therefore, not been incor-
porated in this survey. Their attitude versus hadith was positively hostile
and rooted in religio-political interests rather than in mere indifference. 59

This excluded them automatically from my investigations. But of those
qadrs, who did not neglect hadtth, who were even prolific transmitters,
twelve in all, nine were notorious forgers, two of whom were also known for

53. Cf. Waki, n, p. 17. 54. Cf. Tirmidhi, ed. Shakir, ii, pp. 373f.
55. No. 2 of note 48 above. 56. Wakr, in, pp. i88f. 57. Tahdhfb, vi,pp. i7o-3.
58. 'Ubayd Allih b. Mubammad b. Safwin aI-Jumahi, Wakr, i, p. 249, al-Khatib, x, p. 3o6

and Qutayba b. Ziyid aI-Khurisini, Waki, ii, pp. 269f., al-Khaib, X11, p. 463f.
59. Cf. Nagel, Rechtleitung, pp. 430ff.
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their knowledge of fiqh. 6o Of the twenty-four qdids who were concerned
with hadith, seventeen were weak transmitters, that is two out of three.
The qads in Bagdad, more so than in regions west of Iraq, seem to have
participated in bringing into circulation great numbers of forged traditions.
A sizable percentage of these were mawlas, and this in spite of the fact that
mawlas were not normally eligible for the function of qddf.

6 1

That these forgers did not go about their activities unheeded is attested in
numerous anecdotes. For example, when a certain mawld, who had been
appointed qddi, related traditions which he claimed to have heard from
Zuhri, the traditionist Ibn 'Uyayna (d. 198/814) used to stick his fingers in
his ears. 62 And when Sufydn ath-Thawri (d. 161/778) heard that an old
friend of his had become qadi, he rebuked him for having accepted this
office. 'It would even have been better for you, if you had been a peddler of
salted fish in the streets of Kfifa, than to be judge.' 63 Another famous
traditionist, Sulayman b. Harb (d. 224/839), is reported to have intimated
that qddis were usually forgers. 64 The same is implied in a sarcastic remark
attributed to the well-known Bagdad qa4i, Hafs b. Ghiyath (d. 194/81o).
When someone kept asking him questions concerning legal matters, he
suddenly said: 'Is it perhaps that you want to be appointed qad? Verily, it is
better for someone to stick his finger into his eye to pluck it out and throw it
away then to become qdd!' 6 5

On the whole, there have been quite a few people who resorted to tricks
in order to avoid being installed as qtdts. When, on a certain occasion,
Harfin ar-Rashid wanted to appoint a judge, three people were brought
forward. The first one acted as if he was semi-paralysed and threw himself
on the ground. Hdrfin said: 'He won't do', and the man was ushered out.
The second man pointed with his finger to his eye and said: '0 commander
of the believers, I have not been able to see with this for a year now.'
Naturally, Harfan assumed that the man meant his eye, but in reality he
meant his finger. The excuse was accepted and the third man, much to his
dismay, got the nomination. 66

The qadis in other centres

Finally, in this survey of the different centres of the Islamic empire, there
remain the outer provinces with their urbanized settlements. The number

60. Also mentioned among the q.dds of Medina, see note 26 above, the third qd. And see
note 34 above, where he is mentioned among the qds of Basra.

61. Cf. Mubarrad, Al-kdmil, it, p. 96.
62. Wakr, 111, p. 246, aI-Khatib, vii, p. 348. 63. AI-Khatib, v, p. 389.
64. Tahdhib, xi, p. 181. He was at one time qdf in Mecca, see the third qddf of note 32 above.
65. AI-Khaib, vin, p. i9o. Cf. also Shammdkhi, Kitab as-siyar, p. 124, for the same dialogue

between different people. Hafs's accepting of the office of judge cost him the friendship of
a former associate, Wak b. al-Jarrah, cf. Tahdhib, xi, p. 125 (ult).

66. Wak!', i, p. 184.
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- The percentage of qdis who were in one way
or another involved in hadith transmission.

AThe percentage of qlrIis who were considered
good faqths.

~ - The percentage of qd.is who were known for
hadith transmission as well as for their expertise
in ffqh matters.

- The percentage of qddis about whom we do not

(yet) have relevant information.

of qddrs whom I found in the sources is too small to say anything definite
about each region or city in particular. I have the impression that the
percentage of mawali among those who were nominated as qddfs increases
with the geographical distance from Bagdad. Only two judges were known
to have been expert fuqah'. 67 The majority were bad transmitters. It seems

67. Shank b. 'Abd Allih (d. 177/793), a very poor transmitter who was also qddi of Wasit,
Tahdhtb, IV, pp. 333-7 and the mawla Mubammad b. al-Hasan ash-Shaybdni (d. 189/8o5),
qd4i of Raqqa, who was also known as a forger of traditions, Lisdn, v, pp. 12If.
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that most qadlis in the outer provinces relied solely on their common sense.
For an extensive list, see Appendix III, and figure I.

Summary and conclusions

Summing up, it seems justified to exonerate most judges in early Islam
from the all too facile imputation that they simply fabricated traditions
whenever they needed them. Wholesale fabrication of traditions started in
Iraq (cf. Chapter 3), it is true, but only in the course of the second half of the
second/eighth century and nowhere else did it attain to the dimensions of
Iraq. Mendacity in traditions is, for instance, almost unheard of in Egypt
and the limited extent to which it occurred in Syria and the Hij5z warns us
that we should not conceive of it as something common to all Muslims.
Furthermore, although only a few mawalf were appointed qddf, it was they,
first and foremost, who were recorded in the rijal works as forgers. This
opinion - as are many of the following - is founded on many years of
reading in Muslim rijdl works and privately made statistics.

The office of qddi was nowhere popular. Poems satirizing judges vastly
outnumber those eulogizing them. But it is only occasionally that we find
scorn expressed for qadfs because of their activities in transmitting tradi-
tions. It was in Iraq that qddis in the end became associated with the
fabrication of hadith. Nowhere else is this the case. Another striking fact is
that references to bad and unjust qads, who abused their office to enrich
themselves, are rare. I have mentioned a few of these before. On the other
hand, numerous are the references to qadfs who, in spite of the low esteem
in which judgeship was held in general, were thought to have done a
reasonably good job. Since mathalib defaming judges are just as easy to
bring into circulation as fadia'il glorifying them, it seems to me that the fact
that fada'il do outnumber mathalib is significant.

This significance is, I think, in no way diminished by the observation that
common 'anti-judgeship slogans' out-number slogans praising the office in
general. These slogans, such as: 'He who is appointed qddi, will be
slaughtered without a knife' - as referred to before - and: 'Of every three
judges, two will end up in Hell, and only one in Paradise', 68 on the basis of
internal evidence gleaned from their isnads, these slogans may all have
come into being during the time when the muhaddithan were at their most
fanatic in reviling their Mu'tazilite opponents. That qedis in general formed
a gratifying target may probably have been instigated by the role qadfs
played during the mihna (218-34/833-48).

References to judges having been good fuqaha' are on the whole scarce.
Only in Medina did fiqh and sound hadith allegedly go hand in hand, in
other places the transmission of many traditions seems to have been an

68. In Hkim, Ma'rifa, p. 99, it is implied that this slogan has its origin in KhurisAn.
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impediment rather than a virtue in afaqih. Cf. figure 2. References to ra'y
abound, and often without any tie being indicated with one of the schools of
law that gradually came into being. Ra'y may, therefore, in my opinion, also
be considered equivalent to 'capacity for improvization', 'discretion', or
4'common sense', connotations which seem lacking in the lofty standard
translation 'individual judgement'.

The overall impression I gained from scrutinizing these 400 judges is one
which can hardly be called unexpected. As far as the tarajim allowed it, they
came forward as very human, in their sophistication as well as in their lack
of it.



CHAPTER THREE

The man kadhaba tradition and the
prohibition of lamenting the dead. An
investigation into mutawdtir traditions

Kdnatjariyatu 'l-Haytham [b. 'Ad[] taqalu: kdna mawldya yaqamu dmmata
'1-layli yuyallifa-idhi a baha jalasa yakdhibu.

From aI-Khatib aI-Baghdidi, Ta'rfkh Baghdad, xiv, p. 53.

Introduction

One of the customs from the Jihiliyya generally felt to be incompatible
with Islam was the niydhla i.e. the lamenting of the dead. Although this
custom is still found in practically the entire Muslim world, in one form or
another, there are many sayings attributed to the prophet and various
important contemporaries in which it is officially forbidden.

Goldziher pointed to the niyah/a as constituting one of the major pre-
Islamic customs frowned upon by the Muslims of the first generations. He
adduced much material from Arabic sources to prove this point and con-
cluded: 'Es liegt wohl hier die Meinungsverschiedenheit zeitgenossischer
Theologen vor, welche nach der in dieser Literatur herrschenden Methode
in die diteste Zeit zuriickverlegt wird. Was man vom Propheten anfiirt, ist
allem Anscheine nach die im II. Jhd. im Hig~z herrschende rituelle Praxis,
die man nicht im Unrechte belassen konnte . . .' (italics mine; Schacht's
theory on isndds growing backwards is already hinted at here).'

In its vagueness Goldziher's theory is a tenable one, but one may justly
regret that he did not attempt to be a little more precise as to the
chronology of the development of this prohibition in Islam. The ban came
into being after all on the basis of a host of canonical prophetic sayings
which, by his sweeping statement, are all more or less branded as forgeries
spread in the name of the prophet to lend them more prestige. As intimated
in the final pages of Chapter I, where I dealt with the three questions one
should always ask, I think that, whenever a 'canonical' tradition is a subject
of research, the first and most important step to be taken is an attempt to
date it. Furthermore, if the conclusion is inevitable that a tradition is a
fabrication of a date later than the time of the prophet, it is also imperative
that the geographical area in which it probably came into existence should

1. Cf. Muhammedanische Studien, 1, pp. 251-63, especially p. 258. So far the most extensive
study on mourning practices in early Islam, as far as I know, is the dissertation of Irene
Grutter entitled Arabische Bestattungsbrduche in friihislamischer Zeit (nach lbn Sa'd und
Buhfri). Furthermore, see A. J. Wensinck, Some Semitic rites of mourning and religion.
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be defined. Finally, if it is possible to give an account of how the forgery was
made, this should be undertaken as well.

In Muslim terminology the h.adiths containing a prohibition of niydha can
be considered mutawdtir,2 the most common reference to it being the
maxim: 'The deceased will be punished 3 by the lamenting [or in a variant:
buka' = weeping] of his relatives over him.' This dictum sounds like a slogan
and is mentioned in a great many different contexts. Sometimes it occurs
separately; at other times it is preceded by a preamble and/or followed by a
sequel.

Another mutawatir tradition, even more famous and allegedly reported
by a vast 4 number of Companions, runs: 'He who [deliberately] tells lies
about me, will have to seek for himself a place in Hell.' This maxim, which
is sometimes thought to be the most mutawatir tradition in the entire
tradition literature, 5 is often found in connection with the niydha prohibi-
tion. If one investigates the evolution of the one, one inevitably runs across
the other on many occasions. Since the latter is also considered by various
Western scholars as a fabrication which came into existence a considerable
time after the prophet's death, 6 whereas in the Islamic world no one - as far
as I know - has ever ventured to air an opinion such as this, two birds may be
killed with one stone, if the examination of the one includes an examin-
ation of the other.

There is another incentive to study these two traditions in more depth.
Since they are both held to be mutawdtir traditions, the results of this study
may, at the same time, constitute a valid assessment of the concept tawdtur
in general. An Oriental scholar who, otherwise, appears just as sceptical as
Goldziher, where the ascription of the majority of Muslim traditions to the
oldest authorities of their isnads is concerned, 7 still seems to set store by a
2. For a survey of definitions given by Muslim scholars through the ages to the concept

mutawdtir, see Subbi '$-Silih, 'Ulm al-hadfth wa-mu4.alahuhu, pp. 147-52. Since the
textual variants in traditions prohibiting niyaha are rather numerous, it is perhaps better to
speak of them as being mutawdtir ma'naw[ rather than mutawdtir Iaftf. There was also some
considerable difference of opinion regarding the legal implications of the prohibition of
niyaha. Without going into details here, I might refer the reader to Nawaw-'s commentary
on Muslim's Sahh, vi, pp. 228ff.

3. In Arabic: yu'adhdhabu, cf. Fritz Meier, Ein profetenwort gegen die totenbeweinung, in
which the subtle differences between the nuances 'to torture' and 'to punish' are examined.

4. In his commentary on Muslim's SahT4 Nawawi mentioned (i, p. 68) that opinions as to the
exact number of Companions who reported this saying from the prophet vary between 40,
6o, 87 and 200. See note i8 of my translation of Muslim's Introduction to his Sah in JSAI,
V.

5. Cf. the discussion about this among theologians of modern Egypt in Juynboll, Authenticity,
pp. 34 and 57ff., and the literature quoted there. Cf. also Muhammad b. Ja'far al-Katt.ni,
Na~m aI-mutandthirff 'i-hadith al-mutawatir, pp. 20ff.

6. E.g. cf. Goldziher, Muh. Stud., II, pp. 132f.
7. M. Talbi, Les bida', p. 48: Les hadits ne nous apprennent rien, on le sait, de bien sfir ni sur le

Prophte, ni sur son enseignement, ni d'une manire g6ndrale sur tous les faits dont les
muhaddits veulent nous convaincre.
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tradition being mutawdtir as a possible guarantee for the historicity of its
ascription to the prophet. 8 It is also because of this putative unimpeach-
ability of tawatur - one can almost speak of an aura of holiness - that until
today no one seems to have gone to the trouble of investigating mutawatir
traditions in particular. My own attempt at unraveling the multitude of
different isnads of a 'genuine' mutawatir tradition resulted in the
unforeseen, but in the final analysis inevitable, conclusion that tawatur as
such is no guarantee for the historicity of a hadfth's ascription to the
prophet, as the following pages may show.

It will appear that the present study's crucial arguments are practically all
argumenta e silentio. This may, at first sight, seem unsatisfactory or, at
least, inadequate to those who only adduce argumenta e silentio in support
of other, 'stronger' arguments but never by virtue of their own strength. To
this I can only reply that if there had been other, 'stronger' arguments,
these would certainly have been adduced first, but there were none as far as
I was able to ascertain. Furthermore, another consideration deserves
mention here.

It is well-known that the compilatory activities of Muslim collectors in
most cases boil down to collecting everything that older compilers have
brought together to which one's own data are simply added. 9 Differently
put, since it is the rule to incorporate all the material one's predecessors
have compiled, the absence of certain material in certain collections may be
considered as a relevant fact with significant implications for the
chronology of that material or its provenance. Especially in the case of such
famous dicta or slogans, which later became characterized thanks to the
number of their isnads as mutawdtir traditions, the mere fact that in some
collections they are not listed is significant, and this fact cannot, I think, be
dismissed with the consideration that it 'merely' constitutes an argu-
mentum e silentio. The importance of such sayings as came to be labeled
mutawatir in the canonical collections is such that their non-occurrence in
some other collections raises questions that want answering. In sum, the
more famous the hadith, the more significant is its absence where we would
have expected it to be included and, consequently, the greater is the value
of this non-occurrence being adduced as an argumentum e silentio.

8. Cf. ibidem, p. 49: Parmis tous ces hadf s, il en est un (sc. the tradition man yahdihi 'llhu
fa-ld mu4illa lahu etc.) qui connut une immense fortune . .. II nous est parvenu avec des
isndds multiples - qui rendent sa revocation en doute impossible en le classant dans la
categorie du hadit mutawdtir.

9. An exception to this general rule can be found in, for example, Ibn Abi Htim's Al-jarh. wa
't-ta'dfl as compared with Ibn Hajar's Tahdhib and Lisn. A close comparison of these
biographical lexica shows that from the former work large numbers of unknown, probably
fictitious, transmitters were left unmentioned in the latter two.
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NWIkI in sources other than hadith

When the occurrence of the verb ndha - yanahu with its two verbal nouns
nawh and niydaha is traced in all the earliest sources, certain remarkable
facts come to light.

First of all, the Qur'An is silent about this Jdhiliyya practice. The root
NWH does not occur in it, nor does any other term associated with the
practice, at least in a context unequivocally referring to it, e.g. ranna (to
wail), 'awwala (to bewail), khamasha (to scratch the face with the nails),
shaqqa jayban (to tear the front of the garment as a sign of mourning),
nashara sha'ran (to let the hair down), latama or daraba khaddan (to strike
the cheek in lamentation), salaqa (to lacerate the skin), hzalaqa (to shave
the head), kharaqa (to tear up the garments), not even derivatives of the
roots nadaba (to bewail), na'd (to announce the death of someone) or the
term hiddd in the connotation 'mourning'. Forms of the root BKY (to
weep) do not occur in connection with a dead person either.

It is true, according to Muslim exegesis there is one verse in which a
prohibition of niydh.a is implied though not expressis verbis. In LX, 12 it
says (translation Arberry): '0 Prophet, when believing women come to
thee, swearing fealty to thee upon the terms that they will not associate
with God anything, and will not steal, neither commit adultery, nor slay
their children, nor bring a calumny they forge between their hands and their
feet, nor disobey thee in aught honourable (in Arabic: wa-ld ya'qinaka -f
ma'rdfin), ask God's forgiveness for them; God is All-forgiving, All-
compassionate (italics mine).' Although there are also other explanations
offered concerning the words ya'inaka ft ma'raf,lo the generally accepted
one is that niyah.a is meant. The isnads of the reports containing this expla-
nation are for the greater part Iraqi, a few are Egyptian with or without
transmitters who practised in Syria. I" The relevance of these isndds being
Iraqi and Syrian/Egyptian will become apparent in the course of this in-
vestigation.

In the earliest historical sources we find the term mentioned for the first
time in accounts dealing with the aftermath of the battle of Uhud, when
various (groups of) women are reported to have bewailed the death of
Hamza b. 'Abd al-Muttalib, the prophet's uncle. In Ibn Hisham's Sira we
read the wordsfa-sami'a al-buka' wa'n-nawd'ih (i.e. then he heard weeping
and wailing) in an utterance of Ibn Ishfq (d. 15o/767) without isndd and a
few lines down there occurs the term nawh in a remark which Ibn Hishfm
(d. 218/834) added to Ibn Ish~q's narrative.12 It is only in this additional
remark that the prohibition of lamenting is alluded to. Since Ibn Ishaq

.10. E.g. al-ma'raf d'atAlldh ta'dt (Ibn Sa'd, Vill, p. 4(20);... an layatahaddathnama'a 'r-rijatl
(ibidem, p. 5 (3f.), cf. Tabari, Tafsfr, xxviii, pp. 79ff.).

11. See for these isnads Tabari, Tafsfr, xxviii, pp. 78-81. 12. Ed. F. Wilstenfeld, pp. 586f.
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spent most of his life outside Medina in Kfifa, Bagdad, Rayy and other
places, 13 it is feasible that this may have been the reason why he did use the
term nawd'ih which, as we shall see later, may not yet have come into use in
Medina in connection with the forbidding of mourning practices, while he
was still living there.

In the Kitab al-maghazi of Wfqidi (d. 2o7/823) derivatives of the root
NWH used in context with Hamza's death occur twice. 14 Like Ibn Ishaq,
Wdqidi mostly mentions a collective isndd15 after which he gives one con-
tinuous narrative. It is therefore impossible to see at a glance on the basis of
what sort of isnd(s) he inserts the term in his account. But a comparison of
this account with the reports preserved in Ibn Sa'd's Kitab at-tabaqat
al-kabFr enables us to try at least to reconstruct these isnads, something
which in the case of Ibn Hish~m, as compared with those SFra fragments
preserved in Tabari's TarFkh, has not yielded any result. Again the main
concern is whether the isnads can be labeled Medinese, Iraqi, Syrian or
from anywhere else.

In the first place there is the story in which the prophet. hears women
weeping and then says: 'But Hamza has no one to weep for him [in Arabic:
lakinna Hamzata ld bawakiya la-hu], after which there does not follow a
strong interdiction addressed to the women who hasten to weep over him.
We find this report in Wqidi (p. 315) and in several different versions in
Ibn Sa'd one of which (in I, p. 5, line i5) gives Wdqidi as Ibn Sa'd's inform-
ant. Since the two reports bear distinct similarities, it is feasible that the
isnad in Ibn Sa'd may be identified with the one Wdqidi used for his narra-
tive. This isnad contains a wholly unidentifiable transmitter, one 'Umar b.
'Uthmdn al-Jahshi, who reported this on the authority of his ancestors. 16

Whether this isnad is Iraqi or Medinese cannot be ascertained but, in any
case, in the sequel in Ibn Sa'd there is no trace of a derivative of NWH.
Wdqidi may have mentioned the term in his MaghazF probably for the same
reason as I ventured in the case of Ibn Ishiq: he came to hear this term in
context with burial proceedings in his Iraqi environment where he settled
after leaving Medina.

The second occurrence in Wdqidi (p. 317), in which the prophet forbids
niydh.a in the strongest of terms, could not be traced to an isndd in Ibn Sa'd
with Wdqidi heading the chain of transmitters. But looking closely at the
other reports in Ibn Sa'd concerning I.amza's death we find a number of
different versions headed by Medinese isnads. 17 In only one of them does a

13. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ix, p. 44. 14. Ed. J. M. B. Jones, pp. 315 and 317.
15. This is a technical term coined by Western scholars. It seems to be reminiscent of Ibn

Hanbal's statement preserved in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, Ix, p. 43: lnnfra'aytuhu yuhaddithu
'an jamd'a bi'i-4adith al-wA hid wa-ld yufassilu kaldm dhd min kaldr dhd.

16. The unspecific term 'ancestors' is probably a clumsy way of saying: 'an abihi - 'an jaddihi,
which is the generally accepted way of indicating a family isndd.

17. in i, p. io passim and i I (9-i5).
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derivative of NWH occur. 18 This isndd, it appears, is wholly defective and
does not constitute decisive evidence that in Ibn Sad's time there circulated
reliable Medinese isndds supporting reports in which niydha was banned,
but, as noted above, there were a few in which only bukd' was frowned upon.

The isndd in question deserves, perhaps, the following short digression.

Muhammad b. Ismlil Ibn AbN Fudayk-Muhammad b. Abi Hamid- Muhammad b.
al-Munkadir - prophet. Of the first transmitter Ibn Sa'd says that he reported many
traditions but that these should not be adduced as arguments in legal discussions
(laysa bi-hujjatin), cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ix, p. 6i. The second transmitter who
also counted Wdqidi among his pupils, who might have passed this tradition on to
Ibn Sa'd, is considered a wholly unreliable transmitter. Critics from all over Syria
and Iraq agree in this (e.g. al-Jfizajdni, Abfi Zur'a, Ibn Ma'in, Ibn Hanbal a.o.). He
also seems to have been confused with another person of the same name. Further-
more, although this is not a decisive argument, among his masters Ibn al-Munkadir
is not listed (cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, ix, pp. 132ff.). This Ibn al-Munkadir was a
Medinese Successor who lived from 54/674 until 130/748. It is reported that he
transmitted from various younger Companions such as 'A'isha, Abfi Hurayra, Jabir
b. 'Abd Ailh and others. Since 'A'isha and Abi Hurayra both died in or about
58/679, his traditions from them are generally considered mursal. An attempt at
arguing this blemish away is found in a fada'il statement attributed to Ibn 'Uyayna
who once said: 'I have never seen anyone who deserved more to relate statements
from the prophet without being asked who his informants were than Ibn al-
Munkadir' (cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, Ix, p. 475). Since Ibn 'Uyayna was born in
107/725 and allegedly died in 198/814, it is somewhat astonishing to note from
someone living in the second century A.H. a statement making little of the isnad
method at a time when this institution was considered to have been in full use for
already approximately half a century or, in the view of certain Muslim scholars, for
even more than a century. In any case, Ibn al-Munkadir does not even name his
spokesman from among the Companions, something which makes this isndd
mursal. As a general indication of a questionable hadith the isnad Ibn al-Munkadir
'an J~bir became a household term among the Medinese, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v],
p. 283. No matter what criteria one applies to this isndd, it is hazardous to adduce it
as evidence in any argument. 19

We find quite a few more reports in Ibn Sa'd in which niydhia in one form
or another is forbidden. 20 All these reports concern mourning practices
over persons other than Hiamza and are supported by Iraqi and Syrian
isndds. There is only one isnad left to be discussed that, but for one wholly
unknown transmitter, 21 might have been a Medinese one. Ibn Sa'd's inform-
ant is again Wdqidi. The report is probably a fragment of a work of Waqidi
otherwise not preserved, perhaps his Kitab ar-ridda. These two W~qidi

18. 1 1, p. 11 (2-9).
19. Cf. Ibn al-Munkadir's highly revealing tarjama in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, Ix, pp. 473ff.
20. Ibn Sa'd, i i, p. 88 (ioff. and i9ff.); III I, p. 25 (22ff.), p. 148 (iff.); vi p. 68 (26ff.); vln,

pp. 2ff. passim.
21. MAlik b. Abi 'r-Rijil, cf. lbn Hajar, Tahdhib, Ix, p. 295.
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isndds gleaned from Ibn Sa'd are the only ones supporting reports con-
taining derivatives of NWH that cannot positively be identified as Iraqi or
Syrian, but neither can they be labeled Medinese for lack of reliable in-
formation on one or more transmitters.

Summing up, it has become clear that neither niydhla nor concomitant
phenomena are mentioned in the Qur'An. There is one verse, however, in
which a reference to it is implied. An investigation of the isndds of the
traditions supporting this tafsir yields the result that, apart from being
predominantly weak (mursal, munqati' or otherwise), not one of them is
what can be called a Hijizi (Medinan or Meccan) isnad.

In the earliest historical sources it is difficult to ascertain where Ibn Ishftq
received the information containing derivatives of NWH. In view of his
having left Medina at an early age he might have been exposed to the term
in reports circulating in his new - Iraqi - surroundings. The same considera-
tion applies to Wdqidi, who also made use of collective isnads. The occur-
rences of the term in Ibn Sa'd, however, justify the conclusion that this
collector mainly relied on chains of Iraqi or Syrian transmitters heading
statements with NWH derivatives. The few Medinese or untraceable isndds
in Ibn Sa'd supporting reports that dealt with weeping at burials do not
contain derivatives of NWH and the one and only that does - the one going
back to Ibn al-Munkadir - is defective to the extent that it cannot possibly
be considered to constitute conclusive evidence so as to undermine all the
other evidence unequivocally pointing in the direction of Iraq, and also to a
limited extent to Syria and Egypt, as the breeding ground of the concept
niylh a.

This undoubtedly seems, on all counts, a hazardous theory. It is, there-
fore, with trepidation that one directs one's attention to the hadfth litera-
ture. This is indeed the literature in which one would expect references to
niydh.a to abound, and a theory such as the foregoing, if at all tenable,
should be borne out by evidence provided by numerous isnads in the hadfth
literature. Only then is it to be taken seriously. One cursory glance,
however, already reveals that all traditions in which derivatives of NWH
occur are supported by Iraqi and Syrian/Egyptian isnads.

NWU in hadith literature

Beginning with the oldest printed hadfth collections, we find a variety of
traditions in which the occurrence of niyaha is referred to or in which it is
explicitly forbidden.

Possibly the earliest 22 printed collection currently available to me is the

22. It is, however, difficult to decide which collection is oldest. Supposedly the earliest
collection by far, which was edited some sixty years ago, is the Majma al-fiqh attributed to
the Shrite imam Zayd b. 'Alt b. Husayn b. 'Alt b. AbiTdlib (d. 122/740). Zayd's authorship
has been disputed though and I will have to come back to this in due time, when I shall be
dealing with the Sht'ite hadith collections.
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Ibmdite collection of ar-Rabi' b. Habib who flourished in the middle of the
second century. Instead of nawh or niyaha he has the word bukd' where he
gives the famous slogan. 23 Nothing can be said about the isndd, since the
transmitters are nowhere listed in the biographical dictionaries. The only
thing it is safe to say is that, since the Ibdites originated in Basra, the isndd
is most probably also Ba~ran. Ar-Rabi' b. Habib, in any case, studied and
acquired his knowledge in Basra. The same goes for the two other links in
the isnad, Abfi 'Ubayda Muslim b. Abi Karima and JAbir b. Zayd al-Azdi. 24

In the second oldest collection available to me there is not a trace of
NWH either. I mean Malik's Muwatta'. But more or less the same tradition
as in the preceding collection is found here25 with - of course - a Medinese
isndd going back to 'A'isha. She, however, somewhat mitigates the prohibi-
tion of weeping over the dead by pointing out that the prophet made this
statement when watching the funeral procession of a Jewish woman over
whom relatives wept. The prophet is alleged to have said on that occasion:
'You may weep over her, but she will be punished in her grave.' 26 This
tradition clearly belongs to the genre of rukha. as described so extensively
by Kister. 27 The other tradition in the Muwata"28 contains a mild injunction

In the tradition collection attributed to Abfi Hanifa (d. 150/767) , whose dubious histori-
city will also be discussed below, no derivative of NWH occurs. There is only one allusion
to pre-Islamic mourning customs: the adhan from the house of the deceased is forbidden,
since this is reminiscent of the na'y as practised in the Jahiliyya, cf. Muhammad b.
Mabmfid al-Khwirizmi, Jdmi' masdn[d al-imdm al-a' am, 1, p. 450; cf. also Abi Yu'suf,
Kitdb al-,thdr, p. 80, no. 396.

23. Hdshiyat al-jdmi' al-4ah.h musnad ... ar-Rabi' b. Habib by 'Abd Allah b. Humayd as-
Salimi, 11, pp. 35of. For the authenticity of this collection, cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, i, no. 1455,
where it appears that Ibn Hanbal was once confronted with a copy of a different work by
ar-Rabi'.

24. Cf. the short biographical notices preceding the Jdmi' in vol. I, pp. 3-8; also Shammikhi,
Kitdb as-siyar, pp. 76f., 83-6, 102-5. 25. Jand'iz 37 (i, p. 234).

26. Cf. the discussion of this tradition below on p. 124.
27. M. J. Kister, On 'concessions' and conduct. A study in early 6adith, in Papers on Islamic

history. Studies on the first century of Islamic society, pp. 89-107, especially note 28. To
the references listed there may be added Amali 'l-Murtadd, i, pp. io8 and 340-3. Also a
report in Wdqidi's Maghazf (p. 766) may be considered as belonging to this genre. When
the prophet announces the death of Ja'far b. Abi T5lib, he forbids his widow, Asm5' bint
'Umays, to beat her chest, but he allows Fatima to weep over him. Wdqidi's isnd contains
one maihal, Malik b. Mubammad b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin, known as Milik b. Abi 'r-Rijil (Ibn
Hajar, Tahdhib, xii, p. 94) or Rajjil (Jones), who is otherwise not dealt with in the
biographical dictionaries. About another transmitter in this isnad, Umm 'isi b. al-Jazzir
(or bint al-Jazzir?), nothing specific is known although she is listed in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib,
xn, p. 475. Ibn Sa'd mentions the same report from his master Wiqidi, cf. viii, p. 2o6. Ibn
Ishiq (p. 796), on the other hand, lists it with an isndd in which Malik b. Abi 'r-Rij.i does
not occur, since he received it, he says, directly from Malik's informant, 'Abd Allah b. Abi
Bakr b. Muhammad b. 'Amr b. Hazm. The interesting point is that in Ibn Ishiq's version
there is no reference to Asm' beating her breast. Is the conclusion justified that Malik b.
Abi 'r-Rijdl, or someone fabricating this isndd using his name, is to be held responsible for
this idraj in the WiqidtlIbn Sa'd version? 28. Jand'iz 36 (1, pp. 233f.)
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that the women are not to weep over a dead person but that they are
permitted to weep over him while he is still alive.

The next oldest collection 'at my disposal is that of the Egyptian tradi-
tionist 'Abd Allah b. Wahb (d. 197/812). It is hardly likely that the printed
edition 29 of his Jami' contains everything that was originally in it. In any
case, the slogan with or without a derivative of BKY or NWH does not occur
in it. If a complete edition had been available, it is likely that it would have
contained the reports also found in the Muwaffa' since Ibn Wahb was re-
putedly a devoted pupil of M~lik 30 until the latter's death.

The oldest Iraqi collection currently available in a printed edition is the
Musnad of Abd Ddwyad at-Tayalisi (d. 203/818). Every isndd supporting a
saying concerning weeping and bewailing appears to be Iraqi. Perhaps the
most interesting is no. 122131 which runs: Abai Ddwdd at-Tayilisi- Shu'ba
(b. al-Hajjfj) - Abfi IshRq ('Amr b. 'Abd Allah as-Sabi'i) - 'Amir b. Sa'd
al-Bajali (al-Kdifi): 'I saw Thfbit b. Wadi'a and Qaraza b. Ka'b al-An~dri
attend a wedding where there was singing. When I asked them about that
they said: "He (sc. the prophet) permitted singing during weddings and also
weeping (bukd') over the dead but without lamenting (niydha)."' In this
tradition, on the authority of two Companions who settled in Kiafa, the
distinction between buka' and niydh.a is for the first time made clear, while
weeping seems not yet to be forbidden unequivocally. 32 That Qaraza b. Ka'b
is mentioned in this context is especially relevant, since it is over his death,
sometime in the late thirties or in the early forties, 33 that for the first time
niydha was practised in Kfifa, as all the sources assert. 34

This is a first indication of a date. If, for the sake of argument, we
consider niydlha traditions mutawdtir, it is significant to say the least that
the prophet should already have forbidden a practice in Medina which only
several decades after his death was witnessed for the first time in Kiafa, and
which, as we have seen so far, is not attested in traditions with Medinan or
Meccan isndds. In addition to that it can be said that this report, which
clearly appears to be one from the awa'il genre, 35 may lay claim to a certain
historical authenticity. Moreover, if the dating is not entirely acceptable,
the event described can be construed as having taken place at a later date,
but never at an earlier one. Awd'il reports may be interpreted as accounts

29. Le djdmi' d'Jbn Wahb, 2 vols. 30. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vi, p. 74 (bottom).
31. P. 169 of the Hyderabad 1321 edition.
32. Cf. also Ibn Sa'd, I i, p. 88 (19ff. and ioff.); Baghawi, Sharh as-sunna, v, p. 438.
33. Ibn al-Athir, Usd al-ghdba, Iv, p. 202. states that he died when 'Ali was still in power, but

that others say that his death occurred when Mughira had just been appointed governor,
which was in 41/661 (cf. Tabari, Ta'rfkh, ii, p. I6). Ibn al-Athir adds that he is of the opinion
that the first date is the more likely. Ibn Hajar (Tahdhib, viii, pp. 368f.) is less apodictical
and carefully weighs one date against the other.

34. E.g. Ibn Sa'd, vi, p. io; Ibn Hajar, l4dba, v, p. 432.
35. Strangely enough, it is lacking in perhaps the most prestigious awd'il collection, that of

Abfi Hildl al-'Askari (d. 295/9o8) which is now available in two editions.
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exaggerating how early certain events are supposed to have occurred for the
first time, but they are never purposeful attempts at dating an event at a
date later than it is actually thought to have occurred. Differently put, a
practice allegedly forbidden in the strongest of terms by the prophet in
Medina - for which not a single Hijizi isndd can be found - was, according
to this awd'il report, for the first time witnessed far away from Medina, at
least thirty years after the prophet's death, possibly even longer.

Let us now consult the other hladith collections. In the Musannaf of Ibn
Abi Shayba (d. 235/849)36 we find an impressive series of traditions, with
sound as well as defective isndds, dealing with NWH as well as BKY deriva-
tives, prohibitions of various grades of severity as well as other reports in
which certain forms of weeping or wailing are found to be permissible. The
vast majority of isnads is Iraqi. One is Meccan, 37 one is Medinan/Syrian, 38

in which we encounter Muhammad b. Ishiq - no derivative in either of
NWH! - and one is purely Medinan 39 again without a derivative of NWH.

The list of traditions is even longer in the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal
(d. 24/855). Again all traditions in which derivatives of NWI occur have
Iraqi isndds and there is one particularly defective Syrian isnad with the
word nawh. 40 One very striking feature, however, in the traditions of Ibn
Hanbal's Musnad that leaps to the eye is the emergence of the famous man
kadhaba tradition in context with the prohibition of niydha. Ibn Abi
Shayba and Ahmad were practically contemporaries, both spent long
periods of their lives in Bagdad but, even so, in the collection of the former
there is no trace of kadhib in relation to niyaha traditions, whereas in the
latter's collection we find the man kadhaba tradition inserted - I may say by
way of idraj- in a tradition with an Iraqi isnad. It goes back to al-Mughira b.
Shu'ba, the then governor of Kfifa, who is alleged to have said: 'I heard the
Messenger of God say: Verily, lying about me is not like lying about anyone
else; he who deliberately puts lies into my mouth, will have to occupy a seat
in Hell! I heard the prophet say: He who is bewailed will be punished to the
extent that he is bewailed [i.e. he will be punished accordingly]. 41

This tradition follows as a sequel the account of the death of Qaraza b.
Ka'b, the occasion when niydha was for the first time heard in Kfifa. In Ibn
Abi Shayba's Muyannaf the same tradition is found, however without any
allusion to kadhib, but with the same isndd.42 Even more significant is the
fact that this particular isndd does not occur in the Musnad of Tayflisi,
although the man kadhaba tradition is listed in it several times. 43 In the
introduction to his .Sahih Muslim gives the man kadhaba part under the

36. In, pp. 389-94. 37. P. 391 (ult.) See also the last sentence of note 52 below.
38. P. 392 (first lines).
39. P. 392, the second tradition. A scrutiny of bukd'Iniyaha traditions in 'Abd ar-Razzdq's

Musannaf, in, nos. 6667-92 yields exactly the same results!
40. iv, p. ioi. 41. Musnad, Iv, pp. 245 and 252.
42. 111, p. 398. 43. Nos. 342, 362, 2421, etc.
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same isnad without the prohibition of nawh,44 and the prohibition without
the man kadhaba preamble but with the same isnad is listed in his kitab
al-jand'iz no. 28 (= ii p. 643), whereas in Bukhri's Sahfh the two parts can
be found still moulded into one tradition 45 as in Ibn Hanbal. It is clear from
this preliminary survey that NWH traditions with, as well as without, the
man kadhaba preamble - added for extra emphasis, no doubt - circulated in
the Iraqi centres of hadith during the first half of the third century. It is
equally clear that the man kadhaba preamble was a later addition which
made its first appearance sometime in the first half of the third century, in
other words, NWH traditions without the preamble are the older ones.
Before I embark on a more thorough investigation of the man kadhaba
tradition, I should like to round off first the examination of the occurrences
of NWH traditions in the collections so far not yet referred to. Perhaps we
can draw up a provisional conclusion which eventually may help us also to
throw new light on the man kadhaba tradition.

A thorough study of the six canonical and various other collections yields
the following final results. All the traditions from the sunnite collections in
which a derivative of NWH occurs have Iraqi isnads with the exception of a
few Syrian and Egyptian ones. In the Shi'ite hadith collections we find a
mild prohibition of screaming (.iyah) over a dead person attributed to the
sixth imam, Ja'far a$-Sdiq46 and only four traditions with NWH in the
Majma' al-fiqh of Zayd b. 'Ali. 47 As I have said before, Zayd's authorship is
disputed on the ground, among others, that his traditions strongly reflect
the Hanafite madhhab.48 Strictly speaking, if his Majma' is proven to be
authentic, we have here the only Medinese isnad supporting a tradition
with a derivative of NWH, but R. Strothmann has brought together suffi-
ciently convincing arguments for rejecting Zayd's authorship altogether. 49

F. Sezgin's counterarguments 50 seem unconvincing and, although he refers
to Madelung, he does not pay heed to that author's well substantiated view
that the Majma' al-fiqh originated in a time at least half a century after Zayd
b. 'Ali and represents, on the whole, a Kfifan point of view. 51

I think the overall conclusion is justified at this stage that niyah~a in all its
forms is an Iraqi concept and, therefore, cannot be attributed to the

44. No. 8 of my translation, cf. JSAI, v.
45. Jana'iz 34 (= I, p. 325).
46. Kulayni (d. 328/939), Al-klfifi'ilm ad-din, il, p. 225, no. 8 and p. 226, no. 12.
47. Pp. 77 and 296f.
48. Cf. G. BergstrAsser in OLZ, xxv, pp. 114-24.
49. In Der Islam, xiii, pp. 1-52.
50. Cf. GAS, i, pp. 557ff.
51. Cf. W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim ibn Ibrdhim und die Glaubenslehre der Zaiditen,

PP. 54-7. I may add that the man who allegedly transmitted Zayd's 'traditions' to later
generations, 'Amr b. Khilid Abd Khlid al-WasiIi, was universally decried a kadhdhab by
all the rijl experts, who did not even allude to his possibly having harboured Shrite
sympathies.
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prophet. 52 If it was practised at all in Medina - and I see no reason why not 53

- it was at any rate never referred to in Medinese traditions. Everybody will
surely agree that, if niya/.a, and not merely buka', had been a generally
practised mourning ritual in Medina, which was, already during the
prophet's lifetime, felt to be incompatible with the dignity of Islam, it
might have been alluded to in the Qur'dn or at least have given rise to
sayings eventually emerging in Malik's Muwatta'. I do not believe that -
apart from a few Syrian54 and Egyptian isnads - all the isnads heading
niyd Ia traditions being Iraqi is a mere coincidence. The only practice
referred to in Medinese traditions was weeping (bukd'). This was felt to be
something definitely different from bewailing (niyaha), as appears
explicitly from a few traditions and as is implied in the numerous rukhav
traditions (see note 27 above). These different customs were perhaps some-
thing typical of the mourning practices of the conquered people. It is likely
that the Arab women, who accompanied their husbands to the conquered
territories, were heavily influenced by the indigenous women who must
have formed the overall majority. It was they who set the fashion and their
mourning practices, gradually adopted by everyone, may have roused the
anger or the irritation of the conquering Arabs. If we lend credence to awd'il
information, we can even fix a date for niydh/a to have come so much into
vogue as to be recorded, namely the abovementioned report about Qaraza
b. Ka'b. Unfortunately, the year of his death is not certain. It is safe to say,
however, that it is not unreasonable to set as terminus post quem 40 A.H.,
that is two decades or so after the founding of the city of Kfifa and some
thirty years after the death of the prophet.

52. One additional argument in favour of my thesis are two succinct statements about a
certain woman found in Ibn Sa'd, 11, 2, p. 8. The report kullu nd'ihjatin tukadhdhabu iMI
Umm Sa'd is headed by an Iraqi isndd, whereas the report kullu bdikiyatin
mukadhdhabatun illd Umm Sa'd is headed by a Medinan isndd. Furthermore, when we
consult the index of Humaydi's Musnad, we find the editor, Habib ar-Rahmhn al-A'Zami,
listing a jand'iz tradition under the heading kardhiyatu 'n-nawh wa'l-is'dd alayhi. Con-
sidering that this Musnad originated in Mecca and is predominantly supported by Hijazi
isndds, one might expect the concept niyaha to have finally emerged (i.e. the end of the
second century) in the Hijiz. However, no derivative of NWH is used, but (still) the word
buka' (tradition no. 291).

53. In pseudo-Ibn Qutayba, Al-imdma wa' s-siydsa, I, p. 347, there is a report on the authority
of al-A'raj (d. 117/735) which states that naw was heard for a long time in the houses of
those who had lost family members in the battle of al-Harra (63/683). I thank I. Hasson for
this reference. In later times it is reported that even men resorted to naw, cf. Ahmad b.
al-Husayn in Lisdn, i, no. 512.

54. It is significant that in Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam's Sirat 'Umarb. 'Abdal-'Azfz, p. io8, in a letter
which 'Umar (d. 101/720) supposedly wrote to emphasize the reprehensibility ofniy.ia, he
does not refer to a single tradition containing the slogan or any other reference to nawh,
whereas he does refer to verses from the Qur'in (n, 156f.) in which the concept as such is
not mentioned. We may perhaps conclude from this, given 'Umar's alleged predilection
for hadith, that he did not (yet) know of the slogan, otherwise he would probably have
adduced it here, where it aptly underlined his enjoinment. Cf. also Ibn Sa'd, v, p. 29o.
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But even this awd'il evidence does not guarantee us that we have an
irrefutable terminus post quem. There is a statement attributed to one
aI-Mundhir b. Yail ath-Thawri (fl. 125/743) which runs:

Waylun li 'l-'Arab min sharrin qadi 'qtaraba .. .waylun li '-'Arab ba'da
'l-khamsi wa'l-'ishrina wa 'l-mi'a . .. wa-'inda dhalika taqamu 'n-na'ihatu
'l-bakiyat... (cf. 'Abd ar-Razz~q, Al-muannaf, xi, no. 20730) i.e. Woe to
the Arabs for evil is near ... woe to the Arabs after [the year] 125 [A.H. =

743] when keening and weeping women will emerge... But it is, of course,
uncertain whether this al-Mundhir hinted at those women's emergence as
something which was to happen for the first time. It is equally feasible, if
not more so, that all he was hinting at was the upheaval of the Islamic
empire ensuing from the fitna after the death of the Umayyad Walid b.
Yazid. In any case, this vaticinatio post eventum of circa 125 A.H. describes
mourning practices as also comprising the activities of wailing women.

Man kadhaba etc. in non-Iraqi collections

Returning to the man kadhaba tradition, it is necessary to investigate first
whether a form of falsehood similar to that in the dictum is already alluded
to in the Qur'dn and, perhaps, likewise condemned. In other words, the
question should be asked: Is there a verse, or are there verses, that can be
construed as foreshadowing the man kadhaba dictum? My perusal of the
numerous occurrences of derivatives of the roots KDhB and FRY lead me
to the overall conclusion that wherever in the Qur'dn the concept of lying is
used in the connotation 'falsely ascribing something to someone', this only
pertains to situations in which the unbelievers or the mundfiqan falsely
ascribe certain sayings to God. The prophet, as far as his own private
statements are concerned, is never the object of these false allegations.
Secondly, the roots for lying are used in various derivatives connoting
'accusing of mendacity', 'calling someone (mostly a prophet) a liar'. It is
therefore safe to say that the man kadhaba dictum is exclusively linked to
the tradition literature in that it has no connections with, or roots in, the
Qur'5n. Thus, it is in the hadith literature that we have to search for the
origin(s) of the dictum. It seems, therefore, appropriate to examine first in
what early collections available in printed editions it is not found and those
in which it is found with its various readings and in its different contexts.
(Regrettably, I have never been able to acquire a microfilm of Tabar5ni's
treatise on the different tarfqas of the saying, cf. GAS, i, p. 197, no. II.)

The earliest source in which this tradition occurs is Tay5lisi's Musnad. It
is true, there are other, older sources in which it is found, also of Iraqi origin
- to which I will come back later - but first I should like to deal with those
non-Iraqi collections in which we would expect to find it but search in vain.
The non-Iraqi collections in which it does occur will be discussed below
(pp. 116ff.)
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In sources such as the Jdmi' of'Abd Allh b. Wahb and in Mflik's Muwatta'
it cannot be traced, although allusions to kadhib are numerous in both.55
With the help of Wensinck's Handbook of early Muhammadan tradition
and the Concordance it can be established that the man kadhaba tradition
does not occur in Hijazi or in Egyptian collections from before the
18os/8oos. Indeed, in the Sunan of Nasd'i (d. 303/915), who lived - and
gathered hadfth - for most of his life in Egypt, 56 we do not find it. s7 This is
all the more astonishing if we take the following considerations into
account.

It is reported that as a young man Nasa'i went to study hadith with various
masters in Khurdsin but that he, already early in life, settled definitively in
Egypt. It is self-evident that collecting all the names of those who reputedly
were his masters from vague allusions all over the Tahdhib at-tahdhib of Ibn
I.ajar would take far too much time, 58 but it seems fit to name here three
from Khurds:n and one from Iraq, Qutayba b. Sa'id from Balkh, 59 Ahmad
b. Nasr and Ishq b. Ibrdhim Ibn Rihawayh both from Nisbfir, and Abdi
Shu'ayb .Slih b. Ziyhd from Sfis. This last shaykh was born in Khdzist~n60

and settled later in Raqqa. Among his masters there are two 61 who also
emerge in isnads supporting the man kadhaba tradition. About Qutayba b.
Sa'id (d. 24o/854) and Ishiq Ibn Rfhawayh (d. 238/852) we know that they
allegedly transmitted traditions from several62 transmitters who appear in
isndds of man kadhaba traditions, and the same goes for three masters63 of
55. The second part of the maxim, which is the jawdb: falyatabawwa' . . . does occur with a

different sharf and a slight variant in M5lik, aqdiya 15 (i1, p. 727).
56. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, I, pp. 38f.
57. The statement of al-Mundhiri recorded in Shdkir's commentary of Ibn Hanbal's Musnad

(no. 1413) that Nasi'i did have it ought to be considered erroneous. There is, however, the
possibility that what we have in a printed edition does not constitute Nasi's complete
Sunan, but is merely a selection thereof. Suyfitl seems to have been convinced that the
man kadhaba tradition was also listed in Nasd'i, cf. Muniwi, Fayd al-qadir sharh al-jdmi'
as-.Vaghir (Ii 's-Suyfii), v1, p. 214, no. 8993, where it is purported that Nasi'i mentioned the
tradition with isnads going back to Anas and az-Zubayr. Of these there is no trace in the
printed editions of the Sunan. Cf. also GAS, i, pp. 167f. The first volume of the new
edition of 'Abd a*-Samad Sharaf ad-Din (Kitab as-sunan al-kubra, Bhiwandi (Bombay)
1972) is the only one currently available to me. Only when this edition will be completed
shall we have definite proof. Frankly, I would not be surprised if man kadhaba does turn
up here.

58. Extensive reading in the Tahdhib has confirmed that those lists of names of masters and
pupils given in each tarjama represent, on the whole, but a fraction of the true numbers of
masters and pupils that can be culled from the isndds in all the collections. Whether or not
all these masters and pupils are, indeed, historical figures is then, again, a question which
is difficult to answer and which requires a great deal of special research.

59. Cf. J. Robson in JSS, i, p. 38.
60. Sam'ini, Kitdb aI-ansab, f. 317 v; Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, iv, p. 392.
61. Muhammad b. 'Ubayd al-Ghubari and Abfi Usima Hammid b. Usima b. Yazid.
62. For Qutayba we find al-Layth, Ibn Lahi'a, Shank, Abti 'Awina, Marwdn b. Mu'iwiya and

Muhammad b. Fudlayl, and for Ibn Rdhawayh we find Mu'tamar b. Sulayman.
63. Shu'ba, al-A'mash and al-Awzi'i.
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the masters64 of Ahmad b. Nasr (d. 245/86o). Even so, through these fea-
sible channels the man kadhaba tradition did not reach Nasd'i in spite of the
fact that in the Jdmi' of Tirmidhi, who died some twenty-three years before
him in 279/892, the whole isnad Qutayba b. Sa'id - al-Layth b. Sa'd - Zuhri 65

- Anas - prophet, with the man kadhaba saying, is listed. 66 Differently put,
at least thirty years before Nasd'i died, and probably much longer, as we
shall see, there circulated an isnad headed by his master Qutayba b. Sa'id,
supporting the man kadhaba tradition, which Nasd'i either never received
from his master, because it was falsely attributed to the latter after the
former had left for Egypt, or which the pupil rejected because he did not
trust it. In actual fact, as we saw above, the man kadhaba tradition, to-
gether with its probably older67 variant man qdla 'alayya md lam aqul etc., is
already attested in an Iraqi collection compiled by someone who died
almost one hundred years before Nasd'i, namely Tayflisi (d. 203/818). Six of
the eight isndds68 in his Musnad heading the tradition in its different read-
ings have Shu'ba b. al-Hajjdj (d. i6o) in common. This traditionist is also a
link in traditions Nasd'i might have received through his master Ahmad b.
Nasr (see notes 63 and 64 above). On top of all this there are isnads with
'Abd Alldh b. Lahi'a, a key figure in the development of hadfth in Egypt. He
claimed to have heard it from an Iraqi master (see note 62 above; for a
discussion of Ibn Lahi'a in Egyptian isnads, see pp. I 17f.). But it is also true, on
the other hand, that Nasd'i spurned Ibn Lahi'a's traditions because he did not
trust him. 69

Man kadhaba in the Muwa~ta'

Returning now to some other non-Iraqi collections, as I have said above,
references to kadhib in a general sense are numerous in Mflik and Ibn
Wahb's Jdmi'. First of all, let us examine how the concept kadhib is dealt
with in the Muwat.a'. There is mention of mendacious bedouins who report
falsely on the prophet's customs in taking the ihrdm.70 However, mendacity

64. Ja'far b. 'Awn, Rawh b. 'Ubada, Yazid b. Hirfin and 'Abd Allih b. Numayr.
65. The occurrence of Zuhri in this isndd may suggest that it is a Hijdzi one. Zuhri constitutes

one of the most far-reaching problems in the development of the hadfth literature. In
Chapter IV a special study will be devoted to him exclusively. Suffice it to say here that if
Zuhri is assumed to have been a transmitter of the man kadhaba saying, it is incomprehen-
sible that Milik, who was credited with having been Zuhri's best pupil (cf. Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, x, p. 7 penult) does not list it in his Muwatga'. A. Arazi kindly drew my attention
to the Kitab al-kdmilfidu'afd' ar-rijdi of Ibn 'Adi (d. 365/976, cf. GAS, i, p. 198: ms. Ahmet
IIl, 2943/1) p. 154, where we read a very late man kadhaba saying with an isndd labeled
da'tf featuring Zuhri.

66. 'Jim 8 (v, p. 35f.). 67. Cf. below p. 112.
68. Nos. 107, 191, 342, 69o, 2o84 and 2421. 69. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, I, p. 38.
70. Hajj 30 (1, P. 332). Cf. Nawawi's commentary on Muslim, hajj 23 (11, p. 843).
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is generally interpreted in three different ways. According to the ahl as-
sunna, kadhib is reporting something contrary to what it is in reality, irre-
spective of whether this occurred on purpose (ta'ammudan), by mistake
(ghalatan), or out of inattentiveness (sah wan). 71 On the whole, the concept
kadhib became a very delicate issue. The bedouins' 'mendacity' belonged to
categories two and three rather than to one, according to the com-
mentators. 72

Since these bedouins were most probably Muslims, the following saying
attributed to the prophet is of some relevance. On the authority of 'Umar
Muhammad once said allegedly: 'I recommend to you my Companions,
then the generation following them, then the generation following them.
After that, falsehood (kadhib) will spread.' I think we can justly assume in
the case of this obvious vaticinatio post eventum that it was fabricated
sometime when the third generation of Muslims after the prophet was
living or perhaps a little later. A scrutiny of the different isnads does not
indicate, however, one likely forger. Probably the saying was brought into
circulation by a person - or persons - using the names of the transmitters
mentioned as the fourth links of the six isndds available to me at present.73

It is well-known that the spreading of falsehood described in this saying
does not represent the official historical viewpoint of medieval Muslim
scholars of a century or so later. Eventually it was only the generation of the
Companions which was deemed collectively incapable of putting false
statements in the mouth of the prophet, the generations of the Successors
and the one following those, contrary to the saying just quoted, were not
considered to be collectively free from mendacity. A cursory glance at Ibn
i.ajar's Tahdhib provides us with evidence of this, sc. the names of many
transmitters from these two generations who were unequivocally thought
to have been liars.

Thus, after the adage of the collective reliability of the prophet's Com-
panions was formulated, 74 every reference to mendacity on the part of
persons who had embraced Islam at the hands of the prophet seems to have
been avoided. It is likely that practically all such references were in the
course of time deleted from the canonical /.adfth collections. But in an early
collection like the Muwatta' this unmistakable reference to lying contem-
poraries of Muhammad was not duly removed and even copied in its

71. Cf. Nawawi's commentary of Muslim, i, pp. 68f. and vin, p. 92.
72. Ibidem, vni, pp. 91f.
73. These are 'Abd Allih b. Dinir (d. 127/745) in Bukhiri, At-ta'rikh al-kabir, ii, p. 102 and

Tirmidhi,fitan 7 (iv, PP. 465f.), on whom there is no blemish; 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Umayr (d.
136/753 at the age of Io3!) deemed unreliable by Ibn Hanbal (Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi,
p. 412) in Musnad, i, p. 18, TayAlisi, p. 7 (no. 31) and Ibn Mija, ahkdm 27 (= 1i, p. 791);
'Abd Alldh b. Sulaymin b. Yasir, a majhal, in Shdfi'!, Risala, p. 474, no. 1315.

74. Cf. Juynboll, Authenticity, pp. 13 (note 1) and 79, to which may be added Ibn Abi Hitim,
Taqdima, p. 7. Cf. also Chapter 5.
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entirety in Muslim's Sahir. 75 It is understandable, as we saw (note 72
above), that medieval commentators as a last resort opted for equating
kadhib with ghala( or sahw rather than 'amd in this case, as in all cases where
it is mentioned in connection with Companions.

Kadhib as a major sin is, furthermore, referred to in the Muwatta' in the
following traditions:

I. (Mursal) A man came to the prophet and asked: 'Am I allowed to lie
to my wife?' The prophet answered: 'There is no good in lying.' 76

2. (Defective isndd; M.Rlik directly from 'Abd Allah b. Mas'fid, which
makes the isnad Iraqi) 'Speak the truth for this leads to piety (birr) and
piety leads to Paradise. But beware of mendacity, for this leads to sinning
(fiujar) and sinning leads to Hell.' 77

3. Finally, there is one tradition in which 'Umar b. al-Khat~tb alludes to
people who might put false words in the mouth of the prophet. The word
used is taqawwala, frequently emerging also in variant readings of the man
kadhaba report. The isnad is Medinan and defective. But defective or not,
the abovementioned traditions are the only ones which at least point in the
direction of the man kadhaba tradition proper. They may, therefore, be
considered as forerunners of the numerous man kadhaba traditions in the
Iraqi collections. 78

Man kadhaba with Shifi'i and Humaydi

Before leaving Malik and turning our attention to Ibn Wahb, it seems
appropriate to deal with what is probably the first recording of the man
kadhaba saying in a work of a scholar who was active in the Hijdz, I mean
Shdfi'i (d. 2o4/820), some 25 years after Malik. Ibn Abi H~tim relates that
Shffi'i at one time expressed the opinion that putting false words into the
mouth of the prophet should be considered as a grave offence (in Arabic:

75. Hajj 23 (n, p. 84): cf. also iman 181 (=I, p. 1o7) and jihad 49 (=I, pp. 1377ff.). Even in
the twentieth century there are Muslim scholars who are concerned with invalidating
every possible reference to kadhib among the pahba, cf. Mu~4afi 's-Sibi'i, As-sunna
wa-makdnatuhd ft 't-tashrr al-islfr, pp. 216-18.

76. Lying to one's wife to appease her is in other sources listed among rukhay traditions in
which lying is permitted under certain circumstances, cf. Yfisuf b. Mftsi al-Hanafi,
Al-mu'tafar mina 'I-mukhtaqar min mushkil al-athdr, pp. 377f. For the permissibility of
lying for military purposes, see Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, x, p. 330.

77. Kaldm 15 and 6 (it, p. 989). With full Iraqi isnad also in e.g. Bukhfri, adab 69 (= iv,
P. 135) and Muslim, birr io3-6 (iv, pp. 2012ff.).

78. Kadhib was something that also Sa'id b. al-Musayyab, according to the sources one of
Medina's foremost tradition scholars (but cf. Chapter I), was afraid of. In Ibn Sa'd, v,
p. ioo, we find a report in which he warns a mawla of his not to act like Ibn 'Abbds' mawl/d
('Ikrima?), who put false statements in the mouth of the former. And we do find Milik
referring to mendacious transmitters, e.g. in a saying attributed to him in Ibn Abi Hitim's
Taqdima, p. 21; Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, p. 219; Lisan, 1, pp. 289f.; Muwa;a', 1, p. 373;
AI-Khayib, Kifaya, p. i6o; Suyfiti, Is'af al-mubagfa' bi-rijal al-Muwagja', p. 874.
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wa-qala 'bnu abi Hdtim arada 'sh-Shaft'f 't-taghlf; 'ald man yakdhibu
Iald'n-nabis).79 In his Risdla we find the dictum in various forms.8 0 A quick
look at the respective isnads indicates who can theoretically be held
responsible for bringing the saying into circulation in the .Hijk. The isnd
of no. lO9O has Shafi'! - 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Muhammad ad-Dardwardi (d.
186/8o2) - Muhammad b. 'Ajlan (d. 148/765) etc. Judging by his name
ad-Darawardi seems of Persian descent, and this is also mentioned in his
tarjama (Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vI, p. 353), but Ibn Sa'd (ibidem, p. 354) is
recorded as having said that he was born, and lived all his life, in Medina.
Whether it is he or someone using his name who is to be held responsible
for introducing the dictum in the Hijaz cannot be established, but a fact is
that the shaykh from whom he allegedly transmitted it, had also been a
master of Malik. In view of the importance and the ensuing fame of the
saying it is incomprehensible that Malik, who was after all also aware of the
widespread forgery of /iadfth, would not have included it in his Muwata',
if he had indeed heard it from Muhammad b. "Ajldn. In the isndd of no.
xo91 we find also ad-Dardwardi but this time his master is named as
Muhammad b. 'Amr b. 'Alqama, who reputedly also transmitted traditions
to Malik (Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, Lx, p. 376, 4th line from bottom). The isnad
of 1092 lists after Shafi'i Yahya b. Sulaym who allegedly had it from
'Ubayd Allah b. 'Umar (d. 147/764). Not only is material that YahyA
transmitted from 'Ubayd Allah supposedly munkar, 'Ubayd Allah, one of
Medina's seven fuqaha', had also been a revered master of Malik, so the
same consideration as in the previous two isndds applies here. In the isndd
of 1093 we not only find ad-Dardwardi again, it also contains a majhal. On
the whole, ShafiTs list of these man kadhaba variants resembles the
evolution of the dictum in its earliest stages.

Another Hijazi -collector, 'Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr al-Humaydi
(d. 219/834), lists the man kadhaba saying only once with the following
defective but highly relevant isnad: Humaydi - Sufydn b. 'Uyayna - man I
uhs 'an Abi Hurayra - prophet (ii, no. ii66). Humaydi had been Ibn
'Uyayna's best pupil and had reputedly attended his hadith sessions for
seventeen years.81 It is, indeed, astonishing that Humaydi does not list a
more perfect isnad for the man kadhaba saying, if we realize that he had
also been a pupil of Shfi'i and 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Muhammad ad-Darawardi.
Through these channels he apparently did not receive it. Besides, Ibn
'Uyayna's remark on how he allegedly learned of the saying also deserves to
be commented on. in the time of Bukhari (d. 256/870) only four isndds
going back to Abd Hurayra were in circulation, via the Successors Aba
S.lih Dhakwan, Kulayb b. Shihab, Muslim b. Yasar and AbO Salama.

79. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisdn, v, p. 245.
80. Risd la, pp. 394-7, nos. 1090-93; Tart-b musnad ash-Shaffi', i, p. 17.
81. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, V, p. 215 ult.
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Although all these emerge repeatedly in isndds of Ibn 'Uyayna, and
although he only left Kfaa, where he was born, in order to settle defini-
tively in Mecca in 163/78o (Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, iv, p. 122), the man kad-
haba saying had apparently not yet reached him via a 'sound', Iraqi or
Medinese, isnad. His words man 1a uh.si seem to convey the opposite of
what they say and may well be interpreted as indicating that Ibn 'Uyayna
was at the time still unable to substantiate the saying with a less 'defective'
isnad. It is as if he had caught a rumour that a saying of this content had
recently been brought into circulation and that it was deemed imperative
that every self-respecting muhaddith should participate in its transmission.
Sufydn was indeed very much concerned with falsehood in traditions as
appears unmistakably from his contempt for Jbir b. Yazid al-Ju'fi (d.
±130/748), who had been actively spreading forged traditions in Kfifa
several decades before Sufyan moved to Mecca (cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ii,
P. 49).

What is a preamble of man kadhaba in other collections, the well-known
saying .additha 'an bani Isrd'il wa-ld haraja, .additha 'ann! wa-la takdhiba
Ialayyas2 (i.e. transmit from the Jews what you want, there is no objection;
transmit [also] from me but do not put false words into my mouth) precedes
man kadhaba in Humaydi, but is not yet part of it. Preamble and dictum can
also be found moulded together, headed by a defective Syrian isnad (listing
the dubious Abdi Kabsha 83) in other collections. 84 It is interesting, finally,
to note that this isnad does not yet occur in Tayalisi.

Man kadhaba with 'Abd Allah b. Wahb

'Abd Allah b. Wahb (d. 197/813) devotes a lengthy chapter in his Jami' to
kadhib traditions.8 5 Again we observe the peculiarity that the man kadhaba
tradition is not listed among the circa forty(!) traditions of this chapter,
although a few Companions who, according to Iraqi collections, are re-
ported as having transmitted the saying also occur in Ibn Wahb's isnads of
this chapter.86 A brief count yields the result that twenty transmitters from
man kadhaba reports listed elsewhere also appear in this kadhib chapter.
Another conspicuous feature of Ibn Wahb's isnads is that they are for the
greatest part very defective with one, sometimes more, links simply left
unmentioned. One gains the impression that one has here - that is in Egypt

82. Cf. M. J. Kister's study of this hadith in lOS, 1972, 11, pp. 215-39.
83. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, xi1, p. 210.
84. E.g. Bukhiri, anbiyd' 50 (= 11, pp. 372f.); Tirmidhi, 'ilm 13 (= v, p. 40); Drimi, muqad-

dima 46 (= p. 72); Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, n, pp. 159, 202 and 214; 'Abd ar-Razziq, Mu4an-
naf, x, no. 1921o; Abi Khaythama, Kitab al-'ilm, p. ii9.

85. Pp. 66-73 of the page numbering of the papyrus. All further references likewise refer to
this numbering.

86. Such as Abfi Hurayra, 'Abd Allh b. Mas'fid and 'Abd Allih b. 'Amr.
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during the second half of the second century - the isndd in an as yet very
primitive stage of its evolution, whereas Ibn Wahb lists also quite a few
kadhib traditions that appear in later collections with perfectly 'sound'
isnids. The idea that isnads have a tendency to grow with time in
soundness 87 can very well be substantiated with abundant material from Ibn
Wahb's Jami' in comparison with that very same material in later Iraqi
collections.88 Perhaps the most astonishing feature of the Jami' is that it is
literally riddled with Iraqi isnads, again mostly very defective. If the man
kadhaba tradition had circulated in Iraq during the time that Ibn Wahb
practised his profession as traditionist in Egypt, and compiled this kadhib
chapter, roughly during the latter half of the second century - and let us not
forget that it does occur various times in Taytlisi's Musnad, probably
compiled at about the same time - it is all the more astounding that it is not
included in the Jdmi'. Since the number of traditions with kadhib regarding
the transmission of traditions in this chapter is considerable, we might even
venture to conclude that, if Ibn Wahb had started putting it together a few
years later, this, what I am almost inclined to call, dernier cri in vilifying
mendacious transmitters would have reached him, and would subsequently
have headed the list of similar, but as yet less harsh, traditions in this
chapter. On the other hand, we have to take into account also - albeit with
reservations (see p. lo9, note 57 above) - that Nas:'i, who died more than
one hundred years later, does not have it either.

It seems appropriate to give here a short selection of these traditions
from the Jami' with their isnads, defective or otherwise, to corroborate the
above thesis:

i. (Mursal from Hasan al-Basri) 'One of the characteristics of the
mundfiq is that ... when he transmits traditions [or tells a story?], he lies'
(p. 66). This is also found e.g. with a seemingly sound isnad in Bukhdri,
imdn 24 = I, pp. i6f.) and Muslim, imdn 107-8 (i, p. 78).

2. (Mursal from Zuhri) 'Lying, whether in jest or seriousness, is never
condoned' (p. 67). Cf. Ibn Mdja, muqaddima 7, (= I, p. I8), Darimi, riqdq 7
(p. 364) and Ibn Hanbal, I, p. 410, with seemingly sound isndds on the
authority of 'Abd AllAh b. Mas'fOd.

3. (Mursal from Zayd b. Aslam) 'God will not look.., at a mendacious
imdm (on the Day of Judgement)' (p. 72). Cf. Ibn Hanbal, II, p. 433, and
Nasd'i, zakdt 77 (v, p. 86) with seemingly sound isnads on the authority of
Abfi Hurayra.

4. (Mursal from Muhammad b. 'Ajlfn) The prophet used to be aware of

87. This information is an attempt at putting in a different light and rewording Schacht's
thesis '. . . that isndds have a tendency to grow backwards', cf. JRAS, 1949, P. 147.

88. One isndd from two Iraqi collections compared with one another must suffice here. The
isndd in Ibn Abi Shayba, III, p. 389: Aswad b. 'Amir- Shu'ba- Qatada- Sa'id b. al-Musay-
yab - Ibn 'Umar - prophet also occurs in Ibn Hanbal, I, p. 50, with 'Umar b. al-Khattib
inserted between Ibn 'Umar and the prophet.
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mendacity in some of his Companions and he continuously confronted
them with it until they repented (p. 73). As is to be expected, this tradition
can no longer be traced in the canonical collections.

5. (Munqari', Shabib b. Said - Shu'ba b. al-Hajjdj- unknown - Samura b.
Jundab - prophet) 'He who relates from me a tradition of which he thinks
(variant: of which it is thought) that it is a lie, that man is one of the liars8 9

(P. 73).' In Tirmidhi, 'ilm 9 (v, pp. 36f.) we find, interestingly enough, the
same tradition with a seemingly sound isnad going back to al-Mughira b.
Shu'ba. Then Tirmidhi adds the following:

... this tradition is also transmitted by Shu'ba from al-Hakam b. 'Utayba from 'Abd
ar-Ramrn b. Abi Layld from Samura from the prophet, as well as with the isnad:
al-A'mash and Ibn Abi Layli - al-.Hakam - 'Abd ar-Rabmdn b. Abi Layli -'All -
prophet. The first isnad [i.e. the one on the authority of Samura] is the sounder of
the two in the eyes of the tradition scholars.

Then, after a while, Tirmidhi goes on:

I asked Ddrimi: 'Does this tradition pertain to him who relates a tradition the isnad
of which he knows to be faulty? Or when someone relates a mursal tradition, and
someone else makes it musnad (i.e. fills in a Companion), or when someone
transmutes the isnad (into something else), would the abovementioned tradition
pertain to these too?' 'No', said Ddrimi, 'this only pertains to him who relates a
tradition of which it is not known whether it can be traced to the prophet at all. I am
afraid that a man who relates a tradition like that is meant in the abovementioned
prophetic saying.'

It is not difficult to guess what happened eventually to the isnad as found in
Ibn Wahb, and Tirmidhi's words may well be considered as reflecting the
hesitation on the part of those traditionists responsible for making this
isndd 'sounder' by inserting between Shu'ba and Samura the names of
al-Hakam and 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Abi Layli.90

One more noteworthy fact deserves to be mentioned. 'Abd Allah b.
Wahb, in whose Jdmi', as we saw, the man kadhaba dictum is not listed, does
occur himself in two isndds of such a tradition; the first is found in Ibn
.Hanba91 with preamble and sequel concerning the prohibition of wearing

silk and the second in a MS. to be discussed below. The first isnad runs: Ibn
Hanbal- Hdrin b. Ma'rif- Ibn Wahb -'Amr b. al-H~rith - Hish~m b. Abi
Ruqayya - Maslama b. Mukhallad - 'Uqba b. 'Amir al-Juhani - prophet.

89. I.e. the man who fabricated it as well as he who transmits it are both considered liars.
Therefore, the last word is either read as a plural or as a dual, cf. Nawawi's commentary on
Muslim, i, p. 64.

90. Ibn 'Adi (d. 365/976) is quoted in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, iv, p. 307, as saying that Ibn Wahb
wrote traditions down from his informant, Shabib b. Sa'id, when the latter traveled to
Egypt with his merchandise and that on that occasion mistakes were made. The foregoing
tradition probably constitutes one of these mistakes.

91. Iv, P. 156.
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This isnad also supporting the man kadhaba tradition but without preamble
or sequel is once more found in the Kitab al-mawdtiaat of Ibn al-Jawzi
(d. 597/1200)92 with, instead of Hdran b. Ma'rtif, Bahr b. Na~r b. Sdbiq.
These isndds are purely Egyptian. The Companion 'Uqba settled in Egypt
and became Mu'dwiya's governor. In this function he was succeeded by the
other Companion of this isnad (incidentally lacking in Ibn al-Jawzi), Mas-
lama b. Mukhallad (d. 62/682). Among the transmitters who heard tradi-
tions with him we do find Hish~m b. Abi Ruqayya, 93 but this man is no-
where else dealt with, in other words: he is a majhal.94 'Amr b. al-Harith,
the next transmitter, was held in high esteem by Ibn Wahb who credited
him with the best memory of all the 370(!) shaykhs of whom he had been a
pupil. 95 It is, therefore, all the more astonishing that the whole isnad does
not occur in the Jdmi'. This isnad with, instead of Hishdm and Maslama,
Abfi 'Ushshna as master of Ibn Wahb is also listed in Ibn al-Jawzi. 96 It is
hard to say when and how these isndds came into existence. If they predate
197/813, the year of his death, we must conclude that Ibn Wahb's Jmi' in
the edition we have was compiled before the man kadhaba tradition
reached him. If they do not - and we still have the non-occurrence of the
tradition in Nasd'i to account for! - they are probably the handiwork of
Hirfin b. Ma'rfif and/or Bahr b. Na r or of one or more persons using their
names.

The second isnad heading man kadhaba and featuring Ibn Wahb is one
from a manuscript containing a fragment of a Muwatta' work (?) attributed
to Ibn Wahb.97 Whether this manuscript is as old as its anonymous
compiler, as Arberry seems to suggest, 98 namely from the 3rd century, is
hard to say. The isnads are in any case much more 'perfect' than in the old
papyrus of the Jami'. From Ibn Wahb down they all seem to be mutta~il
(with or without mention being made of all the transmitters' names). The
pupil mentioned all through the first half of the manuscript, who recorded
the traditions from Ibn Wahb, was Muhammad b. 'Abd AllIh b. 'Abd al-
Hakam (182-268/798-882). Ibn Wahb's pupil all through the second half of
the manuscript was Bahr b. Na$r al-Khawlani (I80-267/796-881), who was
mentioned above. The unknown compiler of this collection can be dated
therefore to the middle of the third century. In this collection the man
kadhaba dictum precedes a prohibition to drink wine. The matn is identical
with a tradition in Ibn Hanbal (iII, p. 422), and the isnads also, that is, for

92. i, p. 68. 93. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, x, p. 148.
94. He could be the son of Abfi Ruqayya 'Amr b. Qays aI-Lakhmi, cf. Kindi, p. 38.
95. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vin, p. 15.
96. 1, p. 68. Two isnads supporting the man kadhaba dictum, both with Ab 'Ushshdna, the

one with Ibn Lahia, the other with Ibn Wahb, are found in Ibn Hanbal, iv, pp. 159 and 2o.
97. I thank M. J. Kister for drawing my attention to this manuscript, which is no. 3497 of the

Chester Beatty collection.
98. A handlist ofthe Arabic manuscripts, Vol. n, p. iii.
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the five oldest links including Ibn Wahb's master, Ibn Lahi'a, who in the
Musnad has Hasan b. Mfisd as pupil. The third oldest link is a majhiil, one
shaykh from Himyar. The most striking feature is that, but for Ibn Lahi'a, no
transmitter of this isndd figures in the Jdmi'. This may be construed as
furnishing additional evidence for my surmise that Bahr, referred to above,
is to be held responsible for bringing this isndd into circulation or someone
using his name. If, however, Ibn Wahb did hear of the dictum after having
compiled his Jdmi, we have in the birth dates of Bahr and Muhammad b.
'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Hakam an indication of a terminus post quem for the
dictum to have come into circulation in Egypt, namely not earlier than circa
!9o/8o6.

Summing up, it seems safe to say that the saying began to circulate in
Egypt not earlier than towards the end of the second century A.H. in any
case, and possibly not earlier than towards the end of the third century A.H.

In spite of the alleged activities in transmitting traditions of people who
settled in Egypt as described above, it took one of the most famous sayings
ascribed to the prophet two, maybe three, centuries to reach a province
conquered less than half a century after his death.

Man kadhaba in Iraqi collections

As pointed out above, among the earliest Iraqi h.adith collections, that of
Tayalisi (d. 203/818) lists the man kadhaba tradition several times. But
Tay~lisi's is not the oldest collection available in print. Without having to
raise the problem of Zayd's authorship again,99 we can pass over his Majmta'
al-fiqh, since the tradition does not occur in it. I shall deal with the other
Shi'ite collections below. There are, however, sunnite collections that
supposedly predate Tayalisi's. They have as yet not been under scrutiny,
because it is dubious whether they should be considered authentic. I am
alluding, of course, to the Musnad of Abdi Hanifa (d. I5O/767). l°°

Abi Hanifa is the champion of ra'y, which in this context I should like to
render 'personal decision-taking based upon common sense'. Abfi Hanifa
was not so much concerned with precedent - from whatever source - as with
making ad hoc decisions. Whether or not his influence was already very
much felt during his lifetime, or became a heated subject of discussion only
after his death, is difficult to establish. At any rate, his stance in legal
matters formed the starting point for an ever increasing polarization. On
the one hand, there were the adherents to his doctrine, who were not
daunted by the lack of precedents, no, who were hardly on the lookout for
them, or were even scornful of them; on the other hand, there were the

99. See p. io6 above.
100. Kitdb musnad hibral-umma wa-imdm al-a'imma al-imdm al-a' ;amAbtHanfa an-Nu'mdn

... ; Muhammad b. Mabm0d b. Mubammad aI-Khwirizmi, Jdmi' masantd al-imdm
al-a' am etc.
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hadfth people, who simply could not do without precedents, who were
constantly ai-are of their religion - together with the legal system derived
from it - having its roots in the past, a past that was gradually projected
even further back, until no precedent was acceptable unless ascribed to the
prophet himself. This polarization led to dire mutual criticism as well as
ridicule on both sides.1 01

In the following excursus I would like to examine to what extent - if any -
Abfi Hanifa's attitude towards the search for hjadith in order to use it as
precedent material and transmitting it to other generations of jurists, can
be assessed as to its historicity.

Ab Ilanfa and the transmission of hadith

The most extensive collections of sayings about AbO Hanifa and of opinions
attributed to him are found in al-Khatib al-Baghdadi's Ta'rikh Baghdad ° 2

and in Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's Al-intiqd' ft fada'il ath-thalatha al-a'imma
al-fuqaha'10 3 There is one story of how Abfi Hanifa came to select fiqh as
the subject to which he was going to devote all his life. Even if it is apocry-
phal, it shows clearly the overall impression he made on his biographers.
Abi Hanifa is reported to have said:

When I wanted to acquire knowledge, I started to choose from all branches of
knowledge and I asked about the consequences which the study of the different
subjects would have for me. So I was told: Study the Qur'An. But I said: When I have
studied the Qur'dn and committed it to memory, what will be the outcome? I was
told: You will sit in the mosque and children and adolescents will recite it to you.
Then it won't be long before one of them comes to the fore who will excel you - or at
least emulate you - and so your leading position will come to an end. I asked: And if
I listen to hadith and write it all down until there is no one in the world who has
memorized more than I have? I was told: When you are old and weak, it will come to
pass that you relate traditions to which adolescents and children come and gather to
listen. You cannot help making mistakes, so they will accuse you of mendacity and
this will be a disgrace for the rest of your life. So I said: I have no need for this.

(Next he examines na.w, shi'r and kaldm, which he feels he has to discard
also for similar reasons)

... I said: Suppose I studyfiqh? I was told: You will be asked for legal advice, and
even as a young man a judgeship will be offered you. 104 1 said: there is among the

101. A particularly severe attitude is demonstrated in the (fabricated) tradition ascribed to
the prophet: Man qdlafidinind bi-ra'yihifa'qtulahu, Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb aI-mawda'dt, ii,
PP. 94f.

102. x, pp. 323-432. 103. Pp. 122-71.
104. This is an unexpected turn in the story. According to various reports AbN Hanifa was

asked to accept the function of judge several times, but he always refused. Even flogging
could not persuade him. It is also related that he died in jail where Mansfir had in-
carcerated him for his stubbornness, cf. al-Khatib, x11n, pp. 326ff.
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branches of knowledge nothing more beneficial than this, so I stuck to fiqh and
studied it. 105

It is hard to say whether or not a story such as this is historical, but it aptly
illustrates the attitude of someone devoted to fiqh rather than to tradition.
All the other reports describing his views are equally difficult to gauge as to
historical authenticity but they allow of several general observations.

The concept that emerges time and again in reports concerning Abfi
Hanifa is mas'ala, pl. masd'il, which I render 'case' or 'problem'. The one
master in whose circle he used to sit about whom all the sources are
unanimous is Hammfd b. Abi Sulaymfn (d. 120/738).106 From this man Abfi
Hanifa apparently did not transmit traditions but only learned how a
variety of masa'il were solved. It is, indeed, worthy of note that traditions
never played a role of importance in reports describing the sessions at which
these masa'il were dealt with. If on some occasions it so happened that a
tradition was readily at hand to be adduced, it was not discarded altogether
but it never seemed to play a crucial part in the decision making. Abti
Hanifa's counterpart in Kfifa, who was the undisputed master in hadith, was
Sufydn ath-Thawri. Their respective attitudes are eloquently summed up in
a report which runs: 'If you want dthar or hadith, go to Sufyfn, but if you
want legal niceties (in Arabic: daqa'iq), you have to go to Abfi Hanifa.'" 7

The reports vilifying Abd Hanifa vastly outnumber those singing his
praises, at least in the Ta'rfkh Baghdad. Practically every (younger) contem-
porary of Abia Hanifa is recorded as having said something denigrating or
disparaging about him and if this same contemporary is also quoted as
having extolled one or more merits of Abfi Hanifa, this eulogy never con-
cerns the latter's activities in the transmitting of traditions. For example,
one hjadith transmitter, 'Abd AllIh b. al-Mubfrak, who is said to have
admired Aba Hanifa's fiqh especially, was nevertheless suspicious of his
.adith10 8

It is true, there are reports in which there appears a certain respect on the
part of Aba Hanifa for /. adfths, but it is noteworthy that a cursory glance at
some of these reports right away reveals inconsistencies, 10 9 unreliable

105. AI-Khatib, xii, pp. 33 If.
106. Just like Abfi Hanifa, he adhered to the doctrine of irid'. He was better known for hisfiqh

than for his tradition. Ibn Sa'd called him da'f as well as kathir al-hadfth mainly from
IbrAhim an-Nakha'i. And to 'Uthmdn al-Batti is ascribed the saying: 'When Hammad used

his ra'y, he came up with the right solution, but when he transmitted opinions from

persons other than Ibrdhim, he made errors.' Cf. Ibn Sa'd, vi, pp. 232f., and Ibn Hajar,

Tahdhib, in, pp. 16ff.
107. AI-Khatib, xm, p. 344. Abfi Hanifa's preference for ra'y is also clearly reflected in his

annihilating assessment of Jdbir al-Ju'fi: Ma laqftu ft-man laqttu akdhaba min Jabir, md

ataytuhu bi-shay'in min ra'yi illd d'anf fihi bi-athar, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, 11, p. 48,

Dhahabi, Mizan, I, p. 38o.
108. Cf. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Intiqa', pp. 132f.; al-Khatib, xiii, p. 338, cf. also pp. 414-20.

109. It says, for instance, in a report in which his memory for traditions with fiqh contents is

praised that Caliphs, princes and ministers honoured him for this. This information is not
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isnddstt o and/or arguments to the contrary from other sources."' I think
that it would be going too far to try and find fault with every report in which
something favourable is said about Abi Hanifa and his alleged handling of
traditions. In the same manner practically every other report presenting
something unfavourable about this issue could with a little effort be
invalidated too. All these reports are after all of the fad'il or the mathdlib
genre and it is well known that reports belonging to either genre were not so
elaborately fabricated as to escape detection. But, as I have said, the fact
remains that the mathdlib easily outnumber the fada'il and this may be
construed, I think, as historically relevant. A special group of data be-
longing to the mathalib genre deserves to be dealt with separately.

There are several reports in which Abd Hanifa appears to ridicule pro-
phetic sayings, especially those which have taken the form of legal maxims
or slogans. Thus, when his attention was drawn to the saying: Al-bayyi'ani bi
'l-khiydr md lam yatafarraqai1 2 he said: 'That is mere rajaz.'113 And when
the maxim Aftara 'l-hdjim wa 'l-mahjaml 14 was mentioned to him, he said:
'That is (merely) saf!' 15 On another occasion the prophetic saying was
cited: 'Al-wuda' nisf al-imdn', which prompted Ab Hanifa to sneer: 'So
why don't you perform this ablution twice in order that you perfect your
faith!' n1 6 In this vein there are quite a few more to be found.1 17

borne out in the sources and is inconsistent with his conflict with Mangfir - whether or not
historical - as depicted above. Cf. al-Khatib, x111, p. 339, and note io4 above.

110. In a sequel to an otherwise noncommittal report, a certain Mubammad b. Hamdin b.
a$-Sabob says that when a mas'ala reached Abfi Hanifa, in which there was a sound !adith,
he followed that. This same transmitter is branded majhal by al-Kha)tb as recorded in
Ibn Hajar, Lisdn, v, p. 147.

111. AI-Hasan b. Silib b. Hayy is reported (Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, lniqd', p. 128) to have said
something favourable about Abfi Hanifa's handling of prophetic traditions. It says:
When Abfi Hanifa had a prophetic tradition which he considered sound, he would not
pass by it for anything else. This assessment does not seem to tally with the fact, however,
that this same man, al-Hasan b. Sfilih, is reported in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ii, p. 289, as
having led away someone from his position as imdm in the mosque, when this imdm, one
'Abd Allih b. Diwfd al-Khuraybi - who was inclined to favour Abfi Hanifa's ra'y (cf.
Tahdhfb, v, p. 200) - praised Abfi Hanifa in public.

112. Passim in the canonical collections, cf. Concordance s.v. yatafarraqd. Translation: The
seller and the buyer have the right to rescind a transaction as long as they have not
separated. This practice was not observed everywhere, cf. Ibn Hanbal, "lal, i, no. 1193.
Cf. Waki, Akhbar al-quddt, 11, p. 26o, where Shurayb is credited with this maxim.

113. AI-Khatib, x111, p. 388. Abfi Hanifa was right - at least in the first half- in labeling this
iambic metre rajaz.

114. 'Cupping or being cupped break the fast', passim, cf. Concordance s.v. afiara.
115. AI-Khatib, xlii, P. 38 8 .The word saf admits here of a pejorative interpretation.
116. Ibidem.
117. AI-Khalfb, xii, pp. 388-93 and also 401; Ibn Abd al-Barr, Intiqd', pp. i47ff. 'Isi b. Abi

Bakr b. Ayyfib (d. 624/1227) has taken the trouble to refute every argument adduced by
al-Khaib in disparaging Abd Hanifa in a book called Ar-radd 'aid Ab Bakr al-Khafib
al-Baghdadffma dhakaraf!ia'rtkhihifitaramat al-imdrn etc. The irony or humour in the
above reports seems to have escaped this author completely, cf. pp. 66 ff. Cf. also
Khwirizmi, i, pp. 38-53.
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All the arguments which I have brought together here seem to me to
point in one direction: Abfi Hanifa may be considered as hardly having been
concerned with hadith. The fact that there emerged collections allegedly
containing all the traditions he received from masters and passed on to
pupils118 may, in my opinion, be explained as the result of the efforts of
later adherents to the Hanafite madhhab, who, with these collections,
sought to mitigate the harsh judgements on the part of especially those
critics who were contemporaries of Abfi Hanifa such as Shu'ba b. al-Hajjdj
(d. I60/777),11 9 'Abd Allah b. al-Mubdrak (d. 181/797), already mentioned
above as an admirer in spite of himself, 120 or later ones such as Yabyd b.
Sa'id al-Qattdn (d. 198/814),121 Yahya b. Main (d. 233/848)122 or Ibn Hanbal
(d. 241/856).123 Even about one century later this negative opinion about
Abi Hanifa is still clearly discernible in an important study of /adith by Ibn
Hibb~n who died in 354/965.124 In other words, if we finally look for the
man kadhaba tradition in the collections ascribed to Abfi Hanifa, we should
not draw the inference that the isnads supporting the tradition circulated in
the time of Abfi H anifa himself, but rather that they were most probably
put together a considerable time after AbNi Hanifa's death by those respon-
sible for the abovementioned Musnads having come into existence.

The man kadhaba dictum does occur in these Musnads. The isnads seem
sufficiently interesting for a brief analysis. The first isnad runs: Abd Hanifa
- al-Qdsim b. 'Abd ar-Rahmdn b. 'Abd Allah b. Mas'fid - father - grand-
father- prophet. 125 Although many of Abd Hanifa's ra'y decisions are even-
tually ascribed to Ibn Mas'fd, al-Qfsim is not listed among Abfi Hanifa's
masters. 126 The second isnad runs: Abfi Hanifa - 'Aiyya b. Sa'd al-'Awfi -

Abd Sa'id - prophet.1 27 Atiyya, a weak transmitter, often mentioned Abfi
Sa'id without specifying which Abi Sa'id he meant. He attempted to create
the impression that he alluded to Abfi Sa'id al-Khudri instead of Ab Sa'id

118. Suffice it to mention just two of those 'pupils', Abin b. Ja'far, who is reported to have
brought more than 300 traditions into circulation which he falsely attributed to Abf
H anifa, cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb aI-mawda'dt, ii, p. ioi, Ibn Hajar, Lisdn, i, pp. 21 and 27;
furthermore, Ibn Hanbal is recorded to have said about one Ishaq b. Najib al-Malafi that
he was one of the most mendacious people in that he transmitted traditions from 'Uthm5n
al-Batti on the authority of no one less than Ibn Sirin containing the ra'y of Abfi Hanifa,
cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, I, p. 252; examples are legion.

119. AI-Khatib, xiii, p. 417. 120. Ibidem, pp. 414f.
121. Ibidem, p. 416. 122. Ibidem, p. 419.
123. Ibidem, pp. 416 and 418. Cf. also Ibn Hanbal's 'lal, i, nos. 1372, 1486,2566. A much older

contemporary, Raqaba b. Masqala (d. 129/747) is also reported to have commented on
AbO Hanifa's ra'y: he is the most learned of all people concerning that which never was
(i.e. ra'y) and the most ignorant concerning that which was (i.e. precedent), cf. Ibn 'Abd
al-Barr, Jami', ii, p. 145 (penult).

124. Cf. his Kitdb al-majra mn, i, p. 62. 125. Musnad, kitdb al-'ilm, no. 7 on p. 7.
126. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, viii, p. 321. 127. Musnad, p. 7, no. 8a.
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al-Kalbi from whom he had it.128 The third isnid runs: Abi Hanifa - Abia
Ru'ba Shaddfid b. 'Abd ar-Rahmn -Abfi Sa'id-prophet. 129 Abd Ru'ba is
nowhere listed in the biographical dictionaries, and it is perhaps permis-
sible to see this name as a misreading of the name Abd Dhfiba or Dhawba
which occurs in a comparable isnad in Abfi Yfisuf's Kitab al-dthdr. 13

0 In that
isndd Abfi Sa'id is called in full: al-Khudri. The editor of the Athar mentions
in a note 131 that Ab Dhfiba is perhaps one and the same as Ab Rawq,
which is the kunya of one 'Atiyya b. al-Harith, who, in turn, is then again
confused with 'Atiyya b. Sa'd of the second isnad dealt with above. The
fourth isnad runs: Abfi Hanifa - Sa'id b. Masrfiq - Ibr~him b. Yazid at-Taymi
- Anas - prophet. 132 Just as in the fifth isnad (Abfi Hanifa - Zuhri - Anas -
prophet) 33 the saying was allegedly transmitted by Anas on the authority
of whom many isndds supporting the man kadhaba tradition occur in all the
canonical collections, 134 while these two, different from all the others, only
occur in this Musnad. Indeed, the same is true for all the other isndds
analysed here. The last one is particularly defective, because Zuhri and
Aba Hanifa are nowhere listed as having had a master-pupil relationship.

This analysis may have shown how clumsily these isnads were put to-
gether. They seem to form a class apart, which I would like to call the Abfi
Hanifa isndds. They are nowhere found in the canonical collections of
h.adith and were probably fabricated long after Abfi Hanifa's death to lend
this imam more prestige in the matter of hadith transmission and also,
perhaps, to bridge the gap somewhat between the ahl ar-ra'y and the ahl
al-hadith.135 Besides, why would he who, as we have seen on more than one
occasion, allegedly ridiculed traditions in the form of maxims be the trans-
mitter of the best-known slogan tradition of all?

Moreover, in a text that does lay claim to having been composed by Abfa
Hanifa but was probably written a short time after his death and which, in
any case, is generally thought to be a faithful rendering of his politico-
religious ideas, the dictum does not occur in a context in which one would
have expected it most. I refer, of course, to the treatise entitled Al-'dlim wa

128. Cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, i, nos. 1224f. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vii, p. 226. In a sequel (Musnad,
p. 8, no. 9) the following (revealing!) words are ascribed to him: 'I testify that I have
never put false words in the mouth of Abfi Sa'id, and that Abi Sa'id never put false words
in the mouth of the prophet!'

129. Musnad, p. 7, no. 8b.
130. P. 207, no. 922. Abd Hanifa's position as transmitter of'traditions' in this book requires,

perhaps, a separate study; I shall not deal with that here, since the man kadhaba saying
does not occur in it anyhow. For the confusion in the names, see Ibn MkCli, Al-ikmal,
Iv, p. 102. 131. Ibidem.

132. Musnad, p. 8, no. io. 133. Musnad, p. 8, no. i i.
134. Cf. the list given in Ibn al-Jawzi, Kiidb al-mawddt, i, pp. 77-80.
135. A good example of such a late forger who did everything in his power to promote AbN

Hanifa as a scholar offiqh as well as of hadith is Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Himmdni (d.
302/914), cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisan, i, no. 829.
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'i-muta'allim in which the Wdlim is identified with Abfi Hanifa but which was
written in all likelihood by the muta'allim, a pupil of his, Abfti Muqitil Haf$
b. Salm. 1 36 This context runs:

... wa-la yanbaghr an yakana 'lladhf yakdhibu 'aid 'lldhi wa-'ald rasalihi ka' ladhr
yakdhibu 'alayya li-anna 'lladhtyakdhibu 'aid 'lldhi wa-'ald rasalihi dhanbuhu a';amu
min an law kadhaba 'alid jami'i 'n-ndsfa'lladhfshahida 'alayya bi 'l-kufrfa-huwa 'ind1
kadhib etc... (follows a quotation from Qur'dn v, 8 (p. 27) (i.e. It is improper [to
see] the one who ascribes falsehood to God or His Messenger as [anything] like
someone who puts lies into my mouth. For the former's sin is greater than if he had
spread falsehood about all of mankind. He who testifies against me that I am an
unbeliever is in my opinion [merely] a liar).

Also in another passage quotation of the man kadhaba saying would have
fitted eminently (p. 24) but it is conspicuously lacking. From a third passage
(p. I) there appears the 'alim's scorn for prophetic traditions in general.
Finally, just as was the case with al-'alim wa 'l-muta'allim, in a letter to
'Uthmdn al-Batti, which even Schacht considers genuine, 137 Abii Hanifa
does not resort a single time to quoting one hadith whereas his references to
the Qur'An are numerous.

On the basis of the foregoing I venture to discard all the man kadhaba
traditions with Abfi Hanifa in the isnad as fabrications that began to
circulate perhaps as long as two hundred years after his death. Let us,
therefore, return to the other Iraqi compilations and see whether an exam-
ination of those enables us to date the man kadhaba traditions in a satisfac-
tory way.

Man kadhaba in Iraqi collections (continued): ar-Rab!' b. ljabib

In the Jdmi' of ar-Rabi' b. Habib there is no trace of the dictum but in the
bukd' tradition cited above (p. 103) we do find the verb kadhaba. 138 It bears
distinct similarities to the hadith from the Muwaffa' scrutinized above
(p. io3) and runs: 'When 'A'isha was informed that 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar had
said: "The dead will be punished with the weeping of his fellow tribesmen",
she said: "May God forgive 'Abd All5h, he did not lie but he must have
forgotten or he must have made a mistake. Perhaps he heard what the
Messenger of God said when he passed [the funeral of] a Jewish woman
whose relatives wept over her . . .etc.' (Italics mine). Perhaps we are
justified in considering this report, just like its counterpart - though with
different isndd - in the Muwa((a', as foreshadowing or reflecting the harsh
tone of later versions in which injunctions and prohibitions are emphasized
with threats of Hell. Differently put, the evolution of the term kadhaba

136. J. Schacht, An early murci'ite treatise: the Kitib al-'ilim wal-muta'allim.
137. P. ioo, note 4. This risdla was edited (pp. 34-8) in one volume with Al-'alim

wa'l-muta'allim and Al-fiqh al-absa;. 138. i, pp. 350f.
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from 'inadvertently not telling the truth' to 'lying intentionally' is
witnessed in its initial stages in this bukd' tradition into which, as is so often
the case in the somewhat later collections, the concept of 'lying' is intro-
duced for additional accentuation of the sinfulness of this behaviour. And I
think we are also justified in determining, with the non-occurrence of the
complete dictum in this collection in mind, a terminus post quem for its
emergence in Iraq. Unfortunately, we do not know exactly when ar-Rabi'
died, but it must have been in the course of the second half of the second
century. And another regrettable circumstance is that his collection does
not seem to have come down to us complete. At the end of the two volume
edition (p. 394) a third volume is announced. It is not verifiable what that
might have contained. 139

Man kadhaba in Taydlisi

The next oldest Iraqi collection, that of Tay~lisi, presents us with an alto-
gether very gratifying field of further research into the origins of the man
kadhaba dictum. Here we find again a tradition which we have already
encountered in Ibn Wahb's Jdmi', which can be considered as a forerunner
(He who relates from me a tradition of which he thinks that it is a lie, that
man is himself one of the liars). Whereas it has a defective isndd in Ibn
Wahb, in Taydlisi it has a seemingly sound one.1 40 His informant is Shu'ba,
who also occurs in isndds of this tradition in other collections going back to
two different Companions.1 41 Shu'ba b. al-Hajjfj (d. 160/777) is, for that
matter, Tay~lisi's most important informant for man kadhaba traditions.
No less than five of the seven isndds supporting the tradition with various
preambles, sequels and, sometimes, in different versions bear his name. On
the basis of the occurrence of the verb taqawwala already in the Muwat (a'
(see above p. 112), I contend that versions with qdla are older than those
with kadhaba. A frequently occurring version reads: Man qdla (or: taqaw-
wala) 'alayya md lam aqulfalyatabawwa'. . . etc. We find this version with
the following isndd: Taydlisi - 'Abd ar-Rahmdn b. Abi 'z-Zindd - Abfi
'z-Zindd - 'Amir b. Sa'd - 'Uthman - prophet. 142 Ibn Abi 'z-Zinfd
(d. 174/790) is a controversial figure. It is alleged that he used to transmit
traditions in Medina and that he was respected for that. However, when he
came to Bagdad, the traditionists there disapproved of what he trans-
mitted. 143 All Iraqi critics stamped him a weak transmitter. And Ibn Sa'd

139. J. C. Wilkinson (The early development of the lbi i movement in Basra, p. 142) claims
that ar-Rabi died in 17o/786, but he does not refer to a source where he found this. For a
description of the Musnad, see note 30 of the same paper.

140. Pp. 94f., no. 69o.
141. Ibn H-anbal, Musnad, v, pp. 14 and 2o; Ibn Mdja, muqaddima 5 (= I, p. 15); Muslim,

muqaddima 1 (ed. M. F. 'Abd aI-Biqi, i, p. 9).
142. P. 14,no.80. 143. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, p. 172.
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states that this was especially on the basis of what he claimed that he had
received from his father, as is the case with the isnad here. 14 Mdlik, who
used to admire him generally, is also recorded as having expressed his
suspicion of the material he allegedly received from his father. 145 Since the
father died in 130/748, the man qala 'alayya ma lam aqul tradition was
probably introduced by his son, or attributed by someone else to his son,
after that date, and this probably not in Medina, where he spent the first
part of his life, but in Bagdad, where he eventually died at the age of 74.
The fact that Tayilisi and Ibn Hanbal are the only collectors who list this
tradition, and the fact that it does not occur in later, 'sounder' collections,
seems to be additional proof for its being deemed spurious.

Another variant reading in the tradition under discussion is the occur-
rence of the adverbially used participle muta'ammidan, 'deliberately'. In
Taydlisi we find a tradition, 146 again with an interesting isndd, in which this
word is still lacking, while in certain other collections it is added. The isnad
and the matn are as follows: Tayilisi- Shu'ba - Jdmi' b. Shaddad- 'Amir b.
'Abd Alldh b. az-Zubayr - 'Abd Alldh b. az-Zubayr: 'I said to my father:
"What prevents you from relating traditions from the Messenger of God as
Ibn Mas'fid and various others do?" Said az-Zubayr: "By God, ever since I
embraced Islam I have been in his vicinity. But I heard him make the
following statement: man qdla 'alayya md lam aqul falyatabawwa'
maq'adahu min an-nar."' Instead of man qala we also read man kadhaba
without muta'ammidan1 47 and with muta'ammidan.148 There are even re-
ports in which the addition of the word is a matter of dispute. 149 The editor
of Ibn Hanbal is probably too apodictical when he states that solely one of
Shu'ba's pupils, who transmitted this tradition from him, 150 is to be held
responsible for this addition. It might be interesting to find out to what
extent this statement needs revision, and whether we can pin this idraj on
one such pupil.

Persons recorded as having been pupils of Shu'ba and featuring in man
qala/kadhaba isnads are the following:

Tayilisi; apart from the tradition just mentioned without muta'ammidan,
he lists various others, also from Shu'ba, in which the word is inserted. 151 So
he could have been the one. But likewise could everybody else listed in this
survey. For example:

144. Ibn Sa'd, V11, 2, p. 69. The tradition occurs also with the same isnad in Ibn Hanbal, i, p. 65.
Ahmad Shikir in his edition stamps the isndd sound (no. 469), not paying heed to what is

said in the sources.
145. AI-Khatib, Ta'rikh Baghdad, x, pp. 229f. It must have been painful for this man, in view

of this unfavourable reputation, never to have been referred to by name, 'Abd ar-

Rabmn, or by kunya Abd Mubammad, but always as the son of AbO Zinid.

146. P. 27, no. 191. 147. Bukhiri,'ilm38(= 'pp. 39f.);IbnH anbal, i,p. 167.
148. Ibn Maja, muqaddima4 (= I, P. 14); Ibn Hanbal, i, p. I65. 149. Ibn Sa'd, 1 1,P. 75.

150. Abmad Shikir in his commentary on no. 1413.

151. E.g.P. 45, no. 342 and p. 277, no. 2084.
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Wahb b. Jarir b. Hizim (d. 2o6/821), whose traditions from Shu'ba are
under suspicion;152

'Afflin b. Muslim (d. 22o/835), on the whole a distinguished transmitter
but whose traditions from Shu'ba have once or twice been subject to doubt,
in jestI 53 or in earnest; 154

Abfi 'l-Walid Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik (d. 227/842), who appears not to
have written down his traditions from Shu'ba but solely to have relied on his
memory. 155

But there are other transmitters not listed among Shu'ba's pupils who
occur in isnads of traditions with the additional words: Hasibtu annahu qdla
muta'ammidan (i.e. I thought he said: deliberately) - who added this is not
certain -, such as Qutayba b. Sa'id and al-Layth b. Sa'd, 156 and Hammam b.
Yahyd (d. 163/78o) is reported to have said himself: Ahsibuhu (sc. the
prophet) qdla muta'ammidan. 157

Finally, for the sake of completeness, there is still another isnad going
back to az-Zubayr with kadhaba instead of qdla and with the word
muta'ammidan. This isnad is seemingly perfect and nothing in the tarajim of
the transmitters can be construed as constituting signs of fabrication.1 58

From the above it may have become apparent that it is sometimes impos-
sible to determine who is to be held responsible for an idrdj such as the one
referred to here. It is safer to say that this idraj gradually became en vogue
among a generation of transmitters who began to attach to the concept
kadhaba not merely inattentiveness or forgetfulness, but rather deliberate
falsification. Paradoxically, the last isndd mentioned above demonstrates
that constructing a seemingly impeccable isnad was indeed possible. But
the fact that it supports a matn with an insertion of unquestionably later
origin gives it away as one which was brought into circulation later than
those supporting the dictum as yet free from this insertion. Additional
proof for this contention is provided by the fact that Malik (d. 179/795),
who transmitted from the third link in this isndd, az-Zubayr's grandson

152. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, xi, p. 162.
153. AI-Khatib, Ta'rikh Baghdad, xii, p. 272.
154. Ibidem, p. 273. 'Affin was the first to be tried during the mibna, according to reports in

the Ta'rfkh Baghdad. It should, therefore, not astonish us that we also encounter his
name in an isnad in Ibn H anbal, i, p. 327, supporting among others the text: 'He who tells
lies about the Qur'fin without knowing what he is talking about, he will have to seek
himself a place in Hell.' This saying, with or without a combination with man kadhaba
(qdla) 'alayya etc., with different isnads, is also found in Tirmidhi's introduction to his
chapter on tafsfr I = v, p. i99; Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, I, pp. 233 and 323. Sh.kir considers
the isnads in Ibn Hanbal da'ifbecause of'Abd al-A'li ath-Tha'labi, but they have another,
later link in common, Abfi 'Awina, who, like Shu'ba, emerges time and again in man
kadhaba traditions.

155. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, xI, p. 46.
156. Cf. Tirmidhi, 'ilm 8 (v, p. 36); Ibn Hanbal, i1, p. 223; Ibn M.ja, muqaddima4 (= i, p. 13).
157. Cf. Muslim, zuhd 72 (ed. 'Abd al-Biqi, Iv, pp. 2298f.); Ibn Hanbal, In, p. 56.
158. Abr Diwfid, 'im 4 (1i1, pp. 319f.).
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'Amir, and allegedly knew of his piety,159 did not list the saying at all, as we
have established above. So the isnad probably came into existence some-
time during the last few decades of the second century. Furthermore, it is
likely that its region of origin was Iraq, since all the transmitters coming
after 'Amir were Iraqi.

If we scrutinize the various man kadhaba traditions in Tayflisi somewhat
further, another salient feature becomes apparent. Three versions, all
three with Shu'ba in the isndds that go back to Abd Hurayra, Anas and Ibn
Mas'lad, 160 are mentioned in Tay5lisi without the preambles they have in
other, later collections. But two of these preambles still figure in Tayilisi as
separate traditions1 61 and one does not yet occur in it.162 Since Tayflisi
heard this last one going back to Ibn Mas'fid directly from Shu'ba, his fellow
pupils of that master figuring in the isnads in later collections have, there-
fore, to be held responsible for the preambles and no one else. Another rule
can be distilled from the above: the more composite a tradition, the later its
redaction. Another example of such a later redaction is the saying: 'Do not
put false words in my mouth, for he who does so goes (yalij) to Hell.' This
simple, and therefore probably older, version is found with the same isnad
in Tirmidhi provided with a lengthy preamble in which 'Ali is preferred to
AbTi Bakr and 'Umar, clearly a tradition of the fadl'il genre, while the
dictum itself is given in the classical, later version with muta'ammidan and a
form of the verb tabawwa'a.163

Summing up, what conclusions can we attach to the foregoing survey of
man kadhaba traditions in Tayilisi? First of all, the more elaborate or
composite a tradition, the later it came into circulation. This holds also true
for isnads; on one occasion Taydlisi records Shu'ba as saying: 'V think that
this tradition is a saying Ab Hurayra received from the prophet' 64 (italics
mine). The same tradition with the same isnad is listed simply marfaX in later
collections, without the additional expression of doubt on the part of
Shu'ba 1 65

Secondly, the man kadhaba dictum must have come into circulation in
Iraq sometime between the two death dates of ar-RabI' b. Habib (see above
p. 125) and Tayilisi, in other words, sometime in the course of the second
half of the second century A.H. Responsible for the dictum are probably the

159. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, p. 74.
160. Respectively p. 318 (no. 2421), p. 277 (no. 2084) and p. 45 (no. 342).
161. What is one single man kadhaba tradition in Bukhiri, 'ilm 38 (= i, pp. 39f.), and adab to9

(= Iv, p. 158), is two separate traditions in Ibn Hanbal, u, p. 519, and Taylisi, nos. 2419,
242o and 2421. Cf. also Tirmidhi, fitan 70 (v, p. 524) with Tay.lisi, nos. 342 and 337.

162. Cf. Ddrimi, muqaddima 25 (pp. 32f.) and Ibn Hanbal, ii, p. 172, with Taydlisi, no. 2084.
163. Compare on the one hand Taydlisi, p. 17, no. IO7, BukhAri, 'im 38 (= i, pp. 39f.),

Tirmidhi, 'ilm 8 (v, p. 35), Ibn Mija, muqaddima4 (= I, p. 13), Ibn Hanbal, i, pp. 83,123
and 15o, with, on the other hand, Tirmidhi, mandqib 19 (v, pp. 632ff.), and the lengthy,
but hopelessly unconvincing authentication Tirmidhi devotes to this version.

164. P. 318, no. 2421.
165. Cf. the sources listed, note 161 (first part) above.
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various pupils - or people using their names - of the key figures, or
'common links' (cf. Introduction and Ch. 5), in the man kadhaba isnads,
such as Shu'ba b. al-Hajjdj (d. 160/777), active in Basra and Kilfa, Abd
'Awana al-Waddah b. 'Abd Allah (d. 176/792), active in Wasit and Basra,
and 'Abd Allah b. Lahi'a (d. 174/790), active in Egypt although the majority
of his masters and many of his pupils were Iraqi.

Thirdly, the actual wording of the dictum evolved from qdla, qawwalal6 6

and taqawwala167 to kadhaba and even 'ftard. 168 The oldest preambles and
sequels refer to mendacity in transmission of hadFth, the preambles and
sequels in which various legal issues are mooted and whose injunctions or
prohibitions are emphasized by means of the dictum are to be considered as
being of a later date.

Man kadhaba in later Iraqi sources and conclusions

With time the number of different isndds supporting the dictum increased.
In Taydlisi's Musnad it was as yet a handful. In Ibn Hanbal's time the
number had increased considerably. We even find in this collection quite a
few isnads which did not find recognition in the six canonical books. 169 The

166. Shfi'i, Risdla, pp. 394f.; Ibn Hanbal, iv, p. io7; but Shu'ba also used alhaqa bi-, cf. Ibn
Abi HItim, Taqdima, p. 172.

167. Ibn Maja, muqaddima 4 (= 1, p. 14); Ibn Hanbal, it, p. 321.
168. Ibn Hajar, l4ba, vii, p. 392 (but cf. Khalifa, Tabaqat, p. 113); cf. also forfird instead of

kadhib, Ibn Hanbal, iv, pp. io6f.; furthermore, Hakim, Ma'rifa, p. 6x, AbfiZur'a, Ta'rfkh,
P- 542.

169. Ibn Hanbal, 1, P. 47, from 'Umar, without muta'ammidan, Shikir: dafbecause of Dujayn;
i, p. 7o, from 'Uthmin, variant: man ta'ammada 'alayya kadhibanfalyatabawwa' baytanjl
'n-ndr, perhaps an early stage for the concept 'deliberateness' to appear, baytan for
maq'adahu can also be considered as such, Shkir: sahl/; i, p. 78, from 'AlR, Shikir: baI4if/;
I, p. 13o, from 'All, Sh.ikir:.da'if because of 'Abidal-A'li ath-Tha'labi; ti, pp. 22, 103, 144
(cf. Shfi'i, Risala, p. 396; the same, Tanib musnad, i, p. 17), from Ibn 'Umar with family
isndd, variant: Inna 'lladhiyakdhibu 'alayya yubnd lahu baytun ft 'n-ndr, probably in the
evolution of the dictum the second oldest stage after man qdla ma lam aqul ... etc.,
Shikir: jalbdh; ii, pp. 158, 171, from Ibn 'Amr, variant: man qala... etc., with sequel on
the prohibition of certain intoxicating beverages (cf. Abfi DAwOd, ashriba 5 = 111, p. 328
without man qdla etc.), Shikir: ab/; 11, pp. 321, 365, from Abfi Hurayra, variant:
taqawwala, with sequel on the giving of sound advice; ii, p. 44, from Abi Sa'id al-Khudri;
ii, pp. i66f., 176 and 280, with three different isndds from Anas; 111, p. 422, from Qays b.
Sa'd b. 'Ubida, with sequel prohibiting intoxicating beverages; iv, p. ioo, from Mu'iwiya
(from whom there is not one single tradition in Tayilisil); iv, pp. 156, 201 and 159, from
'Uqba b. 'Amir, with preamble and sequel on the prohibition of silk and on ablutions; tv,
pp. 366f., from Zayd b. Arqam, in the middle of a long pro-Shiite tradition about the ahl
al-bayt; v, p. 292 (cf. Khalifa, Tabaqat, p. 122), from KhAlid b. 'Urfula, a name about
which there seems to be some confusion: Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, in, p. io6, says that he only
transmitted one tradition which is not the same as this one, with a preamble in which he
calls Mukhtir a liar (cf. also Khalifa, ibidem); finally v, p. 412, from a rajul min ah ab
an-nabi (cf. al-Khatlb, Kifaya, p. 415), a very long tradition containing many different
elements as well as man kadhaba, a tradition which J. van Ess (Zwischen Hadit und
Theologie, pp. 149ff.) would call 'cin Kolossalgemdlde'. The most conspicuous common
links are in these isnads: three times Ibn Lahra and three times Shu'ba.
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most extensive list of isndds with the saying in its different wordings is
found in Ibn al-Jawzi's Kitdb al-mawda'dt. Ibn al-Jawzi composed this list as
some sort of illustrative introduction to his collection of forged sayings.170

A comparison of his isnads with those in the nine books on which the
Concordance is based yields the following result. With the exception of
three,171 to which may be added one isndd in the Musnad of ash-Shfi'i,172 all
isnads from those collections occur in Ibn al-Jawzi's list but, in addition to
these, we find here a good deal more. The conclusion seems justified that
the thirty-one isndds which Ibn al-Jawzi lists but are not found in the nine
older collections have to be considered as fabrications from the fourth
century A.H. onward. An interesting fact is also that not a single Abai Hanifa
isnad found a place in Ibn al-Jawzi, something which is hardly amazing in
view of that collector's leaning toward the Hanbalite madhhab, but never-
theless deserves to be mentioned here.

We have seen above (p. 97 and especially note 5) how other people
considered man kadhaba traditions mutawatir. It might, therefore, be in-
teresting to see what overall ideas Ibn al-Jawzi has to offer on the same
question.

Unlike Nawawi, Ibn al-Jawzi relates that the tradition is found going
back to sixty-one different Companions among whom there were nine out
of the ten to whom the prophet promised Paradise. 173 Then he quotes a
certain Abi Bakr Muhammad b. Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Wahhdb al-Isfard'ini, 174

who said: 'There is no h.adth in the world on which the ten Companions
(i.e. to whom Paradise was promised) agree except this one.' Then Ibn
al-Jawzi adds: 'But I have never come across a tradition in this vein traced
back to 'Abd ar-Rahmdn b. 'Awf." 75 Among the Companions in this list we
do find, strangely enough, Salmdn al-Frisi who transmitted it from the
prophet. Salman is often a transmitter of prophetic sayings in Shiite sources

170. I, pp. 57-92.
171. The first one is a purely Syrian isndd with Awzd'i from Hassan b. 'Atiyya from Abfi Kabsha

from 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr from the prophet, cf. Bukh5ri, anbiyd' 50 (= 11, pp. 372f.);
Tirmidhi, ilm i3 (v, p. 42); Dirimi, muqaddima 46 (p. 72) and Ibn Hanbal, it, pp. 159
(Shdkir: fabtb), 202 and 214. The second one is an Iraqi isndd: Abfi Ma'mar Ismiil b.
Ibrahim - Silib b. 'Umar - 'A~im b Kulayb - Kulayb - Abfi Hurayra - prophet, Drimi,
muqaddima 50 (p. 77), cf. Ibn Hanbal, 11, p. 413. The third one is also Iraqi and runs:
Suwayd b. Sa'id (whose memory became confused after he had gone blind; he was accused
of tadlis, of stealing traditions, and he was often marked as unreliable; he died at an
advanced age(!) in 24o/855, Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, iv, pp. 272-5)- 'Ali b. Mus/hir (reliable,
also blind!) - Mutarrif b. Tarif (thiqa, Kafa)- 'Atiyya b. Sa'd al-'Awfi (accused of tadlis in
naming his informant Abfi Sa'td in an attempt to create the impression that he alluded to
al-Khudri, whereas one Ab Sa'id al-Kalbi was meant, see pp. 122f. above and Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhfb, vII, p. 226) - Abfi Sa'id (al-Khudri?, al-Kalbi?) - prophet; cf. Ibn Maja, muqad-
dima 4 (= I,p. 14).

172. Tartib musnad, I, p. 17, from Abfi Qatida with preamble about the transmission of
hadith; cf. also Risala, p. 397. 173. 1, p. 56.

174. Cf. Dhahabi. Tadhkirat al-huffz, in, pp. io64f. 175. 1, pp. 64f.
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and to conclude this survey I should like to give a list of traditions from
Shi'ite collections. Perhaps Salman plays a part in those also.

But I have searched in vain. In fact, I have found that the concept kadhib
did not play a role as important as in the sunnite collections. Only once does
the man kadhaba dictum occur in the collections available to me in printed
editions. That is in Kulayni. 176 Preamble and sequel are the same as in Ibn
Abi '1-Hadid's Sharh nahj al-baldgha,177 but in Kulayni's bb al-kadhib1 78

the saying does not occur, a bab where we would have expected it most.
There are two more sayings, one attributed to 'All and one to the imdm
Ja'far, which, with a little effort, can be interpreted as more or less in the
same vein as the sunnite traditions concerning kadhib.1 79 In the Jami' al-
akhbar of Ibn Bdbawayhi we find the tradition which we have come to know
as one of the major forerunners of the man kadhaba saying. It is attributed
to the Prophet and runs: lyyakum wa 'l-kadhib fa-inna '-kadhib yahdf ila
'1-fujar wa 'l-fujaryahdiild 'n-nr (see above p. 112). But the remainder in
Ibn B~bawayhi's chapter on kadhib merely contains sayings attributed to
imams without a trace of man kadhaba. 180 In conclusion, there is one more
saying ascribed to Ja'far with the following preamble: 'Lying about God,
His Messenger and the plenipotentiaries is a grave sin. The Messenger of
God once said: Man qala 'alayya ma lam aqulhufal-yatabawwa' maq'adahu
min an-nar.'18 On the basis of the foregoing material it seems safe to say
that the dictum in its fully developed stage, embellished with preambles
and/or sequels or inserted in other traditions by way of idraj apparently
never caught on in Shl'ite traditionists' circles. Whether or not they were
aware of themselves as being among the most guilty by bringing into
circulation masses of fabricated traditions, for instance the innumerable
fada'il traditions extolling the merits of the ahl al-bayt, is difficult to say. At
any rate, a Shi'ite such as Ibn Abi '1-Hadid admitted frankly that it was the
partisans of 'All who were the first to spread forged traditions concerning
their leaders.182 The overall impression one gains from reading in Shi'ite
hadfth collections is that these, unlike the sunnite collections, are not so
much concerned with legal issues resulting in heated discussions about pro
and contra which, eventually, are emphasized with the man kadhaba
dictum, but first and foremost bear the stamp of fada'il in the widest sense
of the word. 183

176. Al-kdfi, i, p. 62.
177. xi, pp. 38f. 178. ii, pp. 338-43.
179. i, p. 52. There is one more saying attributed to Ja'far, cf. Al-hikam al-Ja'fariyya, p. 31.
180. Lithograph, n.p. (Persia) 1296, fa4 I i i, ft 'I-kadhib.
181. Abmad b. Mubammad b. Kh8lid al-Barqi, Kitab al-mah isin, p. 90.
182. Sharh nahj al-baldgha, x1, pp. 48f. See Chapter i.
183. Fa4d'il praising various foodstuffs such as fruits, vegetables and the like are surprisingly

numerous, e.g. al-Barq!, Kitab al-ma dsin, pp. 315-466, and Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vii,
p. 388.
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In short, every piece of evidence adduced in the foregoing pages points to
Iraqi sunnite traditionist circles flourishing in the second half of the second
century as the breeding ground of the man kadhaba saying.

One may well ask, why Iraq? It is obvious that a clear-cut answer is difficult
to give. Extensive reading in the most authoritative, early rijal works leaves
one with the impression that lying in and fabrication of matns as well as
deceit in the composition of isndds (tadlfs) were practised much more
widely in the Iraqi centres than in Syria, Egypt or the Hijtz, whereas the
'raising to the level' of a prophetic saying seems to have been resorted to in
the latter three regions on a somewhat wider scale than in Iraq. But unless
the rijdl works' information is taken at face value - something which raises
doubts discussed in the chapters that follow - and is fed into a computer, it
is well-nigh impossible to quantify the evidence for the above surmise.
Besides, looked at from a distance, what is the basic difference between
on the one hand kadhib, wad' and tadlfs and, on the other hand, raf? Assum-
ing that there is a difference, this is closely intertwined with the angle from
which the discerning hadith experts in the respective centres during the first
few centuries of Islam looked at hadfth, but the dispassionate twentieth
century student may only perceive a slight psychological difference which,
once recognized, needs no longer to be taken as unduly complicating mat-
ters. Even so, a few observations could be made which, if anything, might
assure that the discussion remains open.

In Chapter i various references were given to passages in which it was
intimated that Iraq was deemed more kadhib-prone than the other regions
(cf. notes 237 and 24). Furthermore, it seems feasible that a brief look at
the composition of the population of the different regions may result in
raising a few significant points. Basic to any issue regarding population in
early Islam is the Arabs-mawdlf ratio.

In the Hijaz Arabs probably outnumbered mawalf. The 'ulamd' and
fuqaha' who gave Islam its face were predominantly free-born Arabs,
mawalf playing only a minor - albeit gradually far from negligible - role in
gathering 'ilm and disseminating fiqh.

In Egypt Islam took so long to grow roots (see also note 5o of Chapter i
above) and Muslims were in the beginning so heavily outnumbered by
Copts that active participation in the shaping of Islam on the part of the
Muslims living in Egypt can well be assumed to have been virtually non-
existent until such people as Layth b. Sa'd (d. 175/791), 'Abd Allah b. Lahi'a
(d. 174/790) and 'Abd Allah b. Wahb (d. 197/813) began to disseminate the
tradition material they had gathered for the most part in the Hijaz and Iraq.
Since the development of Islam goes hand in hand with the development of
hjadith, it is understandable that where there was still virtually no Islam to
speak of, there was virtually no hadith activity either, and thus, pre-
sumably, no kadhib, wad', tadlfs or raf'. It seems safe to say that, seen
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against the background of evolving Islam, Egypt lagged behind the other
provinces of the Islamic empire by some three or four decades or possibly
even longer.

It is more difficult to make general statements about Syria and the evolu-
tion of Islam or hadith there. This is due mainly to the lack and/or the - as
yet - unavailability of sufficient source material. One gains the impression
that whatever progress Islam enjoyed in Syria, this was closely linked with
the way it adopted, or fought off, Christian/Byzantine ways of thinking
(compare especially note 238 of Chapter i above). It is true that Syria had in
one Umayyad ruler, 'Umar II, a man who, through his authority and incen-
tives, may have promoted the gathering of hadfth in a probably significant
way. And the effect Zuhri's hadfth collecting activities must have had on
the evolution of hadith in Syria in general cannot be emphasized enough.
But, perhaps with the exception of Awzd'i (d. 157/774), Islam, and thus also
hadith, had during the first century of 'Abbasid rule in Syria no spectacular
protagonists or theoreticians.

When we finally look at Iraq, we soon realize that it was here that the
greatest activity in thinking about, and subsequently formulating, Islam
was displayed. And thus it was here that the search for, and, inevitably as a
concomitant factor, the fabrication of, traditions assumed such large pro-
portions. Key figures in the development of Iraqi hadth were practically all
mawdli, as Arabs, like anywhere in the Islamic empire - with the possible
exception of the HijAz - were vastly outnumbered by the indigenous, con-
quered population. Now, it is hard to say whether the identification of
hadith fabrication with mendacity was first thought of by one pious Arab or
one devout mawla, or whether the whole concept of mendacity in hadith
slowly and gradually took shape in the minds of a class of religious people in
which Arabs formed a minority and mawdli the majority. But the theory
seems tenable, as the foregoing pages may have demonstrated, that the man
kadhaba dictum originated in Iraq, and the harshly threatening and overall
intolerant tone of the saying may well be taken to reflect also the rivalry
either way between the ruling minority and the vast masses of the sub-
ordinate majority, a rivalry which, as yet, had not taken such dimensions in
the Hijaz.

Zuhri is reported to have said: yakhruju 'l-hadfth shibran fa-yarji'u
dhird'an ya'ni mina 'I-'Irdq, i.e. a tradition may emerge spanning a hand's
breadth; after its return from Iraq it measures a cubit (Abfi 'l-QAsim al-
Balkh!, Qabal al-akhbdr, p. 170). And someone coming to Kfifa said:
'Show me the biggest liar, for the best traditions can only be found with
him!' (Ibidem, p. 17.)



CHAPTER FOUR

An appraisal of Muslim hadfth criticism.
Rijal works as depositories of transmitters'
names

Ld a'lamu li'lldbi qawman afdala min qawmin yaflubana hadha 'l-hadith
wa-yuhibbana hddhihi 's-sunna wa-kam antum ft 'n-n s? Wa 'lldhi la-antum
aqallu mina 'dh-dhahab.

Sulaymin b. Mihr~n al-A'mash in Ramahurmuzi, AI-mulhaddith
al-fdsil, p. 177.

Introduction

A study dealing with the chronology of the origins and early development
of hadith cannot, of necessity, avoid dealing with the origins and early
development of hadfth criticism. The present and the following chapters
will be devoted to this issue.

In this chapter the first element of a hadfth transmitter's biography in the
rijdl lexica, his name(s) and/or genealogy, will be studied; the following
chapter will be devoted to the biographical information of a transmitter
and the assessment of his skill in transmitting traditions.

As already indicated in Chapter I, the famous traditionist Shu'ba b.
al-Hajjij, who died in 160/776, was the first to scrutinize hadfth trans-
mitters in Iraq or rather as it turned out in the entire Muslim world. He was
soon followed in this skill by Yahyd b. Sa'id al-Qattin (d. 198/813), Ahmad
ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855) and many others.' Their activities were eventually
put down in writing and this gave rise to a new genre of literature, the
tabaqdt works. 2 In these works the transmitters are arranged according to
generation and place of residence. The first great work belonging to his
genre which has been preserved is Ibn Sa'd's Kitab af-(abaqdt al-kabfr. The
division in tabaqdt or classes, generations, was eventually abandoned in
favour of another arrangement, a gradually more strictly observed alpha-
betical order of transmitters irrespective of their places of residence. The
first two major works in this genre that have come down to us are At-ta'rikh
al-kabir of Bukhdri (d. 256/870) and the Kitab al-jarh wa 't-ta'dfl of Ibn Abi
I.Atim (d. 327/938). These two works were followed by a number of others
which as far as possible encompassed the information contained in already
existing ones. With the Tahdhfb at-tahdhib of Ibn Hajar this development
came finally to a standstill. Ibn Hajar, who died in 852/i449,3 produced in

1. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, iv, p. 345.
2. Cf. a recent study by Ibrahim Hafsi, Recherches sur le genre "Tabaqat" dans la littdrature

arabe. Cf. also T. Khalidi, Islamic biographical dictionaries: a preliminary assessment.
3. For his scholarly career, see E.I. 2, S.V. (F. Rosenthal).
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this biographical lexicon the most complete list of h4adfth transmitters
occurring in all the canonical collections as well as a few other revered ones,
a list which was based upon the works of all his predecessors and which has
never been superseded by a later lexicon.

Ibn lVajar's Tahdhib at-tahdhib

Ibn Hajar must have had sources from which he worked as is abundantly
clear to everyone who is familiar with his massive works. He had at his
disposal a great many books and records from older generations of scholars
and he never made it a secret that he had culled his works from all those
Vorlagen. So, even if Ibn Hajar is a fifteenth-century scholar, we may rely
on his Tahdhib as containing the most extensive survey of the oldest source
material available on the subject-matter of hadith transmitters arranged in
short or sometimes lengthy tarjamas.

Before embarking on an appraisal of this material I should like first to
emphasize once more one crucial point. Since it appeared just as easy
during the first few centuries of Islam to fabricate isnads for hadiths as to
forge sayings, dictums, slogans, maxims or, in short, anything contained in
the matn of a hadith, the fact that a certain matn is supported by a seemingly
sound isnad should never be interpreted as indicating that, because of that
isndd, the matn can indeed be ascribed to the prophet or a Companion as is
claimed. Conversely, if, on the basis of sound historical considerations, a
saying is in all probability rightfully ascribed to the prophet or another
early authority, that does not entail that the isnad via which it is trans-
mitted is therefore necessarily genuine. If a study of hadith transmitters
such as the one presented here yields any results at all, they will be results
that say something about how isndds were put together, or how weak or
defective isnads were doctored so as to seem 'sounder', but it will not
produce information on the authorship or chronology of particular sayings
unless in passing.

In what, then, lies the usefulness of Ibn Hajar's Tahdhfb? In recent years
various ancient texts have been produced in printed editions which had
hitherto only been known to exist in manuscript and/or in fragments in
sources like the Tahdhib. These fragments confirm in the first place the
authenticity of these new editions, but they can also be put together so as to
form one of those other ancient sources which Ibn Hajar drew upon and
which may not otherwise be extant. We are now greatly helped towards a
correct appreciation of the origins of Muslim isndd criticism by the fact that
we have at our disposal works such as the Kitdb al-'ilal by 'Ali ibn al-Madini
(d. 239/849), the Kitdb al-'ilal wa-ma'rifat ar-rijal by Ahmad ibn Hanbal, or a
book entitled Al-muhaddith al-fd~il bayna 'r-rawi wa 'l-wd'T of al-Hasan b.
'Abd ar-Rahmdn ar-Rdmahurmuzi(d. 36o/970) to mention a few of those
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important editions.4 And if one does not have the extensive manuscript
material containing texts ascribed to - for example - Yahya b. Ma'in
(d. 233/847) at one's disposal, or - as another example - the MSS. ascribed
to Ibrdhim b. Ya'qfib al-Jizajini (d. 259/847), one can still reconstruct those
texts on the basis of the numerous quotations from them in the Tahdhfb.
But on top of this we also find here fragments of texts which have been
otherwise lost or which at least have not been given an entry in Sezgin's
GAS or sometimes even Ibn an-Nadim's Fihrist.

In Appendix IV I have collected the names of a few dozen people who
were most frequently mentioned in the Tahdhib. This list is far from
complete and could probably be extended considerably. It is only meant to
give an idea of the wealth of old material in the Tahdhib so far untapped.
Moreover, if we finally realize that Ibn Sa'd's Tabaqdt in the printed edition
as we have it now shows various lacunae which, if someone devoted some
time to it, could be filled with the appropriate passages ascribed to Ibn Sa'd
from the Tahdhb,5 then the conclusion seems inevitable that Ibn Hajar's
work can be considered to be a Fundgrube which, until now, has not attrac-
ted the attention it seems to deserve. The present chapter also originated in
my realizing this.

When one reads extensively in the twelve volumes of the Tahdhib, one
learns a great deal about the rivalries between the various centres of hadith
in the Muslim world and also about the internal rivalries between tradi-
tionists of one school.6 In an endless stream fada'il alternate with mathdlib
and often one stumbles upon blatant contradictions which seriously
complicate matters. But I firmly believe that the solutions to many ques-
tions concerning the earliest development of Islamic tradition, raised by
Goldziher and later scholars and so far never - especially not in the eyes of
Muslim scholars - satisfactorily answered, can be sought in a thorough
study of the Tahdhfb. Leaving those rivalries aside for the time being, I
should like to concentrate on the 7,3oo names of transmitters whose life-
times span a period of some two hundred and fifty years. Are these the

4. For details, see Bibliography.
5. The same applies to Ibn Hanbal's Kitdb al-'Ual wa-ma'rifat ar-rij l of which we have only

volume i in a printed edition. Whether or not the editors will eventually bring out more
volumes is anybody's guess. As long as we do not have more than the first volume, the
Tahdhib is our only printed source of information. This is also true for 'Ali ibn al-Madin's
Kitab aI-'ilal which, in the printed edition, only contains a fraction of the information
scattered over the Tahdhib. One wonders why the unique Ms., dating from 628 A.H. (cf.
GAS, i, p. io8) presents so incomplete a text. Might Ibn al-Madini's original have con-
tained information which did not harmonize with the views of later rijal experts and were
large parts of it, therefore, subsequently suppressed? Do we have, in other words, only an
.expurgated' redaction? Cf. Chapter 5 of this study. But, of course, we do not know
whether Ibn Hajar had perhaps other texts of his at his disposal.

6. See also my On the origins of Arabic prose, p. 172, cf. also Chapter 1, pp. 64f.
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names of 7,300 historical figures of early Islam or are there any fictitious
persons among them, and if so, who can safely be crossed out?

Even if one does not have a computer at one's disposal, where the press-
ing of buttons supplies the desired information, a human being has a faculty
which serves him in good stead when tackling a problem such as the one
outlined above. This faculty is his awareness of unusual coincidences and,
very often, his unwillingness to take these coincidences for granted. If, for
example, a certain name - with or without the accompanying patronymic -
occurs much more frequently than might be expected, a closer look almost
invariably proves to be rewarding and reveals certain peculiarities. I have
come to recognize these peculiarities and I have started to classify them.
The following considerations concerning one particular name furnish a
suitable starting-point and may clarify what I mean.

The case of Ijafs b. 'Umar
Of the thirty-five people called Hafs, thirteen, that is more than one third,
were allegedly sons of people called 'Umar. Eight of these thirteen were
contemporaneous. When I looked to see if they had any masters in
common, it appeared that three of these transmitters called Haf b. 'Umar
had been pupils of the well-known Shu'ba. This peculiarity is enhanced by
the fact that in Ibn Hajar's lexicon dealing with the transmitters from other
than the canonical collections, the Lisdn al-mfzan, the patronymic 'Umar in
an even more astonishing manner outnumbers other patronymics for
people called Haft. Of the forty-three Haf$ twenty had 'Umars as fathers. Of
these twenty fifteen were contemporaneous and, on top of that, five had
allegedly been pupils of Shu'ba. In other words, if we take all this informa-
tion at face value, there were eight different people called Haf$ b. 'Umar
(five from the Lisdn and three from the Tahdhfb) who had attended Shu'ba's
h.adith sessions and, if that is not enough, who had more than a dozen
namesakes mostly spread over Iraqi hadfth centres. I have come to recog-
nize in this a pattern. Someone had become so well-known and was so much
looked up to at a certain time at a certain place that isnads with his name
became numerous. Since an ever increasing number of isndds were forged
with his name in them supporting texts too incongruous to ascribe to a
transmitter of his stature, rijdl information became automatically more
extensive including various people with the same name but of lesser renown
to whom the incongruous material could indeed safely be ascribed. In the
case of the name Hafs b. 'Umar, the first and foremost bearer of that name,
whose fame and, therefore, whose inviolability had probably brought his
various fictitious namesakes into being, was Hafs b. 'Umar b. al-Harith b.
Sakhbara (d. 225/840). 7

7. Tahdhfb, 11, pp. 405ff. His grandfather and great-grandfather are listed in Caskel, i, no. 216.
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But if we scrutinize this one transmitter more closely in the earlier rijal
works even more astonishing features keep piling up and strengthen us in
our initial disbelief in this capricious coincidence: almost two dozen people
bearing the same not too common name fortuitously living at the same
time mostly in the same area seem too hard to swallow.

In Ibn Sa'd there are two people called Haf$ b. 'Umar but they lived at
different times. The one we are trying to trace for our investigation is, as
yet, only known by his kunya and his nisba, Abi 'Umar al-Hawdi. Ibn Sa'd
must have met him personally or he must have obtained direct information
about him, because he even mentions the very day on which Haf$ died,
roughly five years before his own death in 230. For the rest he does not give
any more details, for example about his activities as a transmitter. He only
states that the man is to be considered to hail from Basra.8 In Khalifa b.
Khayy t's work on tabaqat it is clearly stated that he was a mawl of the
Banfi 'Adi. Khalifa died allegedly ten years after Ibn Sa'd in 240 and it is for
this reason that his information may be a little more detailed. 9 But in
Bukhdri's At-ta'rfkh al-kabir, a rijal work composed approximately only
fifteen years later, the reference to his having been a mawld is substituted
for his alleged descent from an-Namir, a revered ancestor of the tribe
Azd,10 whereas in the Kitdb al-jarh, wa 't-ta'dil of Ibn Abi Hdtim, containing
information gathered again some fifteen years later by Abfi Hdtim (d.
277/89o), Hafs's pedigree has grown by the addition of a grandfather (al-
.HArith) and a statement attributed to 'Ali ibn al-Madini (d. 234/849) that he

had been one of Shu'ba's pupils, that he was of bedouin descent and that he
was noted for his unadulterated Arabic."l Returning to the Tahdhib we are
then confronted again with a man whose complete pedigree stretches far
back into the Azd tribe and about whom it is said - but only as an
afterthought to which not too much historical value is to be attributed
(wa-yuqdlu... ) - that he may have been a mawla of the Banfi 'Adi.

To sum up, the different entries in the rijal works quoted here are as follows:

Ibn Sa'd (d. 23o/844): AbCi VUmar al-Hawdi wa'smuhu .afs b. 'Umar
Khalifa (d. 24o/854): Haft b. 'Urmar mawla banT 'Adi al-Hawdr Aba 'Urmar
Bukhdri (d. 256/870): Hafs b. ' UmarAba 'Umar al-Hawdi an- Namarial-Azdi
Abfi Hatim (d. 277/89o): Haf4 b. 'Umar AbM 'Umar al-Hawdi Ibn al-Hdrith an-

Namari
Ibn Hajar (d. 852/1448): Yaft b. 'Umar b. al-Harith b. Sakhbara al-Azdf an-

NamarAb 'U/mar al-Hawdr al-Basrr Ibn an-Namir b.
'Uthman wa-yuqalu mawla bani'Adi.

The number of namesakes increases with time as is conspicuously
apparent from a chronological survey of the above-mentioned rijCl works.

8. Ibn Sa'd, VII, 2, p. 56 (lines 13ff.). 9. Khalifa, Tabaqdt, p. 228.
10. Bukhri, Kitdb at-ta'rtkh al-kabfr, 1 2, p. 366.
11. Ibn Abi H tim, Kitab al-jarh wa 't-ta'dil, I 2, p. 182.
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In Ibn Sa'd, as indicated above, only one other Haf b. 'Umar is mentioned,
namely a grandson of Sa'd b. Abi Waqqd who was killed with his father by
Mukhtdr12 presumably more than a century earlier. In the twenty-five years
following Ibn Sa'd's death fifteen more people with this name emerge in the
Ta'rfkh of Bukhdri, but only four can be considered contemporary with our
Hafs. Again a few decades later, when Ibn Abi Hatim's father was actively
collecting rijal material, this number has increased to thirty-five, of whom
fifteen lived at an earlier time and twenty were contemporaneous with our
particular Haf b. 'Umar. After that, as we have seen, the number is still
higher in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhfb and Lisan but not very much so. The only
striking difference between Ibn Abi Hatim and Ibn Hajar is the increased
volume of information in the tarjamas of the latter. And in spite of the
meticulousness of these Muslim authors, a further look reveals how defec-
tively much of the material was transmitted and to what confusion, such as
the creation of new people called Haf b. 'Umar, this led.1 3

The question remains: who can be held responsible for the invention of
these transmitters? Perhaps the ultimate differentiation may have been
made by later rijal experts who had to sift questionable from acceptable
material. They may have done this on the basis of genealogical and/or
fada'il/mathalib information partly transmitted anonymously, partly trans-
mitted by that generation of traditionists who found a place in the tier
above Haf in Haf$ b. 'Umar isndds. In other words, alti~ough we cannot
possibly impute to one (or more) person(s) the invention of the namesakes
of Haf b. 'Umar, we know with some accuracy when it must have occurred.
From the foregoing it has become clear that the namesakes originated
around 250 A. H., between the death dates of Khalifa (d. 240) and Bukhdri (d.
256). In conclusion I think it is safe to say that the vast majority of people
called Haf$ b. 'Umar, especially those who allegedly died about 220 A.H.,
were fictitious persons.

So far, this Haf$ b. 'Umar example may be taken to lead to the assumption
that as soon as we find a not too common name, which an unexpectedly high
number of people seem to share, they are probably fictitious persons who
have come into existence around one, or sometimes two, historical ones.
This phenomenon could be observed on so many occasions that it deserves
to be identified as a pattern.

The case of Ikrima

Another example in regard to which it can be maintained that the not too
credulous investigator refuses to believe in 'coincidences' concerns the
12. Ibn Sa'd, v, p. 125 (line 21).
13. E.g. compare Tahdhib, 1, no. 721: Hafs b. 'Umar al-imdm Aba 'Imrdn ar-Rdzfmin sikkat

aI-Bdgh jar Jbn as-SuddT with Ibn Abi! Hdtim, 1 2, no. 778: . . . wa-yuqdlu lahu an-Najjar
aI-Wdsit and ibidem, no. 794: .. ar-Razf. .. jar Ibn as-Sindi al-Baghl and Lisdn, in, no.
1337: Haft b. 'Umarb. AbE Haf4 al-Wasittal-Bukharfal-imam.
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name 'Ikrima. The notorious mawld of Ibn 'Abb~s is so well-known that he
needs no further introduction. Beside him we find in the Tahdhfb six more
Ikrimas of whom one is a Companion, the son of AbdI Jahl, 14 and the other

five are all Successors who lived at the same time. Whether the name
'Ikrima had become so notorious after the lifetime of Ibn 'Abbfs's mawld
that parents no longer wanted to give this name to their sons or whether
there was another reason for the name to disappear, is a question which at
this moment is difficult to answer. The fact is that, with the exception of a
few highly doubtful Ikrimas in the Lisan, all people bearing this name lived
during the same period. It is my contention that the majority of these were
fictitious or represent different stages in the development of fictitious
pedigrees around one historical figure. It is indeed difficult to maintain that
the Ikrimas listed here are all separate, historical individuals.

'Ikrima b. Khflid b. al-'A b. Hishdm b. al-Mughira b. 'Abd Alldh b.
'Umar b. Muhammad
'Ikrima b. Salama b. al-'A b. Hishdm
'Ikrima b. Salama b. Rabi'a
'Ikrima b. 'Abd ar-Rahmfn b. al-Hdrith b. Hishfm b. al-Mughira b. 'Abd
Alldh b. 'Umar b. Muhammad
As was the case with Haf b. 'Umar isnads, the reason for the invention of so
many namesakes of one (or at most two) Ikrima(s) may lie in the need of
isndd scholars of a later period to differentiate between various kinds of
material of disparate quality which could only be taken seriously and pre-
served when the theory was propounded that it had been transmitted by
transmitters of unequal expertise and background. But since these 1Ikrimas
were supposed to have lived some one hundred years earlier than those
people called Hafs b. 'Umar, the tarjamas seem to have had more time to
become a great deal more elaborate and sophisticated.

The case of Bishr

A particularly striking coincidence is presented by the transmitters called
Bishr. At the same time, however, they constitute a very complicated
problem the solution of which is not as apparently obvious as in the two
preceding cases. The point of departure is, on the other hand, one of the
most astounding 'coincidences' - as one might call these phenomena - to
embellish the pages of the Tahdhfb. Even the most gullible will have to
admit that the distribution of different Bishrs over the hadfth centres leaves
something to be explained. With most names it appears that the distribu-
tion over the different hzadith centres is, with a few not very meaningful
exceptions, numerically proportionate to the size of the centre. For ex-
ample, the difference in numbers between Basra, Kfifa and Medina hardly

14. Tahdhfb, Vii, pp. 257f.
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ever gives cause for amazement and, on the whole, we may conclude that
the numbers of transmitters operating in each of these three centres is more
or less similar. Thus, if we look at the distribution of Bishrs over the centres
and we find that apart from two in Hims, Damascus and Marw, and one in
Kfifa, there was no Bishr hailing from Medina, whereas seventeen Bishrs
were allegedly active in Basra, we have a problem which, so far, is in want
of a satisfactory explanation.

The case of Aba Ishaq

The problem concerning different people bearing the same names and
living roughly during the same period was already known to early hadith
scholars. Ar-Rdmahurmuzi, for example, devoted a sizable section of his
book to those who share names and lifetimes. 15 However, in most cases he
does no more than hint. Thus when he talks about those who share the
kunya Abi Ishaq, he only mentions two, who are indeed the most impor-
tant muhaddithan of their time with the name, 'Amr b. 'Abd AllIh as-Sabi'i
and Sulaymin b. Abi Sulaymin ash-Shaybfni, both from Kfifa. What
Rdmahurmuzi does not mention is that the kunya Abfi Ishdq seems to have
been uncommonly popular in KTafa and on a lesser scale also in Basra, for
the number of those who had this kunya is unexpectedly large and not at all
commensurate with the rather limited number of people called Ishaq who
are mentioned as having been their sons according to customary kunya
practice. And to believe in the 'coincidence' that those whose kunya was
Ab Ishaq had acquired this kunya contrary to the established custom is
again, I think, asking a little too much. It is true that having the name
Ibrdhim in many cases automatically resulted in acquiring the kunya Aba
Is.&q without the apparent need of fathering male children who would then
be named Ishaq,16 but, even so, the kunya Abii Ishtq was given more
frequently than the overall frequency of the name Ish~q would warrant.
The frequency with which the kunya Ab Ish~q, without specification of
the ism, appears in isndds leads one to believe that there were perhaps quite
a few people who wanted to share, by borrowing Aba Ishq as-SabiTs
kunya, in this famous traditionist's glory, 17 and that what appears to be the
15. Ramahurmuzi, pp. 274-302. Cf. also al-Hkim, Ma'rifat 'ulfim al-hadth, pp. 230f.; al-

Khaltfb, Kifdya, pp. 371f.
16. Fifty-one of the hundred and fifty-four different lbrahims in the Tahdhib, that is almost

one third, are called Abfi Ishq. When we look under the name Islhiq, we find only fifteen
people called Ishaq b. Ibrahim, of whom just a few are mentioned in the tarjamas of the
lbrihims. Cf. also H. Schfitzinger, Das Kitdb al-mu'gam des Abl Bakr al-lsmd'flf, pp.
125-8, where eighteen of the twenty-four Ibrihims listed have the kunya Abfd Ishaq. Cf.
also L. Caetani and G. Gabrieli, Onomasticon arabicum, vol. i, pp. i iof. Of the thirty-
seven people called 'Abbas in the Tahdhib, no less than fourteen have the kunya Abii
'l-Fadl. Is that because of the prophet's cousin al-Fatl1 b. al-'Abbis?

17. Cf. Tahdhib, xi, p. 63, where Hushaym b. Bashir is described as 'making use' of this kunya;
cf. also Qabal, pp. ii8f.
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transmission of one person was in reality the work of many of the same
name among whom one or two, in this case as-Sabi'i and ash-Shaybini,
became eventually marked as key figures. It was they who gradually were
personally credited with the work of many, otherwise almost anonymous,
Abui Ishqs. I am inclined to lend credence also to the possibility that the
majority of AbTi Ishqs are merely fictitious. If we assume, in any case, that
the historical validity of isndds with an unspecified Abi Ishq at the
Successor level hinges on either or both of the possibilities outlined just
now, we haie cast doubt on a substantial percentage of Kfifan and Ba~ran
isndds. Besides, Abfi Ishq as-Sabi'i is the sort of controversial figure to
whom is ascribed a great deal of highly doubtful material.18 If store is to be
set on isnads at all, those with one unspecified Abfi Ishq at the Successor
level are dubious in the extreme irrespective of the texts they support.

It is not unthinkable that Abd Ish. q isnads, once established as highly
useful tools to bring certain materials into circulation as prophetic tradi-
tions, started to live a life of their own and were used at all times and
seasons. An even more striking example of such an isnad is the so-called
'golden chain' (silsilat adh-dhahab): 19 Malik - Nafi' - 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar -
prophet.

Nafi and Shu'ba

As is the case with a few other names, the name Ndfi' seems to become
gradually more popular in the course of the first one and a half centuries
after which it virtually disappears. Whereas in Ibn Sa'd we only find twelve,
in Bukhdri's Ta'rfkh, compiled a few decades later as we saw, we already
find twenty-nine Nffi's listed, which number has become thirty-six in Ibn
Abi Hftim's lexicon. Strangely enough, this number decreases to twenty-
six in the Tahdhfb and the Lisdn together. Again certain striking simi-
larities characterize most of the people called Ndfi'. None of them died after
2oo/815 and the vast majority were either Hijd.zi, especially Medinese,
Successors or mawdli or (in most cases) both. One conclusion that readily
presents itself is that most probably all these Successors/mawdlf called Nffi'
are fictitious with the possible exception of one, the famous mawld of Ibn
'Umar from the 'golden chain'. If this conclusion is not acceptable and the
historicity of this multitude of Nafifs is maintained, the question why the
name virtually disappeared after the period during which the most famous
Nffi' allegedly lived remains unanswered.

Is it justifiable to assume that the meaning of the name Nafi' (= useful) is
significant? Does this perhaps indicate that often mawlas were given names
that bespeak the (hidden) expectations of their masters? The significance

18. See my On the origins of Arabic prose, pp. 17of., and also Ibn Hanbal, 'lla, 1, no. 909.
19. Cf. Muh. Stud., 11, p. 247; JA, 1900, xvl, p. 48 2.
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that certain names have special connotations or evoke special associations
may become apparent later in the course of this study, when I shall come to
speak of names such as S5lim and Thfbit.

There seems to be no doubt that these dozens of Ndfi's have led to con-
fusion on the part of the tradition experts. 20 It is, therefore, wrong to think
that the 'golden chain': Mdlik- Ndfi' - Ibn 'Umar-prophet 2i is any guaran-
tee at all against fabrication. In the Lisan literally hundreds of forged
.adiths are listed supported by this isndd and it is, of course, impossible to
hold the alleged pupils of Milik in these isnads solely responsible. Very
many forged traditions supported by this isnad probably originated during
Mdlik's own lifetime (9o-179/7o8-95).

One other feature of the Ndfi's, namely that the number of people so
called in Ibn Abi Htim's Al-jarh. wa 't-ta'dfl decreases in Ibn Hajar's rijal
works, can also be observed with people who had the name Shu'ba. In the
Jarh the number of Shu'bas was nine, but in the Tahdhib and the Lisdn
together we find only seven Shu'bas. 22 I think this phenomenon can be
explained by assuming that the popularity of the famous Ndfi' and the
famous Shu'ba with later hadfth scholars became so vast that a few of the
fictitious shadow figures called Ni' or Shu'ba, always contemporaneous
with, and allegedly active in the same areas as, their famous namesakes or
adjacent areas, simply vanished in the course of time.

The dependable Thabit

I have referred above to the meaning of certain names playing a significant
part. As an example of such a meaningful name I have chosen Thtbit, firm,
stable, reliable. It is my contention that many Thfbits were not historical
figures, but fictitious persons inserted into rickety isndds to give these a
more reliable appearance. To illustrate this it seems appropriate to refer
first to an early h4adith scholar, Ibn Hibban al-Busti (d. 354/965). In his
Kitdb al-majrahffn, while discussing how the transmission of traditions can
go wrong at the hands of certain transmitters, he mentions the category of
those who, though moved by pious considerations, do not pay proper heed
to the established rules of transmission and ascribe mursal isnads to the
prophet and complete interrupted isndds with the necessary links. Some-
times they take dictums of Hasan al-Ba~ri and provide them with isnads via
Anas b. M5lik to the prophet, something which would make such an isnad

20. E.g. Tahdhib, 11, p.3 16: az-Zubayrb. 'Ubaydrawd an Nafi' wa-laysa mawla Jbn 'Umar. Cf.
also Rimahurmuzi, p. 277 (no. 56).

21. For the most 'reliable' isnads, see e.g. al-Khatib, Kifaya, pp. 397ff.
22. In Lisan, in, no. 516, there is a man who claimed to have memorized hadith and who was

consequently nicknamed Shu'ba. He lived after 300/912. Ziyid b. Ayyfib Dalluwayh (d.
252/866) was known as 'little Shu'ba', cf. Tahdhib, in, p. 355, al-Kha;tb, Ta'rfkh Baghdad,
viii, pp. 479ff.
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sound if this practice escaped notice and were not properly exposed. As an
example of transmitters who were not averse to this practice Ibn Hibban
mentions among others Ab~n b. Abi 'Ayy~sh (d. I 3 8/7 55 ). 23

An interesting anecdote concerning this Abin is preserved in his tarjama
in the Tahdhib. Ahmad ibn Hanbal is recorded as having questioned Yahy
b. Main, the famous rijl expert, when the latter was busily copying tradi-
tions under the isndd: 'Abd ar-Razzdq - Ma'mar - Aban etc. 'But don't you
know that Abin is a liar?', exclaimed Alhmad, whereupon Ibn Ma'in
answered: 'Yes, but I copy this on purpose so that, if some liar comes to me
and relates this material on the authority of Ma'mar - Thfbit - Anas, I am in
a position to prove that this is a falsehood that has to be ascribed to Abdn.' 24

Here we see that the mere name Th~bit was used, perhaps in jest, to refer to
an imaginary, but doubtless reliable, transmitter. A further look into the
Tahdhib reveals that there are at least six Thibits who did allegedly record
traditions from Anas and another eight who easily could have done so. The
most famous Th~bit, who probably was a historical figure, is Th~bit b.
Aslam al-Bundni, around whom we again find this cluster of shadowy,
probably fictitious, figures. It is often impossible to establish which Thfbit
is meant in a particular isnad, and sometimes the confusion about it is so
great that this has led me to believe that mentioning the single name Th~bit
in an isnad may have been a convenient way of patching it up without too
many questions asked. In any case, the words Thdbit 'an Anas became a
household term in Ba~ra for traditions which had something wrong with
them .25

The case of Anas

On the whole, the two oldest links after the prophet in an isndd were the
most difficult to establish since the isnad as an institution came into full use
only towards the end of the first century. 26 Anas' advanced age - according
to the most authoritative reports he died in 93/711 when he was allegedly

23. Kitab al-majra4in, i, p. 56.
24. Tahdhrb, i, p. Ioi; cf. al-Khaib, Kifdya, p. 378.
25. Cf. Tahdhib, vi, p. 283. Furthermore, there is evidence as to the fictitiousness of Thibit

figures in e.g. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, old ed., i1, pp. 2o9 and 216, in the isnad: Shu'ba -
Thibit - Anas - prophet. Cf. also the tarjamas of Ash'ath b. Barz in Lisan, i, pp. 454f.;
H umayd at-Tawil in Tahdhfb, II, p. 39 (where probably al-Bunin! is meant but not
specified as so often is the case), whereas in the case of Salib b. Bashir all his traditions
from the mysterious Thabit are considered worthless (Tahdhib, iv, p. 382). Thibit al-
Bun.ni may have been aware of his name being misused, cf. Rimahurmuzi, p. 564. And a
contemporary, one "Abd al-'Abiz b. Suhayb al-Bunini (d. 130/748), was so called, because
he used to go to a street in Ba~ra called Sikkat Bundna, cf. Tahdhib, vi, p. 342.

26. Cf. J. Horowitz in Der Islam, v1ii, pp. 39-47; G. H. A. Juynboll in Arabica, xx, pp. 142-59;
cf. also my translation of Muslim's introduction to his Sahth inJSAl, and, firstof all, Chapter i
of this study.
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one hundred and three years old - appeared especially convenient for those
isndd forgers who were loath to go to a lot of trouble concocting
complicated isnads and simply listed a rather late Successor who allegedly
had it from Anas who allegedly had it from the prophet. An isnad like that
stretches easily to the forties and fifties of the second century A.H. Indeed,
Anas became such a crucial figure in isnads that he is one of the most
important Companions, whose alleged activities in transmitting prophetic
sayings caused other, most probably unhistorical, people with this name to
come into existence. The ensuing confusion, inevitable as we have learned
above, makes the reliability of any isnad featuring Anas suspect under the
best of circumstances. Moreover, this seemingly easy way of putting isnads
together resulted in veritable armies of alleged pupils of Anas, whose
doubtful historicity, and hence whose supposedly doubtful trustworthi-
ness, necessitated often the patching up of certain isnads with almost
anonymous (read: fictitious) people whose names inspired confidence,
such as the Thfbits (compare note 170 of Chapter i).

The accumulation of certain names

In a less specific way the use or misuse of reliable sounding names can be
observed with names such as Salim, Slih ,27 Sa'id, Hammid, 'Abbid, Kathir,
Khalid, Rabi', Ziyfd and others. In an investigation into all the pupils to
whom Hasan al-Bari is alleged to have related traditions I have compiled a
list of some three hundred and eighty transmitters. 28 More than any other
source I can think of, this list gives at a glance the unusual accumulation of
certain not too common names and in the case of the more common ones,
such as Khalid and Sa'id also listed above, the accumulation sometimes
reaches such proportions that again our credulity is stretched beyond its
limits. The incredibly large numbers of namesakes, who supposedly all
heard traditions with this one man from this one hadfth centre, would baffle
even the most naive. The most striking case of all from the aforementioned
list is formed by the Khilids, of whom most probably the vast majority is
fictitious around the one Kh.lid whose historicity seems beyond question,
the famous Khilid b. Mihran (d. 141/758), nicknamed the cobbler, al-
Hadhdhd', not because he was so good at shoemaking but because he used to
sit in the company of cobblers all the time. 29

Another case in point concerns the Sa'ids. Suffice it to point out here that
al-Khalib al-Baghdddi in his - as far as I know - unpublished work Al-
muttafiq wa 'l-muftariq discussed most of the fourteen people called Sa'id b.

27. Cf. al-Khatib, Kifya, p. 20.
28. For an appraisal of Hasan al-Bagi as transmitter of traditions, see Chapter i above.
29. Another transmitter who earned himself the same nickname for the same reason was

'Ubayda b. Humayd, cf. Tahdhfb, vii, p. 82. And Yabyi b. al-Mutawakkil, who is also
mentioned as a cobbler, was moreover blind (), cf. Tahdhfb, x1, p. 270.
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Abi Sa'id apart from the well-known Sa'id b. Abi Sa'id al-Maqburi. 3° These
fourteen Sa'ids are not even listed under separate headings in the Tahdhfb,
obviously for lack of any detailed information by means of which the one
may be distinguished from the other. The Fuldn b. Abi Fulan construction I
have come to recognize, by the way, as a popular method to disguise the fact
that the name of someone's father is not known. 31 Under a great many
names we find in the Tahdhib one or more Fuldn b. Abi Fuldns listed and
their tarjamas almost invariably present us with confusion concerning these
figures or, in many cases, no information at all. Another way of providing
oneself with ancestors was to choose the names Dindr or Dirham as that of
one's father. 32 Although there are quite a few different people listed who
supposedly had a certain Dindr or a certain Dirham as father, these fathers
never seem to have led a life of their own. This can be proved easily by the
total absence of these names as separate entries in the biographical lexica.
That also common names such as Muslim, 'Abd Allah and 'Abd ar-Rahm~n 33

often seem to have been used for unknown fathers is something which one
feels intuitively reading through the rijal works, but for which there is not
much tangible evidence. The only thing one can say is that the shadowy,
probably fictitious, namesakes around one seemingly historical figure
frequently have fathers with the commonest, and therefore the most
untraceable, names.

The case of Zuhri

The patterns discussed in the foregoing seem to suggest that many more
features characterizing isndds might in actual fact constitute patterns. One
such feature, more prominent than any other, is the occurrence in prac-
tically every isnad of a key figure. Key figures have been previously dealt
with in this study in Chapter I, pp. 39-65, and will also be subjected to
further scrutiny in the next chapter. Now it is proposed to draw special
attention to one key figure, the key figure par excellence, who perhaps of all
/7adfth transmitters occurs most frequently in isnads, i.e. Muhammad b.
Muslim b. 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd AllTh b. Shihfb az-Zuhri (d. 124/742).
Various striking features regarding the name Zuhri assail the assiduous

30. Cf. Tahdhib, iv, p. 40.
31. E.g. cf. Rashid ghayr mansab wa-qila Rashid, b. Ab Rdshid, Tahdhfb, ii, no. 437; al-

Jarrib, a little known Companion, was also called Ibn Abi 'l-Jarrib, Tahdhfb, ni, no. 105.

See also Hamza b. AbiHarnza in Tahdhib, II, p. 29 (line xo), 'Amr b. Abi'Amrin vni, p. 84,
no 124, 'Ilbi' b. Abi 'Ilbfi', in vi, no. 477, 'Alqama b. Abi 'Alqama, in vii, no. 482, Kathir b.
Abi Kathir, in viii, nos. 759-64, Ma'qil b. Abi Ma'qil, in x, no. 429, etc.

32. E.g. cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, I, no. 944.
33. Tahdhib, vi, no. 219: 'LUtba b. Muslim was in fact called 'Utba b. Abi 'Utba; cf. also

Rimahurmuzi, p. 562, for 'Abd Alldh and 'Abd ar-Rahmin used as names of fictitious
people.
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reader of the Tahdhfb and it might be interesting to see whether these
features constitute together another pattern.

It is asserted in the Tahdhib that the total number of traditions Zuhri is
supposed to have transmitted is 2,200.34 Since this figure is positively
modest compared with the tens of thousands of traditions ascribed to trans-
mitters who lived only a few decades later,35 one may be inclined not to
dismiss this information out of hand as one of the usual exaggerations one
becomes so accustomed to in early Islamic source material. But whereas
2,200 may seem a low estimate, the number of traditions in the oldest
extant hadith collections, such as the so-called Musnad of 'Umar b. 'Abd
al-Aziz and the three texts published by Azmi, 36 suggests that even that may
be taken as far too high. Privately made statistics of the Tahdhfb produced
the figure 214 for the number of Zuhri's alleged masters. The number of
Zuhri's pupils in the Tahdhib is somewhat lower but, when their number is
added to that of Zuhri's alleged pupils from the Lisan, in which lexicon
there are hardly any of Zuhri's reputed masters listed, we end up with a
much higher figure. Even if these figures cannot be proven to be absolutely
correct, they do suggest an activity of hadith transmission around a man
called Zuhri which, in view of the initial slow development of Muslim
h.adfth set forth in Chapter i, is hard to come to terms with. Only if it were
possible to prove that the name Zuhri, which we so frequently encounter in
isndds, stands for more than one person, would this .adith activity seem to
gain in historical probability and lose some of its incongruity. In other
words, a few thousand traditions - a mere handful in comparison with the
numbers of later times, but even so - allegedly transmitted by one man from
a few hundred masters to even more pupils, seems an inconceivable state of
affairs, especially if we take into account that this is supposed to have
happened already during the last two decades of the first/seventh and the
first two decades of the second/eighth century. But if the name Zuhri is
assumed to have served more than one person, quite a sizable number of
persons in fact as may be distilled from the following, the situation becomes
less improbable. Even if the data given below do not admit of the clear-cut
inference that Zuhri was more than one person, the indications that seem to
converge on the pluriformity of 'Zuhri' cannot be dismissed and constitute
at least striking circumstantial evidence. In short, was Zuhri more than one
person?

A first clue is offered in a report attributed to Malik b. Anas. In contrast to
all other tradition experts Malik preferred to call Zuhri by the name Ibn
Shihdb, whereas all the others simply referred to him as Zuhri. This in-

34. Tahdhib, Ix, p. 447 (penult.). 35. E.g. cf. Tahdhfb, i, no. 216.
36. Cf. his Studies in early Muslim hadith literature, with texts by Suhayl b. Ab! Silih, 'Ubayd

AllIh b. 'Unar and Abi 'I-Yamtn al-Hakam b. Naff .
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formation may be taken to suggest that Mlik at least was aware of con-
fusion about the man called Zuhri. 37 But we do find Mdlik - Ibn Shihib
isndds alternating with MAlik - Zuhri isnads in one and the same context. 38

The famous Zuhri - or Ibn Shih~b - is hardly ever called anything else. Even
so, in an enumeration of Zuhri's most influential pupils Ibn Hanbal deemed
it necessary to list his name and complete lineage, as if that would forestall
possible confusion. 39 But 'Umar II called him simply by his nisba: yd
Zuhril,40 although there are people called Muhammad b. Muslim (like
Zuhri) who seem to have been confused with him. 4 1 Moreover, there is the
ubiquitous confusion when, from lists of names in an isndd, the crucial
preposition 'an is dropped, thus giving rise to one person where there used
to be two. This also occurred in the case of Zuhri. 42

The Band Zuhra constitute an important clan of the Quraysh. Most
members of this clan trace their lineage back to such famous Companions as
Sa'd b. AbiWaqq and 'Abd ar-Rahm~n b. 'Awf, two of the ten Companions
whom the prophet allegedly promised that they would certainly enter
paradise. The number of Zuhris who at one time or another were reported
to have transmitted traditions seems comparatively large, but because we
have no exact figures concerning other tribes' or clans' hadith transmitters
of the first two centuries, it is hazardous to say whether they perhaps
outshone other tribes in this. Even so, one is occasionally struck by the
seemingly unexplainable 'accumulation' of Zuhris in certain texts. Abdi
'l-Qdsim, about whom more will be said in Chapter V, severely criticized
three Zuhris consecutively in his Qabal al-akhbar;43 in the Musnad of 'Umar
b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, arranged according to 'Umar's informants, we encounter a
similar 'accumulation';44 and especially in Fasawi we read for pages on end
about one Zuhri after another with isnads entirely consisting of Zuhris. 45

In all I collected some 120 Zuhris. Of these sixty-six were slightly older
than, contemporaneous with, or slightly younger than Ibn Shihib. Many of
these had reportedly been either masters or pupils of Ibn Shihab or, in other
words, had been associated in one way or another with the h.adfth material
Ibn Shih~b had also become associated with. Not all these sixty-six were
blood relatives of Ibn Shihfb but fall into different categories; quite a few

37. Ibn Hanbal, 'Ilal, i, no. 1022. 38. E.g. cf. Lisdn, v, no. 888.
39. Cf. 'lal, I, no. 2451. 40. Cf. Abdi Zur'a, Ta'rkh, p. 519,
41. Cf. Tahdhfb, in, no. 859; Qabal, p. 8. 42. Compare Lisdn, i, no. 325, with no. 291.
43. P. 66; cf. the following chapter for an appraisal of this text. 44. Cf. pp. 421ff., 437ff.
45. Kitab al-ma'rifa wa 't-ta'rrkh, i, pp. 360-422; an example of an isnad consisting of only

Zuhris is the one mentioned on p. 368: Zuhri (i.e. Ibn Shihdb) - Zurira b. Mu$'ab az-Zuhri
- al-Miswar b. Makhrama az-Zuhr! - 'Abd ar-Rahmgn b. 'Awf az-Zuhri. Each pair of
transmitters considered separately, all these Zuhris are only distantly related; this isndd,
therefore, does not constitute a proper family isndd. And what are we to think of the
report: Qultu li-'Abd ar-Rahmdn b. Ibrdhim: man akhbaraka anna 'z-Zuhri wulida sanata
kharsin? Qala: ba'd az-Zuhriyyfn. .. (AbQ Zur'a, Ta'rikh, p. 613)? See also Ibn Hanbal,
'lal, i, p. 185, lines 12f.
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were mawalf of the Banfi Zuhra, some were halffs (confederates), and
others who were not expressis verbis mentioned in the sources as either
mawalF or halFfs seem to have been totally unrelated but had the nisba
Zuhri nevertheless. The numbers of these categories are specified in the
following:

Blood relatives: thirty-nine (see the five pedigrees of the Banui Zuhra,
figures 3-7);

Mawdl: twelve; 46

Halifs: four; 47

Others: eleven .48

Of this last category most were in all likelihood also mawdlf or perhaps
descendants of mawalf, but since that information is lacking in their
tarjamas, they have been mentioned in a separate category.

On the basis of the evidence presented in the following, I would like to
venture the theory that many of those who had the nisba Zuhri, either
through kinship, clientage or otherwise, may often have been addressed by
that name or may have asked to be called by it, in so doing creating con-
fusion with the one great transmitter who was alternatively called Zuhri or
Ibn Shihab.

Among the pupils of Ya'qfib b. Ibrihim b. Sa'd b. Ibrdhim b. 'Abd ar-
Rahmn b. 'Awf az-Zuhri (d. 208/824) we find one who is simply called
az-Zuhri. 49 He may have lived at a later time than Ibn Shihfb but, even so,
this proves that the simple name Zuhri remained in use.

'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Ag' b. Safwdn, 5° 'Imrdn b. 'Abd al-'Aziz b. 'Umar 5t

46. 'Abd AllAh b. Kaysin (Tahdhib, v, no. 644); AbTa 's-SA'ib (Tahdhib, xii, no. 480); Ayyfib b.
Habib (Tahdhfb, I, no. 736); Bukayr b. Mismir (Tahdhfb, I, no. 914); Khdlid b. al-Lajlij
(Tahdhfb, ii, no. 215); Muhijir b. Mismar (Tahdhfb, x, no. 565); Mubammad b. 'Abd
ar-Rabmin (Tahdhfb, ix, no. 510); Mus'ab b. Sulaym (Tahdhfb, x, no. 305, also in text
below); Rabi'a b. 'AiA' (Tahdhib, ii, no. 494); Sa'd b. 'Ubayd (Tahdhib, i, no. 888, alsoxii,
no. 757); Safwin b. Sulaym (Tahdhfb, iv, no. 734, Aba Nu'aym, Hilya, in, pp. 158ff.);
'Uthmdn b. Muslim (Tahdhib, vii, p. 154).

47. 'Abd All1h b. 'Uthmin (Tahdhib, v, no. 536); QiriZ b. Shayba (Tahdhib, vin, no. 555); Sa'id
b. Khilid (Tahdhib, iv, no. 28); 'Ubayd Alldh b. Abi Yazid (Tahdhib, xii, p. 280 ult.); that
Ialfs of the Band Zuhra were indeed called Zuhri is undeniably attested in the tarjama of
'Abd Allih b. 'Adi b. al-Hamra' in Tahdhib, v, no. 543.

48. 'Abd Alldh b. Sindn (Lisan, in, no. 1241, al-Khatib, Ta'rtkh Baghdad, Ix, p. 469); 'Abd
ar-RahmAn b. 'Ali' b. Safwdn (Tahdhib, vi, no. 469); AyyfIb b. Sayyir (Lisan, i, no. 1487);
IbrAhim b. al-Hasan (Lisdn, i, no. to6); Muhammad b. Abi Humayd (Tahdhib, ix, nos.
183-4); Sa'id b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin (Tahdhib, iv, no. 98); Said b. Muhammad (Lisan, iii, no.
162); Sulaymmn b. Abi Sulaymdn (Lisan, in, no. 322); Sulayman b. Mtas5 (Tahdhib, iv, no.
378); 'Umar b. Muhammad (Lisan, iv, no. 928); al-Walid b. 'Abd AII5h (Tahdhfb, xi, no.
230).

49. Tahdhib, xt, no. 741. Cf. also Tahdhib, Xi, p. 328 (line 2), where a pupil of'Affdn b. Muslim
is mentioned solely by his nisba Zuhri.

50. Tahdhfb, vi, no. 469. 51. Lisain, iv, no. 10 2.
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and 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, 52 all three of whom Zuhris, were often
mentioned by that name alone. 53

Mus'ab b. Sulaym al-Asadi, a mawla from Kfifa, was often called Zuhri
because he was the 'arf 54 of the Banfi Zuhra. 55

One 'Abd Allah b. al-Arqam b. 'Abd Yaghfith, a Companion, was some-
times confused with a totally different person, al-Miswar b. Makhrama,
because they were both descended from the Banfi Zuhra; that means that
they both must at times have been addressed as Zuhri.56

The otherwise unknown transmitter Shurayh from Tahdhib, Iv, no. 572,
is recorded as having been a pupil of a shaykh of the Banfi Zuhra who, in his
turn, had received hadfth from one al-Harith b. 'Abd ar-Rahmdn b. Abi
Dhubab. This shaykh can then be identified among al-HArith's pupils
(cf. Tahdhib, i, p. 148) as the prolific Safwan b. 'isa az-Zuhri (d.
198-2oo/814-i6), also mentioned below as one of the 'Iraqi Zuhris'. Thus
this Safwan was also known as 'a Zuhri'.

Among Ibn ShihAb's hundreds of pupils are a great many who may be
suspected of having fabricated traditions which they subsequently ascribed
to their master. 57 Among the most interesting of these pupils Muhammad
b. Yahyd b. 'Abd Allah should be mentioned. He was a so-called amTr
al-mu'mininfi 'l-hadith and the most learned of all his fellow Khurds~nians
in Zuhri traditions. He was sometimes called Muhammad b. Yahya
az-Zuhri, it says in the Tahdhib, just because of his fame in transmitting
Zuhrt traditions.58 Thus the bulk of Zuhri traditions is said to have reached
a region outside Syria via a man nicknamed az-Zuhri.

52. Lisdn, i, no. 1285.
53. See also 'Ali b. Muhammad b. 'Ubayd Allgh in al-Khattb, Ta'rfkh Baghdad, xl, p. 92;'Abd

Allah b. Sa'd in Ibn an-Nadim, Fihrist, p. 145, and al-Mughira b. Abi 'I-Mughith b.
Humayd in Lisdn, m, p. 124.

54. For this function, see E.I. 2, s.v. (Salih A. el-Ali and Cl. Cahen).
55. Tahdhib, x, no. 305. Bukh~ri, apparently, did not trust people with this function, cf.

Ibidem , p. 303 (penult.) 56. Tahdhib, v, no. 249.
57. E.g. Tahdhfb, xi, p. 150 (lines 6f.). Cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, i, no. 1445, for detailed account of

how a forger went to work. The technical term used is ihudla, the 'transferring of material'
acquired via the dubious transmitter Ibn Lahl'a to a seemingly impeccable Zuhri isndd,
featuring his otherwise dubious nephew lbn Akhi 'z-Zuhri; cf. also ibidem, no. 1456; for
more suspect pupils of Zuhri, see below. In al-Khatib, Kifdya, p. 318, we read how easy it
supposedly was to bring into circulation traditions which were claimed to have come from
Zuhri; anyone showing Zuhri a .ahifa, of which he said that it contained Zuhri traditions,
automatically obtained the master's permission to transmit them to others as such. Zuhri
did not check. This seems al-Khaib's solution to the 'Zuhri' phenomenon.

58. Tahdhib, ix, p. 5 16 (li-shuhratihi bi-ahddith az-Zuhnl; Ma'mar was likewise called Zuhri,
cf. Abd Zur'a, Ta'rkh, p. 437. Muhammad b. Yahyi's Zuhri traditions, wherever they may
have been compiled, did certainly not end up in the 'two Sa.fhs' . On al-'Izzi's charts (see
Chapter 5) he is only mentioned twice and this not even in isnads in which there is also one
Zuhri, whereas dozens of Zuhri isnads, continued by other Zuhris (among whom even one
of Muhammad b. Yabya's most outstanding masters, Ya'qfib b. Ibrihim b. Sa'd az-Zuhri),
support traditions in the 'two Sahhs'.
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It is, by the way, an interesting problem to examine how Zuhri traditions,
either from Ibn Shihib and his alleged pupils or via any other Zuhri,
reached Iraq. Speaking from the viewpoint of regionalism (cf. Chapter i),
Zuhri traditions are either Medinan or Syrian. Ibn Shihab is reported to
have performed the pilgrimage seven times in order to hear traditions with
Ibn al-Musayyab 59 and in Damascus he is said to have met Anas; thus Zuhri
- Anas traditions should be labelled Syrian rather than Ba~ran, that is, if we
set store by this report. 60 However, the Shi'ites also claimed Zuhri as one of
their prime transmitters; Ibn Abi Shayba (d. 235/849) is reported to have
held the seemingly .Hij-zi isndd: Zuhri- 'Ali b. al-Husayn b. 'All b. AbiTalib
- father - grandfather - prophet to be the soundest of all (cf. Tahdhfb, vii, p.
305). Apart from these 'Hij~zi' and 'Syrian' isnads, there are also Iraqi
isnads. Among the persons who were blood relatives of Ibn Shihab we find
Muhammad b. 'Abd al-'Aziz b. 'Umar whose Ibn Shihhb traditions finally
reached Bagdad6l and also the well-known Sa'd b. Ibrdhim62 settled in Iraq;
his numerous descendants spread the nisba Zuhri all over the region as well
as a great many 'Zuhri traditions'. It is even reported that one of Ibn
Shihab's most outstanding hadfth masters, his kinsman Abi Salama b. 'Abd
ar-Rahman b. 'Awf az-Zuhri (d. 94/713), once visited Kfifa. 63 Among those
who were seemingly not relatives of Ibn Shihab, but were nonetheless
called Zuhri, and who spread traditions in one (or more) Iraqi hadith
centre(s), were 'Abd al-A'l5 b. Abi 'l-Musdwir (Lisdn, in, no. 1534), Ibrahim
b. Muhammad (Tahdhfb, i, no. 286) and Safwan b. 'IsA (Tahdhfb, iv, no.
743). Ya'qfib b. Muhammad b. 'Isa (Tahdhfb, xi, no. 764) was however
related to Ibn Shihab.

But not only via transmitters called Zuhri, kinsmen of Ibn Shihab or
others, did Zuhri traditions begin to circulate in Iraq; also a fair number of
purely Iraqi transmitters as well as some from other centres claimed to have
heard traditions with Ibn Shihfb or other Zuhris.

Hdshim b. Hdshim az-Zuhri (d. I44/761) was the master of the Kfifan
Ahmad b. Bashir (Tahdhib, i, p. i8);

an otherwise unspecified Zuhri is listed among the shaykhs of the Kfifan
Tha'laba b. Suhayl (Tahdhfb, n, no. 34);

another unspecified Zuhri is mentioned among the masters of the Ba$ran
Juwayriya b. Asma' (Tahdhib, ii, no. 202; in view of the latter's late year of
death - 173/789 - it is highly unlikely that the Zuhri mentioned is Ibn
Shihfb);

a notorious forger of Zuhri traditions was Hajjdj b. Artat (Tahdhib, i,
no. 365) whose tarjama will be analysed in Chapter 5, PP. 182 ff.;

Ibn 'Uyayna is reported to have put his fingers in his ears when he heard
the Kfifan al-Hasan b. 'Umdra (d. I53/77o) relate traditions on the authority
of Zuhri (cf. Tahdhib, II, p. 307);
59. Cf. Fasawi, i, p. 359. 60. Cf. Abfi Zur'a, Ta'rkh, p. 412.
61. Cf. aI-Khalib, Ta'rfkh Baghddd, 11, p. 349; Lisdn, v, no. 895.
62. Cf. Tahdhib, ii, no. 866. 63. Cf. Tahdhib, xii, p. 117, and Qabal, p. 66.
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the Basran Hammad b. Yahyd al-Abahh is alleged to have related a Zuhri
tradition which was claimed by another to have been one related by al-
Waqq5$i, a clear indication that otherwise anonymous Zuhris could be
identified as hailing from the Sa'd b. AbiWaqqa branch (Tahdhib, II, p. 22,
line I i; insert the words 'ani 'z-Zuhrf after 'Hammad b. Yahyd' in line 12);

whereas his traditions from others were of passing value, those which
Sufydn b. Husayn related on the authority of Zuhri were disputed
(Tahdhib, Iv, p. io8);

Ibn Hanbal could not care less about the Basran Sulaym~n b. Arqam's
traditions from Zuhri (Tahdhib, iv, p. 169);

it was again only Sulaymfn b. Kathir's Zuhri traditions, which he spread
in Basra, that were criticized (Tahdhfb, Iv, pp. 215f.);

the qa4i of Rayy, Shu'ayb b. Khglid, allegedly committed Zuhri's tradi-
tions to memory when he was still a boy (Tahdhib, IV, no. 589);

'Abd Allah b. Bishr, qadi of Raqqa, fooled even people like Ibn Ma'in
with his Zuhri traditions which turned out to be obvious forgeries
(Tahdhib, v, pp. i6of.);

the Egyptian 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Salman changed 'Uqayl - Fuldn isnads
into 'Uqayl - Zuhri- Fuldn isnads (Tahdhfb, vi, p. 188, first line);

Mubashshir b. 'Ubayd, from Kfifa, later settled in Him$ and spread there
forged traditions also on the authority of Zuhri (Tahdhib, x, p. 33);

the notorious exegete Muq~til b. Sulaymdn brought fabricated Zuhri
hadfth into circulation in Khurdsan (Tahdhib, x, no. 501);

the blind (!) Kfifan Mtisd b. 'Umayr pretended to have Zuhri traditions
(Tahdhib, x, no. 644);

another qd4i, Nh b. Abi Maryam from Marw, did not get away with his
forged Zuhri traditions (Tahdhib, x, no. 876);

Yahyd b. al-'Ald' from Rayy, who claimed Zuhri among his masters, fabri-
cated many traditions (Tahdhib, xi, no. 678);

and, last but not least, the illustrious Hushaym b. Bashir from Wasit,
who is reported to have written down one hundred Zuhri traditions in
Mecca, while someone else said that he had heard him deny this, his qahifa
being lost on the way back from Mecca, may have been one of the major
transmitters responsible for vast numbers of Iraqi Zuhri traditions
(Tahdhib, xi, p. 6o, and Chapter i, p. 47).64

The historical Ibn Shihib az-Zuhri, whom we encounter in countless

64. Other forgers of Zuhri traditions, mostly from Syria and the Hijaz, are listed here solely
with the numbers as they appear in the Tahdhib: i, nos. 183, 284, 292, 392, 428, 449, 479,
480,598, i, nos. 131, 139, 156,730, m, nos. 548,629,739, iv, nos. 321, 640, v, nos. 350,378,
428, 471,477, 514, 561, 603,661, vi, nos. 209, 304,37 8 , 484, 5 6 2, 606, 609, 660, 855, vW,
nos. 279, 290, 291, 658, 772, 815, viII, nos. 370, 404, 551, 635, 661, 832, Ix, nos. 277, 458
503, x, nos. 150, 203,402,553,819, xi, nos. 80, 1oo 251, 312, 526, 629, 640, 756, 837,869,
870, xii, no. 546.
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anecdotes in the early sources, emerges as an honest and dedicated h4adith
collector. What all these sources convey in sum is that he is the least likely
person to doctor isndds by introducing imaginary informants. But when we
look a bit more closely at all the dozens of totally obscure people who are
listed in the lexica as Ibn Shihab's informants, and we realize that the
majority are nothing more than majhalan, we must of necessity come to the
conclusion that they are not the fruits of Zuhri's fertile imagination but
rather of those of his equally obscure dozens and dozens of alleged pupils,
or their pupils for that matter. In short, it is no longer possible to sift the
genuine Zuhri traditions from the fabricated ones, or as is my contention,
even the genuine Ibn Shihb az-Zuhri traditions from the possible hun-
dreds of pseudo-Zuhri ones. Through this phenomenon Zuhri, i.e. Ibn
Shihab or a pseudo-Zuhri, developed into a key figure, but one that was
larger-than-life. The abundance of isndds with only transmitters called
Zuhri (e.g. on p. 341 of al-'Izzi's charts (cf. Chapter 5): (Abfi Hurayra) -
Abti Salama b. 'Abd ar-Rahmfin b. 'Awf az-Zuhri - Ibn Shihfb az-Zuhri -
Ibn Akhi 'z-Zuhri + Ibrahim b. Sa'd. b. Ibrahim b. 'Abd ar-Rahm;Rn
az-Zuhri - Ya'qfib b. Ibrahim b. Sa'd az-Zuhri) constitutes again a
'concidence' which the less credulous will find difficult to come to grips
with. But also the name Ibn Shihfb has given rise to confusion.

I found one instance where a certain Bukayr b. Shihfb ad-Dmaghini
was confused by no less a man than Ibn Hibbfn with a certain Bukayr b.
Mismfr az-Zuhri, again someone somewhat younger than the great Zuhri.
Even if this is only one single instance where the two appellatives Zuhri and
Ibn Shihdb were confusingly used for two different transmitters with the
same first name, it is at least likely that comparable cases of confusion have
baffled tradition scholars all over the Islamic empire. 65

Confusion about several persons who all share the same name is finally
attested in the following amusing anecdote.

The two great /.adith experts, Yahyd b. Main and Ahmad ibn Hanbal, once
came together in the mosque of ar-Ru$fa, where a storyteller preached to
the people and said:

'Ahmad ibn Hanbal and Yahyd b. Ma'in once related to me, on the
authority of 'Abd ar-Razzdq, from Ma'mar, from Qatfda, from Anas, that
the Messenger of God is reported to have said: He who says ld ildha illa

65. A certain al-FaOli b. Shihib (Lisn, iv, no. 1353) became confused with one al-Fadil b.
ar-Rabr (Lisan, iv, no. 1345). Note that the name al-Fadl, which must have sounded
reliable, falls perhaps into the same category as Thibit. Ibn Shihib also seems to have
been confused with his own brothers; cf. Ibn Abi Hitim, Taqdima, pp. 354f. Furthermore,
two Zuhris seem to have been confused in the tarjama of one of Zuhri's pupils, Hishim b.
Sa'd; we read there (Tahdhib, x, p. 41, lines 3f.): ankara 'l-huff@ hadfthahu fl
'l-mawdqi'iftramaan mi hadith az-Zuhrt 'an Ab[Salama [b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Awf
az-Zuhr[] qala wa-innamd rawdhu az-Zuhr 'an H umayd [b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Awf
az-Zuhri].
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'lldh causes a bird to be created from every word; its beak is made of gold
and its plumage of pearls. .. '

Ahmad and Yahyd looked at one another and asked each other: 'Did you
really transmit this tradition?' Whereupon both swore that they had never
heard it until that very moment. They waited until the storyteller had
finished and had collected his money. Then Yah.yd beckoned to him and
asked him to draw near. Thinking that another coin would come his way,
the storyteller did so and Yahyd asked him:

'Who related this tradition to you?'
'Yahyd b. Ma'in and Ahmad ibn Hanbal', was the answer.

Then Yahyd said:
'But I am Yahyd b. Ma'in and this man here is Abmad ibn Hanbal and we

have never heard this mentioned as a prophetic tradition. If you have to tell
blatant lies, do not bother us with them.'

'Are you really YahyA b. Ma'in?' the storyteller asked.
'Yes.'
'I have always heard that Yahy5 b. Ma'in is stupid', the man proceeded,

'and I have never set eyes on him until this moment.'
Yahyd said:

'But how do you know that I am stupid?'
The storyteller replied:

'As if there were in the whole world no other Yahyds or Abmads except
you two! I have written down traditions from seventeen different people
called Ahmad ibn Hanbal apart from this one here.'

Then Ahmad wrapped his face in the sleeve of his cloak and said:
'Let him be.'

With wicked glee the storyteller watched them go. 66

Conclusion

In conclusion I should like to sum up what the foregoing may have taught
US.

The main consideration for doing so much research into Ibn Hajar's
Tahdhlb was my curiosity as to the usability of this lexicon. It is obvious that
it contains countless fragments of numerous works hitherto unpublished or
even lost. A reconstruction of the most important Vorlagen Ibn Hajar
worked from67 would certainly enrich our knowledge of the initial stages of
hadith criticism in Islam. A thorough analysis might present us with a fair
picture of how isndd fabrication developed during the first two and a half
centuries. Besides, apart from the merits such an analysis may have, this

66. Ibn Hibbin, Kitab al-majra hn, i, pp. 71f.; in a context with a different emphasis, cf. also
Goldziher, Muh. Stud., ii, p. i6o.

67. See Appendix IV.
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reconstruction may enable us to add a number of very early Muslim texts to
an, as yet, scanty literature.

Furthermore, I have also had an opportunity to assess the usability of the
Tahdhfb as far as the factual information regarding names, pedigrees etc. of
the muhaddithan of the first two and a half centuries is concerned. I have
found that on the basis of a healthy scepticism with regard to certain 'co-
incidences' the genuine historical information about certain people may,
with a little effort, be sifted from the innumerable tarjamas of fictitious
namesakes.68 We have seen that whenever a name - Ndfi', Khdlid, 'Ikrima,
Th~bit or any other - occurs seemingly a little too frequently, in many cases
the historical figures can be distinguished from the unhistorical ones.

Moreover, we have seen that there is undeniable evidence in support of
the theory that certain key figures in hadith transmission, such as Ibn
Shihab az-Zuhri, constitute in reality a collection of persons who have all
played a part in hadith and whose common name is used or misused in
isnads either by themselves or by otherwise anonymous h4adfth forgers. The
'coincidences' have helped me to ask the right questions but have not
always supplied me with the right answers. Even so, the few patterns which
I have been able to discern in the material do seem to form an appropriate
starting-point in disentangling true from false. The fact that there are
probably hundreds of fictitious transmitters listed in the Tahdhfb and the
other biographical lexica, something which most people who occasionally
worked in them will have suspected, this fact does not prevent us unearth-
ing the genuine material. It is this genuine material which is so essential for
a better understanding of the earliest stages in the evolution of Islamic
tradition as well as in the evolution of Islam as a whole.

68. Cf. Ibn Rajab, pp. io6ff., for the reactions of several early rijal experts to the
majhallmaraf issue.



CHAPTER FIVE

'Accepting traditions means knowing the
men'

AtanF bi-isnddihi mukhbirun *
wa-qad bdnal Tkadhibu 'n-ndqilf

Abfi'I-AIM'al-Maarri

Introduction

The following chapter ties in with the preceding ones. In Chapter 3 the
phenomenon of mutawdtir traditions was discussed using as a prime ex-
ample the man kadhaba saying. This saying, or better perhaps, slogan, was
brought into circulation in an attempt to curb further spreading of men-
dacity in hadfth. Now I should like to deal with the methods devised by
devout muhaddithan to detect kadhib and to expose the perpetrators of
hadith forgery.

One of the most important measures taken by those concerned with
hadtth was the scrutiny of transmitters, the origins of which were described
in Chapter i. In Chapter 4 the names of these transmitters - as arranged in
the earliest biographical lexica with or without accompanying biographical
sketches - were studied, and it may have appeared that a great many names
might well be taken as referring to non-existent transmitters. It goes with-
out saying, however, that a sizable number of these names did indeed point
to historical personalities. How the most important of those hiadfth per-
sonalities fared at the hands of Islam's earliest hadtth (i.e. eventually isndd)
critics is the main subject of the present chapter.

It is not likely that hadith criticism in Islam began with isnad criticism, as,
indeed, hadith may have had its origins in a time when the institution of the
isndd had not yet come into existence. Rather, it seems safe to assume that
it was the isndd, eventually to become an indissoluble part of a tradition,
through which an attempt was made to authenticate further, and perhaps
successfully, the text of the tradition. But prior to the institution of the
isndd there must have been a time during which certain hadfths, brought
into circulation in one way or another, made certain people raise their
eyebrows. This probably resulted in a critical sense with various people
based mainly upon intuition, an intuition which never seems to have dis-
appeared entirely, if we take into account how Abfi Hdtim (d. 277/89o)
tackled h.adith. I

1. Cf. Ibn Abi Htim, Taqdima, pp. 350f.
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However, matn criticism as such, without also taking cognizance of the
isndd of that matn, never really got off the ground. Occasionally we see
certain matns quoted and dismissed as too preposterous to deserve
additional effort in disclosing the culprit who fabricated it, but these
instances are rare and certainly never became the rule. 2

During the first five decades after the prophet's death there may have
been a steadily increasing number of stories (ahddith) which circulated
among the Muslim Arabs and, of course, also among their subjects in the
conquered territories. In Chapter i an attempt was made to define these
ahadith as probably constituting qisaq of a tarhib or targhfb flavour and
fa4d'il of mainly religio-political tenor, while the earliest sayings, maxims,
opinions, slogans and rules, formulated by Islam's earliest fiqh experts may
possibly also trace back their date of origin to that time. Dicta with a
distinct halal wa-hardm tenor, however, as intimated above, probably came
into existence some time after the rightly-guided caliphs, when, because of
the overall indifference of the first Umayyads in these affairs, Islam's first
fuqahd' took matters in their own hands. As the earliest fuqahd' in Islam we
may consider people such as Sa'id b. al-Musayyab, Makhfil, Hasan al-Bari
and others, who may have been inspired, if by nothing else, by a few of the
last Companions such as the 'Ab~dila, some of whom allegedly lived to a
ripe old age.

These three categories, the qi.a, the fad'il and - somewhat later - the
ahkdm, all three eventually indicated collectively by the generic term 'ilm,
were since their inception susceptible to the individual tastes or whims of
their transmitters. Q4a., initially popular with audiences, seem to have
evolved along such far-fetched lines that the more discerning members of
the public slowly but gradually saw their former high esteem of the qus.s.
change into contempt. Whereas the qdss of the first/seventh century
enjoyed an, on the whole, reasonably favourable reputation, in later times,
say, from the second/eighth century onward, the title of q.ss seems to have
become virtually a term of abuse. 3

This growing unpopularity of an important category of transmitters may
have been one of the main reasons for the birth of the isndd. And the use of
the isnad went, almost immediately after its date of origin, hand in hand
with its abuse. Tampering with isnads, tadlis, grew to increasingly serious
proportions. Inventing of matns came to be called kadhib, while we see
unintentional kadhib contrasted with deliberate kadhib. Tadlis came to be
considered as a milder form of, or a stepping stone to, kadhib. Another
form of doctoring isndds was raf'. Mursal and munqati' became muttasil in a

2. For example, the notorious tradition about God creating Himself from the sweat of a
running horse, cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb al-mawda'dt, i, p. 1o5, but even here the identity of
the forger is a matter of discussion.

3. E.g. cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, p. 447, line ii, where the term qi44 is used in close
connection with qualifications like munkar, matrak, kadhib etc.
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later stage; mursal was also often extended to mawqaf and then marfir,
sometimes the mawqaf stage was skipped. Differently put, what was
initially munqati', mursal or mawqaf became eventually muttail and
marfa'. It is especially isndds of ahkam material which were subject to raf'.
All these terms became in the course of time technical terms.

After the isnad had come into existence, transmitters were investigated
as to veracity. Honesty, accuracy and expertise were qualities set against
mendacity, sloppiness and ignorance. These terms, single or in various
combinations, became the characteristics of hadith transmitters, as
formulated by their contemporaries or later generations, circulating in
sayings which we might call the fadd'ilmathalib ar-ruwat genre. 4 This genre
shows also its own particular development, when a diachronic comparison
is made of the earliest rijdl works and other books on the science of
tradition.

In the present chapter it is proposed to discuss in some detail the
following issues:

i. The evolution of tarjamas in the rijal works;
2. The evolution of technical terms describing the (de)merits of trans-

mitters;
3. The collective ta'dil of the Companions of the prophet;
4. Schacht's common-link theory.

The evolution of tarjamas in the rij~l works

In the previous chapter the attention was drawn to the evolution of the
names given to one single person as exemplified in the name Hafs b. 'Umar.
In this first section it is proposed to adopt a similar approach to another
aspect of a transmitter's tarjama, arguably the most important aspect of any
tarjama in fact, the appraisal of a transmitter's (de)merits in handling
traditions. On the basis of the following examples it will appear that one
can rightfully speak of an evolution in rijdl criticism: in the beginning the
information is sparse and relatively non-committal; gradually, increasingly
critical assessments alternate with increasingly encomiastic qualifications;
finally, after a Mu'tazilite rijal critic's attempt to upset the applecart, the
rijal science settles down in a number of works to whose information no

4. As I tried to demonstrate in Chapter t, fadd'il traditions may be considered as, if not the
oldest, one of the oldest genres. It should therefore not astonish us also that a
fad'illmathdlib genre constitutes the mainstay in rijal criticism. Elsewhere (cf. my On the
origins of Arabic prose, p. 172) 1 have drawn the attention to a remarkable feature in this
genre, namely that transmitter A, compared with B in A's tarjama, is awarded first prize,
while B is preferred to A in B's tarjama. Examples of this feature are e.g. 'Abd ar-Rabm5n
b. Mahdi as compared with Yabyd b. Sa'id al-Qat;in; Sufydn b. 'Uyayna as compared with
Ma'mar b. Rfshid; Hammid b. Zayd as compared with Hammfd b. Salama; examples are
legion.
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substantial or relevant additions are made as from the second half of the
fourth/tenth century until the present day.

In one of the earliest theoretical works on the science of tradition we find
a shortlist of the most important early muhaddithain, who can be considered
as key figures in their respective hadfth centres. In its succinctness this list
gives a perfect overall view of the earliest development of hadfth, wholly in
line with the chronology proposed in Chapter i, and therefore deserves to
be paraphrased here.

'All b. 'Abd Alldh Ibn al-Madini (d. 234/848) began his Kitab al-'ilal5 with
the following words:
I studied the isndd and found it revolving upon six persons:

For Medina: Ibn Shihab az-Zuhri (d. 124/742);
For Mecca: 'Amr b. Dindr (d. I26/744);
For Bara: Qatada b. Di'dma (d. 117/735) and Yahyd b. Abi Kathir

(d. 132/750);
For Kfifa: Abfi Ishaq as-Sabi'i (d. 129/747) and al-A'mash Sulayman b.

Mihran (d. 148/765).
Ibn al-Madini goes on: Then the 'ilm of these six was transmitted to various
people who were known as the authors of books:

For Medina: Mdlik b. Anas (d. 179/795) and Ibn Ishq (d. 152/769);
For Mecca: 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Abd al-'Aziz Ibn Jurayj (d. I51/768) and

Sufyan b. 'Uyayna (d. 198/814);
For Bara: Sa'id b. Abi 'Arfiba (d. 158-9/775-6), Hammad b. Salama

(d. 168/785), Abi 'Awana (d. 175/791), Shu'ba (d. 160/777) and Ma'mar b.
RAshid (d. 154/771);

For Kifa: Sufyan ath-Thawri (d. 161/778);
For Syria: al-Awzd'i (d. 151/768-158/775);
Finally for Wdsit: Hushaym b. Bashir (d. 183/799). (End of paraphrase).
The names of a few of these men have already been mentioned on various

occasions in previous chapters. Now I should like to delineate the evolution
of rijdl criticism in Islam on the basis of the respective tarjamas a few of
these key figures received in some of the earliest rijal works.

In line with the chronology of the origins of hadith proposed in Chapter
i, it is feasible that the oldest of these key figures can only be assumed to
have become active hadfth collectors two decades or so before the first
century after the Hijra drew to a close.

Rijal expertise as a separate discipline started, as we know, with Shu'ba b.
al-Hajjaj (d. 16O/777). Shu'ba probably did not compile a book on the
subject, 6 but the first whose expertise does seem to have been compiled
in some sort of record was in all likelihood Yahyd b. Sa'id al-Qalttn (d.
198/813).7 His statements can be found all over Ibn Hajar's Tahdhfb and

5. Ibn al-Madini, "lal, pp. 39-42.
6. For a concise survey of his rijal criticism, see Ibn Rajab, p. 123.
7. Cf. note 33 of Chapter i.
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Lisdn, industriously scraped together by the latter author from the collec-
tions made probably by Yahy5's pupils, collections which Ibn Hajar may
have had at his disposal (see Appendix IV) but which otherwise have not
come down to us unfortunately and only survive in fragments in the above-
mentioned and other rijdl lexica.

Besides Shu'ba and Yahyd b. Sa'id there are other famous rijdl experts
whose works, if not yet published on the basis of scanty MS. material, largely
live on in quotes in Ibn Hajar's and others' lexica. Their biographical
notices of the above mentioned key figures will presently be made the
subject of discussion. The best-known of these experts are:
Yahyd b. Ma'in (d. 233/847);
'All ibn al-Madini (d. 234/848);
Ibn Sa'd (d. 244/848);
al-Husayn b. 'Ali al-Kardbis! (d. 245/859);
al-Jdzajin! (d. 256/870);
Bukhdri (d. 256/870);
Muhammad b. Yahyd adh-Dhuhll (d. 258/872);
Ahmad b. 'Abd AllAh al-'Ijli (d. 261/875);
Abi HItim (d. 277/89o);
Ya'qfib b. Sufydn al-Fasawi (d. 277/89o);
Aba 'l-Qdsim al-Balkhi (d. 319/931).8

To Shu'ba is - probably falsely - attributed the saying: ihdhara ghayrata
as/iabi 'l-hadithi ba'dihim 'ala ba'din fa-lahum ashaddu ghayratin mina
't-tuyas, i.e. beware of the traditionists' mutual jealousy for they are more
jealous than billy goats.9 It is difficult to pin a date of origin to this saying,
but it may be taken in any case as an eloquent description of the atmosphere
in which the fa4d'il/mathalib ar-ruwat were brought into circulation. 1 0 On a
previous occasion attention was drawn to the mutual contradictions which
can be distilled from those value judgements concerning certain pairs of
transmitters.11 As far as the critical sense of each of the above experts is

8. For various others, see Appendix IV. For a 'pedigree' of how the im ar-rijal was
transmitted among the first generations of experts, see Appendix V.

9. Cf. al-Khatib, Al-kifAya, p. Iog; also attributed with slight variants to Sa'id b. Jubayr and
Sa'id b. al-Musayyab 'an Ibn 'Abbgs, and M5lik b. Dinar (d. 123/741 or 130/748): cf. Ibn
'Abd al-Barr, Jami', n, p. 151, and even to the prophet: cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb
al-mawda'dt, , p. 262. The hatred and envy second/eighth century muijaddithan felt for
one another is extensively dealt with in Ibn 'Abd al-Barr's Jarmi', n, pp. 150-163;
especially Milik b. Anas' objections against Ibn Ish.q on pp. 156f.

10. Occasionally, we come across a man who allegedly totally lacked this jealousy of his
colleagues. One Anas b. 'Iyi (d. i85/8oi or 200/815) is described as asmahu bi-'imihi, i.e.
very easily divulging his traditions to others, and ahmaqu yadfa'u kutubahu did hd'uld'i
'l-'irdqiyyin, i.e. stupidly showing his books to those confounded Iraqis, cf. Ibn Hajar,
Tahdhib, 1, p. 376. Both descriptions are meant in a clearly denigrating manner; the
second also displays regional rivalry (Medina/Iraq), the demonstrative hd'uld'i conveying
more or less the same pejorative flavour as the Latin iste.

11. See my On the origins of Arabic prose, p. 172.
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concerned, the following general statements may cast some light on the
methods of each individual.

Shu'ba's and Yahy5 b. Sa'id's judgements of others are brief, to the point
and relatively critical, in severity of tone easily outdone, however, by
Yabyd b. Ma'In's. This Yah yd had a vast knowledge of fabricated traditions
in order to establish once and for all the doubtful reputations of their
forgers and/or their transmitters. 12 Ibn Sa'd does not seem to have acquired
a substantial knowledge in this discipline; his brief appraisals - mostly
tantamount to expressions such as thiqa, or ghayr thiqa and kathir/qall
al-hadfth - seem to have been garnered from various sources which he
leaves unmentioned. Al-Jiizajfni's criticism is especially severe regarding
Shi'ite tendencies in (mostly Kfifan) transmitters; himself a Syrian, his
judgements point to the rivalry between the Syrian and Iraqi hadfth cen-
tres. Bukhdri's, Abfi Hiftim's and Fasawi's are huge compilations of names
followed by mostly very brief, not very critical tarjamas, but Abfa 'l-Qdsim
al-Balkhi's rijdl book, also because of its author's Mu'tazilite leaning, is
indeed more critical than any of its predecessors. It deserves a closer look.

In all likelihood, Abfi 'l-Qasim's work must have acquired an unfavour-
able reputation, for Ibn Hajar does not seem to quote from it, something
which is unusual in the methods of that author.13 He may have left it
deliberately out of consideration, but he probably knew it. Allegedly the
one and only copy to survive today is preserved in Cairo, where Ibn Hajar
worked most of his life. 14 And he may also be assumed to have been familiar
with its contents, since he refers in his tarjama of Abi 'l-Qaisim to a taqnifft
't-(a'n 'aid 'l-muhaddithfn yadullu 'aid kathrati 'ttild'ihi wa-ta'a.ubih, i.e. a
book in which he discredits transmitters which shows his being vastly read
as well as his fanaticism. 15

Abfi 'I-Q.sim's book received the title Qabal al-akhbdr wa-ma'rifat ar-
rijdl.16 This title clearly conveys the critical frame of mind of the author
who seems to stipulate that traditions should only be accepted if their
transmitters' reputations are impeccable; establishing those requires know-
ledge which his book is trusted to provide.

The two appraisals of Ibn Hajar, Abd 'I-Qdsim's iftild' and ta'as.ub, are,
perhaps, in need of some elaboration.

From the sources Abd 'l-Qasim regularly quotes from, we can form an

12. Cf. Ibn Rajab, p. i I x, where it is related that he wrote forged traditions down and then
burnt them in his stove.

13. In Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, viii, p. i6, line 8, we read a quotation from one otherwise
unspecified Abfi 't-Qisim; the quote could, however, not be traced in Qabal.

14. See the excellent entry Ibn Hadjar in E.I. 2, (F. Rosenthal); also Shikir Mabmfid 'Abd
al-Mun'im, Ibn Hajar al-'Asqaldni wa-dirdsatu mufannafatihi wa-manhajihi wa-mawd-
ridihi ft kitdbihi al-lqdba, Bagdad 1976, vol. i.

15. Cf. Lisan, i, p. 255.
16. I thank Josef van Ess for lending me his microfilm of the Cairo unicum (cf. GAS, i, p. 623)

for copying.
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idea as to what his ittild' amounted to. Works most frequently cited are,
with the exception of al-Kardbisi's more extensively dealt with below,
much the same as appear in fragments in the Tahdhib, e.g. those of Yabyd
b. Main (d. 233/847), 17 'Ali ibn al-Madini (d. 234/848), ad-Dfiri (d. 271/884),
Abd Hdtim (d. 277/89o) - not that of his son - , Ibn Abi Khaythama
(d. 279/892) and various others. The main difference, however, between
Abfi 'l-Qasim's and Ibn Hajar's use of these sources lies in the fact that Abdi
'l-Qfsim invariably restricts himself to citing only the unfavourable
material he found in them, whereas Ibn Hajar gives an anthology of favour-
able as well as disparaging material. Examples of their respective methods
will be provided below.

As for Abfi 'l-Qsim's reputed ta'as.sub, this probably is meant to refer to
his sympathy with Mu'tazilite doctrine.1 8 But to conclude that he was anti-
hiadith would be a mistake. In the first place, Abfi 'i-Qsim is quite capable
of mentioning the Mu'tazila in a pejorative context, where he cites Shu'ba
merely dismissing a transmitter as a mu'tazilirdfidrjasmi,19 or Yal.yd b. Sa'id
describing - in a clearly disparaging manner - Ibn Abi 'n-Na jilas one of the
Mu'tazila's top propagandists. 20 Secondly, in spite of the generally recog-
nized indebtedness of the Mu'tazila to their forerunners in the doctrine of
predestination - or, rather, the invalidation thereof - his book contains
countless references to transmitters known for their Qadarite inclinations,
whose traditions should, therefore, be avoided. 21 Moreover, the first few
pages of the manuscript show the author as a staunch believer in the value
of hadiths, as long as they are painstakingly examined as to reliability. In
sum, he is an extraordinarily critical muhaddith, but a muhjaddith none-
theless. He even shows now and then a peculiar lapse in his critical attitude,
for example, when he omits al-Wdqidi from his enumeration of downright
weak transmitters, al-W~qidi who fared much worse at the hands of Ibn
Hajar. 22

Ab 'l-Qasim had a forerunner. His book owes much to an earlier, also
rather critical rijdl work, otherwise lost, that of al-Karabisi (d. 245/859). 23

17. Cf. Qabal, p. 43:... Yahyd b. Ma'n alladhi'anhu hakaynd akthara md 4akayndhuf hddhd
'l-kitdb.

18. In view of his Mu'tazilite sympathies, one would expect him to dismiss all ladth; but, as
Schacht has pointed out in his Origins (p. 259), the later Mu'tazilites were forced by the
prevailing sunnite attitude of the day to attach at least some value to 4.adith. AbI
'l-Qisim's Mu'tazilite views are summarized concisely and clearly in his Fa41 al-i'tizdl, p.
63.

19. Cf. Qabal, p. 201. 20. Ibidem, pp. 2, 3.
21. Ibidem, the chapter on ahl al-bida' wa-ahl aI-ahwd', pp. 211-18.
22. Cf. Tahdhib, ix, pp. 363ff ... laysa bi-shay'in, kadhdhab, matrak etc.; cf. Qabal, pp.

198-202, where one would have expected a reference to him; neither does he have his own
tariama in that part of the book devoted to the more important transmitters (pp. 56-167);
he is only briefly mentioned as laysa bi-shay'in on p. 210.

23. There are no manuscripts of his work listed in GAS, i, p. 6oo, only references to texts in
which quotes from it have survived.
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Elsewhere I have brought together evidence for the theory that Muslim's
anonymous adversary, who is taken to task in the introduction of Muslim's
Sahfh for rejecting mu'an'an isnads, may have been this same al-Kardbisi. 24

Kardbisi constitutes, it seems, an early turning point in the development
of isnad criticism. In a statement attributed to Ibn Hanbal we discern a wide
difference of opinion between these two scholars. Ibn Hanbal's face
darkened when he was asked what he thought of Kardbisi and his ideas and
then he said: 'Their affliction (in Arabic: bald'uhum) is caused by those
books they compose; they abandon the traditions of the Messenger of God
and his Companions and devote themselves [solely] to those books.'25

This statement, at first sight somewhat obscure perhaps, contains a few
interesting points. When Ibn Hanbal is asked to say something about
Kardbisi, he seems to ignore the question as such and starts talking about
'them', as if he automatically identifies Kardbisi with a group of people,
pupils or associates. However, an investigation of the biographical material
about Kardbisi does not contain clear indications as to what this group
might stand for or what ideas its members propagate. Comparing the above
version with one occurring elsewhere, 26 fortunately, yields the information
that Kar~bisi had embraced the theories of Jahm b. Safwfn (d. 128/746), but
again a reference as to his possibly having been a prominent member or
leader of a Jahmite movement is lacking. Even so, one report could be
unearthed in which someone is censured for having been zealous in the
madhhab of Husayn al-Kardbisi. 27 The term madhhab in this context seems
to admit also of the interpretation 'school', but whether this school can be
identified with one upholding solely (post-)Jahmite beliefs, 28 or a mixture
of Jahmite and Mu'tazilite theories concerning the createdness of the Qur'dn
or far-reaching ideas concerning the inadmissibility of mu'an'an isndds, so
violently attacked by Muslim, 29 cannot be established with any degree of

certainty.3 0

This brief appraisal of Islam's earliest rijdl experts can perhaps be illus-
trated best on the basis of their respective tarjamas of one key figure, e.g.
Zuhri.

24. See my translation in JSAI, v, note 76.
25. Fasawi, Kitab as-sunna, printed in his Kitdb al-ma'rifa wa 't-ta'rrkh, 11i, p. 392.
26. AI-Khatib, Ta'rfkh Baghddd, viii, p. 66.
27. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ix, p. 227.
28. There is not a trace of Kar~bisi in Ibn Hanbal's Ar-radd 'ald 'I-Jahmiyya wa 'z-zanddiqa.
29. See above and my translation of Muslim's introduction to his Sahih in JSAI, v,

forthcoming. Long after Muslim there seem to have been people who opposed Karibisi's
views, cf. Abmad b. Mubammad at-Tahwi (d. 321/933) to whom is attributed a Naqd
Iald 'l-Karabisi (cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisdn, i, p. 277), but his book might possibly refer to a
different Kardbisi such as the one mentioned in GAS, i, p. 442, who is Tabiwi's
contemporary.

30. In any case, it seems unlikely that with madhhab in this context is meant the Shsfi'ite
madhhab which Kar~bisi eventually embraced, cf. Subki, Tabaqat ash-Shafi'iyya al-kubrd,
1i, pp. 117ff. According to Ibn an-Nadim, Fihrist, p. 270, he was also a Jabrite.
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Most detailed, as was to be expected, for his emphasis in specifically
Syrian hadith data, is the tarjama of Ya'qfib b. Sufy~n al-Fasawi. 31 His
appraisal of Zuhri as a traditionist is as uncritical as it is non-committal. 32

Early Iraqi experts are very brief, probably because during the first half of
the second/eighth century the still prevailing 'regionalism' (see last foot-
note) prevented Iraqi experts from being familiar with what was going on in
Syria. In any case, Shu'ba's opinion - if any - does not seem to have been
recorded; 33 Ibn Sa'd has the usual kana thiqa kathir al-hadith wa 'l-'ilm wa
'r-riwdya.34 And other early Iraqi experts air the familiar, vaguely critical
remarks: Yahy b. Sa'id did not set store by Zuhri's irsdl;35 Ibn Ma'in denied
that Zuhri had transmitted from Ibn 'Umar who died in 74/693, thus estab-
lishing a terminus post quem for Zuhri to have started his tradition collec-
tion;36 'Ali ibn al-Madini listed Zuhri among a number of other meritorious
transmitters, 37 and Ab6i HItim and Abfi Zur'a are equally vague;38 Bukhdri
is even less concerned, for a collector who has made so much use of Zuhri
isndds indeed a feature worthy of note. 39

In contrast to the above, we read in Abd 'l-Qfsim al-Balkhi a few reports
which are less favourable: a quarrel between Mflik and Zuhri in which the
former is heavily sarcastic, 40 Misd b. 'Uqba doubting Zuhri's chronology of
the prophet's year of birth41 and a few other stories.

31. Kitdb aI-ma'rifa wa 't-ta'rfkh, t, pp. 620-43, largely copied by Ibn KathirAl-biddya, ix, pp.
340-8, Ibn 'Asdkir, Ta'rfkh madinat Dimashq, in vol. xi (which is not yet published), and
others.

32. However, it does contain an interesting version of a notorious report concerning Zuhri
and the Umayyads which gave rise to a bitter controversy among Oriental and western
scholars, cf. Juynboll, Authenticity, pp. i i2f.; for kunna nakrahu kitab aI-'ilm, we read
here: Kunnd /a nard 'I-kitdb shay'an, which seems to support Sezgin's interpretation, cf.
GAS, i, p. 74, and Fasawi, i, p. 633. Particularly relevant in this context is also a report in
Qabal al-akhbdr, p. 8, in which Zuhris traditions are allegedly recorded in the Diwdn of
al-Walid for the people to consult. Another incentive for writing traditions down,
regardless of the Umayyads' alleged pressure, is apparent in a report which, at the same
time, is a neat illustration of the 'regionalism' (see Chapter i) of the various ibadith centres
in those early days; Zuhri is reported to have said: Law Id ahddithu ta'tfna min qibal
al-mashriq nunkiruhd Id na'rifuhd md katabtu harfan wa-Ia adhintu ft kitabatihd, cf.
Fasawi, i, p. 637, cf. also al-Khaib, Taqyid aI-'ilm, p. io8.

33. There is, however, the remarkable story of Shu'ba, Sufy~n ath-Thawri and Hushaym b.
Bashir (d. 183/799), that highly controversial transmitter from Wasit, who were on a
pilgrimage to Mecca. Hushaym is stated to have collected some Zuhri traditions. For
unknown reasons Sufydn persuaded Shu'ba to erase Hushaym's Zuhri file while the owner
was temporarily absent, cf. Qabal, p. 1o4.

34. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, ix, p. 448; this information is lacking in our edition of the
Tabaqdt.

35. Ibidem, p. 451.
36. Ibidem, p. 450; Ibn Hanbal and Ab5i Hitim shared this opinion, cf. ibidem.
37. Ibn Abi Hitim, AI-jarh, iv 1, p. 74.
38. Ibidem. 39. At-ta'rikh al-kabir, 1i, pp. 220f.
40. Qabal, p. 89, lines 3-11. 41. Qabdl, p. 89 penult.
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The first of these stories is too interesting to pass over. Malik b. Anas, it is
reported in this anecdote, once visited Zuhri with a couple of other people to hear
traditions with him. Zuhri appeared hesitant until a eunuch sent by the Umayyads
came to him and likewise asked him about traditions. Then Zuhri opened up.
Indignant, Malik asked Zuhri whether he had ever heard of the saying ascribed to
the prophet: Man talaba shay'an min hdhd 'l-'ilm alladhiyuradu bihi wajhu 'lldhi
li-yu4.fba 'aradan mina 'd-dunyd dakhala 'n-ndr (i.e. He who seeks [even] a little of
this science (sc. of tradition), so meritorious in God's eyes, in order to acquire a
random profit ('arad) or honour ('ird) in this world, will enter Hell). Whereupon
Zuhri said that he had not heard everything attributed to the prophet. 'Would you
say you are familiar with half of the prophet's traditions?', Malik asked. 'I would',
Zuhri replied. 'Then this tradition surely belongs to the half that you do not know',
Malik concluded sarcastically. It seems clear that this report points to the con-
troversial issue about Zuhri hav ing, or not having, been under Umayyad pressure
regarding the promulgation of hadiths, and that this was taken as a blemish on his
character. Whether or not this anecdote is historical is hard to assess, but a scrutiny
of the isnads permits a tentative dating and provenance.

The tradition occurs, with quite a few, but insignificant, textual variants, in
various collections. AbOi 'l-Qdsim does not mention an isnd, but Abi3 Ddwfid ('ilm
12 = I, p. 323) does. In reverse order: prophet - Abfi Hurayra- Sa'id b. Yasdr- AbOi
Tuwila'Abd Allah b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Ma'mar- Fulayb b. Sulaymin, whose pupil,
according to Abfi Ddwfid, is Surayj b. an-Nu'man. Ibn Mdja (i, pp. 92f.) has the
same isrnid but gives, as an alternative for Surayj, Sa'id b. Manfiir, and in Hakim
an-Nisibfiri's Mustadrak, i, p. 85, we read 'Abd Allah b. Wahb's name in this tier
with the additional information that a 'group' (jam,'a) of transmitters recorded this
on the authority of Fulayh. We may therefore conclude that this Fulayb constitutes
a classic example of a 'common link' (see the last section of this chapter).

Fulayh b. Sulayman, who died in 168/784, was a mawla who lived in Medina. He
occurs in all the Six Books, in spite of the bad reputation he had in general with all
the rijal experts as enumerated in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vii, pp. 303ff. And in the
tarjama Dhahabi devotes to him he is even identified with this very tradition, a sure
sign that he must have had a hand in its fabrication (cf. Mtzan, i1, pp. 365f.).
Although he allegedly was one of Zuhri's pupils, he used to make disparaging
remarks about Zuhri's rijal (= masters?), cf. Tahdhib, vin, p. 304. But how pre-
cisely Fulayb ties in with Mdlik, Zuhri and the abovementioned anecdote, if at all, is
anybody's guess.

Although these reports are sometimes also found in other sources, Abl
'-Qasim succeeds somehow in making them sound harsher, probably also
because he does not alternate them with laudatory ones. Moreover, YahyJ
b. Ma'in is quoted in a few more vaguely critical statements not listed in Ibn
.Hajar's tarjama, for example, that he preferred Yahy5 b. Abi Kathir's

traditions to Zuhri's - a statement, interestingly enough, not repeated in his
tarjama of the former 42 - and Karabisi is cited in a particularly vicious

42. Ibidem, pp. 9of.; Yahyd also considers the Kfifan transmitter Qays b. Abi Hzim (d.
84/703 or 98/716) as more reliable than Zuhri, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, viii, p. 388, an
opinion which does not seem to tally with the opinion of Yahyi b. Sa'id regarding Qays'
alleged munkar traditions which Ibn Ma'In quotes (ibidem).
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innuendo that Zuhri transmitted traditions from two famous Successors,
Salim b. 'Abd Allh b. 'Umar and 'Ubayd Allh b. 'Abd Allih b. 'Utba, which
nobody else had, thereby implying that he might have fabricated them.43

Even an expression of doubt on the part of Bukhari regarding Zuhri's
transmission from a certain obscure transmitter, which Bukhari had not
even included in his tarjama of Zuhri but had mentioned elsewhere, 44 is
eagerly adduced by Abfi 'l-Qfsim as one more disparaging statement
undermining Zuhri's position as a first-class muhaddith.45 Finally, he
quotes Abfi Htim who implied in a statement that Zuhri could be accused
of tadlis, a remark, significantly enough, absent from AbuN H~tim's son's
rijdl work. 46

After Zuhri let us turn to Ibn Ishfq. First of all, the brevity of Abi
'l-Qfsim's tarjama devoted to him is in sharp contrast to the long-winded-
ness of the one in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhib. Furthermore, it is striking that in the
former there is a concentration of negative appraisals like dajjal (conveying
a particularly nasty kind of forging)47 and kadhdhdb, which also occur in
Ibn Hajar, but there they are drowned in mitigating arguments -such as the
consideration that his 'falsehoods' did not pertain to his hadith transmis-
sion - and loud praises. Shu'ba is recorded to have labeled him an amir
al-mu'minn in tradition48 as well as .adaq.49 It will appear below that, in
later times, sadCq is specifically combined with disparaging qualifications,
while here, with Shu'ba, it still has its basic meaning of'veracious'. Ibn Ma'in
is only quoted by Abfi 'l-QAsim as having labeled Ibn Ishaq's traditions as
not constituting an argument, while, on the other hand, apart from this,
various laudatory appraisals of his are also cited in Ibn Hajar.50 Finally Abi
Hftim is quoted by Abi 'l-Qasim who said on the authority of al-Asma'i on
the authority of Ibn Ishq's contemporary Ma'mar b. Rashid that the latter
marked Ibn Ishaq a kadhdhdb.51 As was the case with Zuhri, again a
disparaging statement - although perhaps not representing his own opinion
on the matter - attributed to the father is conspicuously absent in the son's
rijal work.

The development of rijdl criticism sketched on the basis of key figures
can be illustrated further by a comparison of the tarjamas of another major
transmitter, Sulayman b. Mihran al-A'mash (d. 147/764).

43. Qabal, p. 9o, lines 6 and 7.
44. At-ta'rfkh al-kabir, 11 2, p. 258. 45. Qabal, p. go, lines to and i i.
46. Ibidem, p. 218; compare Al-jarh. wa 't-ta'dfl, iv i, p. 74, lines i6 and 17, where the crucial

words fimd lam yudallisd (the dual referring to Zuhri and A'mash) were apparently left
unmentioned by Ibn Abi Hitim.

47. Cf. my translation of Muslim's introduction, JSAI, v, under isndd 22.
48. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, IX, p. 42.
49. Ibn Abi Htim, Kitab al-jarh, wa 't-ta'dl, I 2, p. 192.
50. Cf. Qabal, p. 139 , as compared with hasan al-hadfth thiqa (Tahdhib, Ix, pp. 39 and 44).
51. Qabal, p. 139.
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Shu'ba is recorded as having called A'mash by the honorary title al-
Muyhaf.52 Other Iraqi experts pointed to various cases of samd' not having
occurred between A'mash and his masters,53 but their opinions of him were
on the whole very favourable. At any rate, when transmitters from A'mash
are exposed as forgers, the forging is thereby implicitly attributed not to the
master but to the pupil.5 4 In contrast with this we find a statement
attributed to Kardbisi who is quoted as having said that A'mash transmitted
one thousand traditions from a certain Abfi Salih. 5

What Kardbisi had in mind does not seem entirely clear. That it was
meant as a disparaging remark, however, is proved by the fact that it heads
Abfi 'l-Qdsim's tariama of A'mash, this author being accustomed to playing
his trump cards first.5 6 Then he quotes as an example of those thousand
traditions: 'an Ab Slih anna 'n-nabi (q) qdla: la'ana 'll(hu 's-sdriqa yasriqu
'l-habla fa-tuq(a'u yaduhu wa-yasriqu 'l-baydata fa-tuqta'u [yaduhu], 57 i.e.
on the authority of Abfi Salih that the prophet said: God curse the thief;
when he steals a piece of string, his hand will be cut off and when he steals
an egg, his hand will be cut off.

Since this tradition also occurs in a few of the recognized collections, 58 it
can be assumed that it came to be considered .ahi h. In all the isnads, except
in the one given in Qabal, Abd Hurayra is the transmitter between the
prophet and Abfi Slih. If the absence of Abfi Hurayra's name in the quote
from Kar~bisi in Qabal was Abfi 'l-Q~sim's - and, for that matter,
Kardbisi's - sole reason for including it as constituting valid criticism of
A'mash's alleged activities as a traditionist, no more need to be said about
this matter, but this seems unlikely since isnads including Abfi Hurayra's
name via Abi Salih to A'mash are already common in Tayalisi's Musnad
compiled when Kardbisi was still a young man, 59 so he can be assumed to
have been familiar with this isnad.

52. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, iv, p. 223.
53. E.g. Ibn al-Madini and Ibn Ma'in rejected his alleged sam' from Anas, ibidem, pp. 222f.,

and also AbQ Htim had reservations, ibidem, p. 223.
54. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisan, I, no. 30; but what did 'Abd ar-Rabmin b. Mahdi mean, as quoted in

Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, I, no. 2753, with the words: Hddhd min da'ffhiadith al-A'mash?
55. Qabal, p. 91.
56. Other unambiguous evidence that Kardbisi meant to hurt A'mash's reputation is provided

in an anecdote describing how Ibn Hanbal set eyes on Karabisi's Kitab al-mudallisin and
found fault with it also because of the latter's (a'n 'ala 'l-A'mash, cf. Ibn Rajab, pp. 534f.; in
this passage we can also read how a 'group' of Mu'tazilites - among whom Aba 'l-Qfsim's
name is not mentioned - appropriated the book on account of its attack on the ahl
al-hadith.

57. The word yaduhu is missing in the MS., but could be established from numerous versions
in other texts.

58. Bukhri, hudad 7, 13 (= iv, pp. 294, 297), Muslim, hudad 7 (= edition with Nawawi's
commentary, xi, p. 185), Nasi'i, qa( as-sdriq I (= vin, p. 65), Ibn Mija, hudad 22 ( n, p.
862), Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, ed. Shikir, xiii, p. 175.

59. Cf. Tayilist, pp. 316ff.
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Other possible reasons for Kardbisi to point to A'mash 'an Abi Sdlih isnads
with this one, otherwise unquestionably 'sound', tradition cannot be recon-
structed with any amount of certainty and may only tentatively be distilled
from the commentaries to which this tradition gave rise. These com-
mentaries will be briefly reviewed in the following.

A study of all the comments accompanying the occurrence of this tradi-
tion in the various collections conveys that, although the hadfth seems at
first sight a simple one, it resulted in a host of contradictory interpretations
and considerations. 60 Whether Kardbisi objected to one or a few of those
interpretations is hard to establish but, in any case, it is likely that, had he
been presented with an outline of all of them - the majority might very well
have been brought into circulation before or during his lifetime - he might
be expected to have disagreed with one or more.

As far as the matn is concerned, two major issues, each subdivided into
minor ones, are discernible in the commentaries.
i. (a) It was deemed unpermissible to invoke God's curse on anybody
specific, but permissible in the case of a category of persons. In this light
this tradition gave rise to a discussion about another point: (b) is a thief,
who is properly punished for his theft, considered to be a sinner still upon
whom one can call down God's wrath, or does his punishment constitute
sufficient expiation of his theft so as to render him no longer deserving of
God's curse?
2. There seemed to be in this tradition a contradiction of the generally
accepted ruling of the nisab, the minimum value of a stolen object for which
the hadd punishment is meted out, established as one quarter of a dindr. An
egg or a piece of string are well below this ni~ab in value. On the one hand,
Bukhdri has preserved in his ta'lfq to this tradition an opinion traced to
A'mash himself who said that bayda should be interpreted as bay4at
al-hadid, helmet, 61 and habl as a ship's mooring cable, thus interpreting
away the seeming contradiction between the hadith and the established
ni.ab; on the other hand, we read the interpretation that the tradition
should be explained as tantamount to a threat or a deterrent to future
thieves that stealing of trifling things inevitably leads to the stealing of
more valuable objects eventually falling within the range of the ni~ab.

As pointed out above, if there is something in this tradition or in one or
more of its interpretations or implications with which Kardbisi, and in his
wake Abi 'l-Qdsim, took issue, i t is impossible to discern exactly what,
since the text preserved in Qabal is too brief. Secondly, it is equally feasible

60. Cf. for Bukhdri: Qas~allni, Irshdd as-sar', IX, pp. 5of.; Ibn Hajar, Fath al-bdrf, xv, pp.
87ff.; for Muslim: Nawawi, xi, p. 185; for Nasd'i: vol. viin, pp. 65f.; for Ibn Hanbal: Sh5kir's
commentary, xiii, p. 175; lbn Qutayba, Ta'wfl mukhtalif al-hadith, pp. 2o6ff.

61. Curiously enough, another piece of armour, a shield (mijann), figures also as the stolen
object in another tradition, cf. lbn Mija, ii, p. 862, no. 2584; this choice does not seem
merely coincidental.
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that Karabisi, followed by Abd 'l-Q~sim, merely pointed to the possibility
of tadlfs,62 since the kunya Abd $dlih could just as well point to the
disreputable transmitter Bddh~m, a mawla of Umm H~ni', as to the mawla
Ab Slih Dhakwan as-Sammdn, who is the usual choice of early Muslim
commentators when they have to identify a transmitter merely called Abti
Slih.63 And thirdly, if for the sake of argument we accept the hypothesis
that it was Kardbisi who was Muslim's anonymous adversary concerning the
admissibility of mu'an'an isnads,64 the majority of isnads featuring A'mash
and Abfi Slib have merely 'an.65 Moreover, it is not clear from Aba
'l-Qdsim's brief quote of Kardbisi how the former interpreted the latter's
criticism, except that he took it as such. For in order to answer that question
we need the complete context - if any - in which Karabisi placed his remark.
Regrettably, there are still many such questions that need answering, but
the overall conclusion seems feasible that Kardbisi, and following him Ab
'l-Qdsim, have tried to place A'mash in a decidedly different and downright
unfavourable light.

Kardbisi is not the only expert critical of A'mash. Abid 'l-Q~sim quotes a
few others, such as 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Mahdi, Yahyd b. Sa'id al-Qattn and,
especially, Ibn al-Mub~rak, whose remark is cited that Abfa Ishq as-Sabi'i
and A'mash were both responsible for the corruption of hadith in Kfafa, 66

something which Ibn Hajar mentions also, however, not in the tarjama of
A'mash but only in the one devoted to Aba Ishq, where it is attributed to
Ma'n b. 'Ij.67 Moreover, it is only in Abta Ishq's tarjama, in this very
statement, that A'mash is identified with tadlis, and not in his own tarjama,
whereas he receives special mention in Abfa 'i-Qdsim's chapter on
mudallisan, in which he quotes Karibisi, probably from the latter's book on
the subject. 68 Ibn Hajar knows of this work, although he rarely quotes from
it.69

The conclusion seems to suggest itself that, in his selection of quotes
concerning a certain controversial but on the whole reputable transmitter,.
Ibn Hajar takes pains to leave those quotes unmentioned which could be
taken as disparaging, whereas he does not bother to apply the same method

62. In Ibn Hajar's commentary Fath we read a statement attributed to Ibn Hazm that this
tradition is 'free from A'mash's tadifs' (p. 87, penult.). Unfortunately, this statement
could not be traced in any of Ibn Hazm's works, although he mentions this very tradition a
number of times in his Almuhallfd (xi, pp. 337, 351 and 356).

63. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, i, no. 770; Rdmahurmui, pp. 287-92, lists at least ten persons
called Ab6 SAlib who allegedly all heard traditions with Abfi Hurayra, once more an
example of the accumulation of certain names most bearers of which can safely be
assumed to have been fictitious. This feature was previously discussed in Chapter 4.

64. Cf. above p. 168, note 24.
65. In Bukhiriwe find for 'an:sami'tu, and also in Tayalis! the isndd with sami'tu instead of'an

between A'mash and Abfo S5lib does occur (cf. nos. 2399 and 2412ff.).
66. Qabal, p. 93. 67. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, V111, p. 253.
68. Qabal, p. 218. 69. Cf. Tahdhfb, vii, p. 66.
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when disparaging qualifications of that same person crop up in a tarjama
devoted to someone different. This feature could be observed in a great
many instances. Or, in other words, Abfi 'l-Qisim and Ibn Hajar can be
contrasted with one another in their respective selection of qualifications
concerning one particular transmitter in that the former tends to select the
disparaging material, while the latter seems often to settle for the laudatory
material, leaving the unfavourable material unmentioned. But both quote
basically from the same sources. Only when we have complete and reliable
editions of these early sources at our disposal, are we able to decide if so and
to what extent Abi 'l-Qdsim or Ibn Hajar or both can be considered as
having made a fair and impartial, or a biased and prejudiced, use of those
sources. As things stand now, for instance on the basis of the example of
A'mash outlined above, we may cautiously conclude that Abi 'l-Q.sim,
also because of his frequent use of Kardbisi's work(s), seems unfavourably
disposed towards transmitters, whereas Ibn Hajar seems to draw up a fair
cross-section of favourable and unfavourable tarjamas with a marked lean-
ing, however, towards the favourable ones. And that those early sources
are probably more extensive than Abfi 'l-Qisim's and Ibn Hajar's respec-
tive quotations from them put together is, for example, illustrated by the
occurrence of still other quotations from Kardbisi concerning A'mash in a
third source. 70

After these three examples, Zuhri, Ibn Ishq and A'mash, a pattern may
have become apparent. Kardbisi, and following him Abia 'l-Qdsim, seem to
be on the whole unfavourably disposed not to transmitters of hadith in
general, but to accepting blindly the all too uncritically laudatory assess-
ments of their fellow rijdl experts regarding the key figures of h adfth. When
one reads through Abfi 'l-Q~sim's appraisal of Sufy~n ath-Thawri, which
goes on for five pages, 7' one does not come across one single statement that
could be interpreted as meant to be positive, but the same early critics are
adduced as in Ibn Hajar's four page biography, 72 and what these critics have
to say about Sufydn is often repeated in both Ab '-Qisim and Ibn Hajar.
Whereas Ibn Hajar begins with saying that Shu'ba, Sufy.n b. 'Uyayna, Ibn
Ma'in and others labeled ath-Thawri as an amir al-mu'minin ft 'l-hadith,73

Ab 'l-Qdsim only mentions disparaging remarks. The majority of these
are so futile as to be eminently dismissible as mere cavils or hairsplitting,
but the fact that they are not interspersed with a single favourable or
laudatory statement, gives the whole tarjama a sour flavour. Ibn Hajar's
tarjama, on the contrary, leaves, because of its mixture of favourable and
less favourable statements, an impression of tentative impartiality.

More examples supporting the views expressed above could be given

70. See Ibn Rajab, pp. 498 and 501. 71. Qabal, pp. 1o9-i3.
72. Tahdh-b, Iv, pp. I11-i 5 . 73. AI-Khatib, Kifya, p. 361, Tahdhib, iv, p. 113.
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here,74 but they are all tantamount to saying: Ibn Hajar drowns some
people's shortcomings concerning hiadfth transmission, which he often has
in common with Ab 'l-Q.5sim, in a sea of encomium. And that this feature
sometimes results in seemingly irreconcilable contradictions is aptly illus-
trated by the tarjama Ibn Hajar devotes to Wdqidi (d. 207/823); in this
tarjama Wdqidi's contemporary 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Muhammad ad-Dardwardi
(d. 186/802) called him an amir al-mu'mintn ft 'l-hadith, whereas Ibn
I.anbal, also contemporary but somewhat younger, thought him a
kadhdhdb.75

AmIr al-mu'minim ft '1-hadith and kadhdhdb are two of the technical
terms which came into use among rijdl experts. Although many of these
terms admit of but one perfectly straightforward interpretation, several
give rise to problems of some sort and therefore require a separate study.
This will be attempted in the following.

The development of technical terms in rijal works

Hand in hand with the development of rijdl criticism in general, as sketched
in the preceding section, we perceive a development of technical terms and
the connotations thereof.

Reading through Ibn Hajar's Tahdhib, one is baffled by the haphazard
fashion in which the technical terms are juxtaposed. Sometimes we find a
transmitter described by one critic by means of two seemingly contradic-
tory terms, sometimes we see some sort of evolution in terms used to
describe a transmitter. In any case, the disconcerting feeling that one term
means something different from the same term used elsewhere cannot have
escaped anyone who has studied the Tahdhib in more than a perfunctory
manner.

In the first instance, during the earliest stages of rijal criticism, a form of
social bias is discernible in the opinion of some concerning others. Zuhri is
reputed to have said that he rather transmitted from free-born Arabs than
from mawali.76 And to Ibn 'Uyayna is ascribed a blatantly discriminatory
remark which deserves to be quoted in full:
Lam yazal amru 'n-ndsi mu'tadilan hatta ;ahara AbW Hanifa [d. 150/7671 bi
'1-Kafa wa- ['Uthman b. Muslim] al-Batti [d. 143/76o] bi 'l-Ba4ra wa-Rabi'a
[b. Abi 'Abd ar-Rahmfn, d. 136/753] bi 'l-Madina fa-na;arna fa-wajad-

74. E.g. the cases of Sufydn b. 'Uyayna, compare Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, iv, pp. 117-22 and 304f.,
with Qabal, pp. 99-io3, and al-Khatfib, Kifaya, p. 379, where Sufyin talks of a tradition
heard sixty-nine years(!) previously; furthermore, Sufydn-Zuhri traditions appear to have
been thought of as problematic, Kifdya, p. 359; or QatAda, compare Qabal, p. 83, with Ibn
Hajar, Tahdhib, vill, pp. 351-6; or Ma'mar b. Rashid, compare Qabal, pp. 116f., with
Tahdhib, x, pp. 244ff.

75. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhrb, Ix, pp. 365 and 364 respectively.
76. Cf. Rimahurmuzi, p. 4o9; Ibn Sa'd, i1 2, p. 135; Qabal, p. 9o.
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ndhum min abnd" sabaya '-umam, i.e. the general situation remained on an
even keel until Abd Hanifa appeared in Kfifa, 'Uthmn al-Batti in Basra and
Rabi'at ar-Ra'y in Medina; when we looked we found them to be descend-
ants of the conquered people. He seems to say that anyone relying on his ra'y
- as in the case of the three mawlas mentioned - or, for that matter, anyone
engaged in hadith transmission (or the avoidance thereof) in a way displeas-
ing to Ibn 'Uyayna, belonged to the conquered people. 77 In view of Zuhri's
year of death (124/74) and those of the other three men mentioned, the
remark may well have originated in a climate of discontent and mutual
mistrust which can be dated to the first years of the second/eighth century.
This period more or less coincides with the time one can expect Shu'ba to
have made a start with investigating transmitters.

But Shu'ba was himself a mawla. His criteria are, at any rate, more
sophisticated. When asked what they were, he replied: 'When someone on
more than one occasion transmits on the authority of well-known trans-
mitters material which those transmitters do not know themselves, or when
he commits numerous errors, or when he is suspected of mendacity, or
when he transmits a tradition on which everyone except himself is agreed
that it constitutes an error, then his traditions should be rejected; but from
someone who does not fall into any of these categories it is safe to trans-
mit.' 78

At the first glance, this set of criteria may appear to be adequately
severe, and the famous story in which he went from one man to another to
yet another etc. to verify one single tradition, if historical, proves how
seriously he took his calling. 79 On another occasion Shu'ba is reported to
have condensed his criteria into one sentence: Khudha 'l-'ilm mina
'I-mushtahirn80 (i.e. receive knowledge [only] from well-known [mas-
ters]). Even so, a major author like Tirmidhi (d. 297/910), looking back to
Shu'ba's time one hundred years earlier, still comes to the negative con-
clusion that in spite of his thoroughness in scrutinizing some transmitters,
he even accepted material from a controversial figure such as Jibir b. Yazid
al-Jufi (d. 128-32/745-49) (see Ch. 3, PP. 114 and 12o note 107). 'Nobody

77. Cf. Abdi Zur'a, Ta'rfkh, p. 5o8. Also in Ibn al-Jawzi (Kitdb al-mawda'at, I, p. 5) a similar
prejudice is noticeable. In Rdmahurmuzi (pp. 242f.) we read an anti-Quraysh, pro-mawdli
report, in which, allegedly, 'Abd al-Malik b. MarwAn found to his astonishment various
circles of 'ilm and dhikr in the Great Mosque of Mecca headed exclusively by mawdli,
referred to in this story specifically as abna' at-Furs. When 'Abd al-Malik interrogated the
Quraysh about this anomalous situation, it was explained as a special favour of God. 'Abd
al-Malik is reported to have said: 'It is indeed weird; when they ruled themselves, they did
not need us and now that we rule them, we cannot do without them for a moment.' Even if
this story is perhaps apocryphal, it lively depicts the mutual resentment. Cf. also ibidem,
pp- 244f.

78. Ramahurmuzi, p. 41o; al-Khatib, Kifaya, p. 145.
79. Cf. Ibn Hibbin, Kitdb al-majnrhan, I, pp. 20f.; al-Khatib, Kifdya, pp. 400f.
80. AI-Khajib, Kifdya, p. 16I.
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agrees with anyone (sc. in assessing transmitters)', Tirmidhi concludes. 8i

And Shu'ba's contemporary, Sufy~n ath-Thawri, is supposed to have in-
structed Ibn 'Uyayna in a dream: 'Don't strive too hard to know about
h.adfth transmitters.' 8 2 In sum, the beginnings of Muslim rijal criticism
might well be depicted as perhaps rapidly leading into a system of relative
severity and sophistication but, initially at least, as on the whole inaus-
picious.83

With time the categorization of hadfth forgers got under way. Various
classification systems have been preserved, 84 mostly ranging from consum-
mate liars from the class of zindiqs, or Jewish or Christian 'converts', down
to pious simpletons spreading self-invented stories to further the cause of
their religion.

Another major criterion for accepting or rejecting transmitters in the
earliest days of isndd criticism may have been the one suggested by Ibn Sirin
(d. 110/728) as implied in the famous dictum attributed to him discussed in
Chapter I, pp. 17f. Someone known for his sympathy for and/or fanaticism in
promoting a certain bid'a should be left unheeded, is the main idea under-
lying this dictum. Judging from the biographical notices about controver-
sial transmitters as preserved in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhib, we see that there was
one group of bid'a adherents which, since they are almost wholly lacking,
must have been weeded out successfully, the Khdrijites. Elsewhere I have
brought together evidence in support of the view that as the first ahl al-bida'
in Islam may be considered the Qadariyya,85 but the fact is that the Tahdhfb
teems with more or less fanatical Qadarites, quite a few of whom seem to
have been thought to be reasonably acceptable hadith transmitters,
whereas traces of Khdrijism are rare.86

81. Tirmidhi, 'ilal (= v, p. 756), cf. Ibn Rajab, p. 245. It should not astonish us that Karabisi
and Abii 'l-QAsim both criticized Shu'ba for credulity concerning Jibir, cf. Qabal, pp. io3,
lo6, io7. Characteristically, the Shu'ba/Jbir al-Ju'fi controversy is not mentioned in
Shu'ba's tarjama in the Tahdhfb (tv, pp. 338-46), but only in that of Jibir (it, p. 47) and
there it is presented in a mitigated form because of the guardedly encomiastic statements
with-which it is placed in context.

82. In Arabic: aqitla min ma'rifati 'n-nds, Ibn Hanbal, 'flal, i, no. 2367.
83. Reputedly the greatest rijal expert after Shu'ba, one Wuhayb b. KhAlid (d. 165/782), is

hardly ever mentioned in a context relevant to the present issue, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib,
Xl, p. 170.

84. For an early one, see Ibn Hibb5n, Kitdb al-majra in, 1, pp. 48-71, and for a late one, see
Ibn al-JawzJ, Kitdb al-mawda'at, 1, pp. 35-43, and Abd 'i-Hasan 'Ali b. Muhammad b.
'Arriq al-Kinini, Tanzih ash-shari'a al-marfel'a 'an al-akhbdr ash-shanra al mawd' la, i,
pp. ii-6.

85. Cf. my translation of Muslim's introduction to his Sahh in JSAI, v, (in the press).
86. One such an exception is 'Irnrin b. Hitln (d. 84/703); in his tar/ama we read the interesting

statement: Wa-ammd qawlu Ab Dawad inna 'l-Khawdrija afahhu ahli 't-ahwd'i hadithan
fa-laysa 'aid iflaqihi fa-qad haka 'bnu Ab Hdtim 'ani '1-qad. . . bni Lahi'a 'an ba'4i
'I-Khawdriji mimman tdba annahum kana idhd hawa amran qayyarahu hadtthan, cf. Ibn
Hajar, Tahdhfb, viii, p. 128.
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Another bid'a which appears not to have interfered with a transmitter's
reputation in handling traditions was Irjd'. On account of the fact that so
many undisguised adherents of various bid'as seem to have acquired a per-
fectly respectable status in the different appraisals in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhfb,
one may safely assume that the criterion allegedly formulated by Ibn Sirin
does not seem to have caught on to the extent that the merest hint at
someone's inclination towards an innovative idea precluded him from
handling traditions with impunity.

Finally, other transmitters are reported to have applied also certain
standards but of a different nature. A'mash, for example, allegedly insisted
that transmitters write down their traditions otherwise, he said, they are
not to be trusted.8 7

The foregoing seems to suggest that criteria for sifting transmitters fluc-
tuated. The same can be said about one of the first and most important
criteria, laid down in the technical term tadlis, which indicates a trans-
mitter's deceit in 'composing' isnads. The name of the tradition expert who
introduced this term first does not seem to have been recorded, 88 but a fact
is that the qualification mudallis was already applied to first/seventh
century transmitters, probably by contemporaries or people who lived a
little later.89 We may therefore conclude that it may very well have come
into use at the hands of Shu'ba90 or a contemporary. 91

Perhaps the best early treatment of the concept tadlis is found in al-
Hdkim an-Nisfibri's Kitdb ma'rifat 'ulam al-hadfth.92 Hdkim died in
405/1014. His first general definition of it is conveyed in the statement:...
al-mudallisna 'ladhina ld yumayyizu man kataba 'anhum bayna md

87. Cf. Rimahurmuzi, p. 306.
88. Reputedly the first book on i.ftildahat al-hadth was R.mahurmuzi's AI-muhaddith al-fi4 i1

etc., but even in this work we do not find a clue as to who was the first, cf. Suyili, Tadrib
ar-rdwi, 1, p. 52.

89. Abfi Isbiq (d. 126-9/744-7), al-Hakam b. 'Utayba (d. 113-15/731-3), Mughira b. Miqsam
(d. 132-6/750-3), al-A'mash (d. 147/764), Qatida (d. 117/735), to name just a few of the
best-known ones. Allegations that they practised tadlis are confirmed in their respective
tarjamas in the Tahdhib, which are otherwise, on the whole, very favourable, and in
Qabal, p. 218, where we read also the names of quite a few others. Furthermore, see above
p. 171, note 46. The issue regarding the alleged tadlis of certain Companions such as Ab
Hurayra and Ibn 'Umar (cf. Qabal, p. 218, 5 lines from the bottom and p. 59) requires
separate attention and will be dealt with below in section three of the present chapter.

90. Shu'ba is recorded to have said: Md ra'aytu ahadan min a4.ab al-hadith illd yudallisu ilia
['Abd Allah] b. 'Awn wa-'Amr b. Murra, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vin, p. 103.

91. Dallasa (cf. Lane, s.v.) means 'to conceal a fault in an article of merchandize', hence it was
used for transmitters concealing deficiencies in isnids. Fraenkel is quoted as having
perceived a connection between the Latin word dolus and this Arabic term, cf. JA, xvi,
1900, p. 526 (ult).

92. Naw' no. 26, pp. 103-12; for more definitions see e.g. Ibn a -.SalaAl-muqaddima f'ulam
al-hadith], pp. 165-72; Suyfiti, Tadrib, i, pp. 223-31; and also JA, xvI, i9oo, pp. 526-531.
In addition, see Nawawi in his commentary of Muslim's Sah., 1, p. 33.
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sami'ahu wa-md lam yasrna'ahu (p. 103), i.e. [they are] those people, whose
pupils who take notes with them do not (or perhaps better: cannot) distin-
guish between what their masters have or have not indeed heard them-
selves.

Furthermore, tadlTs is called dhull, ignominy, and put on the same level
as ghishsh (fraud), ghurtir (deceit), khidd' (trickery) and kadhib (falsehood,
mendacity) (p. 103). Then Hkim distinguishes between six different forms
of tadlis which, strictly speaking, are all tantamount to 'tampering with
isnads in order to make them appear more reliable than they are in reality'.
However, the first two categories he delineates comprise those famous,
otherwise reputedly totally trustworthy, early Successors - such as those
enumerated in note 89 above - who allegedly do not mention their spokes-
men by name for no hidden purpose whatsoever, but out of undeliberate
nonchalance.

Here we see how Hgkim, probably purposefully, awards a more neutral
flavour to the definition(s) of tadlis in an endeavour to exonerate various
early transmitters who are otherwise too prominent to let the 'blemish'
tadlfs also be determinant of their respective reputations without ques-
tioning this or, possibly, mitigating this.93 As we saw above, Kardbisi, and
following him Abd 'l-Q-sim al-Balkhi, still handled the term with a defini-
tion of it in their heads of undiminished severity and unquestionable
derogatoriness, which is also apparent in the use of the term by their other-
wise more moderate contemporaries. H~ikim explains his point of view in
this matter by pointing out that he does not want to cause damage to the
/.adfth and its transmitters by mentioning too many of those a'imma who
were at one time reputed to have committed tadlis.94

A slightly older contemporary of Hakim's, 'Ali b. 'Umar ad-Daraqutni
(d. 385/995), reportedly assumed a similar ambivalent attitude. Speaking
about the hadith coryphaeus 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Abd al-'Aziz Ibn Jurayj, the
key figure who was also mentioned above (p. 164 and Chapter I, p. 22),

Draqutni is recorded to have said: Tajannab tadlIsa 'bni Jurayjfa-innahu
qabih at-tadlisi IL yudallisu illdfind sami'ahu min majrhin mithla lbrahma
b. Abi Yahyd wa-MCisd b. 'Ubaydata waghayrihim- wa-ammd 'bnu
'Uyaynata fa-kdna yudallisu 'ani 'th-thiqdt,95 i.e. avoid Ibn Jurayj's tadits,
for his is an infamous practice while he only resorts to it in traditions he has
heard with [otherwise] impugned masters like Ibrdhim b. Abi Yahy5, 96

93. Perhaps the most poignant example of this is found in an appraisal attributed to Yahya b.
Main (about whom it was implied that he himself was thought of as an amir al-mu'mininft
'l-hadfth, cf. al-Khaib, Kifdya, p. 146) who was once reported to have said about Sufyin
ath-Thawri: Ath-Thawri amfru 'I-mu'minfn f 'l-/hadith wa-kana yudallisu (cf. ibidem, p.
361).

94. Cf. p. ii1. 95. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vI, p. 405.
96. Who this Ibr5him was could not be ascertained, or is he perhaps one of the numbers 482,

483 or 485 in Ibn Abi Hatim, Kitdb al-jarh, wa 't-ta'ddl, i i, p. 147?
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Mfisd b. 'Ubayda 97 and others; as for Ibn 'Uyayna, this is the sort of tadlFs
[which may be considered innocuous since he only resorts to it when trans-
mitting traditions] on the authority of reliable transmitters.

Coming back to HIkim, he finally emphasizes that, contrary to all other
regions of the Islamic empire, Kfifa, and to a lesser extent also Basra, were
the centres par excellence in which tadlis was resorted to. 98 Kfifa seemed to
have this reputation with more people. For instance, Yazid b. Hdrin
(d. 2o6/821), on a trip to this city, is recorded as having said: 'I did not meet
anyone there who did not resort to tadlis except Mis'ar b. Kidm
(d. 153/770) and his two mates.' 99 Whether or not the factual details of this
second report are correct or historical, is of less significance than the
sweeping tone of this statement, a statement attributed to a man whose own
reputation was not even generally established. 100 But both reports may be
stamped particularly significant in view of the consideration that, firstly,
tadlfs and kadhib were often identified as springing from the same source,
the former usually leading to the latter (see also p. i8o above), and that,
secondly, it was in Kfifa that the man kadhaba saying probably originated,
as I tried to establish in Chapter 3. One could conclude from this that, at
first, tampering with isndds and deceit with traditions in general were
thought of as being adequately covered by the term tadlis; but when h.adith
fabrication in the course of the second/eighth century had increased to the
extent that, in an endeavour to put a stop to it, harsher measures were
thought of, the term kadhib acquired its full range of threatening connota-
tions mainly through the man kadhaba saying, and the term tadlTs was
allowed to acquire a less derogatory flavour.

It was, for instance, a matter of dispute whether tadlis was supposed not
to have occurred between two transmitters who were merely each other's
contemporaries - in Arabic indicated by the technical term mu'ajara - or
whether also an encounter (liqd') was imperative to establish this.101 This
question was apparently never solved definitively, since it still seemed to
occupy a man like Ahmad Muhammad Shhkir (d. 1958).102 On the whole
one can say that a man suspected of tadlis could be considered innocent of
this form of deceit when in a certain isndd he happened to have been quoted
explicitly as having heard the tradition(s) in person, for which the technical
term samd' was coined. For example, Ibn Hibbhn (d. 354/965) summarized
his ideas about the merits of a certain transmitter as follows: yu'tabaru
h.adfthuhu idhd bayyana 's-samd'afa-innahu kana mudallisan, i.e. since he
97. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, x, pp. 356-6o. 98. Cf. p. it I .
99. Cf. al-Khatib, Kifaya, p. 361; who the two companions were could not be verified.

100. Yahyd b. Man is quoted as having doubted whether he could be called a muhaddith at
all, cf. Ibn H-ajar, Tahdhfb, xi, p. 368, and Qabal, p. 136, but, in any case, someone noted
down from him the words: Ma dallastu qa~f illd hadithan wdhidan 'an [Ibn?] 'Awn, cf.
Tahdhfb, x, p. 367.

101. Cf. Abfi Hdtim in Ibn H ajar, Tahdhib, v, p. 226; also aI-Kha;ib, Kifdya, pp. 358ff.
102. Cf. his Ibn Hanbal edition, tv, p. 7.
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was known to have resorted to tadlis, his traditions only deserve to be taken
into consideration when he explicitly says that he has heard them in
person. 103 Finally, the whole controversy about the admissibility of hadfths
from someone suspected of tadlis is closely linked with the controversial
issue about the admissibility of mu'an'an isndds, as outlined, for example, in
the last section of Muslim's introduction to his Sahh.104

One of the major problems a reader of early Muslim rijdl works is con-
stantly confronted with is the seemingly irreconcilable extremes in lauda-
tory as well as disparaging qualifications one single transmitter is described
with, as we saw, for example, above in the case of Wdqidi (p. 176).105 To
speak here of mere 'fluctuations in meaning' does not seem to constitute a
proper solution to the problem. One may perhaps rather speak of different
nuances certain qualifications acquire when mentioned in one breath with
certain others. In an attempt to create some sort of order in the chaos which
we find so often in certain people's tarjamas, it is perhaps best to analyse
one particularly striking example of such a seemingly contradictory
tariama. It is proposed to dissect here the biographical notice about Hajjiij
b. Artft al-Kafi.106

This Hajjdj, who died in 145/762, was a controversial figure, as will be
clear to anyone who reads through the biographical notices devoted to him.
In all, some thirty people have expressed opinions about him. In
chronological order:

Ibn Abi 'n-Najih. (d. 131/748): no Kfifan who visited us (sc. in Mecca) was
equal to him in merit;

Man~iir b. al-Mu'tamir (d. 132/749): one may write his traditions down;
Shu'ba (d. 160/775) praised him and called him hdfiZ;
Sufyfn ath-Thawri (d. 161/776) praised his sagacity.

These four judgements are all positive; each of these four people has
allegedly been a pupil of Hajj~j. In the following judgements the first
negative elements emerge:

Zd'ida b. Quddma (d. 161/776): matrak;
Hammfd b. Zayd (d. 179/795): his traditions are more relevant than

103. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, Ix, no. 525.
104. Cf. my translation in JSAI, v, (in the press); also JA, xvi, 1900, pp. 522f., 527, and Ibn

al-Jawzi, Kitab al-mawda'dt, 11, p. 243 (ult.): . .. wa-yudallisu bi 'l-'an'ana.
105. Medieval Muslim scholars also seem to have laboured under this. Dhahabi is alleged to

have said: Lam yajtamni'i 'thnani min 'ulamd'i hdha 'sh-sha'ni qa((u 'aid tawthrqi 4a'fin
wa-ld 'ald tad'ffi thiqa, quoted e.g. in Nar ad-Din 'Itr, Manhajan-naqdfi'ulam al-Ijadfth,
Damascus I972, p. 92. This modem author represents a truly orthodox Muslim point of
view concerning 6ad[th; his book does not differ in anything essential from medieval
writings on the subject.

106. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, u, pp. I96ff.; furthermore the following tarajim have also been
taken into account: Dhahabi, Mizdn, 1, pp. 458ff.; Ibn Hibb5n, Kitab ai-majraN/n, i, pp.
220-4; Qabal, pp. 145ff., 218; Ya'qob b. Sufy~n al-Fasawi, Kitab al-ma'rifa wa 't-ta'rkh,
n, pp. 164, 781, 803ff., i1, pp. 34, 372; al-Khatib, Ta'rfkh Baghdad, vin, pp. 23o-6.
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those of ath-Thawri and he was even more frequented by people seeking his
learning than Hammad b. Abi Sulaym~n;

'Abd AllAh b. al-Mubdrak (d. 181/797): matrak, mudallis;
Yahyd b. Sa'id al-Qattan (d. 198/813) never wrote one of his traditions

down, put him on the same level as Ibn Ish~q and labeled him matrak;
'Abd ar-Rahm5n b. Mahdi (d. 198/813): matrak;
Yahy, b. Ma'in (d. 233/848) had a very low opinion of him, called him

4a'if, laysa bi 'l-qawl, mudallis; his traditions do not constitute arguments
(1d yuhtajja bihi), matrak, but also: s.alih in what he transmitted from
Qatida, adaq, laysa min ahl al-kadhib.

In this opinion Yahyd b. Ma'in lived up to his reputation of the severest
rial critic of his time, but apart from his negative comments we encounter
two positive qualifications laid down in the two fundamental terms 4dhi.
and qadaq. With later critics these terms appear to crop up time and again:

Ahmad ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855): hafi, matrdk, inadmissible ziydat;
Ibn Sa'd (d. 244/858): sharf , 4a' f;
al-Jfizaj~ni (d. 256/870): mudallis;
adh-Dhuhli (d. 258/872): mudallis;
al-'Ijli (d. 261/875): faqih, mufti but conceited;
Ya'qlib b. Shayba (d. 262/876): 4adaq, faqfh, but also disorganized and

weak;
Abi Zur'a (d. 264/878): 4addq, mudallis;
Abd HAtim (d. 277/89o): qadaq, 4ali. when he says explicitly: haddatha-

nd; one may write his traditions down; his 4idq and hjifz need not be
doubted when he specifies samd', but mudallis on the authority of weak
transmitters, while his traditions do not constitute arguments.

Abfi Htim's was the most elaborate appraisal so far. One gains the
impression that, the qualifications qdlih and FadCq apart, Hajjij is gen-
erally declared to be weak; whether one can write his traditions down is still
a matter of debate. In the last eleven appraisals positive elements decrease
slowly:

Ismid b. Ishq al-JahdIami (d. 282/895): disorganized, mudallis;
Ibn Khirdsh (d. 283/896): hdfi,, mudallis;
al-Bazzar (d. 292/905): hafiz mudallis, conceited;
Muhammad b. Na~r (d. 294/9o6): irsal, mudallis, changed the wording;
Nasd'i (d. 303/915): laysa bi 'l-qawi;
Sdji (d. 307/920): qadaq, but his traditions do not constitute arguments in

fura or ahkdm; bad h.ift;
Ibn Khuzayma (d. 311/923): his traditions do not have the force of hujja,

only when he specifies the way he has received them with terms such as
haddathand or sami'tu;

Ibn Hibban (d. 354/965): braggart, matrak;
Ibn ;Adi (d. 365/976): one may write his traditions down, but he is a

mudallis suspected of undeliberate kadhib;
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Ddraqutni (d. 385/995): Id yu/tajja bihi;
Hakim (d. 4O5/i0i4): 1d yuh.tajja bihi, laysa bi 'l-qawi.
Thus, what at the first glance reads like a contradictory jumble of posi-

tive and negative qualifications especially inasmuch as no tarjama enu-
merates different statements in chronological order turns out, on the
whole, to be a pretty consistent collection of appraisals in which a slowly
increasing negative attitude surreptitiously replaces the initially positive
attitude. What seems contradictory, the concepts 4idq/4adaq, hdfi? and
4dlih, as opposed to all the denigrating qualifications permit of but one
interpretation: qidq etc. was apparently a quality which was deemed per-
fectly well combinable with all the typically negative characteristics in a
h6ad[th transmitter. In other words, every transmitter could be called .4adaq
or qdlih, even if his activities in .adth were on the whole frowned upon.
The question what exactly qslih, qadaiq and similar terms mean in a hadfth
transmitter's tarjama is, I think, crucial and deserves further investigation.

Salih, first of all, may contain an element of uncertainty. When Ibn
Hanbal was asked to give his opinion about a certain transmitter, one 'Umar
b. Abi Salama (d. 132/749), deemed da'tf by among others Shu'ba, Jizajdni
and Nasd'i, he said: 'He is 4alih., God willing', but also: 'He is qdlih and
reliable (thiqa), God willing.'1 07 This 'Umar's tarjama is full of remarks
representing opposite views as to the acceptability of his traditions and the
harmonization of those contradictory views seems to pivot in the term
qdlih, which may be taken to sum up this controversy rather than in any way
augment it.

Another transmitter, one 'Abd Allah b. Ziyad Ibn Sam'dn (fl. ± 130/748),
universally decried a liar and a forger, is nevertheless credited with some
ah.dth Fdlih~a, eloquent proof for the hypothesis that fabricated traditions
also could include material which people did not want to reject, probably
because of its appeal. 108

But there is more to .Fdlih. Once asked about one Fitr b. Khalifa (d.
153-55/770-2), Ibn Hanbal said: 'Except for his Shi'ite sympathies, he is
reliable, his traditions are fdlih and give the impression of those of a shrewd
man.' 10 9 Where we may have interpreted qdlih traditions so far as indeed
fabricated but nonetheless harmless traditions - not being thought of as
jeopardizing the cause of religion - Ibn Hanbal's words seem to suggest that
they could very well be brought into circulation by someone intelligent
rather than merely simple-minded.

Another fair example of the difficulties involved in the correct interpre-
tation of qdlih. is offered by the tarjama of Hasan al-Bari's well-known
pupil ar-Rabi' b. Sabih (d. 16o/777). The controversy whether he was or was
not a mudallis is dwarfed by the overall confusion clearly apparent in the

107. Cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'llal, i, no. 841; Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, ViI, pp. 456f.

108. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, v, pp. 219ff. 109. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, I, no. 912.
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following appraisal of Ya'qfib b. Shayba (d. 262/876) who labeled him a
rajul 4dlih adaq thiqa da'if jiddan. lo We have seen so far that qdlih and
sadaq could be used in one breath with da'tf, but what thiqa means exactly in
this context is a matter of speculation. Perhaps another appraisal may help
in sorting out this problem; approximately one hundred years later Ibn 'Adi
(d. 365/976) described this same ar-Rabi' as follows: lahu ah.dth 44iliha
mustaqima wa-lam ara lahu hadithan munkaran jiddan wa-arja annahu 14
ba's bihi wa-ld bi-riwdyatihi.. Both these appraisals taken together admit of
an interpretation of qdlih as depicting someone whose spreading of edifying
traditions was not a cause for serious concern although these traditions
were duly detected as having no foundation.1 1'

The suggestion that kadhdhdb, matrak or daFf might be considered as
having a less vociferous or uncompromising equivalent in 4alih is, perhaps,
not tenable, but qdlih does seem to have been thrown in on many occasions
to mitigate the more severe connotations of the former three. 112 To Yahy
b. Sa'id al-Qattn is attributed the significant statement: Ian nard '.V-4dlihina
ft shay'in akdhaba minhum ft 'l-hadith, i.e. we'll never see the 'pious' lie
more wholeheartedly than in the transmission of traditions. 113 And it is
feasible that 4alih and also .qadaq came to be used euphemistically for
people who were thought of as having spread traditions of their own
making, the contents of which, however, were such as to mollify h adfth
critics and only delight the general public who were advised to collect these
traditions cautiously, only 1i 'l-i'tibdr, i.e. in order to contemplate them. 114

As equivalent of qdlih, with perhaps a slightly more denigrating flavour,
we find the qualification quwaylih.1 5

The words aria annahu la ba's bihi etc. bespeak the not openly expressed
desire of the rijdl expert - against the possibly average opinion of du'f
prevailing among his fellow critics - to incorporate someone's - in the
abovementioned case ar-Rabi"s - traditions within the body of acceptable,

110. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, Il, p. 248.
111. Cf. also al-Khatib, Kifdya, p. 22, the penultimate paragraph. Further examples of people

who combine the qualifications 4dlih and/or .tadaq with kadhib and/or du'f are found in
e.g. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ii, p. 305, 111, p. 376, v, pp. 100, 259, vlli, p. 468, x, p. 452, Xi, p.
419; examples are indeed legion.

112. Ibn Mahdi is reported as having labeled a man, who related a somewhat da'if tradition but
who was nevertheless yadaq, as jdlih al-hadith, cf. al-Khatib, Kifdya, p. 22 (penultimate
paragraph).

113. Cf. lbn Rajab, p. 113, cf. p. 114, for a number of similar statements attributed to others.
114. Cf. al-Khaib, Kifdya, p. 23. The collecting of traditions in writing i '-i'tibdr is very

clearly illustrated in the tarfama of one 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. 'Abd Allah b. Dindr (Ibn
Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, no. 419) where we read: . . .yuktab hadfthuhu wa-Ia yuhtajja bihi
...wa-huwafijumlati man yuktabu hadithuhu mina 'd.du'af'... huwa .dlih al-hadfth
... 4adaq. Besides, the modern author Nfir ad-Din 'Itr also mentions hadith fabrications
in the tarhib wa-targhib genre in connection with kadhib, cf. his Manhaj an-naqdft 'ulam
al-hadfth, pp. 442f.

115. E.g. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, I, p. 375, vi, p. I9o, vii, p. 69, x, p. 53.
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'sound' traditions, probably because of their alluring or edifying qualities
rather than their - in his eyes perhaps - unimpeachable trustworthiness.1 16

The very frequent use of the words ari annahu followed by a variety of
different expressions, furthermore, show most rijal critics in their cautious
scholarliness as well as in their hidden expectations and - what is of crucial
significance in this context - also in their overall lack of precise and reliable
information about the majority of transmitters.1 17

Summarizing the above, we have seen how various criteria were applied
in early Islamic rijal criticism and how one criterion, laid down in one term
(tadlis), evolved from a general term denoting 'tampering with isndds' to
the disparaging qualification 'deliberately tampering' as also to the less
denigrating one of nonchalantly leaving certain isnad features un-
mentioned. It was, furthermore, attempted to demonstrate that a given
tarjama may, at first sight, leave an impression of utter disorganization but
ultimately may turn out to be pretty cohesive and consistent when sche-
matically presented in strictly chronological order. On the other hand, it
may have become apparent that through those masses of seemingly apodic-
tical appraisals there runs a red thread of speculation or doubt expressed in
terms like s.alih., s.adaq, arjia annahu etc. or others. The majority of rijil
critics, the strict and the unyielding such as Ibn Ma'in and Karabisi as well as
the more lenient and often downright naive like 'Ijli,l l8 can be assumed to
have fixed their minds on the (de)merits of the transmitters in an isnad
rather than on the matn that isnad was meant to authenticate, probably in
an effort to turn a blind eye to material which, though conspicuously
doubtful in provenance, exuded inexorable forces of attraction. Thus it
could happen that very many matns had such a strong appeal for the public,
scholars and laymen alike, that generally recognized fabrications were
admitted into the tradition collections, mostly under the heading of tarhib
wa-targhfb, while their originators, rather than with the definitively deni-
grating qualification kadhdhab or wadd.', were decked with extenuating
labels such as 4alih, 4adC2q, 4uwaylih, hafi or the like.

It goes without saying that, whenever salih emerges in a tarjama, that

116. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, iii, pp. 245f.
117. E.g. wa-arji annahu qdlih, Tahdhib, i, p. 207; aria annahu It yata'ammadu 'l-kadhib,

ibidem, p. 98; similar expressions are e.g.: Yaqa'ufYqalbfannahu .adaq, Ibn Hanbal, 'lal,

i, no. 2739; cf. also huwa 'indi wahid in shd'a 'lldh, ibidem, no. 1407, etc. Examples are,

again, legion. In addition, the increasingly lenient attitude of later rijal critics in

accepting traditions from transmitters about whom they did not possess any really trace-

able data is clearly reflected in e.g. the exposd Nfir ad-Din 'Itr devotes to maihalan, cf. his

Manhajan-naqdft'ulam al-hadith, pp. 8off. Paradoxically, this author holds the first few

major rijdl experts to be excessively severe and rigid, cf. p. 90 (read Ibn al-Madini for Ibn

al-Qati4n, lines 16f.).
118. E.g. when all his colleagues find fault with someone, he still calls him thiqa, Ibn Hajar,

Tahdhib, x, p. 70, line 3.
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does not automatically imply that the mutarjam lahu is a forger, but when
sdlih etc is juxtaposed to qualifications such as matrak, kadhdhtib,
mudallis, Id yuhtajja bihi etc., it is convenient to realize that $dlih., especi-
ally in a rijdl critical context, does not only mean 'pious' or 'godly' but also
may denote a (seemingly) naive or simple-minded spreader of invented
stories about the prophet. This phenomenon is succinctly summarized by
Ibn Rajab (d. 795/1393; cf. GAL, G ii, p. IO7); his summary deserves to be
paraphrased here in full:

The people who are assiduously occupied with worship and whose tradi-
tions should be discarded can be divided into two categories:
a. those whose devotional practices prevent them from memorizing had[th
properly so that it becomes marred with fanciful elements; who 'raise'
statements of Companions 'to the level' of prophetic sayings (= raf' al-
mawqaf) and who insert a Companion's name in isndds lacking this feature
(= wa.l or tawsTd al-mursal);119
b. those who habitually and deliberately fabricate traditions. 120

This succinct categorization surely bears a certain similarity to my own
conclusions (e.g. Chapter 1, pp. 7 3f., and 3, P. 132, above) in which the
concepts raf' and wad' are juxtaposed as essentially amounting to the same
thing.

Another group of qualifications which virtually became technical terms
among rijdl critics are those words describing someone's devotional habits,
terms such as zdhid, 'dbid, ndsik and, in a slightly later stage, .qfi.121
Although it is, of course, impossible to quantify the evidence of any
hypothesis concerning this category of pious Muslims without feeding the
Tahdhfb and the Lisdn word for word into a computer and pressing a few
buttons, the observation could be made that persons qualified thus more
often than not were also labeled sdlih or .saddq and were frequently noted
for the transmission of zuhd material which is a major ingredient of the
tarhfb wa-targhfb genre. On another occasion I made an attempt at tracing a
variety of zuhd traditions to those transmitters of the corresponding isnads
who were also qualified as zuhhdd, nussdk, 'ubbdd and qug4.@122 What
clearly defined interpretations should be given to these terms is not evident
from the sources; only once a zdhid was allegedly defined by Zuhri as
someone whose expression of gratitude is not stifled by what is permissible

119. For another occurrence of this not very common technical term, cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisan, 1,
p. 284, line 17.

120. Ibn Rajab, p. i5.
121. Sa f as epithet is hardly used in the Tahdhib but rather frequent in the Lisdn which, as

may be a commonly known feature of that lexicon, deals predominantly with trans-
mitters who lived in the third/ninth century or later; among second/eighth century
transmitters we find the greatest numbers of zuhhdd, 'ubbdd and nussak.

122. Cf. my review in Bibliotheca Orientalis, xxxvi, 1979, pP. 243f., of R. G. Khoury's edition
of Asad b. Mfisi's Kitdb az-zuhd, Wiesbaden 1976.
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and whose patience does not succumb under what is forbidden. 123 And
Hdkim an-Nisdbfiri once mentioned one Shaqiq b. Ibrdhim aI-Balkhi
(d. 194/81o) as a paragon of zuhd. 124 In the tarjama Ibn Hajar devotes to
this Shaqiq' 25 we read a charming story of how he came to choose a zdhid's
lifestyle, 126 something which also prompts Ibn Hajar to say that in spite of
Shaqiq's alleged mandkir traditions, it is inconceivable to charge him with
being da'ff in traditions. Shaqiq's pupils are rather to be blamed for this, he
concludes. This may, perhaps, be considered as intimating an opposition
zdhidlmunkar al-h.adth, a reflection of which we encountered in the oppo-
sition s4lih/munkar al-hadith dealt with above. In other words, what
applied to 4alih, 4adaq etc. also applies to zdhid, 'dbid etc.

The categories of s4dlih etc. and zdhid etc. constitute a large number of
transmitters who may be held responsible for a vast number of traditions
ascribed to the prophet. And although hadfth scholars, medieval127 as well
as modern, 128 were perfectly aware of those transmitters' roles in bringing
those traditions into circulation, they rapidly acquired a widespread
popularity which, judging by the ever increasing number of collections, was
never to wane. In the course of time some huge and prestigious compil-
ations of especially this edifying genre of traditions saw the light. Of those
collections the following deserve to be mentioned:
the Mu4annaf of 'Abd ar-Razziq (d. 211/827);
that of Ibn Abi Shayba (d. 235/849);

123. Man lam yamna'i 'l-haldlu shukrahu wa-lam yaghlibi 'l-hardmu 4abrahu, cf. Fasawi, i, p.
635; Ibn Kathir, Biddya, Ix, P. 348; cf. also Ibn al-Athir, An-nihdya, it, p. 321, with slight
textual variant.

124. Marifat ulam hadrth, p. 224: • •. az-zdhid alladhf bihi yudrabu 'l-mathalu fl 'z-zuhd.
125. Lisan, in, pp. 151f.
126. Attributed to Ahmad b. Marwin ad-Dinawari (d. 310/922).
127. E.g. the rather laconic description Ibn a$-Salhb (d. 643/1243) gives of this category from

which I quote:
Wa 'l-wddi'ana 1i 'l-hadithi a ndfun wa-a'Z;amuhum 4araran(!) qawmun mina

'V-mansabina i/d 'z-zuhdi(!) wada' 'i-ahtdtha ' htisdtbanfima za 'am fa-taqbau 'n-ndsu
mawd 'dtihim thiqatan minhum bihim wa-rukanan ilayhim. Thumma nahadat jahabi-
dhatu 'l-hadithi bi-kashfi 'awdrihd wa-mahwi 'drihi wa '-hamdu ii '//dh. Wa-fima rawaynd
Iani'l-imdmi Ab Bakrin as-Sam'dni [d. 510/1116? = Muhammad b. Man$ir b. Muham-
mad b. 'Abd al-Jabbir, cf. Sam'ini, Ansdb, printed edition, vii, p. 226?] anna ba'da
'l-Karrdmiyya dhahaba ild jawdzi wad'i '/-hadfthi ft bdbi 't-targhibi wa 't-tarhib (cf. his
Muqaddima, pp. 212f.).

Another, more concise, qualification of a zahid's traditions is offered by Muhammad
b. Ishiq Ibn Manda (d. 395/1oo5; cf. GAS, i, pp. 214f.) who is cited in Ibn Rajab, p. 115,
as having said: Idha ra'ayta it badithin haddathand fulanun az-zdhidu fa 'ghsil yadaka
minhu. And Ibn 'Adi (d. 365/976) is recorded to have said: Af-.Talihana qad rasama
bi-hddha 'l-ismi an yarwa ahadfthaiffad 'ili 'l-a'mdli mawd'atan bawdtfla wa-yuttahamu
jamd'atun minhum bi-wa4'ihd (ibidem).

128. E.g. a crossbreed of two categories of transmitters (no. 3, cf. al-Mandr, ill, 1315, pp.
546f., and no. lo, cf. ibidem, pp. 570f.) enumerated by Muhammad Rashid Ridd (d.
1935).
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the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855);
the Mustadrak of Hakim an-Nisfbtirl (d. 405/1014);
the gigantic Kitdb as-sunan al-kubrd of Bayhaqi (d. 458/1O66);
the Mishkdt al-masdbfh of Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah al-Khatib at-Tibrizi
(fl. 737/1536);
the Majma' az-zawd'id of al-Haythami (d. 807/1405);
al-Jami' ay- aghir of Suyiili (d. 911/1505);
and the gigantic, twenty-two volume Kanz al-'ummlfisunan al-aqwdl wa
'I-af'dl of 'Ali al-Muttaqi al-Hindi (d. 975/1567).
These are the better known ones. Other, less famous collections are, for
example:
the Musnad of Tayalisi (d. 2o4/8 19);
the Sah.ih of Ibn Khuzayma (d. 311/924);
the Musnad of Abfi 'Awfna (d. 316/928);
the Sahih of Ibn Hibbfn al-Busti (d. 354/965);
various collections of Tabardni (d. 36o/971);
and the Kashf al-astdr 'an zawd'id al-Bazzdr of al-Haythami.

One collection deserves to be commented upon in particular, At-targhib
wa 't-tarhib by 'Abd al-'Agim b. 'Abd al-Qawi al-Mundhiri, who died in
656/1258. This is the collection containing precisely the sort of traditions
dealt with above, brought into circulation by hundreds of pious Muslims
who, through these traditions, sought to edify, perhaps also to proselytize.
In his introduction the author enumerates what motivated him in compiling
this collection in this fashion. He forgoes mentioning isndds, and, following
the matn, he briefly indicates an appraisal of the isnad. In this he does not
strive after completeness; succinctness is his device. As long as the reader
is vaguely aware of a tradition's status, that suffices; the reader is pains-
takingly protected from being force-fed with too extensive or too technical
information that might bore him: the matn is centrally placed and is
supposed to speak for itself. In several editions footnotes added by the
editors clarify and enlarge on various ethical points. It is through a collec-
tion such as this, apart from the Six Books, that hadith literature acquired
its vast popularity in the Muslim world. And a comparison of the traditions
in al-Mundhiri with those adduced in a collection of twentieth-century
Egyptian Friday khutbas will reveal a remarkable similarity. 29

That the book must have enjoyed, and still enjoys, a great popularity is,
furthermore, attested in the relatively large number of different editions.
The oldest listed in the biographical sources is a lithograph of Delhi 1300

129. Cf. Zad al-khat-b, a publication of the Egyptian ministery of awqdf. In modern times,
however, a renewed interest in hadfths being forged seems discernible in the work of the
Syrian scholar Muhammad NA~ir ad-Din al-AlbAni who, for the last few decades, has
devoted his energy to exposing mawda'dt and their pernicious influence - if any - on the
masses, cf. his Silsilat al-ahddth ad.-da'[fa wa 'i-mawdaa wa-atharuhd as-sayy'fi'l.umma,
1392-.
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(1883) without commentary, edited by Talattuf Husayn, in 7o8 large pages.
Then there are two editions, of 1324/19o6 and 1326/i9o8 respectively,
mentioned in Sarkis, column 18o2. These two editions are also mentioned
in Fihris al-kutub al-'arabiyya al-mawjada bi ['d-]Dar [al-kutub], vol. i,
1924, p. 96, each comprising two volumes. Whether one of these, or per-
haps another edition yet to be mentioned, is identical with the edition listed
in the British Museum catalogue of Arabic books (acquired during the
years 1927-57) could not be ascertained. The two editions published
virtually simultaneously are the one in four volumes printed at the Matba'at
Muhammad 'All Subay., without any commentary, Cairo 1352/1934, and
the one in five volumes, printed at the Matba'at Mu tafA 'l-Bdbi al-.Ialabi,
Cairo 1352/I 933 (reprinted twice), with extensive commentary on edifying
and ethical issues by Mustafa Muhammad 'Umfra, this commentary being
by far the most elaborate of all. Then the prolific editor Muhammad Muhy!
'd-Din 'Abd al-Hamid presented yet another edition in six volumes in Cairo
I96O-2, at al-Maktaba at-tijfriyya al-kubr5. The next edition is the one
made by Muhammad Khalil Harris, with commentary in four volumes,
Cairo 1969-7o, at Maktabat al-jumhfiriyya al-'arabiyya. The last edition I
could find a reference to is the one published by Wizdrat al-Awqdf in
al-Maktab al-fanni li-nashr ad-da'wa al-isldmiyya, four volumes, Cairo
1976. This bibliography does not have the pretence of being complete, but
one thing may have become clear: the book must have sold pretty quickly
and may have been available at times in more than one edition. (Moreover,
the fairly large number of MSS listed in GAL permits the observation that
it may always have been a popular collection.)

The collective ta'dil of the Companions

Easily the most controversial issue in Muslim rijdl criticism, since, on
various occasions, it has set pens and tongues into motion from the Middle
Ages until this very day, concerns the ta'dil of the Companions, i.e. the
declaration that all Muhammad's Companions should be collectively
deemed free of falsehood in transmitting hadith from the prophet. This
issue found its most extreme accentuation in the case of Abfi Hurayra
(d. 57/677), the Companion who allegedly transmitted more traditions
from the prophet than any other. In an earlier publication I dealt with this
issue extensively, especially in its setting in Egypt among present-day
theologians and cultural historians. 130

Indeed, approached from whatever angle, treating of the Companions of
the prophet and their position in the early development of h.adith and
investigating the way in which they were dealt with at the hands of early
Muslim rijdl critics, will almost automatically elicit angry reactions and

130. See my Authenticity, chapters vi and vii, and also the index s.v. Abfi Huraira.
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bitter cricitism from all those for whom the collective ta'dil constitutes
virtually an article of faith. Since in early Islam the idea took root and,
subsequently, gained universal recognition that Companions were exempt
from scrutiny, isnad experts simply left the tabaqa of the au~bab an-nabi
alone. The Companions, as a class of people, were collectively placed on a
level higher than that of any other, later generation, and whoever casts, or
tries to cast, the slightest blemish on the reputation of a single Companion
runs the risk of being ostracized. Western as well as Oriental scholars have
experienced - sometimes to their detriment - that the collective ta'dil of
Muhammad's Companions constitutes such a delicate issue that it seems to
defy scholarly investigation even in the most cautious manner, unless ac-
companied by a firm declaration to the effect that the fundamental thesis of
the collective ta'dil as such is not called into question.

This can be illustrated most eloquently by adducing the words of the president of the
association of religious scholars in Iraq, Amjad az-Zahawi, who said in a fatwa of
May 30, 1967:

Ba'da ta'dfli 'lidhi subhdnahu wa-ta'ald lahum (sc. af-4ahaba) wa-thana'ihi
'alayhim wa-i'lani 'r-rid 'anhUm Id majdla li-maqdli ayyi insanin mu'minin illd bi
't-tazkiyati wa 't-tashrifi lahum wa-bayani husni "tiqadihi ft 'umdmihim wa-
khuqaqihim ... wal-ya'lam anna kulla man yaqdahu ft a.lbabihi 'alayhi 's-saldmu
innamd yurfdu hadma .arhi '-islami wa-lakinna 4arha '1-islami a'azzu min an yuh-
dama wa-ndra '1-islmi a'ld min an yutfa'a "wa-ya'bd 'lahu illd an yutimma nclrahu
wa-law kariha 'l-kafiran (= Qur'dn IX, 32)." (i.e. after God declared all Com-
panions to be trustworthy, after He praised them and expressed His satisfaction
with them, it is no longer possible for any believing person but to declare them pure,
to hold them in esteem and to testify properly as to his belief in them, collectively as
well as individually. . . Let everybody know that whosoever slanders the prophet's
Companions, [obviously] only wants to demolish the fortress of Islam. But the
fortress of Islam is too solid to be demolished and the light of Islam is too strong to
be extinguished. 'God only wants to perfect His light, even if the infidels abhor
this!')131

Ironically, az-Zahiwi adduces besides the well-known Qur'anic verses alluded to
above also a tradition from Tirmidhi (mandqib 59 = vol. v, p. 696, no. 3862) of
which Tirmidhi himself says: Hddha hadith gharib It na'rifuhu illd min hadha
'l-wajh. Investigating its isnad we read in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhib, vi, pp. 176f., that the
Successor, one 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Ziy.d, is a totally unknown figure whose name is
solely identified with this one tradition; in other words, he seems to have been
invented for this one isnad. The next transmitter is one 'Ubayda b. Abi Ri'ita, also
solely known for only this tradition; by sheer coincidence he shares with his
namesake and contemporary 'Ubayda b. Humayd dwelling place (Ktfa) as well as
profession (both were called al-Hadhdha'; cf. Tahdhfb, vii, pp. 82f.). Do we have
here again a case of a fictitious figure who shares (part of) the name and possibly
other features with a historical personality, such as set forth in the case of Haf* b.
'Umar in Chapter 4? The next transmitter is a well known Zuhri, Ya'qfib b. Ibrihim

131. Cf. al-'Izzi, Difa' 'an AbT Hurayra, pp. 483 and 488.
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b. Sa'd (d. 2o8/823) on whose reputation there allegedly was no blemish. Finally, the
last transmitter, who was Tirmidhi's master, was Muhammad b. Yahyd b. 'Abd
AllAh (d. 252-8/866-72), again an amir al-mu'mininfi'l-hadith, nicknamed az-Zuhri
li-shuhratihi bi-hadith az-Zuhri (see above Chapter 4). Summarizing the examin-
ation of this isnad, it is safe to say that it is a rickety one with two virtual majhals;
whether we should ascribe it to Ya'qfib or Muhammad b. Yahy is an open question,
the latter seems to me the more likely candidate.

Although I am fully aware of the delicacy of this issue, as I tried to
demonstrate in the introduction to this study, fundamental articles of faith
also have historical facets and admit, therefore, of historical investigation.
In what follows I have brought together evidence which may be taken to
throw new light on the chronology of one of Islam's most basic tenets of
faith. My conclusions are not to be interpreted as containing in any way a
value judgement of this tenet.

First of all, the abundance of references to Abfi Hurayra in the majority of
early Muslim historical sources constitutes ample proof that Abfi Hurayra
played a significant role in the community of Medina, as soon as he had
arrived there from the homeland of his tribe Daws in southwest Arabia. But
he is far and away best known for his alleged role in transmitting traditions
from the prophet to later generations. And it is this role, about which
various observations could be made, which will presently be made the
subject of discussion.

But AbTa Hurayra's case, in spite of its far-reaching ramifications, would
seemingly constitute only part of the overall issue of the collective ta'dil of
the Companions. That is, on the one hand, why it would seem more appro-
priate to deal with the latter subject first before concentrating on the
former. On the other hand, a case could be made for the surmise that it was
the emergence of critical appraisals of Abdi Hurayra in particular which,
through the rijal critics' efforts to exonerate him, eventually led to the
formulation of the collective ta'dl of all of Muhammad's Companions. The
last suggestion, it appears to me, would seem more viable in view of the
following considerations.

Nowhere in works from those exlusively dealing with, to those occa-
sionally touching upon, rijal criticism do we find any other Companion
being exposed to speculations as to his veracity in transmitting the
prophet's ah.uadith in quite the same manner as Abfi Hurayra. Other Com-
panions allegedly famous for the vast numbers of traditions they are re-
ported to have transmitted on the prophet's authority, such as Anas b.
Mdlik, 'Abd Alldh b. 'Abbfs, 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar, 'Abd AllIh b. 'Amr, Jbir
b. 'Abd Allh or Abfi Sa'id al-Khudri, are nowhere subjected to anything
like the same scrutiny as was apparently the case with Abfi Hurayra. Cases
of Companions allegedly mistrusting one another for whatever reason are
relatively rare and have never formed more than a flimsy argument in the
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hands of those who, at one time or another, have sought to undermine the
doctrine of the collective ta'dil.

On only a limited number of occasions is the concept kadhib associated
with Companions in mutual controversies. 132 There is the well-known
report preserved in Ibn Qutayba, 133 in which Abfi Hurayra is allegedly
taken to task by four Companions, but also other incidents reputedly
having occurred between AbN Hurayra and others are found in small
numbers and, subsequently, invalidated in, for example, Dhahabis Siyar
a'lam an-nubala'. 134 Then there is the exchange between Ftima bint Qays
and 'Umar b. al-Khattab, 135 which may or may not have a variant reading
with the verb kadhaba. 136 Also the case of al-Walid b. 'Uqba, labeled fasiq
in Qur'Rn XLIX, 6, could be taken as broaching the kadhib issue. 137 Once
Samura b. Jundab's veracity was doubted;138 'A'isha called Ibn 'Umar a
liar; 139 both cases of innuendo were. neutralized by Ibn 'Abd al-Barr as
having originated in anger. 140 Other cases concern Ibn 'Abbis, Ibn 'Umar
himself, Ibn az-Zubayr, al-Mughira b. Shu'ba, Abii Muhammad Mas'fid b.
Aws 14 1 and, finally, Ibn Mas'fid. 142

As is to be expected, Abfi 'l-Qfsim al-Balkhi seems to have realized the
potentiality of this issue. That is why he leaves one with the impression that
he pounces on Abfd Hurayra. In the most important, central, and also by far
the longest, part of his Qabal aI-akhbar etc. (pp. 56-167), dealing with
separate tarjamas of all those transmitters - from Companions to coryphaei
such as Yahyd b. Ma'in, Mdlik b. Anas and Shu'ba b. al-Hajjdj -with whom
he could find fault (even the most futile and downright ludicrous faults) we
find at the very beginning a lengthy tarjama of almost five pages solely
devoted to Abfi Hurayra. In it we read all those anecdotes, albeit without
extenuating additional remarks, which are also featured in, for example,
Dhahabi's Siyar (see note 134 above). Besides those, we find a few

132. Sibi'i, one of the participants in the contemporary discussion referred to in note 130 on
p. t9o above, denies that these incidents, true or false, should be interpreted as pointing
to wad' having originated during the prophet's lifetime, cf. pp. 216ff. of his book.

133. Ta'wfl mukhtalif al-hadith, p. 27.
134. 11, pp. 429-53; see also note 130 on p. igo above. Other instances of Abfi Hurayra being

questioned are, for instance, found in the Jdmi' of Ibn Wahb, pp. gif.; Rdmahurmuzi, p.
291, where the editor, Mubammad 'Ajjij al-Khatib, refers to other publications of his on
the subject in which he defends AbN Hurayra efficiently; Ibn Hanbal, 'flal, i, no. 2628;
lbn 'Abd al-Barr, Jami', 11, p. 154 (ult.).

135. E.g. Muslim, talaq 46 (= i, p. i t19), cf. also no. 40.
136. Cited in Ahmad Amin, Fair al-isldm, Cairo 1959, P. 216; Siba'i (p. 243) says that it was

taken from the unauthoritative Musallam ath-thubiit by 'Abd ash-Shakfir al-Bihdri.
137. Cf. my translation of Muslim's introduction in JSAI, v (in the press); also NOr ad-Din

'Itr, Manhaj an naqd ft 'utim al hadith, pp. 73f.
138. Cf. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Jami, it, p. 154 (5th line from the bottom).
139. Ibidem, p. i55; cf. a less direct version in ar-Rabi' b. Habib's Jdmi, 11, pp. 35of.
140. Ibidem. 141. Ibidem. 142. Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil, pp. 30f.
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which, until now, could not be traced also to another source. One of these
deserves to be quoted in full:

Ibn Abi Khaythama qela haddathand 'Abd Alldh b. Muhammad b. Ab!
Shayba haddathana 143 Aba Mu'dwiya 'ani 'l-A'mash 'an Ab Razin annahu
ra'a Aba Hurayrata yadribu bi-yadihi thumma yaqil: yd ahla '-Iraq,
taz'amtina anni akdhibu1 44 'ald Rasali 'lldhi ( ) li-yakana lakumu 'l-ma'na'
wa-'alayya 'l-ma'tham, i.e. Ibn Abi Khaythama [d. 279/892, very often quoted
also by Ibn Hajar] said: 'Abd Alldh b. Mu.ammad b. Abi Shayba [d.
235/849, reliable transmitter] related to us: Aba Mu'dwiya [Muhammad b.
Kh5zim ad-Darir, d. 193/8o9 or 195/811, a leading Murji'ite and veritable
A'mash expert] related to us on the authority of A'mash on the authority
of Abfi Razin [Mas'id b. MAlik, d. ca 85/704, confused with namesake]
that he [once] saw Abl Hurayra make a gesture [of despair,
indignation?] 145 saying: '0 people of Iraq, you claim that I put lies into the
mouth of the Messenger of God in order that that be an easy success for
you and a sin on my conscience.' Abti '-Qdsim adds: 'That proves that at
that time they used to take him for a liar."146

Most significant, it seems to me, in this statement is the fact that Abfi
'l-Qasim, who died in 319/93 1, may have become acquainted with the doc-
trine of the collective ta'dil, which as I tried to demonstrate elsewhere 47

may have been definitively developed in the course of the final decades of
the third/ninth and the first few decades of the fourth/tenth centuries.
Theoretically, the addition ('That proves. . .') could be ascribed to Ibn Abi
Khaythama, but nothing in the biographical notices devoted to him (e.g.
Ibn Hajar, Lisan, i, no. 556, and al-Khatib, Ta'rikh Baghdad, iv, pp. 162ff.)

could be construed as pointing to his possibly having been a particularly
severe rijdl critic for whom the kadhib issue was important enough to
include also Companions in his incriminations. In other words, Abfi
'l-QAsim quotes a statement of Ibn Ab! Khaythama concerning Abfi
Hurayra probably in order to question the adage of the collective ta'dil,
while failing to indicate in what context - if any at all - Ibn Abi Khaythama
had placed this statement.

From a quotation in Ibn Hibban's Kitdb al-majrihin ascribed to Abii Hatim
(d. 277/89o) one may perhaps draw the conclusion that he was the first to have
formulated the adage (cf. i, p. 24), no earlier formulation having survived until this
day. Condensed in one sentence we read: Inna 'lldha tabdraka wa-ta'ala nazzaha
aqdara a.h4bi rasalihi (s) 'an thalbin qadih (i.e. God has made the Companions

143. MS.: wa-haddathand.
144. The word akdhibu is in the MS. preceded by the word kadhdhab, seemingly a slip of the

pen of the nasikh and duly crossed out ... Of all the numerous deletions in the MS., this
particular one seems to be one of the very few that make some sort of sense.

145. For this interpretation, see Lane, s.v. daraba.
146. Qab2l, p. 58. 147. Cf. my Authenticity, p. 79.
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exempt from slanderous vilification); his son promoted this opinion by incor-
porating it in the introduction of his Taqdima. He says on p. 7: Fa-nafa (sc. God)
'anhumu 'sh-shakka wa 'l-kadhiba wa 'l-ghalata wa 'r-raybata wa 'i-ghamza wa-
sammdhum 'udala '1-umma (i.e. God has immunized them against doubt, falsehood,
mistake, suspicion and calumny and has called them the 'righteous of the com-
munity'). AI-Khatib al-Baghdidi (d. 463/IO7i) formulated it as follows: Kullu
i4adithini 'ttaala isndduhu bayna man rawdhu wa-bayna 'n-nabiyyi (s) lam yalzami
'l-'amalu bihi ilia ba'da thubati 'addlati rijalihi wa-yajibu 'n-na;aruftahwdlihim siw5
'.-.ahdbiyyi 'lladhf rafa'ahu ild rasaili 'lldh (s), li-anna 'addlata '4-$ahdbati thabitatun
ma'ldmatun bi-ta'dli 'lldhi lahum wa-ikhbarihi 'an taharatihim wa 'khtiydrihi lahum
fi na4i 'l-qur'dn (Kifaya, p. 46).

This reads in translation: No tradition whose isnad is uninterrupted between the
person who relates it and the prophet has got to be put into practice' 48 except after
establishing the reliability of its transmitters. It is imperative that their biographies
be scrutinized except [that of] the Companion who 'raises' the tradition 'to the level'
of the Messenger of God. Indeed, the reliability of the Companions is [an] estab-
lished and well-known [doctrine] on account of the fact that God has declared all of
them to be trustworthy. He has revealed their purity and He has chosen [to mention]
them in the [very] text of the Qur'dn.

The Qur'dn text referred to by al-Khatib comprises two verses: Kuntum khayra
ummatin ukhrijat ii 'n-his (III, i io) (i.e. you are the best people to be sent forth to
mankind) and: Wa-kadhdlika ja'alndkum ummatan wasatan (II, 143) (i.e. thus we
have made you a people in the middle); when we check these verses in the oldest
tafsfr works available, we see that nowhere among the numerous explanations is the
issue of the collective ta'dFl in hadith matters hinted at, although in the case of the
word wasatan (II, 143) a generally recognized interpretation was that it meant 'adl,
plural 'uddl, in bearing witness (shahada) to the prophet's message (cf. Mujihid b.
Jabr (d. 104/727), Tafsir, i, pp. 133 and 90; Tabari (d. 310/923), TafsTr, Iv, pp. 43ff.
and ii, pp. 6ff.). It can, indeed, be maintained that the concept 'adi = trust-
worthiness in hadfth transmission was derived from, or evolved out of, the concept
'adl = reliability in bearing witness (shahada) in the qddr's court (cf. also al-Khatib,
Kifaya, pp. 84f.). But Tabari himself still thought of wasat as something in the
middle between two outermost parts (wa-ana art anna 'l-wasata ffhadha 'l-mawdi'
huwa 'l-wasatu 'ladhi bi-ma'nd 'l-juz'i 'ladhl huwa bayna 't-tarafayn (n, p. 6, last
paragraph), in other words: no hint yet at the collective ta'dil in hadith transmission.

After the adage had been firmly established and universally recognized
through ijmd', reports incriminating Abdi Hurayra and his allegedly
doubtful role in the spreading of Muhammad's ah.edfth decreased and were,
in any case, never left uncommented upon or unrefuted. Ab 'l-Qisim's
innuendo may possibly be considered as the last serious endeavour at the
hands of a muh.addith of the Middle Ages to question the collective ta'drl by
adducing as his main argument this alleged kadhib of Abd Hurayra. 149

148. For the translation of lam yalzami 'l-'amal bihi etc., cf. ibidem, index s.v. sunna
lamaliya.

149. Although we occasionally encounter as late as seventh century people who, apparently,
cannot leave the matter alone, cf. Ibn Hajar, Lisan, i, no. 784, where we read how one
Abmad b. Mali al-Ansiri (d. 699/1300) ... kana . . . yatakallamu ft '.y-adba.
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For centuries the Companions' ta'dil remained unchallenged until, in the
late fifties of this century, a new 'attack' on Abdi Hurayra was launched and
the matter of the ta'dFl was brought into the limelight again.15 0 In different
words, the ta'dTl may be taken as having been left alone from the fourth/
tenth century onwards, but Abi Hurayra and his alleged role in hadfth
never wholly disappeared from the scene of discussion and controversy.

Now, in view of the findings of Chapter I, such as the proposed
chronology of the birth of the isndd in the eighties of the first/seventh
century, approximately one quarter of a century after Abfi Hurayra's
death, or the phenomenon of raf' increasingly resorted to as from the
second/eighth century onwards, as well as the wholesale isnad fabrication
(= wad') especially practised in Iraq, all these findings seem to point to one
conclusion only: neither Aba Hurayra, nor for that matter any other Com-
panion, can possibly be held responsible for the isnfds in which he/she
occurs. 

15 1

With regard to this conclusion, it may perhaps be of interest to point out
that isndds ending in the older, more revered Companions, such as the four
rightly-guided caliphs and Ibn Mas'fid, yield on the whole much higher
percentages of 'weakness' than those ending in the younger Companions
such as the other 'Abddila and AbfI Hurayra.15 2 This phenomenon reveals in
my opinion the confusion still prevailing with certain key Successors and
the generation following them in putting together isnads via Companions
to the prophet, in which the in later times so elaborately defined rules
concerning mu'@ara (contemporaneity) and samd' were not yet applied so
strictly. Thus we still encounter in Ibn Hanbal's Musnad an isnd with
Hasan al-Basri 'an Abfi Bakr, for which either Hasan's pupil Yinus b.
'Ubayd or the latter's pupil Ibn 'Ulayya may be held responsible, that is, if
we rule out the possibility of a simple scribal mistake.1 53

Returning now to Abdi Hurayra's remark as such, the contention could be
made that these words should not be ascribed to Abfd Hurayra but are
probably a concoction of one of the transmitters of the isnad or someone
anonymous using any one of these transmitters' names. If, for the sake of
argument, we rule out the latter possibility, it is perhaps interesting to try
to select a likely candidate from its isnad's alleged transmitters. This search
has proved, unfortunately, unsuccessful but, nevertheless, may deserve to
be described here in a few details, because it illustrates a method which, in a
number of other cases, yielded all sorts of gratifying results.

Starting at the end of the isnad, it is probably safe to pass over Ibn Abi

150. Cf. my Authenticity, pp. 12f.
151. Another of Abii 'l-Qisim's innuendoes, namely that AbO Hurayra committed tadlis like

other Companions such as Ibn 'Umar, is futile in view of this tenet, cf. Qabal, p. 218, but
also in view of orthodox Islam's collective ta'dl. Cf. also below p. 201.

152. Cf. my paper entitled Ahmad Muhammad Shfikir (1892-1958) and his edition of Ibn
Hanbal's Musnad, pp. 227f. and 247. 153. Cf. Musnad, ed. Shikir, no. 38.
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Khaythama himself (cf. p. 194 above) and his immediate predecessor Ibn
Abi Shayba, who seems to have been nothing but an industrious collector of
traditions and author of books (cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, vi, pp. 6ff.). Abfi
Mu'dwiya the Blind was a generally recognized expert in A'mash traditions;
his biographical notices do not contain a single clue why he might have
found it necessary to express himself in such a manner but, also on the basis
of corroborative evidence to be discussed below, his lifetime fits exactly the
time in which the kadhib issue became topical (see Chapter 3 above).
A'mash is an unlikely candidate. He had died before the kadhib issue had
attained noticeable proportions, and he was known as the transmitter of
countless traditions traced back to the prophet via a mostly totally obscure
Successor - as in this case - and AbfN Hurayra. Whether A'mash is himself
responsible for all these isndds is then, again, something for which we will
probably never find conclusive evidence, but to maintain that A'mash
would suspect Abui Hurayra of hadith fabrication and, at the same time, be
a transmitter of hundreds of those hadiths, seems a bit far-fetched. Finally,
the Successor Abdi Razin is one of those countless transmitters of his gener-
ation about whom there is so much controversy that they can safely be ruled
out as majhalan or, simply, fictitious (see previous chapter). In sum, even if
we are unable to point to any one of these transmitters as probably having
set this alleged statement of Abfi Hurayra into circulation, its place of
origin is most probably Kfifa, since the ahl al-'Iraq are addressed and all the
isndd's transmitters after Abii Hurayra himself are said to hail from Kfifa
(with the exception of Ibn Abi Khaythama who lived in Bagdad). Finally,
for the assumption that it may have originated in a time coinciding with
Abla Mu'dwiya's lifetime at least, another piece of evidence deserves to be
adduced here.

There is an interesting anecdote describing a clamorous dispute in front
of Hdrfin ar-Rashid, which merits to be paraphrased here in toto, also
because it supports a tentative chronology for the above saying as possibly
having originated in the course of the second half of the second/eighth
century.

'Umar b. Habib (d. 206/821) related to us saying: I was present at a court
session of Hdrfin ar-Rashid [ruled from 17o/786 until 193/8o9] at which a
problem arose over which those present started to quarrel. They raised
their voices. One adduced a tradition which Abfi Hurayra had transmitted
on the prophet's authority as argument, another produced an uninterrupted
isndd1 54 [for it]; arguments pro and con flew backwards and forwards, until
some disputants said: 'This prophetic tradition does not constitute a per-
missible argument, for Abfi Hurayra is suspect in his transmission!',

154. The Arabic reads rafa'a; although the context makes the insertion of a verb like 'to reject'
or 'to dismiss' almost imperative, I could not locate such a connotation for rafa'a in any
authoritative dictionary. Perhaps it is better to read dafa'a instead (= to reject).
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indicating in so many words that they thought him a liar. I (sc. 'Umar b.
Habib) saw that ar-Rashid tended to take the latter's side and that he
supported their opinion. Then I said: 'This tradition is genuinely on the
authority of the Messenger of God, and Abfi Hurayra is a trustworthy
transmitter, veracious (sadaq) in what he transmits from him as well as
from others.' Ar-Rashid cast me an angry look. I stood up, left the court and
went home. After a short time a messenger was announced at the door. He
entered my house and said: 'Prepare yourself for death before the amfr
al-mu'minin.' I prayed: 'Oh, my God, You know that I [only] defended a
Companion of Your prophet; I revere Your prophet too much to let his
Companions be defamed [without challenging this]. Please, deliver me
from his (sc. ar-Rashid's) hands.' Then I was led into the presence of ar-
Rashid. He was seated on a golden throne, with bare arms, a sword in his
hand; in front of him was the leather mat. 155 When he noticed me he said to
me: '0 'Umar b. Habib, nobody has ever confronted me with arguments
refuting and rejecting my opinion as you have!' I retorted: '0 Prince of the
believers, verily, in what you said, and in the argument you used, there lay
disrespect for the Messenger of God and for what he has brought us; if his
Companions are thought of as liars, the whole shari'a becomes null and
void; the inheritance prescriptions (fard'id), as well as the rulings concern-
ing fasting, the prayer ritual, divorce and marriage, all these ordinances
will then be abolished and will no longer be accepted.' Ar-Rashid lapsed
into silence, then he said to me: 'You have really given me new insights, 156

may God grant you a long life, 'Umar b. Habib!' And he ordered o,ooo
dirhams to be given to me. 157

This incident, if historically genuine, may well have taken place exactly
about the time that the kadhib issue resulted in the man kadhaba saying, as
proposed in Chapter 3. If the story, however, is thought to be apocryphal,
or in any case greatly embellished, smacking among other things of Hdrfin
glorification, it may well be taken to have originated more or less during
'Umar b. Habib's lifetime, something which places its fabrication also some-
time in the course of the last quarter of the second/eighth century. And if it
is taken to be a clear forgery of a date much later than Hdrfin's reign, it may
very well be considered as a story invented in order to support the doctrine
of the collective ta'dil. But this third possibility seems to me the least likely
of the three.

155. In Arabic na(', used for executions.
156. In Arabic: ahyaytanh.., ahydka Ilah, i.e. you have given me new life, may God give you

the same.
157. AI-Khaib, Ta'rFkh Baghddd, xi, p. 197. Another incident during which a hadith forger

was called a kadhdhdb in front of an early 'Abbfsid caliph is the well-known story of
Ghiy~th b. Ibr-him, who tried to cajole a reward out of al-Mahdi (reigned from
158/774-169/785) by including pigeons among those animals on which one is allowed to
place bets, cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb al-mawda'dt, 111, p. 78.
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At any rate, genuine or not, the anecdote seems to convey that the
discussion about the alleged kadhib of Abi Hurayra may more or less have
coincided with the general awareness that mendacity in hadfth transmission
had grown to dangerous proportions, something which resulted in, among
other things, the man kadhaba dictum. If it is assumed that the collective
ta'dfl became definitively established during the last few decades of the
third/ninth century, as intimated above, and that the discussion about it
really got under way during the last few decades of the second/eighth
century, the conclusion seems to suggest itself that this all-important adage
took something like one whole century to evolve from a vague, undefined
misgiving into a fundamental and far-reaching doctrine with ramifications
in Islam's entire religious literature. The undermining of this doctrine
became tantamount to unbelief and, in any case, to jeopardizing the entire
structure of Muslim rijal criticism on which the whole h4adfth literature is
built.

It is no wonder, therefore, that an anecdote as the one paraphrased above
could only be preserved seemingly intact because of the turn for the good
the story is supposed to have taken. If genuine, and if Hrain had not given
in to 'Umar b. Habib's persuasive arguments, 158 al-Khalib would surely not
have included it in his Ta'rfkh without adding his comments, the contents of
which, on the basis of the tone he sets in, for example, his Kifdya, are not
difficult to guess. 159

Another piece of evidence corroborating the chronology of the first so-
called association of Abfi Hurayra with kadhib is provided by a report in
Abfi 'l-Qsim, 160 which, with minor textual variants, has another version in
Ibn Hanbal.161 Both versions have as last common link (cf. the last section
of this chapter) Hammdd b. Usfma Aba Usama (d. 201/817), an almost
exact contemporary of 'Umar b. Habib; after Ab Usfima the isnads branch
out. The crucial statement in this report ascribed to Ibrahim b. Yazid
an-Nakha'i runs: Kdna yatrukana ashya'a min ahddfth Abf Hurayra (Ibn
Hanbal) and: Kana yatrukana shay'an min qawl Ab Hurayra (Abf
'l-Qfsim) (i.e. they used to leave some of the traditions (resp. sayings) of
Abd Hurayra alone). Even so, a few different versions of the same report,

158. Even so, 'Umar was thought of as a poor transmitter himself, cf. al-Khat-ib, Ta'rfkh
Baghddd, xi, pp. i99f.

159. Proof for my surmise that later sources 'polished' certain 'rough passages' from earlier
sources can, for example, be distilled from the fact that AbN 'l-Qisim's version of a
certain anecdote contains some 'damaging' material about the Companion Samura b.
Jundab, well-known allegedly for his great mass of prophetic traditions. AbI 'l-Qisim
(Qabal, pp. 6of.) relates the story of how Mubammad said at one time: 'The last of the
three people (who are now present here in this house) to die will go to Hell.' Those
present were Abfi Hurayra (who died first), Abfd Mahdhflra (who died second) and
Samura. The last person in the version Ibn Hajar gives (Tahdhib, x1i, p. 223) is first
called: Fulan and then: dhdlika 'r-rajul instead of Samura ...

160. Qabal, p. 58. 161. 'hal, i, no. 866.
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again with slight textual variants, have in their respective isnads a much
earlier link in common, the same Ibrfhim an-Nakha'i. Thus, if we set store
by common links (to be discussed further below) as a useful tool to
determine termini post quem, we could conclude that the earliest associa-
tion of Abi Hurayra with unusable traditions - only those dealing with
Paradise and Hell from Abfi Hurayra did he not reject 62 - was probably
due to Ibrfhim (d. 96/7 15). And since A'mash occurs in more than one isndd
too, he may also be credited with having promoted this opinion rather than
with merely having transmitted it. In short, there are too many possible
candidates as common links in this case for us to be absolutely certain about
the matn's chronology.

Summarizing the above and enlarging on it somewhat still, the following
points are perhaps significant. The Companions have, from the beginning,
been exposed to disparaging remarks. First, as we saw above, they allegedly
did not see eye to eye with one another sometimes. Then they became
divided into political factions which led to mutual reviling as exemplified in
the Abdi Bakr/Alifad'il, which, in turn, led to the formal cursing of either
'Uthman, or the first three rightly-guided caliphs at the hands of the Shi'at
'All. This political cursing became in due course something which was also
associated with lack of reliability in hadith transmission. This is eloquently
illustrated in the tarjama of a notorious Rdfiidite, Yuinus b. Khabbhb (fl.
± 125/743). Ibn Ma'in is reported to have said of him: rajulu saw'in wa-kdna
yashtimu 'Uthman (i.e. a wicked man who used to curse 'Uthmfn), and
al-Jizajani called him a kadhdhL1b muftari (i.e. an inveterate liar); Ab(i
Dwfid as-Sijistfn! labeled him a shattam as-4ahaba (i.e. a curser of the
Companions). And apart from being characterized also as 4adaq and thiqa
by various rijal experts - his traditions, after all, do occur in four of the Six
Books - al-Hdkim an-Nisdbfiri concluded that no one who insulted the
Companions deserved to be accepted as transmitter. 163 Another early con-
troversial transmitter, on the one hand thought to be wari' (here: piously
reserved) in hadfth, .adz2q, min awthaqi 'n-nds (i.e. the most reliable of the
people) and, on the other hand, Rafidlite, insulting the Companions, was
Jfbir b. Yazid al-Ju'fi (d. 127-32/745-50) possibly the creator of the Shi'ite
isndd par excellence: Ja'far a -.Sdiq - other imam(s) - .Husayn and/or Hasan
- 'All- prophet.164

Differently put, apart from the above mentioned political cursing, a

162. Cf. Dhahabi, Siyar, i, p. 438.
163. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, x1, p. 438: Kna yashtimu 'Uthrndna wa-man sabba ahadan mina

'.-4al ,lba fa-huwa ahlun an 14 yurwa 'anhu.
164. Cf. Dhahabi, Mfzdn, 1, pp. 379-84; Ibn Rajab, p. 99; Abdi Hanifa, for once, participates

in rijl criticism; whereas he does not know of a man more excellent than the Meccan ra'y
expert 'Atd' b. Abi Rabdb (d. 114/732), the most despicable liar is in his opinion J5bir
al-Jufi (cf. Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Jimi', ii, p. 153), probably because he had no use for tradi-
tions, let alone those of Jibir (see Chapter 3, PP. 114 and 120, note io7 above).
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doctrinal form of cursing emerged which, as late as the middle of the
second/eighth century, may have inspired the well-known ANi 'Awdna al-
Wa lh b. 'Abd Alldh (d. 176/792) to compose a book on the ma'dyib ashab
rasali '114h, the vices of the Companions. A certain Sallfm b. Abi Muti'
(d. i64-73/78o-9) tore it up in front of Abdi 'Awfina's eyes. 165 After that,
hadith fabrication and kadhib became associated. At first the culprits were
also sought among the Companions, in which Abdi Hurayra's reputation
had to suffer the heaviest attacks. But gradually all the Companions were
exonerated and this resulted in the doctrine of the collective ta'dl which was
formulated in its definitive form sometime towards the end of the third/
ninth century.

Abfi Hurayra's alleged reputation gradually suffered less and less. To
two Successors is ascribed the statement: Laysa ahadun yu.addithu 'an Abf
Hurayrata ill 'alimnd a-qddiqun huwa am kddhib,166 i.e. there was nobody
who transmitted Abfi Hurayra's traditions about whom we did not know
whether he spoke the truth or lied. By any standard, this sounds like a
boastful statement, if we assume, for the sake of argument, that the two
Successors, al-A'raj and one otherwise unknown Abd Slih, 167 were aware
of the colossal numbers of alleged pupils. Ab Hurayra is said to have
transmitted traditions to more than eight hundred people; this is at least
what Bukhari is alleged to have said. 168 Also the concept tadlis (which, as
we have seen, acquired a downright pejorative flavour, not as bad as kadhib
but perhaps just as denigrating as the concept da'tf) when applied to Aba
Hurayra and other Companions, through the doctrine of the collective
ta'dil, also tadlTs lost its sting. When Dhahabi mentioned Abi Hurayra's
putative tadlis, he added that there was absolutely no harm in tadlis among
Companions since they were all 'udal.169 Furthermore, a tradition whose
isndd ended in a statement like. .. 'an rajul mina 's-s.ahdba 'ani 'n-nabi (i.e.
on the authority of a certain Companion from the prophet) was not auto-
matically rejected because one of its transmitters was majhal; an unknown
Companion was just as reliable as one mentioned by name thanks to the
adage of the collective ta'dfl.170

Abdi Hurayra has never ceased to speak to the imagination of later gener-
ations. The man who allegedly preserved more traditions from the prophet
for posterity than any fellow-Companion prompted many people to lose
themselves in conjectures of how to reconstruct his life's history. That is, I
think, one of the main reasons why the biographical notices devoted to him
show so many lively incidents as well as contain so much controversial - and

165. Cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'lal, i, no. 347. 166. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, vi, pp. 290f.
167. In Dhahabi, Siyar, 11, p. 422 (penult.) 'only' five Abfi Slibs are enumerated, but among

the other hundreds of pupils there must have been a considerably larger number of
people who also shared this popular kunya.

168. Cf. Dhahabl, Siyar, ii, p. 423.
169. Siyar, 11, pp. 437f. 170. Cf. al-Khatb, Kifdya, p. 415.
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contradictory - material. That is why, perhaps, Abi Hurayra's real name
(ism) does not seem to have been preserved; on the contrary, a host of
different names are ascribed to him, 171 proof for the surmise that many
different people's views about Abfi Hurayra gained some sort of recog-
nition.

The doctrine of the collective ta'dil of the Companions has also enhanced
the status of Companion, a status exalted enough to instil in the following
generation the wish to acquire the - admittedly lesser - status of Successor.
In a great many tarajim we read, for example, the statement that such and
such a person did admittedly not transmit traditions from one or more
Companions, but he is reported to have 'seen' a famous Companion, some-
thing which might lend his status, which just fell short of Successorship, a
little extra glow, if not additional prestige. 17 2 A good example of such a
person is - again - A'mash. 173 During the first few decades after the
prophet's death we witness how large numbers of people sought to acquire
the coveted status of Companion in order to become eligible for a stipend
from the Treasury. 174 In later times we may discern the same ambition with
a great many people to earn.the status of Successor, especially in view of the
prestige gained from being mentioned at the Successors' level in an
isndd.175 This is again, perhaps, an example of how a phenomenon in the
political thinking of early Islamic society finds a reflection in the develop-
ment of isndds.

Perhaps one al-HIrith b. 'Abd Alldh al-A'war (d. 65/685) constitutes a case in
point: he allegedly reported traditions from some famous Companions, but his
reputation suffered because of his having been an extreme 'All partisan (ghalin ft
't-tashayyu'). One reads how in his tarjama in Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, it, pp. 146f.,
various people suspected him of kadhib, but then, eventually, this kadhib was
placed in a less harsh light by the 'restriction' of it to his hikayat; no kadhib in. his
hadith, was the verdict. But what these hikaydt (lit. stories) may have consisted of is

171. Cf. Dhahabi, Siyar, 11, p. 417.
172. This is illustrated in the following statements: Kafa bi 'l-muhtaddithi sharafan an yakana

'smuhu maqranan bi 'smi 'n-nabi (4) wa-dhikruhu muttaoilan bi-dhikrihi wa-dhikri ahli
baytihi wa-aFhabihi and awwalan uhibbu an yajtami'a 'smf wa 'smu 'n-nabf (f) ft salrin
wahid, taken from Ramahurmuzi's introduction, p. 161.

173. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, iv, pp. 222f., where we read among other things: lam ya/mil 'an
Anas innamd ra'dhu yakhdibu (sc. his beard, the well known controversial issue)
wa-ra'ahu yuValli; and: qad ra', Anas b. Malik illd annahu lam yasma' minhu wa-ra'a
Abd Bakrata ath-Thaqafi (the Companion Nufay' b. al-Hrith who died in 50-2/670-2)
wa-akhadha lahu bi-rikdbihi (an impossibility since A'mash was born circa 6o/68o); and:
.. 'ani 'l-A'mash ra'aytu Anas b. Malik wa-m, mana'ani an asma'a minhu ill 'stighnd'l

bi-a.4,abf.
174. Cf. Miklos Muranyi, Die Prophetengenossen in derfrhislamischen Geschichte, chapters

II and III, and also Gerd-Rudiger Puin, Der Diwan von 'Umar b. al-Haffab. Ein Beitrag
zur fruhislamischen Verwaltungsgeschichte.

175. Cf. Ibn Hazm, Al-ihkam ft u4al al-ah~kam, v, pp. 9of., for a clear expos6 on the dividing
line between Companions and Successors.
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hard to establish; his expertise in specific subjects figuring in hadiths is attested in,
for instance, Darimi,fard'id3, 6 and 15 (= pp. 385,387 and 39I), and Nasd'i, zina 25
(= viH1, pp. 147f.); furthermore, he was known as a/hsab an-nds (expert in 4is4b),
afrad an-nds ta'allama 'l-fard'id min 'Alf (i.e. most learned in 'Ali's inheritance de-
cisions), as well as afqah an-nhs (i.e. the most skilfulfaq[h). If he was thought of as a
liar, but this kadhib did not include his alleged traditions, what else was there to be
mendacious in? Propaganda for the Shi'a? More likely, it seems to me, is to consider
the 'restriction' of al-A'war's kadhib to his hikdydt as an attempt to extenuate the
harsh accusation of kadhib. In sum, it could be argued that, in this man's tarjama,
the accusation of kadhib seems to have been wielded by political opponents and
also, in some haphazard fashion, by his hadith colleagues, which led, consequently,
to confusion: politics and hadith transmission going awkwardly hand in hand, re-
sulting in a differentiation between hikayat and hadfth.

Reading through the tardjim of Abii Hurayra's alleged pupils, three
features deserve to be mentioned.

In the first place, it may strike one that so many 'pupils', who in one way
or another may have claimed Successorship because of traditions they claim
to have heard with Abfd Hurayra, are probably fictitious people of whom, in
many cases, it is not even known in which hadith centre they operated. In
other words, it is the inventor of isndds ending in an obscure transmitter 'an
Abfi Hurayra, who should be held responsible for the 'creation' of this
Successor. Reading through hundreds of Successors' tarijim equips one
with a relatively reliable sense of distinction between fictitious and prob-
ably historical figures. A major tool is here the absence of an unambiguous
indication as to where a certain Successor operated. Furthermore, the ab-
sence of, or considerable uncertainty about, someone's precise year of
death is also a reliable means to determine whether we are reading the
tarjama of a historical or an imaginary person. Often a person is simply
branded majhid, but we frequently read a few - in various cases even quite a
few - conflicting statements about the main facts of a certain person's life,
which can be considered as being tantamount to branding him majhtal.

In the second place, we may be struck by the fact that the list of names
from Dhahabi's Siyar, when compared with Abfi Hurayra's alleged pupils
in Ibn Hajar's Tahdhfb, is not complete by a long shot. We may conclude
from this, it seems to me, that the 'ilm ar-rijdl, in particular that branch of
the 'ilm ar-rijal occupied with sorting out and classifying all the transmitters
from the isndds of the Six Books, was a science still showing growth as late
as the eighth/fourteenth century, the time namely between the respective
dates of death of Dhahabi (d. 748/1348) and Ibn Hajar (d. 852/I448).176

176. This feature also struck the modem author al-'Izzi, about whom more will be said below
(cf. his Difd', pp. 315f.). His estimate that perhaps some thirty alleged pupils of AbfO
Hurayra could be unearthed from the Tahdhib, who are not listed in the Siyar, is too low
in my opinion. The figure is nearer one hundred according to my counts. Additional
proof for this tenet is provided by a quick comparison of Dhahabi's AI-kdshifft ma'rifat
man lahu riwaya ft '-kutub as-sitra with Ibn Hajar's Tahdhtb.
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Thirdly, Abd Hurayra's alleged pupils were supposedly active in all the
hadith centres of the Islamic empire. Most of them supposedly lived in
Medina, but fair proportions are reported to have settled in Basra, Kfifa,
Damascus and other places. The conclusion seems to be that Ab Hurayra
cannot be 'claimed' exclusively by one centre but should rather be con-
sidered as 'belonging' to every hadfth centre. That, as I intimated above,
the historical figure Abti Hurayra cannot be held responsible for the mater-
ial that goes under his name, can be amply demonstrated by comparing
respectively the materials preserved in the different centres. It will appear
that Abfi Hurayra traditions supposedly transmitted to Hijizi pupils differ
considerably - in some cases even widely - from Abfi Hurayra traditions
allegedly transmitted in, for example, Kfifa or Basra. Why Abfi Hurayra
should transmit traditions of a certain tenor to a pupil hailing from a certain
city, and transmit fundamentally different traditions to a pupil hailing from
another city, is a question for which anybody, who sets store by the alleged
position of the historical hadith transmitter Abfi Hurayra in isnads, should
try to find an answer. Above (Chapter i, pp. 67f) I have asked the same
question in the case of Anas b. Mdlik.

That the controversy about Abfi Hurayra is not yet settled definitively
may be evidenced in the fact that still as short a time ago as 1973 a large,
5oo-page study was published in Bagdad with the significant title Difd' 'an
AbiHurayra (i.e. defense of Abfi Hurayra). Its author, 'Abd al-Mun'im Sdlih
al-'Ali al-'Izzi, recapitulates once more all the 'attacks' on Abfd Hurayra and
refutes them in a manner strongly reminiscent of all those works published
as from the late fifties of this century also in 'defense' of Abfi Hurayra (see
my Authenticity, pp. 39ff.). Al-'Izzi's work, however, contains something
that was lacking in all previously published books on Abfi Hurayra, some-
thing which may prove a convincing as well as a comparatively handy tool in
sorting out Abdi Hurayra isnads, and reaching overall conclusions support-
ing the main tenets of the present study. Al-'Izzi has gone to the consider-
able trouble of charting all the isnads ending in Abfi Hurayra occurring in
Bukhdri and Muslim, thus creating an apparatus which enables the student
to see in one glance the multiple ramifications of isnads from Abi Hurayra
through, for example, a host of obscure Successors, to one or a few key
figures, to fan out once more to large numbers of middle and late second/
eighth century transmitters.

Schematically, this can be condensed in the diagram of fig. 8.
Who actually are responsible for isnads fitting in this pattern cannot be

concluded from this with certainty, but one is on safe ground with the
suggestion that either the key figures themselves or anonymous people out
of their entourage may be thought of as, in all likelihood, the earliest
possible candidates to have created them. Since in al-'Izzi's charts referen-
ces to the actual matns these isnads support are lacking, they do not serve to
solve provenance and authorship problems of particular hadiths, but what
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they do provide is an abstracting and, therefore, enlightening insight into
the phenomenon of the isndd. Perhaps I should repeat that al-'Izzi's is a
wholly traditional view; he is firmly convinced of the historical role of Abti
Hurayra in hadlth transmission, and his intention with these painstakingly
compiled charts, showing an infinite number of isndd details, was to
indicate how Abii Hurayra's traditions proliferated and found their way to
following generations all over the Islamic empire.

To me these charts convey more or less the same idea but for the two -
sometimes three - oldest links. In my view these oldest links are the result
of isndd fabrication roughly divided into wad" and raf'.
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Had this book been published earlier, it would certainly have played an important
part, even though its author does not hail from Egypt, in my Authenticity. Al-'Izzi
participated with gusto in the controversy created by Mahmfid AbO Rayya's Adwd'
'ald 's-sunna al-muhammadiyya, Cairo 1958, over badith authenticity and, in par-
ticular, AbOi Hurayra's alleged role in spreading forged traditions. While criticizing
Abi Rayya (who did not live to see this book), al-'Izzi also attacks studies of various
mustashriqan, but closer inspection of these attacks reveals that he is only vaguely
familiar with Goldziher's Muhammedanische Studien, vol. n, and this only on the
basis of the works of the authors who, immediately upon the publication of Abfi
Rayya's book, plunged into elaborate refutations and who 'refuted' Goldziher in
passing. Al-'Izzi leaves Schacht's Origins unmentioned. He does mention Helga
Hemgesberg's doctoral dissertation on Abfi Hurayra (Frankfurt 1965, cf. my
Authenticity, p. 63, note 2) on page i i, but he could not obtain a copy. In spite of his
claim that his book forms an improvement on all the previously published works on
the subject of Abd Hurayra, but for the isnad charts, it does not offer essentially
new ideas.

Another study by a modern author is Manhal an-naqd ft 'ulam al-hadith by the
Damascene scholar Nar ad-Din 'Itr (Damascus 1972). In this book too one searches
in vain for a trace of Schacht's ideas, and Goldziher's Muhammedanische Studien
seems only partly known to the author ihrough an Arabic translation made by a
colleague of various extracts from IUon Bercher's French translation (Etudes sur la
tradition islamique, Paris 1952) of the German original. The Arabic rendering
seems to leave something to be desired; for the German (p. 149): Abfi Hurejra ist
der Genosse, der diese Worte unmittelbar aus dem Munde des Propheten geh6rt
haben muss, the French translation reads (p. 182): ... qui doit avoir entendu...;
the Arabic translation, quoted on p. 446 of 'Itr's book, has for this: . . . wa-qad
wajaba (sic) an yakana Aba Hurayra... (cf. my Authenticity, p. 107, for another
not altogether flawless, partial Arabic translation). Even if Goldziher's Muham-
medanische Studien is repeatedly refuted in the Middle East, nobody seems to have
an adequate Arabic version of it at his disposal. 177

Another most important use can be made of al-Izzi's charts: they will play
a crucial role in the final section of this chapter on Schacht's common-link
theory.

The common-link theory of J. Schacht

When Schacht published his Origins in 1950, western scholars seem to have
been awed. Hesitantly, some accepted a few of his more detailed theories,
others seemed to agree with some of his more general conclusions, but no
one has ever seriously taken issue with more than one or a few relatively
minor points. 178 In the Islamic world his book remained largely unnoticed.

177. Although the intention to produce an adequate translation of Muhammedanische
Studien, vol. ii, accompanied by extensive refutations was at one time contemplated (cf.
my Authenticity, p. 36), it was the far less unpalatable Vorlesungen which was eventually
published in an annotated Arabic translation. Cf. p. 2 above.

178. Cf. my paper The date of the great fitna, p. 142.
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To my knowledge, until the present day, it is only the book by M. M. Azmi,
referred to above, in which Schacht's ideas about the origins of hadith -
legal hadith, that is - are extensively criticized. 179 Moreover, in studies such
as al-'Izzi's the author does not let out that he has heard of the book. In the
West two major hypotheses of Schacht's book emerge here and there in
works of later scholars, but without adverse criticism or even modifying
comments being brought to the fore. These hypotheses are that isnads have
a tendency to grow backwards, with which I dealt in this study in Chapters I
and 3, and his 'common-link' theory, on various occasions referred to also
in previous chapters, with which it is proposed to conclude the present
chapter.

Now, it must be conceded first of all that, in my opinion, the common-
link theory is a brilliant one. That it, however, never seemed to have caught
on on an extensive scale is due, perhaps, to the fact that this theory did not
receive the attention, elaboration or, simply, the emphasis that a theory
such as that seems to deserve, not even at the hands of Schacht himself (cf.
his Origins, pp. 171ff.). That is why it may be appropriate to illustrate in the
following the common-link theory with a few slightly more spectacular
examples than had hitherto been tried.

In al-Khatib's Ta'rikh Baghdad and Ibn al-Jawzi's Kitdb al-mawdadt we find
a tradition which is convenient for our purpose for various reasons: a. the
matn conveys clearly in what period and where it originated; b. the numer-
ous isndds have one common link, who happens to be one of the most
celebrated traditionists of his day and whose biography clearly indicates a
possible motive for him to have brought this saying into circulation; and
c. in their extensive commentaries on the isnads al-Khatib and Ibn al-Jawzi
have preserved a few clues which also point to this traditionist as the
probable originator, as well as transparently unsuccessful endeavours to
obfuscate this fact. Unfortunately, the isnads in the Ta'rikh Baghdad edi-
tion are not always clear and those in the Mawdi'dt edition currently avail-
able are put together in such a haphazard way by its editor 80 that for the
sake of clarity and brevity it seems better to draft a schematic pedigree
rather than a detailed one containing all the names with dates of death.

179. I only know of the Bagdad periodical Al-aqlm. Majallafikriyya amma, 1965, I, no. 5, in
which we encounter an article entitled MaZihir ta'thir 'ilm al-badith fW ilm at-ta'n-kh 'inda
'1-muslimin, pp. 22-41, in which Schacht's book is frequently cited.

180. In vol. i, p. 27, the editor, 'Abd ar-RahmAn Mubammad 'Uthmin, explains the methods
followed in his edition. It appears that he could only make use of one manuscript from
the Azhar library. He does not indicate the state in which he found this manuscript. It is
possible to distil from his words that it shows a great many lacunae which are difficult to
emend. Judging by the isndds in this edition, we might hope that one day, we will have a
new edition based, preferably, on other MSS. as well (cf. GAL, G I, p. 5o3), with
somewhat effort being bestowed upon the restoration of the isnads.
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Also, because of the overall obscurity of the transmitters in the later tiers,
this seems the most suitable procedure.

The tradition itself deals with Bagdad and bespeaks the misgivings of the
originator about the builders and future rulers of this city, the 'Abbasid
caliphs in fact. It has numerous variant readings, but a version with as many
significant variants indicated as possible might run as follows:

A city will be built between [the rivers] Dijla and Dujayl [and Qatrabull
and as-Sarat] in which the treasures of the earth will be amassed [and in
which the kings and tyrants of the earth will assemble]; verily, it will go
under, go to ruin, perish, suffer disgrace, be devastated (etc.) more quickly
than an iron pin, an [iron] ploughshare, a piece of [heated] iron, a kuhl
stick, a pickaxe in unfirm, soft earth;.., than a dry pin in moist earth.181 In
the following this amalgam of variants will be called version A.

Among these variants one very important one was so far not incor-
porated, for it deserves to be quoted separately:
. . . la-hiya asra'u, ashaddu rusakhan(!) ft 'l-ard min [as-]sikka[t]

[al-]hadid[a], i.e. it will be more firmly implanted(!) in the earth than an
[iron] ploughshare. 182 This variant will be referred to as version B..

The eighteen isndds - two via Anas b. Malik and Abfi 'Ubayda (who is in
this context no other than Humayd at-Taw) 183 and sixteen via Jarir b. 'Abd
Allah, Abi 'Uthmdn 'Abd ar-Rahmdn b. Mull and 'A~im b. Sulaymdn al-
Ahwal - all, but for a few to be discussed below, converge then in one man,
a common link, the noted traditionist Sufydn ath-Thawri (d. 161/776).
After him the isnads fan out once more to a dozen or so alleged pupils.
These isnads can schematically be represented in the diagram of fig. 9 (F
standing for fulan).

It should be clear from this diagram that Sufyan ath-Thawri is not un-
equivocally the common link of all the isndds; various transmitters from the
generation after Sufydn are also reported to have heard the tradition
directly from 'Asim b. Sulayman al-Ahwal (d. 141-3/758-6o), Sufydn seem-
ingly being skipped over. That he, nonetheless, seems the much more likely

181. In Arabic: Tubnd madtnatun bayna Difla wa-Dujayl [wa-bayna Qa(rabull wa ';-Sardtj
yujbd ilayhd, yujma'u fiha khaza'inu, kunazu 'I-ar4i [wa-yaitami'u fihd mulaku ahli
'l-ardi wa-jababiratu ahli 'i-ar4ij la-hiya asra'u [bihim] dhahaban, hanan, khasfan,
halakan, haraban, kharaban min [al-] watad al-Iadid, [as-]sikka[tJ [al-hadid], al-
I4adid[a] [al-mubmat], al-mirwad, al-mi'wal ft 'I-ardi 'r-rakhwati; . . .mina 'l-watad
al-yabis if 'l-ard ar-rafba, cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitab al-mawda'at, ii, pp. 62-8; al-Khatib,
Ta'rfkh Baghdad, I, pp. 27-38; 'All b. Mubammad b. 'Iriq al-Kindni (d. 963/1556),
Tanzih ash-shari'a al-marfa2'a 'an al-hadith ash-shani'a al-mawd'a, 11, p. 52.

182. Ibn al-Jawzi, pp. 67f.
183. This seems a clear-cut example of a well-known form of tadlis, naming someone by a

relatively little-known kunya and not by his more commonly known ism plus laqab with
the sole purpose of mystification, cf. Nawawi in JA, xvi, 1900, p. 528; Ibn a-Sal h, p.
167.
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candidate as a common link than any other transmitter in this web of isnads
can perhaps be demonstrated in the following analysis.

The persons in the diagram marked F, who are reported to have heard
this tradition (version A) only via Sufyan are Slih b. Baydn (Fi), 184

Hammam b. Muslim (F2) 185 (declared da'Ff and majhal respectively by al-
Khatib), 186 Ism 'il b. Abim (F3),187 'Abd al-Aziz b. AbAn (F4),188 Ism5Tn b.

Yahy5 189 or b. Najih (F5) 190 and 'Ammar b. Sayf (F8) 19 1 or- erroneously- b.
Ytisuf. 192

Other transmitters, who allegedly also related version A, but not unequi-
vocally on the authority of Sufyan ath-Thawri, are again 'Ammar b. Sayf
(F8) who is reported to have said: I heard Sufydn ath-Thawri ask 'Aim
al-Ahwal about this tradition, so 'A$im related it, while I was present, on
the authority of Abfi 'Uthman... (follows the tradition). 193 But 'Ammar is
also mentioned in the straightforward isnad: 'Ammar b. Sayf 'an 'A.tim 'an
Abi'Uthman etc. 194 Then again another isndd with 'Ammdr reads: Someone
asked 'Ammar: 'Did you hear this tradition from 'A~im?', whereupon
'Ammar said: 'No, . . . some thiqa did. ... 195 This apparent mystification
about a transmitter between 'Ammar and 'A~im, who is hinted at as possibly
being Sufyan, is given once more in slightly different terms, but because of
the poor condition of the text, that is left untranslated here.1 96

The above can be summarized as follows: so far we have met various
transmitters unambiguously transmitting the tradition in question on the
authority of Sufy~n and one, 'Ammar b. Sayf, who is also mentioned in
isnids in which SufyAn seems to have been skipped, although it is hinted
that he may have had a hand in its transmission.

There are also other transmitters appearing in isnads in which Sufydn
does not emerge (F8-i i). It can be maintained, however, that at an earlier
stage Sufydn may have indeed been part of these transmitters' isndds for
reasons, and on the basis of evidence, detailed in the following.

In the first place, there is the transmitter Sayf b. Muhammad (F9) who is

184. Cf. Dhahabi, Mizan, i, p. 290, where this is confirmed.
185. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, ii, p. 62, lines 8 and iif.; al-Khatib, 1, p. 33, lines 13 and 15.
186. Ibidem, line i9.
187. Ibn al-Jawzi, p. 66, line 13, and aI-Khalib, p. 31, line 19; Dhahabi, Mizin, i, p. 211:...

Ian Ibn Ma'fn qdla: wada'a ahdth 'ald Sufydn lam takun.
188. Cf. lbn al-Jawzi, p. 66, line 18; al-Khatib, p. 32, line i; identified as transmitter of this

hadith also in ibidem, x, p. 445.
189. Ibn al-Jawzi, p. 67, line 2. 190. Cf. al-Khatib, p. 32, line 6.
191. Cf. al-Khaltib, p. 31, lines 6 and 13. 192. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, p. 66, line 6.
193. Cf. al-Khatib, p. 28, lines i and 2, also the last two lines; Ibn al-Jawzi, p. 63, lines 4f.,

also ibidem, last lines.
194. Cf. al-Khaltb, p. 28, lines 7f., 15f., p. 29, line 6; Ibn al-Jawz!, p. 63, line 12, p. 64, line 6.
195. Cf. al-Kharib, p. 29, lines 16ff.
196. Cf. al-Khatib, p. 29, lines 12f.; Ibn al-Jawzi, p. 64, lines iif.
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alleged to have heard the tradition under scrutiny directly from 'Aim.197

Coincidence or no coincidence, he is reported to have been a nephew of
* Sufy~n, the son of a sister. 198 Secondly, we encounter Muhammad b. Jibir
(Fio) 'an 'Asim, 199 a blind transmitter, who often, automatically, trans-
mitted traditions which had come to his notice, which he had 'stolen' from
others. 200 Thirdly, we find the isndd Abdi Shih~b 'an 'Aim. 2 1 This Abfi
Shihib (Fii) is either 'Abd Rabbihi b. Ndfi' al-Hannat or Mfisa b. NOfi'
al-Hann~t, 202 and al-Khatib insists that he related the tradition not 'an
'A~im but 'an Sufydn ath-Thawri 'an 'Asim.203

The conclusion seems to suggest itself that in the last four isnads
discussed (one of 'Ammdr and three of Sayf b. Muhammad, Muhammad b.
Jdbir and Abd Shihfb respectively) Sufydn's name was purposefully de-
leted, since the identification of that celebrated transmitter with isnads
supporting this commonly recognized forgery was felt to be irreconcilable
with his reputation. And there seems to have been another endeavour to
wash Sufydn's character clean: version B, with the crucial term rusakhan
(steadfastness - a truly more glorious lot for Bagdad!) instead of terms such
as dhahaban, halakan etc. Two transmitters are recorded as having trans-
mitted this version on the authority of Sufy~n, the equally famous 'Abd
ar-Razzdq b. Hammam (F6) (d. 2I1/827),204 the author of the Mu4annaf
(see p. i88 above), and one Aba Sufydn 'Ubayd Alldh (in Ibn al-Jawzi
erroneously: 'Abd Allah) b. Sufydn, 205 who is indicated in the diagram as
F7.

In the isnad-critical comments al-Khatib and Ibn al-Jawzi add to those
traditions one overwhelmingly relevant feature strikes the sceptical reader
before anything else: with the exception of 'Abd ar-Razzfq (F6) all the
transmitters of that tabaqa, namely Fi-5 and F7-II, are outright or in
covert terms accused of having fabricated it, and in the case of the 'Abd
ar-Razzfq isndd it is the latter's pupil, one A.mad b. Muhammad b. 'Umar
al-Yamfini (F12), who is labeled unreliable.

In different terms: according to a multitude of references to such early
critics as Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, YahyA b. Ma'in and others, al-Khatib and Ibn
al-Jawzi want us to believe that a dozen or so obscure transmitters, in
ignorance of each other, separately and individually, forged one and the

197. Cf. al-Khaib, p. 30, line 6; lbn.al-Jawzi, p. 64, line 19.
198. Dhahabi, Mizdn, 11, pp. 256f., calls him also a 'dirty liar' who transmitted on the

authority of his kha! traditions labeled bt2iI.
199. Cf. al-KhalTb, p. 30, line 16; Ibn al-Jawzi, p. 65, line 7.
200. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, ix, p. 9o; furthermore: ... kna ... yulhiqufikutubihi(!)ma laysa

min ihadithihi.

201. Cf. al-Khatib, p. 30, last line; Ibn al-Jawzi, p. 65, line 13.
202. Cf. Dhahabi, Mizan, iv, p. 536.
203. Cf. al-Khatib, p. 30, line i.
204. Cf. al-Khatib, p. 32, last line; Ibn al-Jawzi, p. 67, line 19.
205. Cf. al-Kha;ib, p. 32, line 14; Ibn al-JawzI, p. 67, line i i.
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same tradition which they all, again in ignorance of one another, separately
and individually, claim to have heard from one and the same famous man.
The sheer, unfathomable coincidence obviously never caused any of the
early critics to think twice, whereas the later authors simply copied and
never applied J adith criteria of their own. 20 6 Only one calamity had to be
avoided at all costs: Sufyin himself could not possibly be saddled with this
tradition. It is for this all-important reason that, apparently, Ibn Hanbal, in
a - psychologically transparent - effort to exonerate Sufy~n, said: Kullu
man h.addatha bihi fa-huwa kadhdhdb - ya'n 'an Sufydn(!), 207 i.e. every-
one who transmits this is a liar - to wit, on the authority of Sufyan. 2° 8

At this stage, it may arguably be conceded that version B is indeed
probably not of Sufydn's making, although he might have brought it into
circulation himself for his own protection, but the conclusion that, in any
case, version A originated in his mind is, I believe, obvious, not to say
inevitable. Additional, circumstantial evidence for this surmise can be
gleaned from Sufydn's biography.

It is recorded that, towards the end of his life, he had offered some
criticism of the 'Abbasids and, consequently, had aroused the anger of
al-Man dr. The reasons for this anger given in his biography may be per-
fectly valid but do not include Sufydn's spreading of anti-Bagdad, and thus
anti-'Abbdsid, traditions. But it is reported that he had to flee from Kafa in
153/769, and that, while in Mecca in 158/774, he went into hiding after
having been warned by al-Man ir's governor that the caliph wanted him
captured and executed. 20 9 The historical data are confused and somewhat
contradictory, but the gist of it seems to be that Sufydn harboured
anti-'Abbdsid feelings which he might very well have moulded into a hadith,
or more than one for that matter, which was or were felt as openly critical of

206. This is all the more bizarre if it is realized that, for example, in the official, Muslim
illustration of the term tawdtur the concept tawd(u' 'ald kadhib, i.e. perchance agreeing
on a falsehood, plays a significant role; a hadith mutawdtir is normally defined as a
tradition which has been transmitted via such a high number of channels (uruq) that
its transmitters' tawdu' 'ald kadhib has got to be considered preposterous or incon-
ceivable (muidl), cf. e.g. NOr ad-Din 'Itr, Manhaj an-naqd ft 'ulam al-i4adith, p. 38o,
where older authorities are quoted. But, in the present issue, a dozen or so transmitters
coinciding in 'inventing' the same man, each under his own steam, apparently never
caused any hadith expert to bat an eyelid.

207. Ibn Hanbal, 'hial, 1, no. 2553.
208. In Qabal, p. i i i, we read about an enigmatic attitude adopted by Yahy& b. Sa'id

al-Qattln who '. . . censured those who reported on Sufydn's authority that he had
told them: "Everything I related to you is false."' Could there be a connection between
this report and the theory outlined in the foregoing that he can indeed be considered as
having brought traditions of his own making into circulation? AI-Qattin had much
respect for Sufydn, and the above report could not be traced in any other source. Why
Abd 'l-Qgsim adduced it is, I think, obvious.

209. Cf. H. P. Raddatz, Die Stellung und Bedeutung des Sufyan at-Tawri (gest. 778). Ein
Beitrag zur Geistesgeschichte des fruhen Islam, pp. 35-50.
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the 'Abb~sids' policies. In his days the manufacturing of traditions was a
recognized weapon in the hands of those who sought to air political - or, for
that matter, any other - ideas. Thus we read in Sufydn's own words: ...
wa-iyydka wa'l-umard'a wa 'd-dunuwwa minhum wa-an tukhdlitahum ft
shay'in mina 'I-ashyd', i.e. beware of these princes, do not seek to approach
them, do not get caught up in anything they do (cf. Ibn Abi Htim, Taq-
dima, p. 88).

Moreover, Sufyan's own, often ascetic, statements are preserved in a
source such as al-Mwardi's Al-amthdl wa 'l-hikam (in which we also find so
many aphorisms ascribed to Hasan al-Ba ri, Wahb b. Munabbih and other
respected contemporaries). That many of Sufydn's own sayings, through no
effort of himself, were eventually provided with isnads going back to the
prophet, is perfectly feasible. It could even be maintained that Tubna
madinatun etc. started life as Sufy5n's own (pessimistic) views on the
building activities going on in the vicinity of his own city and that later
hadith transmitters were in actual fact responsible for the isnad links be-
tween Sufyfn and the prophet.

Looking again at the exact wording(s) of the tradition, we read that it was
predicted that 'treasures would be amassed there' (sc. in Bagdad). If it is
assumed that the tradition originated in precisely the time that this was in
actual fact being carried out, we are probably not far wrong in dating the
tradition in the late forties or early fifties (765-70) or, at any rate, before
Sufydn's death in 161/776. The building of Bagdad began in 145/762,210 and
was more or less completed at colossal expense211 some four years later. 21 2

Summarizing the above, we have seen how an anti-Bagdad tradition
depicting the initial stages of the building of that city is supported by
sixteen isndds, the majority of which converge in Sufy~n ath-Thawri and
the rest of which present transmitters who had conceivably strong connec-
tions with him. Ruling out the coincidence that a dozen traditionists inven-
ted individually a saying which they then, quite by chance, all attributed to
the same master, we have to come to the inescapable conclusion that it is
Sufy~n himself who has to be held accountable for it. A motive for bringing
it into circulation may be sought in his anti-'Abbasid attitude, while the
most likely period of his life, in which he might have invented it, coincides
more or less exactly with various facets of Bagdad's building-history, seem-
ingly 'predicted' by Sufyin but arguably a simple vaticinatio post - or
perhaps better: per - eventum.

The foregoing example of a common link is relatively rare because of its
clarity and its seemingly, irrefutably strong evidence. In most cases isndds
supporting a certain tradition apparently converging for a part in a common
link, often have also one or a few other transmitters in the tabaqa of that

210. Cf. Yiq0t, Mu'jam al-buldan, i, p. 68. 211. Ibidem, pp. 682f.
212. Cf. aI-Khajib, Ta'rikh Baghdad, i, p. 67.
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common link. Thus we frequently read about traditions with numerous
different isnads which are on the whole so varied, or differently put, in
which there are so many likely candidates whom only a few of the many
isnads have in common (moreover often in more than one (abaqa of the
isnads) that it is absolutely impossible to decide on a common link at all.
Conspicuous examples of such traditions are the sayings ascribed to the
prophet: He who guides a blind man forty steps will certainly go to Par-
adise,213 and: Search for benefits (or: charity) with those who have hand-
some faces. 214

Besides, apart from the relatively clear-cut case dealt with above, as
indicated more than once before, it is mostly impossible to prove with
uncontrovertible certainty that isndds are not invented in their entirety.
Thus the common link, if there is one, is often only a useful tool from which
to distil an approximate chronology and possible provenance of the hadith.
But that is certainly better than nothing, and may form a suitable starting
point for further investigation.

A less self-evident but nonetheless sufficiently interesting example of a
tradition whose isndds seem to have a common link is what one might call a
legal maxim concerning the minimum amount of a dowry plus an idrdj. The
prophet is reported to have said: Ld mahra dana 'asharati dardhim, i.e. no
dowry less than ten dirhams, which in two other versions is preceded by the
idraj: Ld yanka., 'n-nisd'a illd '1-akfa'u wa-la yuzawwijahunna illa
'l-awliyd'u,215 i.e. women should be married only to husbands of equal
social status and exclusively through the intervention of their guardians.
Via the Companion Jbir b. 'Abd Allah and various Successor links, the
isndds converge in Mubashshir b. 'Ubayd; the maxim ld mahra . . . on its
own is then transmitted further by one 'Abd al-Quddfis b. al-Hajjdj and this
maxim together with two versions of the idrdj (with irrelevant textual
variants) first converge in the controversial Syrian transmitter Baqiyya b.
al-Walid to fan out again after him.

Schematically, these isndds can be represented in the diagram of fig. io.
Interesting is the fact that Ibn al-Jawzi then quotes the early rijdl critic Abai
Ahmad 'Abd Alldh b. 'Adi (d. 365/976) who said: Hddhd 'l-h.adith ma'a
'khtildfi alfdzihi fl 'l-mutdni wa 'khtildfi isnddihi batilun 14 yarwihi illd
Mubashshir,216 i.e. in addition to its matn's different wordings and its
isndd's heterogeneity this tradition is null and void, Mubashshir being its
sole transmitter. Taken literally that means that Ibn 'Adi described
Mubashshir, who is indeed a transmitter with a questionable reputation, 2 17

as a 'common link', as someone whom all the isndds supporting this tradi-

213. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb al-maw4a'dt, u, pp. 173-6, with more than a dozen different isnads.
214. Ibidem, pp. 159-62, with fourteen different isnads.
215. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitab al-mawd 'dt, 11, p. 263; as is to be expected, no element of these

maxims is traceable in Concordance etc. 216. Ibidem, penult.
217. Cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, X, pp. 32f.
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tion have in common. We might conclude from this (a) that the common
link as phenomenon must have struck medieval Muslim had[th experts too;
but (b) that they never took the issue any further but for hints at it in the
case of auspicious hadith forgers or allusions to certain key figures (cf.
Chapter I, p. 44).

To be sure, as could be illustrated in the previous common link example,
a man such as Sufyin ath-Thawri could not possibly be identified with the
phenomenon for fear of causing irreparable damage to his reputation. In
other words, the common link as conspicuous feature of an isnad may have
been familiar also to early Muslim hadith experts, but they never extended
their comprehension of it also to include reputable traditionists.

Furthermore, we cannot be far wrong if we assume that the idraj of this
maxim is due to Baqiyya. 218 Often we find in the fanning out of an isnad
after a common link one or more partial common links, who are responsible
for an idraj, deletion, simplification or other alteration. A particularly
clear example of this is provided by the multiple isnads of a tradition
concerning the alleged location of the grave of Moses analysed by a
colleague. 219

Finally, on the basis of some additional information given by Ibn
al-Jawzi, we might decide on Sha'bi as the probable originator of the
maxim. 220 He is reported to have said on the authority of 'All b. Abi Tdlib:
Ld sadaqa aqallu min 'asharati darihim, i.e. no dowry can be less than ten
dirhams. Samd' between 'All and Sha'bi is out of the question (see also
Chapter I, p. 20), so it is feasible that the well-known faqfh Sha'bi
himself ruled in these terms. That this ruling never caught on is proved by
the absence of this maxim, in whatever form, in any of the canonical col-
lections.

Summarizing this section, it could be maintained that the relative rarity
of clear-cut examples of common links means that it deserves no more of
our attention than, at most, that given to a bizarre but uncommon phenom-
enon. That it nevertheless is entitled to our most painstaking scrutiny may
perhaps be inferred from the observation that, during the early stages of
hadith evolution, the frequency of the common link phenomenon must
have been much higher. It is because of insertions, interpolations, deletions
and simplifications in matns that additional isndds supporting these alter-
ations became so complex and variegated that the initial isndd or proto-
isndd, clearly showing up a common link, supporting the h.adith without

218. Baqiyya b. al-Walid (d. 197/813), generally praised for his traditions from reliable
masters, but taken to task for his countless traditions on the authority of unknown and
weak masters, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, i, pp. 473-8; Ibn Sa'd, V11 2, p. 172; Ibn Hibbin,
Kitdb al-mairabin, 1, p. 79.

219. Cf. Amikam Elad in an as yet unpublished paper entitled Some aspects of the Islamic
traditions regarding the site of the grave of Moses.

220. Ibn aI-Jawzi, ibidem, p. 264.
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accretions was no longer separately discernible. The common link phenom-
enon, in other words, was buried under the accretions. How common the
common link must have been, is beautifully illustrated by the isnad charts
al-'Izzi has incorporated in his book discussed in the previous section of this
chapter. These charts show more than anything else how crucial the role
was played by the key figures in the isndds. Regrettably, we will never be
able to establish in the case of every isnad whether it was invented in its
entirety or whether, as in the Sufyin ath-Thawri isnad analysed above, it
contains genuinely historical data from which provenance and chronology
can be inferred. But al-'Izzi's charts prove to us what isnads, and the position
of the key figure(s) in them, looked like and, if nothing else, are irrefutable
proof of the phenomenon of key figures, key figures who in a few isolated
cases were allowed to remain undeniably responsible for certain sayings
having come into circulation and they can therefore rightfully be con-
sidered at the same time also as common links.
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A cross section of $asan's most notorious pupils in
alphabetical order

Abin b. Abi 'Ayydsh (d. 138/756), mawla, Tahdhib, I, pp. 97-1Ol; he made Hasan's
utterances via an isnad with Anas into prophetic sayings;. it is stated that a total
number of 1,5oo traditions were brought into circulation in this manner, cf. also Ibn
Hibbin, Kitab al-majra /h, 1, p. 56; Shu'ba is alleged to have said: la-an ashraba min
bawli himdri alabbu ilayya min an aqala haddathanf Aban; Abfi 'Aw.na could kill
him, he said, for his deceit, cf. Ibn Rajab, p. I I6.

'Abbid b. Kathir ath-Thaqafi (d. 140-50/758-67), Tahdhib, v, pp. iooff .....
haddatha 'ani... 'l-Hasan. .. bi 'I-mu'dildt; see further under 'Abbid b. Rashid
with whom he probably was confused.

'Abbdd b. Man~fir (d. I52/769), Tahdhtb, v, pp. 103ff.; he was dd'iya of the qadar
doctrine.

'Abbid b. Rashid, mawl,, Tahdhib, v, pp. 92f ... rawa 'ani 'l-.Hasan qdla
haddathanisab'atun mina '4-4ahaba minhum 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar wa-'Abd Allah b.
'Amr wa-AbC4 Hurayra wa-ghayruhum ft 'l-hijama wa-qad rawa'ani 'l-Hasan bi-hadha
'l-isndi hadithan ;awilan aktharuhu mawda'.

'AbbAd b. Maysara, Tahdhib, v, pp. Io7f., mentioned in one breath with the three
previously-mentioned 'Abbdds as 'not strong', but it is advised to copy his hadith.

'Ali b. Zayd ibn Jud'an (d. 129/746), Tahdhib, vii, pp. 322ff., was blind and kathfr
al-hadith; he was reputed to have a bad memory, but even so his hadith should be
copied as long as it is not adduced as argument; was also a noted raffa" (see p. 32,

note 1O3 above).
'Amr b. 'Ubayd, mawla (d. 143/76o), Tahdhib, viii, pp. 70-5, the famous dd'iya of

the qadar doctrine is expressis verbis accused of having put false words into Hasan's
mouth, cf. e.g. Ibn Hanbal, 7lal, I, nos. 8 i8f.; in Tabari, Ta'rfkh, II, p. 2490, we read
an enigmatic report in which 'Amr said: Ma kunna na'khudhu 'ilma 'l-Hasan illa 'inda
'l-ghadab (= A contre-cceur?); in Ramahurmuzi, p. 319, it is implied that. .. 'Amr
'ani 'l-Hasan... was a generally accepted indication of forgery.

'Awf b. Abi 'l-Jamila al-A'ribi (d. 146/763); some people thought highly of him
because he transmitted from Hasan certain reports nobody else did (Tahdhib, vin, p.
167).

Bakr b. al-Aswad Abfi 'Ubayda, the zahid, mawla, Lisan, 11, p. 47; AbfO Nu'aym,
.Hilya, n, pp. 145f., Qadarite, transmitted .Hasan's mawa'i; as well as prophetic

traditions via Abdi Hurayra.
Al-Fadll b. Dalham, Tahdhib, vIII, pp. 276f., sympathized with the Mu'tazila;

especially his traditions from Hasan were frowned upon.
Hamza b. Dinir, mawla, Dhahabi, Mfzan, I, p. 6o7; Hasan was once censured for a

qadar I4adith, whereupon he said: 'It was a maw'i:a, which they made into [an article
of] faith', implying that this Hamza was to be held responsible for this.

Hishim b. Hass.n, mawid (d. 146-8/763-5), Tahdhfb xi, pp. 34-7; according to
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Ibn 'Uyayna he was the greatest expert in traditions from Hasan, but others, such as
Ibn Abi Shayba, Ibn al-Madini, Shu'ba and others did not think much of him.

Hishim b. Ziyid, mawla, Tahdhib, xi, pp. 38f., considered da'ff, he transmitted
mawda'dt from otherwise reliable people and was thought to have transmitted
manikTr which he reported on the authority of Hasan.

Hurayth b. as-Si'ib, see Tahdhfb, n, p. 234, for the munkar tradition he allegedly
reported on .asan's authority.

Ishiq b. ar-Rabr, Tahdhib, I, no. 430; he transmitted a munkar tradition on the
authority of Hasan listed in Tahdhfb but also other traditions considered .asan;
kna shadida '-qawlf '1-qadar.

Ismi'l b. Muslim al-Makki, mawla?, was responsible for mandkir traditions which
he provided with isndds featuring .fasan 'an Samura, cf. Ibn Hanbal, 'Hal, I, no. 2465.

Kathir b. Ziyid, Tahdhib, vHI, p. 413, was considered to be one of Hasan's major
pupils, but is also accused of having transmitted maqlabat on the authority of Hasan
and the ahl al-'Iraq.

Khilid al-'Abd, Lisdn, II, p. 393; Dhahabi, Mizdn, I, p. 649, noted forger, especi-
ally of traditions on the authority of Hasan.

Khilid b. Shawdhab, Lisan, ii, p. 378, Abi Nu'aym, Hilya, ii, p. I54, unreliable,
transmitted maqa i on Hasan's authority.

MubArak b. Faddila, mawla (d. 166/783), Tahdhfb, x, pp. 28-3I, one of Hasan's
most respected pupils, but the majority of critics considered him da'if; was also
known for raf.

Muhammad b. 'Amr al-An~dri, Tahdhib, ix, pp. 378, reported unusual stories (in
Arabic: awdbid) on the authority of Hasan. Is he the same man as as-Sumay'i from
Ibn Sa'd, mi i, p. 215(09)?

Muhammad b. 'Umar b. SAlib, Lisan, v, pp. 318f., is reported to have transmitted
manakir from otherwise reliable transmitters, and also forged traditions on the
authority of Hasan.

Qatada b. Di'dma, mawla (d. 127/745), Tahdhfb, viii, pp. 351-6, the notorious
mudallis, a key figure in Ba~ran had[th transmission; Qadarite, allegedly one of
Hasan's most important pupils; it is not likely that what is reported 'an Qatida 'an
Hasan is, in reality, Qatada's responsibility but rather that of the transmitters in the
tier above Qatida, e.g. cf. Ibn Hanbal 'lal, I, no. 1159, Ibn Hibbin, Kitab al-
majrdln, I, pp. 6o, 72.

Ar-Rab-i b. Barra, Lisan, iI, NO. 1817, dd'iya of the qadar doctrine.
Ar-Rabi- b. Sabli, mawl (d. 160/777), Tahdhib, ii, pp. 247f., often compared

with Mubdrak as to reliability, on the whole considered to be very weak.
Sahl (or Suhayl) b. Abi Farqad, Lisan, ii, p. 122, transmitted munkar traditions

and is reported to have heard Hasan say that he had met 300 Companions, among
whom there were seventy who had fought at Badr, and that he had heard traditions
with each one of them; this obvious falsehood may well be taken as having lain at the
basis of a multitude of forged sayings put into .Hasan's mouth brought into circula-
tion by Sahl as well as others. The many cases of disputed sama' may also have had
their origin in remarks such as this.

Sahl b. Abi '$-Salt, Tahdhib, iv, pp. 254f., Mu'tazilite, responsible for various
munkar statements put into Hasan's mouth.

S5lim b. 'Abd Alldh al-Khayy!;, mawl, Tahdhfb, II, pp. 439f., spread traditions
with the isndd Hasan-Abi Hurayra-prophet, although sama' from Abfi Hurayra was
generally considered never to have taken place.

Tarif b. Shihib, Tahdhtb, v, pp. I if., transmitted highly doubtful material sup-
ported by impeccable isnads.

Wiil b. 'Abd ar-Rabman (d. 152/769), Tahdhib, xi, pp. io4f., his traditions from
Hasan were disputed, otherwise held to be weak transmitter.
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Yazid b. Abin, qdg, zahid (d. 110-20/728-738), Tahdhfb, x1, pp. 309ff., conver-
ted sayings of Hasan into traditions traced back via Anas to the prophet; Shu'ba was
particularly vociferous in criticizing his reliability, cf. Abin b. Ab 'Ayyish above.
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The following list contains a sample of Anas' most notorious 'pupils' , probably
responsible - or people using their names - for the majority of the obviously fabri-
cated material that goes under Anas' name:
Abfn b. Abi 'Ayyish (Tahdhib, i, no. 174);
'Abd al-Hakam b. 'Abd Allah (Tahdhib, vi, no. 216);
'Abd al-Hamid b. DinAr (Tahdhib, vi, no. 227);
Abti 'Atika (Tahdhib, xii, no. 676);
Abfd 'z-Zind 'Abd Allah b. Dhakwdn (Tahdhfb, v, no. 351);
Ahmad b. 'Ubayd Allah (Lisdn, I, no. 676);
al-Al' b. Zayd (Tahdhib, vii, no. 327);
'AlAq b. Abi Muslim (Tahdhib, vin, no. 357);
'Alqama b. Abi 'Alqama (Tahdhib, vii, no. 482);
'Au' b. as-Sd'ib (Tahdhib, vii, no. 385);
Bashir b. al-Muhfjir (Tahdhib, i, no. 867);
DAwfid b. 'Affin (Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitab al-mawda'dt, I, p. i i9);
Farqad b. Ya'qfab (Tahdhib, viii, no. 486);
Hilil b. Abi Hildl (Tahdhib, xi, no. 142);
Hilil b. Zayd (ibidem, no. 126);
.umayd at-Tawil (Tahdhib, in, no. 65);
Ibrahim b. Hudba (Lisdn, i, no. 370; he lived until 200 A.H.!);
'Isi b. Tahmin (Tahdhib, viii, no. 398);
Iyis b. Mu'iwiya (Tahdhfb, I, no. 720);
Kathir b. 'Abd Allah (Tahdhib, viI, no. 746);
Kathir b. Sulaym (ibidem, no. 745);
Khilid b. 'Ubayd (Tahdhib, in, no. 191);
Khusayf b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin (Tahdhib, In, no. 275);
Matar b. Maymfin (Tahdhfb, x, no. 320);
Matar al-Warriq (ibidem, no. 316);
Muhammad b. Juhida (Tahdhrb, ix, no. 120);
Mulhammad b. Tamim (Ibn al-Jawzi, Kitdb al-mawda'dt, I, p. 135);
al-Mukhtar b. Filfil (Tahdhib, x, no. 118);
Mfisi b. 'Abd Allah at-Tawi (Lisan, VI, no. 424);
Ndfi' b. Hurmuz (ibidem, no. 512);
an-Nahhis b. Qahm (Tahdhib, x, no. 863);
Nufay' b. al-Hdrith (Tahdhfb, x, no. 847);
Qatida b. Di'dma (Tahdhib, viII, no. 635);
Shank b. 'Abd Allah an-Nakhai (Ibn HibbAn, K. al-majralhin, i, p. 59);
'Umar b. 'Abd Allah (Tahdhib, vii, no. 783);
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'Uthmdn b. 'A~im (ibidem, no. 269);
'Uthmin b. Sa'd (ibidem, no. 253);
'Uthmin b. 'Umayr (ibidem, no. 292);
Yahy& b. Abi Kathir (Tahdhfb, xi, no. 539);
Yazid b. Abin (ibidem, no. 597);
Yazid b. Ibrihim (ibidem, no. 598);
Zayd b. al-Hawari (Tahdhib, in, no 746);
Ziyid b. 'Abd AllAh (Tahdhib, in, no. 687);
Ziyid b. Maymin (Lisan, u, no. 1955).
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In the following list the earliest qd4is are enumerated under the provinces or urban
areas where they allegedly held office. The geographical names are arranged in
alphabetical order and in each centre the qddis are listed in roughly chronological
order (in as far as this could be ascertained). It will be noticed that sometimes also
judges who lived during the second half of the third/ninth century will be listed, this
in contrast to the procedure followed in Chapter 2. I thought it better at times to
include a late judge than no judge at all. The circumstances of these late judges may,
after all, give an idea of how their predecessors (if any) had gone about their
business.

I certainly do not claim that I unearthed all the qadfs to be found in the sources,
but I did find a great many more than in the admirable study on the development of
the Shifl'ite madhhab which claims to include also many of the earliest judges
belonging to other madhdhib (Heinz Haim, Die Ausbreitung der efi'itischen Rechts-
schule von den Anfangen bis zum 8.114. Jahrhundert, Wiesbaden 1974, in Beihefte
zum Tubinger Atlas des vorderen Orients, Reihe B, no. 4, henceforth quoted as
Haim). It will appear that I have even been fortunate in locating qdds for cities that
are not even listed in Haim.

If a qadi allegedly held office in more than one centre, he is listed under the name
of the city or the region that comes first in the alphabetical order, irrespective of the
fact whether it was there that he was first appointed. In such cases under the other
centre(s) a reference will be found to the first. Sometimes I have not deemed it
necessary to list any qdis at all, when I thought that merely a reference to Haim or
suchlike sources would suffice.

Whenever possible or relevant, I shall give references to Wakr, Haim, the Ta'rfkh
Baghddd, Ibn Hajar's Tahdhib or Lisdn and/or Ibn Sa'd's Tabaqat, and I shall sum-
marize the most important features listed there in connection with the judges'
preoccupation with hadith.

ABIWARD
'Abd ar-RahmAn b. Mubammad b. 'Alawayh (d. 342/953), also qddT in Trs and

Bukhdrd; late but very important judge; he used to fit fictitious isndds to the
matns he had at his disposal; he transmitted forgeries and was blamed for that,
although nobody in Hamadhan, where he was staying at the time, had sufficient
knowledge to distinguish true from false; Lisdn, in, p. 43o.

'ADAN
al-Hakam b. Abin al-'Adani (d. i54/77i), thiqa, 4dli., 4dhib sunna; according to

Abfi Makhrama, Kitdb ta'rfkh thughr 'Adan, ed. 0. L6fgren, there were no other
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qa4fs in the earlier period; al-Hakam is, at least, the only one mentioned, p. 64;
cf. also al-Ja'di, Tabaqatfuqaha' al-Yaman, p. 66, Tahdhib, 11, pp. 423f.

AHWAZ
Ash'ath b. Sawwdr, mawla (d. 136/754), generally held to be a weak transmitter; cf.

Waki', III, p. 320, Tahdhfb, I, pp. 352ff., Ibn Sa'd, vi, p. 249.
Sdlim b. Abi Sdlim, held office under 'Umar II; wrote his sentences down; cf. Wakr,

III, p. 320.
Hudba b. al-Minhil; cf. WakT', in, p. 320.
'Amr b. al-Walid al-Aghdaf (fl. 178/794), he directed the Ahwazis' attention to the

sunna, 'hopefully' there was nothing wrong with his traditions; cf. Wakr, In, p.
320, Lisan, Iv, p. 378.

Ibn Musallib; cf. WakV, II, p. 320.
'Amr b. an-Nadr al-Bazzir (fl. 196/812); cf. Wakr, iII, p. 320.
'All b. Rfih (or Rawb); Wakr, 111, p. 320.
Isri'fl b. Muhammad Abfi Tammdm; Waki, III, p. 320.
Yabyi b. 'Abd ar-Rabmin al-Arhab!, no great master in hadith but reliable enough;

cf. Waki', In, p. 320, Tahdhib, xi, p. 250.
Mubammad b. 'Umar b. Hayyij (d. 255/869), thiqa, harmless transmitter; Waki, i,

p. 320, Tahdhib, IX, pp. 362f.
Muhammad b. Manfir; cf. Rimahurmuzi, Al-mulbaddith al-fi~il, p. 530, Waki', i,

pp. 317f.
Mfisi b. Ishq Abfi Bakr al-Khatmi (d. 297/9IO), also qadi in Rayy; the people used

to write down many of his traditions; cf. Ta'rikh Baghdad, XIII, pp. 52ff., Halm, p.
154.

'AMMAN
'Umar b. .Haf* (fl. 15o/767), also qd4fin Balqd', nothing much known about him, at

times confused with Haf$ b. 'Umar (cf. under HALAB); cf. Lisan, iv, p. 300.

ANBAR
al-'Ali' b. Hirfin, layyin, mudarib al-hadith; cf. Waki, III, p. 38, Lisan, v, pp. 186f.

ANT AKIYA
Sallim b. Razin (fl. i6o/777), his traditions considered null and void, transmitted

from al-A'mash; cf. Lisan, ii, p. 57.
'Umar b. Sadaqa; cf. Waki', III, p. 220.

ARMINIYA
al-Hirith b. 'Amr al-Asadl, held office under 'Umar II; cf. Waki', 1, p. 264.
'Ali b. Mushir (d. 189), also qadt of Maw~il, collected hiadth and fiqh, generally held

to be reliable; cf. Ibn Sa'd, vi, p. 270, Waki', 11i, pp. 219f., Tahdhib, vii, pp. 383f.;
according to al-Azdi, Ta'rikh Maw$il, p. 248, he was in office from 167/784 to
175/791 under al-Mahdi; he was the successor of Yabyi AbQi Kurz; Halm, p. I9o.

ASWAN (AL-QULZUM)
Abmad b. Marwin al-Mdliki ad-Dinawari (d. 333/944), forged hadth, but was

otherwise also known as thiqa, kathir al-hadith; cf. Lisan, I, no. 931.

BA'LBAKK
al-'Abbis b. Nu'aym al-AwzA'i, held office under 'Umar II; cf. Waki', I, p. 264.
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BALKH
'Umar b. Maymfln (d. 9I/8o'7; according to lbn Abi'l-Waf&', Al-jawahiral-mudira, I,

no. I io5: I71/787), was judge for more than 20 years and was famous for his hilm
and vast knowledge; cf. Tahdhfb, vii, pp. 498f., Haim, p. 74.

al-Hakam b. 'Abd Allah Abdi Muti' al-Balkhi (d. 199/815), very important judge and
faqih; although he transmitted traditions which he claimed to have heard with
numerous famous masters, he hated the sunna and much preferred Abi Hanifa's
ra'y; committed plagiarism and fabricated )adths; was leading Murji'ite; cf.
Lisdn, II, pp. 334ff., Ibn Sa'd, Vii 2, p. io5, Haim, pp. 73f., Ta'rfkh Baghdad, vni,
pp. 223ff., Nagel, Rechtleitung, pp. 343f.

Abfi 'All Ishq b. Ibrahim (fl. I8o/796), no tarjama on him could be found in any of
the major sources; he is only mentioned in passing in Tahdhfb, vi, p. 46o.

BALQA' (cf. also 'AMMAN)
Khilid b. Yazid b. Slih (d. 167/784), thiqa, no objections to his hadith; cf. Tahdhfb,

III, pp. 125f.

BUKHARA (cf. also ABiWARD)
al-Haytham b. Abi 'l-Haytham (fl. I5o/767), there seemed to be confusion with four

other people with that name; cf. Tahdhib, xi, pp. 99f.
For a list of other qjdfs of Bukhara, see Narshakhi, The history of Bukhara, pp. 4ff.

DINAWAR
'Amr b. Hamid (fl. i9O/8O6), a liar who forged traditions; cf. Lisan, Iv, p. 362.

FARS
az-Zubayr b. 'Adi (d. 131/749), thiqa, sdhib sunna, also qddf of Rayy; he once asked

for a miracle and was granted one; cf. Waki', I, p. 318, Ibn Abi Hitim, Taqdima,
pp. 8of, 83, Tahdh~b in, p. 317, Ibn Sa'd, vi, p. 230.

Muhammad b. Ibrahim (d. 182/798), mawld, thiqa, intelligent, Tahdhib, ix, no. I6.

FILASTIN
'Ubida b. a$-.Smit, cf. Ibn Bitish, 11, p. 263; Abii Zur'a, Ta'rikh, p. 205.
an-Nadr b. Maryam, held office under 'Umar II; cf. Wak-', i, p. 264.
'Abd Allah b. Mawhab, also under 'Umar II, thiqa, majhal, someone allegedly

rather died than submit to his jurisdiction; Waki', 111, pp. 2 13f., Tahdhfb, vi, p. 47.
Ayyfib b. Bashir b. Ka'b (d. I19/737), majhal; cf. Tahdhfb, I, p. 397.
'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Ibrahim Dubaym (d. 245/859), mawla, also qddfiin Urdunn and

Tabariyya; later he became qad4i 'I-quddt in Egypt; reasonably reliable; cf. Ibn
Abi Hitim, Taqdima, p. 361, Dhahabi, Tadhkirat al-huffaz, U, p. 48o, Tahdhib,
vI, pp. 13If.

HALAB

.laf b. 'Umar (fl. 150/767), transmitted forgeries from reliable transmitters; cf.
Lisdn, U, pp. 326f., Ibn HibbAn, Kitdb aI-majra hTn, I, p. 17.

al-Husayn b. 'Abd ar-Rahman (fl. 220/835), thiqa but not an important transmitter;
cf. Tahdhfb, u, p. 343.

'Abd as-Saldm b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin (d. 247/861), qdai of Raqqa but possibly also of
Halab and Harrin; his 4adtths were thought to be munkar, but he also received
the predicate .46lih; cd. WakP, Ill, pp. 277f., Tahdhib, vi, pp. 322f.
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HAMADHAN (see also QAZWIN)
al-Qisim b. al-Hakam (d. 2o8/823), thiqa but not free from mistakes; his traditions

containing mandk~r, they could not be adduced as arguments; cf. Halm, p. 141,
Tahdhib, viii, pp. 31 If.

'Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. Abi 'l-Aswad (d. 223/838), generally considered a
reliable transmitter, but his material from Abfi 'Awdna was weak; cf. Tahdhfb,
vi, p. 6.

A~ram b. Hawshab (fl. 225/84o), a wicked liar who spread fabricated traditions on
the authority of thiqat; he tinkered with Zuhri isnads, but his material was never-
theless sometimes copied; cf. Ibn Sa'd, vii 2, p. i o, Lisan, I, pp. 461f.

Ahmad b. Badil (d. 258/872), made some mistakes in his otherwise slight tradition
material, also mandktr ascribed to him; cf. Halm, p. 176 (as qdi of Kfifa only),
Tahdhib, t, pp. 17f., Ta'rrkh Baghdad, Iv, pp. 49-52, Waki', in, pp. I96ff.

'Abbas b. Yazid (d. 258/872), some critics held him to be strictly reliable, others
considered him a liar; cf. Tahdhfb, v, pp. 134ff.

Ism5'fl b. al-Hakam (fl. 25o/864), was judge during al-Withiq; his traditions were of
passing reliability (expressed by the term 4uwaylih) and he was known for his
Shi'ite tendencies; cf. Lisan, i, p. 398.

HARAT
Musha"ith b. Tarif (fl. 7o/689), no older qddtknown in all of Khurasan except Yahya

b. Ya'mar (cf. Marw); was considered to be an outstanding judge, but of his
traditions only one is known; cf. Tahdhib, x, p. 156.

Zayd b. al-Hawari, mawla (fl. 110/728), is reputed to have transmitted fabricated
traditions on the authority of Anas b. Malik, was therefore considered weak and
his hadith could not be adduced as argument; cf. Ibn Sa'd, viI 2, p. 9, Tahdhib, ii,
pp. 407ff.

Malik b. Sulaymdn al-Harawi (fl. 160/777), weak, transmitted mandkfr, made mis-
takes and was Murji'ite; cf. Lisan, v, p. 4.

H ARRAN (see also H ALAB)
Khatt~b b. al-Qdsim (fl. 120/738), munkar al-h4adfth, weak; cf. Tahdhfb, in, pp.

146f.
Yinus b. Rashid (fl. 130/748), propagandist for the Murji'ites, but his traditions

were deemed reliable enough to be copied; cf. Tahdhfb, xi, p. 439.
'Uthman b. 'Amr b. Sdj (fl. 140/757), also qadfof the Jazira; mawla of the Umayyads;

his traditions were not trusted; cf. Tahdhib, vii, no. 291.
Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Ulatha (d. 168/784); his traditions were said to show his

mendacity, but he was also thought of as thiqa; he later became qdfdin Bagdad,
cf. Tahdhib, ix, no. 446.

ZiyAd b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Ulatha (fl. 168/784), succeeded his brother Muhammad in
office; one reliable tradition is traced to him in which the prophet invokes God's
wrath upon locusts; cf. Tahdhfb, I, pp. 377f.

Sulaymfn b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Ulitha, is credited with only a few traditions but was
skilled improvisor; cf. Waki', in, pp. 217ff., Ibn Sa'd, vii 2, p. 181.

Muhammad b. 'Ubayd Alldh b. Yazid, mawla (d. 268/881), was not a strong tradi-
tionist; cf. Tahdhib, IX, p. 325.

Ibn Abi 'Umayra, totally unknown figure, cf. Wakr, nI, p. 216.

H IM$
'Abd ar-Rabmin b. Abi 'Awf (fl. 6o/68o), Successor, thiqa, majhal; cf. Waki', in, p.

213, Tahdhfb, vi, p. 246.
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'Imrin b. Sulaym (fl. 0oo/718), allegedly excellent qd4, only listed in Bukhiri,
At-ta'rfkh al-kabfr, In 2, no. 2818, and Ibn Ab Hdtim, Al-jar4 wa 't-ta'ddl, in I, p.
299.

'Abd al-A'ld b. 'Ad! al-Bahrdni (d. 104/722), unknown Successor, cf. Tahdhib, vi, p.
97.

Yahyd b. J~bir (d. I26/744), thiqa, but only a limited number of badiths is traced to
him; cf. Wakr, in, p. 213, Ibn Sa'd, vii 2, p. 164, Tahdhib, xi, p. 191.

Asad b. Wadd'a (d. 136/7/754), insignificant Successor, transmitted traditions on the
authority of Abfi 'd-DardA', cursed 'All; NasA'i deemed him reliable; cf. AbfA
'l-Qisim, Qabal al-akhbar, p. I75, Ibn Sa'd, vII 2, p. 166, Lisan, I, p. 385, Ya'qfib b.
SufyAn al-Fasawi, Ma'rifa, I, p. 117.

'Umar b. Hubaysh (fl. 140/757), unorthodox in his transmission of hadrth, Waki, in,
p. 213.

al-Hdrith b. Muhammad (fl. 140/757); cf. Waki', III, p. 2 13.
Ibn Qunbul b. Kathir Abfl 'l-Ma'shaq(?) (fl. 140/757); cf. Waki', mI, p. 209.
Muhammad b. al-Walid b. 'Amir (d. 148/765), very much favoured among Zuhri's

pupils, one of the most learned people of his time infatwa and badith, also a great
faqih, but his reliability remained a matter of doubt; cf. Ibn Sa'd, vu 2, p. 169,
Tahdhib, Ix, pp. 502f.

an-Nadr b. Shufayy (v.1. an-Nagr), held office under the early 'Abbasids; was
thought to be a kadhdhab, cf. Lisan, vi, pp. i6if.; in Waki, in, p. 209, he is
mentioned in an isnad supporting a statement attributed to'Umar b. al-Khattib.

al-Hrith b. 'Ubayda (d. 186/802), weak, unreliable; cf. Lisan, 1, p. 154.
Khalid b. Khali(fl. 197/813), of average reliability; cf. Tahdhib, i, p.86.
al-Hasan b. Mfis5 al-Ashyab (d. 2o9/824), reliable transmitter, also q,df in Maw~il

from 199 to 2o6 and after that in Tabaristfn; cf. Azd, Ta'rfkh Mawiil, p. 335, Ibn
Sa'd, vII 2, p. 79, Tahdhib, n, p. 323.

HIRA

YahyA b. Sa'id al-An~dri (d. 144/761), the famous faqih, reliable traditions, some
tadlis, cf. Tahdhib, xi, p. 223.

HIT (township on the Euphrates near AnbAr, cf. Ydqit, Mu'jam al-buldan, iv, pp.
997f.)

al-Qdsim b. Mihran (sometimes confused with al-Qdsim b. Bahrim); cf. Tahdhfb,
vII, p. 339 but also Lisdn, iv, no. 1417.

H ULWAN (Iraq)

'Amr b. Jam!' (fl. 160/777), wicked liar, transmitted fabricated traditions in the
mosque; cf. Ta'rikh Baghdad, xii, pp. 19If., Lisdn, Iv, pp. 358f.

Muhammad b. 'Abd Allh b. al-MubArak (d. 254/868), very reliable; cf. Tahdhtb, ix,
pp. 272ff.

IFRIQIYA
AbW 'Alqama (fl. 6o/68o), a mawla of Ibn 'Abb~s; was good faqih and allegedly

related reliable traditions; cf. Tahdhib, xii, no. 817.
'Abd ar-Rabmain b. Rdfi' (d. x I3/73i),faqih sent by 'Umar II to instruct the people,

transmitter of mandkTr traditions; cf. Abfi 'l-'Arab, Tabaqt 'ulamd' Ifrfqiy,, p.
233, Tahdhib, vi, pp. 168f.

'Abd All.h b. al-Mughira b. Ab Burda; cf. Abfi 'l-'Arab, p. 234.
Ismi'il b. 'Ubayd Allah b. Abi 'l-Muhijir, mawla (d. I31/749), qddfunder 'Umar II,

converted the Berbers, was also governor of the region which in those days was a
function combined with that of qadr; was wholly reliable in his hadith according to
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the critics;faqih; cf. Waki', I, p. 264, Abf 'l-'Arab, p. 20, Tahdhib, I, pp. 3 17f., Ibn
Sa'd, v, p. 251.

Khdlid b. Abi 'Imrdn at-Tujibi, mawla (d. 125/743), faqfh and mufti, did allegedly
not commit tadlis and was 'hopefully' a thiqa; cf. Abi '-'Arab, pp. 245ff.,
Tahdhfb, In, pp. iof., Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. 207.

Yazid b. at-Tufayl at-Tujibi; cf. Abfi 'l-'Arab, p. 234.
'Abd ar-Rabmfn b. Ziyid Ibn An'um, Successor (d. 156/773), da'lf, munkar, traced

his traditions back to the prophet without much to-do, committed tadlis; cf.
Waki', IIl, p. 215, Abfi 'l-'Arab, p. 234, Tahdhib, vi, pp. 173-6.

Miti' b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn ar-Ru'ayni; cf. Abd 'l-'Arab, p. 234.
'Abd ar-RabmAn b. Kurayb, pious and reliable; cf. Abfi 'l-'Arab p. 234.
'Abd Allah b. Farrikh (d. 175/791), was only for a short time in office, very pious,

but spread mandkir traditions, also suspected of Qadarite sympathies; cf. Abya
'i-'Arab, p. 235, Tahdhib, v, pp. 356f.

'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b. Gh.nim (d. i9o/8o6),faqih, but generally considered a weak
transmitter; transmitted material allegedly from Mdlik, which Milik had never
been known for; he misused the golden isndd: MAlik - N&fi' - Ibn 'Umar -
prophet; was thought of as an upright judge; cf. Aba 'l-'Arab, p. 235, Tahdhib,
v, pp. 331f.

Asad b. Furit (d. 213/828); cf. Abd 'l-'Arab, p. 235,faqfh, 44lih, Ydqfit, Bulddn, III,
p. 407.

Mubammad b. 'Abd AllAh Abi Muhriz; cf. Abfi 'l-Arab, p. 235.
Ahmad b. Abi Muhriz; cf. Ahi 'l-'Arab, p. 235.

IS FAHAN
See Haim, p. 149 and the reference quoted there to Abfi Nu'aym's Akhbdr 14bahin.

JABBUL (on the Tigris near Wasit, cf. Yiqfit, Mu'jam al-buldn, 11, p. 23)
'Abd ar-Rabmin b. Mushir, notorious figure, generally believed to be simple-

minded; he used to praise himself, because the people refused to do so; when he
was dismissed from his post through the machinations of Abfi Yfisuf, he spread
the word around that Abfi Yfisuf had the same kunya as the Dajjdl; cf. Waki', III,
pp. 317f., Lisdn, III, pp. 437ff.

JAZIRA (see also H ARRAN)
Maymyn b. MihrAn (d. i 16/734), mawla, held office under 'Umar ii, thiqa, but only a

few traditions, cf. Tahdhfb, x, pp. 390ff., Ibn al-Jawzi, Sirat Umarb. 'Abdal-'Aziz,
p. 99.

'Adi b. 'Adi b. 'Amira (d. 120/738), qdi during the reign of'Umar II,faqih, known for
his ascetic disposition and 'hopefully' thiqa; cf. Wakr, 1, p. 264, RAmahurmuzi, p.
244, Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. 179, Tahdhib, vii, pp. I68f.

Ismi'il b. Muslim al-'Abdi (fl. 110/728), thiqa, credited with some 4o hadfths; cf. Ibn
al-Madini, 'l1al, p. 69, Tahdhib, 1, p. 331.

'Abd Allih b. Muharrar (d. between I5o and I6O/767-777), liar, a weak traditionist;
transmitted from Zuhri, Qatida and others mandkir traditions; cf. Ibn Sa'd, VII 2,
p. i8I, Tahdhfb, v, pp. 389f.

Khuzaym b. Abi 'Amra; cf. Wak!', III, p. 217.
Shurayb b. 'Abd AllAh; cf. Waki', III, p. 220.

JUN DAYS A B (JR (a city in Khfizistdn of which Y.qait found hardly a trace, cf.
Mu'jam al-buldan, II, p. 130)

Shu'ayb b. Ayyfib (d. 261/875), also qddrin Wdsit (cf. Haim, p. 179), made mistakes,
committed tadlis, mankir attributed to him; cf. Tahdhfb, Iv, p. 348.
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JURJAN (see Haim, pp. 125f., for more qddis than listed here)
'Abida (not 'Ubayda as in Haim, p. 125) b. RabiTa, a Successor who transmitted

traditions from Ibn Mas'fid; cf. Sahmi, Ta'rikh Jurjdn, p. 238, Tahdhib, vii, p. 83,
Ibn Sa'd, vi, p. 139.

'Awwid b. Ni', also a Successor who allegedly transmitted from Ibn Mas'fld; cf.
Sahmi, pp. 240f., Haim, p. 125.

Bukayr b. Ja'far, transmitted mandkir from well-known traditionists, considered
unreliable therefore; cf. Sahmi, pp. 127f., Haim, p. 125, Listn, ii, p. 6x.

'Anbasa b. al-Azhar Abfi Yahyd (fl. 140/757), made mistakes and therefore his
traditions were not adduced as arguments; transmitted from among others Abfi
Isbhq as-Sabri; cf. Sahmi, p. 239, Tahdhfb, vin, pp. 153f.

'Amr b. al-Azhar al-'Ataki (fl. 15o/767), liar and weak transmitter, fabricated had[th;
is astonishingly enough not listed in Sahmi; cf. Lisan, Iv, pp. 353f.

'Abd al-Karim b. Muhammad al-Jurjin! (d. 175/790, famous Murji'ite, fled to
Mecca for judgeship; cf. Sahmi, pp. 196ff., Tahdhib, vi, pp. 375f.

'Affdn b. SayyAr al-Bhili (d. 181/797), was not known for a great number of hadiths;
cf. Tahdhfb, VII, pp. 229f., Haim, p. 126, Sahmi, pp. 239f.

JUZAJAN
'Abd Allah b. 'UthmAn 'AbdAn, mawla (d. 221/836), hated his office and used tricks

until he was deposed, thiqa, was imdm of the muhaddithan of his region; cf.
Tahdhib, v, pp. 313f.

KHURASAN
'Abd Allah b. Burayda (d. 115/733), also qd of Marw, yafafu '-quri yaqdi bayna

'n-nds, many claims of samd' doubted, da'if, munkar; cf. Wakr, I, pp. 14f., ni, p.
306, Tahdhib, v, pp. 157f.

al-JarrAh b. 'Abd Allah, qdiunder 'Umar II, was also governor and 'amil; cf. Waki', I,
_ p. 264, Ibn Sa'd, v, p. 251 and p. 285.

'IsA b. al-Musayyab al-Bajali (fl. 140/757), also qddf of Kfifa, weak transmitter who
made so many mistakes that his traditions were no longer adduced as arguments,
but is also thought of as a fair transmitter; cf. Waki, In, p. 22, Lisan, Iv, p. 405, Ibn
Sa'd, vi, p. 241.

KHWARIZM
Ibrahim b. Baytir (fl. 15o/767), doubtful transmitter of mandkfr traditions; cf.

Lisdn, 1, pp. 41f.
'Abd Allah b. Abi 'l-Qd i al-KhwArizmi (fl. 22o/835), cf. Tahdhib, v, no. 241, seems

an unknown figure.

KIRMAN
Hassan b. Ibrahim (d. 186/802), not a very strong but harmless transmitter of many

afrdd traditions; cf. Tahdhib, 11, pp. 245f.
Himid b. 'Umar (d. 233/848), thiqa; cf. Tahdhib, ii, p. 169.

MADA'IN

Jabr b. al-Qash'am; cf. Waki', ii, pp. i84f.
'A~im b. Sulayman al-Ahwal, mawli (d. 142/759), Successor from Basra, famous for

the great number of traditions he transmitted, thiqa, one of the four huffad;, was
also overseer of the markets (muhtasib); cf. Waki, III, p. 304, Ibn Sa'd, vu 2, p. 20,
Ta'rfkh Baghdad, xii, pp. 243-7, Tahdhib, v, pp. 42f.
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Hammad b. Dulayl (fl. i6o/777), was a follower of Abii Hanifa's ra'y, was not
considered a traditionist because he had only two; cf. Waki', iII, p. 304, Ta'rfkh
Baghdad, vin, pp. 151ff., Tahdhib, in, p. 8.

Yaby! b. ZakariyyA' b. Abli ZA'ida (d. 182-4/798-8oo), mawla, was the first tradi-
tionist in Ktifa to compile a written collection, considered a good faqih, was like a
perfumed bride in hadith, cf. Tahdhib, xi, no. 349, Ta'rikh Baghdad, xiv, pp.
114ff.

Muhammad b. Yazid b. Muhammad b. Kathir (d. 248/862), weak transmitter,
Qur'An scholar; cf. Tahdhib, Ix, pp. 526f.

Isma'il b. Muhammad b. Abi Kathir (fl. 282/895); cf. Tahdhfb, i, p. 330.

MARW (see also KHURASAN)
Yabyd b. Ya'mar (d. 129/747), Successor from Basra, faqrh, grammarian, thiqa,

traveled from place to place holding court on the back of a donkey; cf. Wakr, In, p.
305, Ibn Sa'd, Vii 2, p. ioi, Tahdhib, XI, pp. 305f.

Abi Mandzil ibn ukht 'Amr, cf. Abfi Zur'a, Ta'rfkh, p. 2o7.
'Amr b. Salim Abii 'Uthmfn (fl. Ioo/718), most people held him to be reliable; cf.

Waki', m, pp. 3o6f., Tahdhib, xII, pp. 162f.
Muhammad b. Zayd b. 'Ali (fl. I o), inconspicuous transmitter; cf. Tahdhib, ix, p.

173.
'Abd Allah b. Muslim as-Sulami, mawla (fl. 1 io/728), his traditions were written

down but could not be adduced as arguments because he was known to make
mistakes; cf. Tahdhib, vi, p. 30.

Ya'qiib b. al-Qa'qA' (fl. 120/738), thiqa; cf. Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. Io3, Tahdhib, xi, pp.
393f., Raddatz, Die Stellung und Bedeutung des Sufyan at-Taurf etc., p. 13.

Muhammad b. Thibit(?), cf. Abfi Zur'a, Ta'rfkh, p. 2o7, p. 560.
al-Husayn b. Wdqid, mawla (d. 159/776) when he administered justice he was

sometimes known to make mistakes; Ibn Hanbal disliked his hadith and suspected
unpermissible additions, but could not pinpoint them; on the whole a fair trans-
mitter; cf. Waki', m, p. 3o6, [bn Sa'd, VII 2, p. io4, Tahdhib, I, pp. 373f.

'Abd al-Mu'min b. Khalid (fl. 140/757), harmless transmitter; cf. Tahdhib, vi, pp.
432f.

Yfinus b. NAff' (d. 159/776), the first master of Ibn al-Mubdrak; he sometimes made
mistakes: cf. Tahdhfb, ix, p. 449.

NOh. b. Abi Maryam, mawla (d. 173/789), colourful figure, liar, fabricated tradi-
tions; committed tadlis on the authority of Zuhri; a Kitab fadd'il al-qur',n full of
forged hadith is ascribed to him; cf. Halm, p. 88, Ibn Sa'd, Vii 2, p. 104, Gruber,
Verdienst und Rang. Die Fad'il etc., pp. 88f., Tahdhib, x, pp. 486ff.

Muhammad b. Isbdq b. R.hawayh (d. 294/907), also qdi of Nisibfir, he did not
meet with general approval as a judge, but his hadith was deemed reliable; cf.
Lisan, v, pp. 65f.

MASSISA
Bishr b. al-Mundhir (fl. 18o/796), reasonably reliable; cf. Lisan, n, p. 34.
Mfisd b. Dawfid ad-Dabbi (d. 217/832), also qad! of Tarasis, Tustar and the thughar;

in spite of occasional confusion a reliable transmitter, .ib hadith, ascetic life-
style, wrote books; cf. Waki', III, p. 321, Ibn Sa'd, ViI 2, p. 85, Ibn Abi HItim,
Taqdima, pp. 30,323, Tahdhfb, X, pp. 342f.

D~wdid b. Man~iir (d. 223/838), thiqa but there was doubt about some of his tradi-
tions;cf. Tahdhib, III, pp. 202f.

Hdrin b. 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad az-Zuhri (fl. 23o/845), one of the fuqaha' among
the adherents of Malik, learned in controversies concerning Malik's utterances;
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was also qdiin Raqqa and Bagdad; cf. Wakr, III, pp. 273-7, Ta'rikh Baghdad, xin,
pp. 13f.,Lisdn,vi,p. i8o.

'Ali b. Muhammad b. 'All (fl. 275/888), thiqa; cf. Tahdhib, vii, pp. 38of.

MAWS IL (cf. also ARMINIYA, H IMS)
Yabya b. YabyA b. Qays (d. 133/751), in Azdi, Ta'rfkh Mawill, p. 3, only

mentioned as 'dmil and amir, learned infatwa and jurisdiction, faqth, transmitter
of only a limited number of badiths; held office under 'Umar II; cf. Waki', I,
p. 264, Ibn Sa'd, Vii 2. p. 169, Tahdhtb, xi, pp. 299f.

Ma'mar b. Muhammad, mawla (d. 145/762), a few traditions from Mawsilis,faqih;
cf. Azdi, p. 173.

'Abd AllAh b. Idris b. Qidim, mawla (fl. 145/762); cf. Azd!, p. i45.
al-Hirith b. aI-Jirfid (fl. 147/764), nothing known about him; cf. Ibn Hanbal,

'llal, I, no. 1770, Lisdn, i, p. 148, Azd, p. i99; for quotations from his writings,
see ibidem, index s.n.

Bakkir b. Shurayb al-Khawldni, judge from i53 to 163 (77o-8o); cf. Azdi, p. 217.
'Abd al-Hamid b. Abi RabAb, judge between 160/777 and 162/779; cf. Azd, pp.

237, 239.
Yabyi b. 'Abd Allh b. Kurz, judge in 163/78o; for his successor, see under

Arminiyi, seemingly confused with one 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Malik b. Kurz (cf.
Lisan, iII, no. 1289) whose Zuhri traditions did not even look like those from
thiqat; cf. Azdi, p. 244.

'Abbas b. al-Fal1 (d. 186/802), held office during the reign of HAr-in, weak trans-
mitter whose mendacity made peopN' keep aloof from him, cf. Tahdhib, v,
pp. 126f.

IsmI'nil b. Ziyid ad-Du'al, judge from 175/791 to 181/797, munkar al-hadith, some
confusion as to his true identity, weak transmitter; cf. Azdl, p. 274, Tahdhfb, 1,
pp. 298-301.

'Abd Allah b. al-Khalil, judge from 181-95(?) (797-8io), his conduct was
disapproved of; cf. Azdl, pp. 288, 312.

'Amr b. Mihrin, judge from 195 to I97/8iI-13; cf. Azd, pp. 324ff.
'AlI b. Tlib, judge from 2o6/82I onward; cf. Azdi, pp. 36o, 365.
Muhammad b. 'Umar Abfi Bakr al-Ja'ani (d. 355/966) (no judges to be found, it

seems, between the foregoing and this one), wrote many books, claimed to know
very many traditions; cf. Lisan, v, pp. 322ff.

N IS A B (JR (cf. also MARW; for more qd4ls, apart from those mentioned here,
see R. W. Builiet, The patricians of Nishapur, p. 256).

Bukayr b. Ma'rfif Abii Mu'Adh (d. 163/78o), harmless transmitter; cf. Ibn Hanbal,
'lal, I, no. 2503, Haim, p. 67, Tahdhib, 1, pp. 495f.

HafI b. 'Abd ar-RabmAn (d. I99/815), faqih, honest but confused in his 4adith,
Murji'ite, follower of Abdi Hanlfa; cf. Haim, p. 67, Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. Io4, Tahdhfb,
II, pp. 404f.

Haf$ b. 'Abd Allah (d. 2o9/824) (incorrect in Haim, p. 67), judge for twenty years,
administered justice on the basis of athar, never relying on his ra'y; cf. Tahdhfb, ii,
p. 403.

'Abd ar-RahmAn b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd Rabbih (fl. 170/786), maihal; cf. Tahdhfb, vi,
p. 208.

al-Hasan b. Bishr as-Sulami (d. 244-858), was mufti of the people of Rayy; nothing
more definite known about him, no qualifications; cf. Haim, p. 68, Tahdhfb, n,
pp. 256f.
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Isbq b. Mfisd (d. 244/858), thiqa, adherent of sunna; cf. Tahdhfb, I, p. 25I.
Abmad b. Haf$ b. 'Abd All-h as-Sulami, mawla (d. 258/872), honest transmitter of

only a few traditions; cf. Halm, p. 68, Tahdhib, 1, pp. 24f.

QAYS (a city in the Batl'ii)

Ism5'T b. Muslim; cf. Tahdhtb, IV, pp. 129f.

QAZWIN
Ddwfid b. Ibrdhim (fl. 15o/767), transmitted from Shu'ba, kadhdhab, people kept

aloof from him, Lisan, i, p. 414.
Sahl b. 'Abd ar-Rabman as-Sindi (fl. 17o/786), the first qd4ito hold office in Qazwin

and Hamadhin simultaneously; transmitted from Sharik b. 'Abd Allih; nowhere
mentioned except in Ibn B tish, i, p. 169.

al-Husayn b. 'All b. Muhammad at-Tanafisi, nothing known about him, mentioned
only in passing in Tahdhfb, vII, p. 379.

QINNASRiN
al-Walid b. Hish~m, judge under 'Umar II, also ',mil, honest; cf. Waki', I, p. 264,

Tahdhib, xi, p. i56.

QUMIS
Abmad b. Abi Zabya (v.1. Tayyiba) (d. 203/819), according to Halm, p. 126, judge

of Jurjan, the majority of his traditions were ghard'ib which he transmitted as the
only master; cf. Tahdhib, I, p. 45.

QURTUBA
Mahdi b. Muslim; to him is ascribed a bizarre treatise, directed to the local prince,

concerning the behaviour of qddis, in which the term sunna is used once, but in
which there is no trace of traditions; cf. Khushani, Quddt Quruba, pp. 20-5.

'Antara b. Fallh, no traditions known of him; cf. Khushani, pp. 26f.
Muhfjir b. Nawfal, no traditions known of him; cf. Khushanl, p. 27.
Yahy! b. Yazid at-Tuj-bi, no traditions; cf. Khushani, pp. 28f.
Mu'Awiya b. Salib b. .ITudayr (d. 158/775), the first to introduce badith in the region,

pious but unsatisfactory traditionist of many traditions; cf. Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. 207,
Khushani, p. 31, Tahdhrb, x, pp. 209-12.

'Umar (according to Humaydi's Jadhwa, p. 298: 'Amr) b. Sharihil; cf. Khushani, pp.
37ff.

'Abd ar-Rahman b. Tarif, no traditions known; cf. Khushanl, pp. 39ff.
al-Mu$'ab b. 'Imrin, was neither well-versed in the 'Jim as-sunan nor in the transmis-

sion of akhbar; cf. Khushani, pp. 42-6.
Muhammad b. Bashir al-Ma'afiri, learned, former pupil of Milik; cf. Khushani, pp.

47ff.

RAMAHURMUZ

'Amr b. Silih (fl. 160/777), used Fuldn - Nfi' - Ibn 'Umar- prophet isnads, but his
traditions were not followed; cf. Lisan, Iv, pp. 367f.

RAQQA (cf. also MASS iS A)
'Abd Allih b. Bishr b. at-Tayyihin, transmitted from thiqat fabricated material,

liar, tinkered with Zuhri and A'mash traditions; known for his ascetic lifestyle; cf.
Tahdhib, v, pp. i6of.
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Muhammad b. al-Hasan AbOi 'Abd Allah ash-Shaybdni (d. 189/805), mawla, judge
also in Rayy and Bagdad; was first known for a great number of hadiths but later
became an adherent of AbO Hanifa; was subsequently decried a liar and a weak
transmitter, but generally deemed a greatfaqih; cf. Halm, pp. 136, i99, Ibn Sa'd,
VII 2, p. 78, Ta'rfkh Baghdad, a, pp. 172-82, Lisdn, v, pp. 121f.

RAYY (cf. also AHWAZ, FARS, JURJAN and RAQQA)
'Abd Allah b. 'Abd Allah Abi Ja'far ar-R5zT, mawla (fl. IOO/718), thiqa; cf. Tahdhfb,
V, pp. 286f.

'All b. 'Abd al-A'l (fl. 110/728), unreliable transmitter, Tahdhib, vII, p. 359, no. 578.
Sa'id b. 'Abd ar-Rahmn b. 'Abd Allih az-Zubaydi (d. 156/773), transmitted maqadt";

was confused with one Sa'id az-Zubayri; cf. Tahdhib, tv, pp. 56f.
'Ikrima b. Ibrahim al-Azdi (fl. 15o/767), his traditions were not adduced as argu-

ments because he mistook the one for the other and he automatically ascribed to
the prophet what was only reported on the authority of Successors; cf. Lisan, iv,
pp. i8if.

'Utba b. Sa'ld (fl. 15o/767); cf. Tahdhib, X, p. 271.
Shu'ayb b. Khilid (fl. 145/762), qddiof the Mijfis, thiqa; cf. Tahdhfb, iv, p. 352.
'Anbasa b. Sa'Td (fl. 145/762), qadof the Muslims next to the foregoing; although he

was known to make mistakes, he was deemed reliable; cf. Tahdhfb, viii, p. 151.
'Alr b. Mujihid, mawla (d. 181/797), a consummate liar who wrote a book on

maghazi inventing an isndd for every event; cf. Tahdhfb, VIi, pp. 377f.
Jarir b. 'Abd al-Hamid (d. I88/8o4), thiqa, famous for his great number of traditions

for which many people came to him; cf. Tahdhib, iI, pp. 75ff.
Salama b. al-Fall, mawla (d. I9O/8O6), transmitted manakfr and was therefore

considered weak; his traditions were not adduced as arguments; cf. Tahdhfb, iv,
pp. 153f.

Yahy& b. ad-Durays, mawla (d. 2o3/818), thiqa; cf. Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. 191 Tahdhib,
XI, pp. 232f.

Ja'far b. Yahyi b. al-'Ali' (ft. 2oo/815), transmitted traditions from his wholly unreli-
able and mendacious father; cf. Lisan, it, p. 132.

'Abbas b. al-Husayn (fl. 2oo/815), unknown figure; cf. Tahdhib, v, pp. I 16f.
Khalaf b. Yahyi (fl. ± 25o/864), a kadhdhab, collected the hadith of one Abi

Muqitil as-Samarqandi (about him see Ibn Rajab, p. i18) who used to invent
isnads for kalam hasan, cf. Lisdn, II, p. 322 (penult.) and i, no. 1665.

SAM (a qarya of Damascus)
Muhammad b. 'Uqba, unknown figure; cf. Tahdhfb, IX, p. 347.

S AN'A'
Tiwfis b. Kaysin, mawla (d. 1O6/724), thiqa, faqih; cf. Ibn Sa'd, v, pp. 391-5,

Tahdhfb, v, pp. 8ff., Ja'd, p. 56.
'Abd Allah b. Tiwfis (d. 132/750), son of the foregoing, thiqa, faqfh; Ja'di, p. 56,

Tahdhfb, v, p. 267, Ibn Sa'd, v, p. 397.
Wahb b. Munabbih (d. 110/728), thiqa, Qadarite tendencies; some thought him

da'ff; qadf under 'Umar II; cf. Ja'di, p. 57, Ibn Sa'd, v, pp. 395f., Tahdhib, xi, pp.
i66ff., Waki', in, pp. 303f., Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, Jami' bayan a-'ilm, i, p. 184, and
especially R. G. Khoury, Wahb b. Munabbih, Teil I, pp. 194ff.

'Ati' b. Muslim a$-San'dni (fl. 125/743), unknown figure; cf. Tahdhib, VIi, p. 212.
Ma'mar b. Rishid (d. 154/770); according to ar-Rizla -San'ini, Ta'rtkh San'X',p. 537,

he was also qddt of San'', something which is not confirmed by Ja'di.
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Hisham b. Yfisuf (d. 197/813), generally held to be reliable, transmitted many
traditions; cf. Ja'di, p. 67, Ibn Sa'd, v, p. 398, Tahdhfb, xI, pp. 57f.

Mutarrifb. Mdzin (d. 220/835), mentioned only in passing in Tahdhib, x, p. 245, line
14.

SARAKHS
's5 b. Yazid, unknown figure; cf. Tahdhib, vin, p. 236.
Ahmad b. Sa'id (d. 253/867),faqih, knew many traditions, cf. Tahdhib, I, pp. 31f.
SARRA MAN RA'A
as-Salt b. Mas'fid (d. 239/855), not entirely reliable; cf. Waki', II, pp. 321, 323, also

qddf in Tustar; Tahdhfb, Iv, p. 436.

SHIMSHAT
Manfr b. Ziy~d (fl. 160/777), no arguments to be derived from his munkar tradi-

tions; cf. Lisn, vi, p. 95.
SHIRAZ
Sa'd b. as-Salt (fl. 120/738), only mentioned in Tahdhfb, ix, p. 299 (ult.).
Yahyd b. Sa'id al-Firisi (fl. i6O/777), transmitted from reliable transmitters

worthless material; cf. Lisan, vI, pp. 258f.
'Abd Allih b. Silih b. Muhammad b. Muslim, mawld (d. 22o/835), some critics

trusted him, others thought him a liar, still others thought that, if he lied, he did
not do it deliberately; pious, munkar; cf. Tahdhfb, v, pp. 256-61.

Ahmad b. 'Umar b. Surayj (d. 306/918), only a few traditions; cf. Halm, pp. 20f.,
Ta'rfkh Baghdad, iv, pp. 287--9o .

SIJISTAN
'Abd Allih b. Husayn Abti Hariz (fl. I 10/728), much controversy over him, munkar,

4da'if but also thiqa; cf. Ibn Hanbal, TOlal, I, no. 2561, Tahdhfb, v, pp. 187f.
Hariz b. Abi Hariz (fl. 150/767), Sht'ite tendencies; cf. Lisan, i, pp. 186f.
ZAfir b. Sulaymin (fl. 17o/787), a number of contradictory opinions about him from

thiqa to da'if; cf. Tahdhib, III, p. 304.

SINJAR
al-Hirith b. Asad (fl. 22o/835 ?); cf. Tahdhib, n, p. 136.

T A B A R I Y Y A (cf. also FILASTIN)
'Ubida b. Nusayy (d. 118/736), thiqa, according to Waki', I, p. 264, judge in Urdunn;

cf. Rdmahurmuzi, p. 243, Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. 162, Tahdhfb, v, pp. I 13f.

TA'IF
Ibn Abi Mulayka 'Abd AllAh b. 'Ubayd Allih (d. 117/735), qadi for Ibn az-Zubayr,

thiqa, kathir al-hadfth; he was a Successor, cf. Tahdhib, v, pp. 3o6f.

TABARISTAN, see under H IMS

TARASUS (cf.alsoMASS ISA)
al-Qisim b. Sallim Abfi 'Ubayd (d. 224/839), qdf from 192/8o8 to 2o9/824, good

faqih, who hardly ever used traditions; famous for his common sense; author of
many books; it was said that he did not need other people, but that the people
needed him; he was excellent in everything except hadith; cf. Haim, p. 234, Ibn
Sa'd, Vii 2, p. 93, Tahdhb, vin, pp. 315-18.

Ahmad b. al-Haytham b. .Haf$ (fl. 26o/874), unknown figure, Tahdhib, I, no. 154.
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THUGHUR, see MAS S S A

TUS, see ABiWARD

TUSTAR, seeMAS S S A, SARRA MAN RA'A

'UKBARA

Muhammad b. al-Haytham Abfi 'l-Ahwa$, mawla (d. 299/912), transmitter of very
few traditions, thiqa; cf. Tahdhib, ix, pp. 498f.

URDUNN (cf. also FILAST 1N, TABARIYYA)
Kurayb b. Sayf, cf. AbQi Zur'a, Ta'rikh, p. 227.
Qays b. al-Hdrith, qddi under 'Umar II, Successor, very few traditions; cf. Tahdhib,

vIII, p. 386.
'Abd ar-Rahman b. Maghrd' (fl. 160/777), belonged to that group of weak trans-

mitters from whom one wrote down the traditions in spite of their reputation;
.4ahib samar; cf. Tahdhib, VI, pp. 274f.

'Umar b. Abi Bakr (fl. 175/79), also qddf in Damascus; weak transmitter whose
traditions were rejected; cf. Lisan, iv, p. 287.

al-Walid b. Salama, transmitted only bdail traditions; cf. Waki', in, p. 215.

WASIT (cf. also JUNDAYSABOR)
Husayn b. Hasan al-Kindi (fl. before 130/748); cf. Babshal, Ta'rfkh Wdsi, p. 137.
Hdshim b. Bildl (fl. 130/748), 'hopefully' trustworthy transmitter; cf. Waki', in, p.

315, Tahdhfb, xi, p. 17, Bahshal, p. 137.
Hisham b. Yfisuf as-Sulami (fl. 140/757), thiqa, Tahdhib, xi, no. 98.
'Umar b. Muisd b. Waj-i (fl. 158/775), unreliable transmitter who fabricated isnads

as well as matns; he hailed from Damascus, but since he also reported traditions
on the authority of Kfifan traditionists, it was surmised that he came from there;
cf. Waki', III, p. 312, Bahshal, p. 129: 'Amr, Lisan, Iv, pp. 332ff.

Salama b. Sdlih, pretended to be a mawl (fl. 130/748), very weak transmitter; cf.
Waki', III, p. 312, Lisdn, iii, pp. 69f.

'All b. Harmala (fl. 160/777), pupil of Abd Hanifa and Abfl Yuisuf; cf. Waki', In, p.
312, Ta'rfkh Baghdad, Xi, p. 415.

Ibr~him b. 'Uthmin Abfi Shayba, mawla (d. 169/786), very unreliable transmitter of
manakir, but excellent and just qadi, who remained in this function for twenty-
eight years; cf. Bahshal, p. io5, Waki', 1i, pp. 3o8-12, Ibn Sa'd, vi, p. 267, Ta'rfkh
Baghdad, vi, pp. 111-14, Ibn Abi Htim, Taqdima, p. 132, Tahdhib, I, pp. I44f.,
Bukh~ri, Kitab ad-du'afa' as-4aghir, p. i3.

Shark b. 'Abd Allah (d. 177/793), also qddi of Kfifa (cf. Halm, p. 176), eccentric,
was observed drunk in the mosque, made jokes, was pro-Arab and anti-mawalft;
transmitted very many traditions, but made a lot of mistakes and became con-
fused, committed tadlfs, but was also deemed a good faqih; cf. Waki', Im, pp.
149-75, Ibn Sa'd, vI, pp. 263f., Ta'rikh Baghdad, IX, pp. 279-95, Tahdhfb, iv, pp.
333-7.

Muhammad b. al-Hasan b. 'Imran, mawla (fl. 175/791), harmless transmitter who
automatically traced traditions ascribed to Companions or Successors back to the
prophet; even so, some thought him a thiqa; cf. Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. 63, Tahdhib, ix,
pp. I I8f.

Asad b. 'Amr (d. 188/8o4), very controversial figure; on the one hand hesitatingly
called thiqa, on the other hand kadhab; he apparently lost his reputation as a
transmitter because of his preference for Abd Hanifa's ra'y, which he sought to
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substantiate through forged hadtths; cf. Wak!', I, p. 286, Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. 74,
Ta'rikh Baghdad, vii, pp. i6-i9, Lisan; I, pP. 383ff.

Sa'd b. Ibrdhim b. Sa'd az-Zuhri (d. 20/817), innocuous transmitter; cf. Wakr, in, p.
312, Ibn Sa'd, VII 2, p. 83, Tahdhfb, II, pp. 462f.

Mubammad b. al-Mustanir (d. 2o6/821), grammarian, not identified with hadith; cf.
Waki', II, p. 307, Ta'rikh Baghdad, 11, pp. 298f.

'Abd al-'Aziz b. Ab.n (d. 207/822), transmitter of many traditions, wicked liar who
fabricated reports on the authority of Sufydn ath-Thawri, was notorious for this;
cf. Waki', II, pp. 312ff., Ibn Sa'd, vi, p. 282, Ta'rfkh Baghdad, x, pp. 442-7,
Tahdhfb, vi, pp. 329ff.

Sayf b. Jibir Abi '-Muwaffaq (fl. 2o8/823),faqih; cf. Waki', III, p. 313, Ibn Sa'd, In
2, p. 187(?).

Isri'il b. Mubammad; cf. Waki', III, p. 313.
Ja'far b. Muhammad b. 'Ammir; cf. Wakr, 11I, p. 313.
al-Qisim b. Suwayd; cf. Waki', iI, p. 313.
al-Ahmar, totally unknown figure, cf. Abii 'l-Qisim, Qabal, p. 176.

YAMAMA
Ayyfib b. an-Najjir b. Ziyid (fl. 130/748), honest and reliable but also deemed very

weak; cf. Ibn Sa'd, v, p. 405, Tahdhfb, 1, pp. 413f.
Ayyfib b. 'Utba Abfi Yabyt (d. I6O/777), could not distinguish sound from weak,

da'if; cf. Ibn Sa'd, v, pp. 404f., Tahdhib, i, pp. 4o8ff.
Muhammad b. Muhijir (d. 264/878), unknown figure, Tahdhib, Ix, p. 478.

YEMEN
'Urwa b. Muhammad as-Sa'di, held office under 'Umar II, had to use his ra'y, Ibn 'Abd

al-Barr, Jdmi', ii, p. 6o.

ZABID
Abfi Qurra Mflsi b. T-riq az-Zabidi (fl. 175/791), probably reliable transmitter,

who wrote a Kitab as-sunan arranged in chapters; it is, however, doubtful
whether he heard himself any of its traditions, cf. Ibn Hajar, Tahdhib, X, p. 350;
author nor book mentioned in GAS, I.
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In the following list a number of people have been enumerated who appear time and
again in the Tahdhib (cf. note 5 of Ch. 4). They are arranged in chronological order
according to the years in which they are reported to have died. I have tried in each
case to collect the necessary evidence that points to their being the authors of books
or treatises Ibn Hajar may have had at his disposal. Unfortunately, Ibn Hajar only
rarely mentions the sources he quotes from by title. Ibn .Hbbdn's Kitdb ath-thiqat is
in this respect an exception. But in many cases it is obvious from what particular
books he quotes. Thus, when he says: qla Ibn Sa'd, he cites from the Kitab
a(-(abaqdt al-kabir and likewise when he says: q,2ia Jbn Abi H atim 'an abihi (or
words to that effect) what follows can easily be traced to Ibn Abi H~tim's Kitdb
al-jarh wa't-ta'dii. Similarly, when he mentions Ya'qfib b. Sufydn (or simply:
al-Fasawi), he quotes from this author's Kitdb al-ma'rifa wa 't-ta'rfkh, recently
edited by Akram Diyd' al-'Umari, 3 vols, Bagdad 1974-6.

This list is confined to authors who flourished before 35o/96I and whose works
have not yet been made available in printed editions. I do not pretend that it is
complete. On many occasions I came across names of people to whom no books on
hadith criticism in the widest sense of the word could be traced. Those people I have
left out of consideration for the time being.

i. Yazid b. Abi Habib (d. 128/746), mawla, active in Egypt. His father was made
prisoner during the conquest of Egypt (cf. Kind!, p. 13) He was the first to introduce
'ilm into Egypt (cf. Tahdhib, x1, p. 319) which means in this context not hadth but
historical reports of any purport as can be demonstrated on the basis of the numer-
ous reports ascribed to him in Kind! (cf. index, s.v.). These reports were either
eyewitness accounts of anonymous persons concerning events that had occurred
before his birth or accounts of events he had witnessed himself. Many of these
reports were transmitted onwards by no. 2 of this list, Layth b. Sa'd, whose mu'allim
he is called (cf. Kind!, p. 89). He is, furthermore, credited with having been the first
to discuss halal wa-hardm matters and masd'il, which in this context may be
tantamount to problems regarding general facets of human behaviour seen probably
in the light of religion (cf. Tahdhib, ibidem). In view of the above Sezgin may well
be right in ascribing a book on the history of Egypt to him (cf. GAS, 1, pp. 255,
34If.). Ibn Hajar seems to quote indirectly from it (cf. Tahdhib, xnl, p. i73, ult.).
Even so, it remains a mystery that Ibn an-Nadim does not mention him in his Fihrist.

2. AI-Layth b. Sa'd (d. 175/791), active in Egypt. Neither in GAS, 1, p. 520, nor in
the short biographies devoted to him in the Tahdhib nor the Ta'rikh Baghdad is there
a reference to the title of a book Ibn Hajar may have used directly or indirectly, but
in Fihrist, p. 295, he is credited with a Kitdb at-ta'rdkh, cf. R. G. Khoury, in JNES,
XL, pp. I89ff. An indirect (?) quotation from this in Tahdhib, xl, p. 222?

3. 'Abd Allih b. al-Mubirak (d. 181/797), from Marw, active in Khurdsan and
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Iraq. Although no ta'rfkh or 'ilal work is attributed to him expressis verbis, Ibn Hajar
quotes him so often that he might have had a work of this sort at his disposal,
something which may be corroborated by what Dhahabi says in his Tadhkirat al-
huffa;: . . . $,d/yib at-ta4anif an-nfi'a dawwana 'l-'ilm f!l-abwab wa'I.fiqh
waifl-ghazw wa'z-zuhd wa'r-raqa'iq wa-ghayri dhalik (p. 275). For his creed con-
cerning the acceptability of hadith, see Lisdn, i, p. 13.

4. Ibrihim b. Muhammad Abi Isbdq al-Faziri (d. 188/8o4), active in Bagdad and
Ma$$isa. GAS, I, p. 292: Kitab as-siyarffl-akhbar, cf. Tahdhib, i, p. 152.

5. Muhammad b. al-Fuoiayl (d. 195/811), mawla, active in Kfifa, extreme Shi'ite;
4annafa musannafat ft 'I-'ilm (Tahdhib, ix, p. 4o6; cf. GAS, i, p. 96) from one of
which Ibn Hajar seems to quote indirectly on p. 269 (ult) of Tahdhfb, x.

6. 'Abd ar-Rabman b. Mahdi (d. 198/813), Basra and Bagdad. Although not
mentioned in GAS, it says in Tahdhib, V, p. 281 (3rd line from the bottom): kana
... mimman... qannafa, and in the Ta'rfkh Baghdad we read that he knew the
(uruq ar-riwayat wa-ahwal ash-shuyakh and that he was able to distinguish 4ah/i4
from other material as 'a doctor recognizes a lunatic' (x, p. 246; cf. Tadh. huff., i, p.
331).

7. Yahya b. Said al-Qattan (d. 198/814), Basra. Although he was allegedly never
seen with a book in his hand but exclusively relied on his memory (Tahdhib, xi, p.
218), Ibn al-Madini is reported to have said (Tadh. h/uff., p. 298): '1 have never seen
anyone more learned in (the circumstances of) transmitters than he.' The fact that
Ibn Hajar quotes him so frequently leads me to believe that, if he did not do so
himself, one or more of his pupils might have preserved his expert knowledge in
writing and that Ibn Hajar had this record at his disposal in one way or another.
Once he mentions a kitb al-bayan of his, cf. Tahdhfb, vIII, P. 304.

8. An-Nadr b. Shumayl (d. 2o4/819), Khurdsan. He is credited with a number of
works (cf. Fihrist, p. 83), about which is recorded in the Tahdhtb, x, p. 438, that he
wrote about subjects in which nobody had preceded him. Furthermore, he was
reputedly an expert in ayym an-nas. Which of these books Ibn Hajar had at his
disposal could not be ascertained, but the frequency with which he quotes from
an-Nadir makes it likely that he had at least something concerning hadith trans-
mitters.

9. Muhammad b. 'Umar al-Waqidi (d. 2o7/823), Medina, Bagdad. Ibn Hajar does
not mention a title but it was probably from his Kitab a(-(abaqdt, with which he is
credited in GAS, i, p. 297, that he cited a passage (cf. Tahdhib, IV, p. 34).

xo. 'Abd al-A'lI b. Mushir Abi Mushir al-Gha$$n! (d. 218/833), from Syria.
According to Tahdhib, vi, p. 99f., he was an expert in Syrian transmitters to whom
his fellow traditionists applied for jarl wa-ta'dil information. Ibn Hajar must have
had some sort of record of this in view of the frequency with which he quotes from
him.

I i. Al-Fa4il b. Dukayn Abd Nu'aym (d. 219/834), active in Kfifa, also referred to
as amir al-mu'minin (sc. fil-b~adfth). In GAS, i, p. io, a Kitab at-ta'rfkh is attributed
to him and in Tahdhfb, vim, pp. 272f., we find the information that he was a'lam
bi-shuyakh wa-ansabihim wa-bi'r-rijal, and that his book - what book is left
unspecified - became an imm after his death. In Tahdhib, v, p. 195 (ult.) his Ma'rifat
a.y-qahaba is mentioned.

12. YabyA b. Ma'in (d. 233/847), Bagdad. In GAS, i, p. io7, a considerable list of
rijal works is attributed to him. From the Tahdhrb it appears that at least some of
these must have reached Ibn Haijar in versions of Yahyd's numerous pupils, but
sometimes he apparently quotes directly from Yahyd's works.

13. Isbdq b. Ibr~him Ibn Rihawayh (d. 238/852). Nis.ibiir. According to GAS, i, p.
1 io, he wrote a musnad and in Tahdhib, I, P. 219, we read that he was the author of
books.
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14. Mubammad b. 'Abd Alldh b. 'Ammar (d. 242/856), active in Maw~il. It says in
Tahdhib, Ix, p. 265, that he had a collection of su'alat f'l-'ilal wa'r-rijal which is
confirmed in Tadh. uff., II, p. 494, where he is credited with a 'large book' on those
subjects.

15. AI-Hasan b. 'Ali al-Hulwan! (d. 242/856), settled in Mecca. He was allegedly
an expert on rijial but did not use his expertise to his advantage (cf. Tahdhifb, 1, p.
303); he also wrote a book on sunan (ibidem). In Tahdhfb, vIII, p. 5, we read a quote
from his Kitab al-ma'rifa. Another quote in ibidem, I, p. 294. Neither GAS nor the
Fihrist lists this man.

I6. Al-Husayn b. 'All al-KarAbis! (d. 245/859), cf. Tahdhib, Ii, pp. 359-362, GAS,
I, pp. 599f., Fihrist, p. 270, active in Bagdad; greatfaqih. His Kitab al-mudallisin is
an important source for Abii 'l-Qasim's Qaba! al-akhbdr, and is also cited in
Tahdhib, vin, p. 66, He may have been the unknown muhaddith whose innovative
ideas about mu'an'an isndds were so severely criticized by Muslim in the Introduc-
tion to his Sahh, cf. my translation in JSAI, v.

17. Duhaym 'Abd ar-RabmAn b. IbrAhim (d. 245/859), Syria. According to
Tahdhib, vi, p. 132, people consulted him concerning the jarh. wa-ta'dil of Syrian
transmitters. This expertise must have been recorded in a collection or a book from
which Ibn Hajar quoted, although neither GAS nor Fihrist contains any pertinent
evidence of such a book.

I8. 'Amr b. 'All b. Bahr al-Fallas (d. 249/963), active in Bagdad. Although not
mentioned in GAS, in Tahdhfb, viii, p. 81, works on 'ilal and ta'rfkh are attributed to
him as well as a Musnad.

i9. Abmad b. al-Hasan at-Tirmidhi (d. before 25o/864), Bagdad, Nisiir. Ac-
cording to Tahdhib, I, no. 31, he was a pupil of Ibn Hanbal and an expert in 'ilal and
jarh. wa-ta'ddl. On the basis of the numerous quotations from him in the Tahdhib it is
likely that Ibn Hajar had one or more books of his among his sources.

20. Ibrdhim b. Ya'qfib al-JRizajAni (d. 256/870), Damascus. According to GAS, i, p.
135, he wrote a book entitled Ash-shajara ft ahwal ar-rijd! which may or may not be
the same book as the Kitab ad-du'afa' mentioned in Tahdhib, I, p. 182. He was
particularly anti-'All and, therefore, very critical of Kfifan transmitters, to which
quotations from him in the otherwise favourable tarajim of many Kfifan trans-
mitters bear witness. Ibn Hajar takes issue with this, saying: wa-ammd'l-Jazajdn[
fa-ld 'ibrata bi-hattihi 'ald'l-Kafiyyfn, Tahdhib, I, p. 93, cf. Lisan, i, p. I6.

21. Muhammad b. Yahyi b. 'Abd Alldh adh-Dhuhl! (d. 258/872), an amir
ai-mu'mininfi '-hadth, Bagdad, Nisabdir. In the Ta'rfkh Baghdad (III, p. 417), it is
reported that Ibn Hanbal did not know of anyone who was a greater expert in Zuhr!
traditions, and in the Tadh. huff., II, p. 531, also Tahdhfb, v, pp. 356f. and vi, p. 296,
his 'lal [hadfth] az-Zuhrr, which apparently had shortcomings, is mentioned. The
books listed in GAS, I, pp. 134f., seem to fall outside the scope of tradition
criticism. In Tahdhib, vu, p. 14, the title (?) 'Adl 4adith az Zuhrf is mentioned.

22. Muslim b. al-Hajjij (d. 261/875), Nisdbfir. In GAS, I, p. 143, a Kitabal-kund is
ascribed to him from which Ibn Hajar (e.g. Tahdhfb, v, p. 379, line 4) quotes. Also
his kitab [al-munfaridat wa-]'I-wuhdan (cf. GAS, I, p. 143), viii, p. 88. Cf. AbF5
Bakr b. Khayr, p. 225.

23. Ahmad b. 'Abd Allah b. SAlih al-'Ijli (d. 261/875), first active in Bagdad, after
that he moved to the Maghrib as a fugitive of the mihna (cf. Ta'rfkh Baghadd, iv, p.
214). According to Tahdhib, v, no. 449, he was the author of a Ta'rtkh, which makes
it as good as certain (cf. also Tahdhfb, v, p. 262, line 9) that he is the 'Ijl! who is so
very often cited by Ibn Hajar. GAS, I, p. 143, only speaks of a Thiqat work.

24. Ya'qib b. Shayba (d. 262/876), Bagdad, Basra. GAS, I, p. I44, and Ta'rfkh
Baghdad, xiv, p. 281, credit him with Al-musnad al-kablr al-mu'allal which is only
partly preserved. He is very frequently quoted in the Tahdhfb.
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25. 'Ubayd Allah b. 'Abd al-Karim Abo Zur'a ar-Rzi (d. 264/878), the great friend
of Abfi Hitim. He was active in Rayy and Bagdad. Although he is not credited with
having written books but for a Kitdb az-zuhd (cf. GAS, i, p. 145), he is often cited in
the Tahdhtb as well as in Ibn Abi Hitim's Al-jarh wa't-ta'dfl concerning rijdl
criticism, which makes it more than likely that Ibn Hajar had a source other than the
last mentioned at his disposal, which recorded his views.

26. Abmad b. Man$Tar ar-Ramidi (d. 265/879), Bagdad. According to Tahdhfb, i,
p. 84, and Ta'rfkh Baghddd, v, p. i5 i, he wrote a Musnad. Whether or not Ibn Hajar
quoted from this work or any other(s) is not certain.

27. Abmad b. Sayydr (d. 268/881), active in Marw, Syria and Egypt. He wrote a
Ta'rfkh Marw, from which Ibn Hajar quoted (cf. e.g. Tahdhfb, i, p. 448), GAS, i, p.
351, only lists two fragments.

28. Hanbal b. Ishaq (d. 273/886), Bagdad. We read in Ta'rikh Baghdad, viii, p. 287,
that he wrote a Kitab rnuannaff1t-ta'rikh in which he related material which he had
received from Ahmad ibn .Hanbal. It is likely that Ibn .Hajar quoted from this work
rather than the books attributed to him in GAS, i, p. 510.

29. Ahmad b. Zuhayr b. Abi Khaythama (d. 279/892), active in Bagdad. Accord-
ing to GAS, i, pp. 319f., Fihrist, p. 335 and Tahdhib, tv, p. 346, he wrote a Ta'rfkh.
Ibn Hajar mentions his name very frequently.

30. 'Abd ar-Rabmin b. 'Amr Abfi Zur'a ad-Dimashqi (d. 28o/893), from Syria. In
GAS, I, p. 302, he is credited with al-ahadith wa'l-4ikdydt wa'l-'ilal wa's-su'dlat, and
a Ta'rikh which was recently published by Shukr Allah b. Ni'mat Allah al-Qfjdni,
Damascus I98O.

31. Ismd'i b. Ishq al-Jahami (d. 282/895); in Tahdhib, vii, p. 507, there is a
quotation from his Kitdb ahkdm al-qur'an, cf. GAS, I, pp. 4 75f.

32. 'Uthm.n b. Sa'id ad-Dbrimi (d. 282/895), Jurj~n, Hart. Although he is very
often mentioned in the Tahdhib, in GAS, i, pp. 6oof., there are only two books
mentioned, neither one of which deals with hadith. He reputedly was a pupil of
Yahyi b. Ma'in and in the Tadh. huff., ii, p. 622, it is confirmed that he had a
collection of su'aldt 'an ar-rijal li-Yahyd b. Ma'fn.

33. 'Abd ar-Rabm~in b. Yfisuf b. Khirash (or Hirdsh) (d. 283/896), Bagdad. In
Lisan, in, no. 1732, a book entitled Mathalib ash-shaykhayn is ascribed to him. He
allegedly was a rabid Shi'ite and Rifidite, but he was also considered to be a
reputable rijal expert, a view which also Ibn Hajar must have shared otherwise he
would not have mentioned him so frequently (but cf. Lisdn, i, p. 16). In Lisan, in, p.
445, line 2, it is implied that he wrote a Ta'rfkh. He is also reputed to have doctored
isndds (kana yaiilu [or: yuwaf.ilu] al-mardsrl, ibidem, p. 444).

34. Muhammad b. an-Naor b. Salama b. al-Jarfid al-Jiruidi (d. 291/904), active in
Rayy, was considered one of the most learned of his age; he went on ;alab journeys
with Muslim. He adhered to a certain nihla which he fanatically defended against
attacks. His book on du'afd' is mentioned in e.g. Lisdn, 111,p. 439, I, no. 62. Neither in
GAS, i, nor in Fihrist. Cf. Tahdhtb, ix, no. 799.

35. Abmad b. 'Amr b. 'Abd al-Kh5liq al-Bazzdr (d. 292/905), Basra, Bagdad.
According to Lisdn, i, p. 238, he wrote a Musnad in which he examined the 'ilal of
the traditions. Tadh. huff., ii, p. 654, calls him the author of Ai-musnad al-kabtr
al-mu'allal.

36. Ahmad b. Hdrfin al-Bardiji (d. 301/914), Bagdad. In Tahdhfb, vin, p. 66, it is
said that he was the author of a mards[l collection, which is not mentioned in GAS, i,
pp. i66f. Cf. AbFo Bakr b. Khayr, p. 207.

37. Ahmad b. 'Ali b. Shu'ayb an-Nasd'i (d. 303/916), Iraq, Syria and Egypt. It is
implied in, for example, Tahdhib, VIII, p. 276 and Ix, p. 47, that he wrote a kitb
al-kund, which is not mentioned in GAS; also some sort of mashyakha work, cf.
Tahdhfb, I, no. 154.
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38. Zakariyy.' b. YahyA as-Siji (d. 307/920), Basra. He is credited with a number
of works from which Ibn Hajar might have quoted. Lisan, ii, pp. 4 88f.: ikhtildf, 'ilal,
rijal and al kdm al-qur'dn; GAS, 1, p. 35o: du'af ' and Fihrist, p. 314: ikhtild1ff!'I-fiqh.

39. Muhammad b. Abmad b. Hammid ad-Dfilibi (d. 310/922), Rayy, Egypt.
Quotations from a Kitab at-ta'rfkh attributed to him occur in Ibn Hubaysh's work on
maghazf (cf. L. Caetani, Annali, 12, par. i6f.) and also often in the Tahdhib. See
also GAS, i, p. 172.

40. Muhammad b. 'Amr b. MiisA al-'Uqayli (d. 322/934), active in the Hijiz. Ibn
Hajar quotes extensively from his Kitab ad.du'afd' (cf. GAS, I, p. 177).

41. Ab 'l-'Arab Muhammad b. Ahmad (d. 333/945), active in Qayrawin. His
Kitdb a4-du'afd' (cf. GAS, 1, p. 357) is often cited in the Tahdhib.

42. Yazid b. Muhammad b. Iy.s Abfi Zakariyy' (d. 334/946), Maw~il. Ibn Hajar
quotes from his Ta'rtkh Mawiil (e.g. Ix, p. 266). Cf. GAS, I, p. 350.

43. Abmad b. Muhammad Abfi Jafar an-Nabhis (d. 338/950). In Tahdhib, viii, p.
40, his Ma',nt 'l-qur'dn mentioned, cf. GAS, i, p. 49.

44. 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Abmad b. Yfinus (d. 347/958), active in Egypt, cf. GAS, r,
PP. 357f. In Tahdhib, vii, p. 328, his Kitab al-ghuraba' is cited and his Kitab Mir in
vii, p. 243.

45. Maslama b. al-Q.sim al-Qurtubi (d. 353/964), traveled all over the Islamic
empire and then went back to Andalus, cf. Lisan, v, pp. 35f., where a few of his
works are enumerated; to these may be added a Kitab a4-4ila mentioned in Tahdhib,
vIU, p. 234. This man is not dealt with in GAS.

46. SulaymAn b. Abmad at-Tabarini (d. 360/971); in Tahdhib, vm, p. 5, a Musnad
ash-Shamiyyfn is mentioned which is not listed among his works enumerated in
GAS, i, pp. 195ff.

47. Abi '1-Fath al-Azdi (d. 367/977 or 374/984). In Tahdhfb, Ix, p. 7, a Kitab
al-du'afd' of his is mentioned which Sezgin (GAS, i, pp. i99f.) does not list.

Finally, who is the man called al-BAwardi who, according to Tahdhfb, I, p. 342,
wrote about the Companions?

And who is al-Husayni who wrote a Rijal al-musnad, cf. Tahdhrb, vin, p. 88?
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On pp. yff. of his introduction, the editor of Ibn Abi .Hitim's Kitab al-jarh wa
't-ta'ddl, 'Abd ar-Rabmin b. Yabyd al-Mu'allimi al-Yamani (cf. my Authenticity,
index, s.v.), enumerates along which channels the author received the rijdl
information which he incorporated in his work. This information can be condensed
into the pedigree of fig. i i. It shows how virtually all rijl data, amassed in barely a
century and a half, were in the hands of a handful of people who passed them on to
following generations. Kar~bisi, Abd 'l-Q~sim al-Balkh! and various less severe
critics who operated in Syria such as Ibrihim b. Ya'qilb al-Jfizajini and Ya'qfib b.
Sufydn al-Fasawi are conspicuously absent. How much Ibn Abi Hatim owed his
father and the latter's life-long friend and colleague Abfi Zur'a is nowhere better
illustrated than in the former's 'lal al-hadith.
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Index (Glossary)

In the compilation of this index an attempt has been made to make it exhaustive. Thus, also
those page numbers are included where a certain concept is merely implied and not
mentioned expressis verbis. Examples of such concepts are e.g. argumenta e silentio,
regionalism and awd'il. Furthermore, instead of being marked passim, a fair number of crucial
concepts are indexed from beginning to end in order to enable the reader to follow these up
throughout this study. Concepts indexed in this manner are e.g. maxim, key figure, common
link, Companion(s), Successor(s), mawalf etc. All legal issues and ritual customs broached in
various traditions have been included. On the whole, cross references are kept to a minimum.
Even if this index, which is at the same time a well-nigh complete glossary of technical terms,
may seem too bulky at the first glance to serve the purpose also of a table of contents, the
different types used - 'roman' for personal and geographical names, italics for Arabic and
other non-English terms and bold for English concepts - may help the user to find his/her way
in it more quickly. Finally, all persons who can be supposed to have had the nisba Zuhri are
thus indicated with - almost always - complete pedigrees.

In the alphabetical order the Arabic article al- etc as well as b., bint and ibn - except for
initial Ibn - have been disregarded.

The following abbreviations have occasionally been used: 'Al. = 'Abd Allah; 'Ar. = 'Abd
ar-Rahmin; 'Az. = 'Abd al-'Aziz; I. = Ibrahim; M. = Muhammad; S. = Sa'd; Sul. -
SulaymAn; 'U. = 'Umar; Y. = Yahya.

'Abidila 29, 39, 162, 196 'Abd Allah b; 'Abd Allah Abdi Ja'far ar-Rizi
AbAn 'duster' 5o 233
AbAn b. Abi 'Ayyish 32, 144, 218, 220, 221 'Abd Allah b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf
Abin b. Ja'far 122 az-Zuhri 153, 155
AbAn b. 'Uthman b. 'Affin I5, 84 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd al-Malik b. Kurz 231
'AbbAd 'cluster' 145 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd ar-Rahmn b. Azhar
'AbbAd b. Kathir ar-Ramli 68 az-Zuhri 152
'Abbid b. Kathir ath-Thaqaf! 218 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn b. Hujayra
'Abbid b. Mansdir 57, 218 8o
'AbbAd b. Maysara 218 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn b. Ma'mar
'Abbas b. al-Fadl (al-) 231 37, 170
'Abbas b. al-Husayn (al-) 233 'Abd Allah b. Abi Awfi 58
'Abbas b. Nu'aym al-Awzd'i (al-) 36, 224 'Abd Allah b. Abi Bakr b. M. b. 'Amr b.
'Abbas b. Yazid (al-) 266 Hazm 1O3
'Abbasid(s) 33, 133, 198, 208, 212, 213, 227 'Abd Allah b. Ab! 'l-Qidi al-KhwArizmi 229
Abbott (N.) 3-6, 24, 33 'Abd Allah b. Abi ZakariyyA' al-Khuz&'i 45
'Abd b. al-HArith b. Zuhra 152 'Abd Allah b. 'Adi b. al-HamrA' az-Zuhri 149
'Abd al-A'la b. Abi 'l-Musiwir az-Zuhri 156 'Abd Allah b. Ahmad ibn Hanbal 243
'Abd al-A'ld b. 'Adi al-BahrAni 227 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr 29,39, I 14, 129, 130,
'Abd al-A'ld b. 'Amir ath-Tha'labi 127, 129 192,218
'Abd al-A'li b. Mushir AbF5 Mushir 'Abd Allah b. al-Arqam az-Zuhri 15 1, I55

al-Ghassini 238 'Abd Allah b. 'Awf b. 'Abd 'Awf az-Zuhri
'Abd Allah b. al-'Abbds, see Ibn 'Abbds 152
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'Abd Allih b. 'Awn 52,67, 179, 181 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b. Ghdnim 228
'Abd Allah b. Bishr al-Bakri at-TahlqAni 243 'Abd Allah b. 'Uthmin 'AbdAn 229
'Abd Allah b. Bishr b. at-Tayyihin 157, 232 'Abd Alldh b. 'Uthmin b. IshAq b. S. b. Abi
'Abd Allah b. Burayda 229 Waqqas az-Zuhri 151
'Abd Allih b. Diwid al-Khuraybi 121 -Abd Allih b. 'Uthman b. Khuthaym
'Abd Alih b. Dinir 43, 111 az-Zuhri 149
'Abd Allah b. Farrfikh 228 'Abd Allah b. Wahb 44, 47, 104, 109, 110,
'Abd AllAh b. Hafs b. 'U. b. S. b. Abi 112, 114-18,125,132,170

Waqqis az-Zuhri 151 'Abd Allah b. Ziyid ibn Sam'An 84, 184
'Abd Allh b. al-H irith b. Nawfa 84 'Abd Alldh b. az-Zubayr 18, 19, 29,39, 126,
'Abd Allah b. al-H rith b. Zuhra az-Zuhri 193,234

152 'Abd 'Awf b. 'Abd b. al-Harith az-Zuhri 152
'Abd Allih b. al-Husayn Abfi Hariz 234 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Abin 210, 236
'Abd Allah b. Idris b. QAdim 231 'Abd al-'Aziz b. 'Imrdn b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. 'Ar.
'Abd Allah b. 'Isi b. 'Abd ar-Rabman 57 b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 153
'Abd Allah b. Ja'far b. 'Ar. b. al-Miswar 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Muhammad ad-Dariwardi

az-Zuhri 82, 153 113, 176
'Abd Allah b. Kaysin az-Zuhri 149, 152 'Abd al-'Aziz b. al-Muttalib 85
'Abd Allah b. al-Khalli 231 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Suhayb al-BunAn 144
'Abd Allah b. Laha 23, 44,8o, 83, 109, 110, 'Abd al-'Aziz b. 'U. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri

117, II8, 129,132,178 153
'Abd Allah b. Marwan al-Khuza'i 52 'Abd al-'Aziz b. Yahya 47
'Abd Allah b. Mas'fid 29,37, 58, 59,78, 112, 'Abd al-Hakam b. 'Abd Allah 22 1

114,115,122,126,128, 193, 196, 229 'Abd al-H amid b. Abi Rabah 231
'Abd Allah b. Mawhab 36 'Abd al-H amid b. Dinar 22!
'Abd Allh b. al-Mubirak 67, 120, 122, 174, 'Abd al-Jabbar b. 'Umar al-Ayl 38

183,230, 237 'Abd al-Karim b. Muhammad al-Jurjini 229
'Abd Allah b. Mughaffal 53 'Abd al-Majid b. Sahl b. 'Ar. b. 'Awl
'Abd Allah b. al-Mughira b. Abi Burda 227 az-Zuhri 153
'Abd Allah b. M. b. 'Ar. b. Miswar az-Zuhri 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Abd al-Hamid

'53 al-Maymfini 243
'Abd Allah b. Muhammad b. Abi 'l-Aswad 'Abd al-Malik b. Humayd b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf

226 az-Zuhri 154
'Abd Allah b. M. b. al-Fadi Abfi Bakr 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwin 73, 85, 177

al-Asadi 243 'Abd al-Malik b. 'Umayr 111
'Abd Allah b. M. b. Kathir b. Ma'n b. 'Ar. 'Abd al-Malik b. Ya'la al-Laythi 37,89

b. 'Awl az-Zuhri 154 'Abd Manaf b. Zuhra 15o, 151
'Abd Allah b. Muharrar 228 'Abd al-Mu'min b. Khalid 230
'Abd Allah b. Muslim as-Sulami 230 'Abd al-Ouddas b. al-Hajjaj 214, 215
'Abd Allh b. Muslim b. 'Ubayd Allah 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Abd

az-Zuhri 152 Rabbih 231
'Abd Allah b. Numayr 1 iO 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Abd Allah b. Dinir 185
'Abd Allah b. Sa'd b. Abi Waqqis az-Zuhri 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Al. b. Mas'fid 122

151 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Abi 'Awf 226
'Abd Allah b. S. b. I. b. S. b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Abi LaylA 1I6

'Awl az-Zuhri 154, 155 'Abd ar-RahmAn b. Abi 'z-Zinad, see Ibn
'Abd Allah b. Sa'id b. Abi Hind 82 Abi 'z-Zinad
'Abd Allah b. Salih b. Muhammad b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Ahmad b. Yfnus 241

Muslim 234 'Abd ar-RamAn b. al-Aswad az-Zuhrl 151
'Abd Allah b. Sawwdr 87 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Ata' b. Safwan az-Zuhri
'Abd Allah b. Shihab az-Zuhri 152 149, 155
'Abd Allah b. Shubruma 87, 88 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. 'Awl az-Zuhri 130, 148,
'Abd Allah b. Sinan az-Zuhri '49 150, 153
'Abd Allah b. Sufyin Abfi Salama 85 'Abd ar-RalmAn b. Azhar b. 'Abd 'Awl
'Abd Allah b. Sulayman b. YasAr 111 az-Zuhri 152
'Abd Allih b. TawOs 233 'Abd ar-RahmAn b. al-Hashs 36
'Abd Allah b. 'Umar 24, 29,39,41, 42, 56, 'Abd ar-Rahman b. Hujayra 12, 8o

63,115,124,129,142,143, 169,179, 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Humayd b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf
192, 193, x96, 218, 228, 232 az-Zuhri 154
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'Abd ar-RalhmAn b. I. b. 'Amr Duhaym 148, Abe 'I-Fail kunya 141
225,239 Abfi Hanifa 55, 8o, 81, io3,118-24,130,

'Abd ar-Rabmin b. Kurayb 228 176, 177, 200, 225, 230, 231, 233, 235
'Abd ar-RamAn b. Maghr' 235 Abfi HAtim Muhammad b. Idris ar-Rzi 53,
'Abd ar-RahmAn b. Mahdi 42, 51, 66, 163, 70,138,139, i6i, 165-7, I69,171, 183,

172, 174, 183, I85,238,243 194,237,240, 242,243
'Abd ar-RamAn b. Miswar b. Makhrama Abfi Hilil al-'Askari ii

az-Zuhri 153 Abfi Hurayra 8, 16, 29, 40,43, 53,54, 7, 81,
'Abd ar-RamAn b. Mu'dwiya b. Hudayj 80 82, 88,101, 113-15,128-30, 158, 170,
'Abd ar-RafimAn b. Muhammad b. 'Alawayh 172, 174, 179, 190, 192-2o6,218,219

223 Abfi Idris al-KhawlAni 41, 45
'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Mushir 228 AbOl Ishiq 'duster' 141, 142

'Abd ar-RamAn b. al-QAsim b. KhAlid 23, Abd Ishiq 'Amr b. 'Al. as-Sabfi 54, 6o, 61,
80 104, 141, 142, 164, 174, 179, 229

'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Rfti' 36, 227 Abfi Ishaq Sulaymin b. Abi SulaymAn
'Abd ar-RabmAn b. SalmAn 157 ash-Shaybin! 141,142
'Abd ar-Ralmin b. Tarif 232 Abd 'l-Ja'd ad-Damri 89
'Abd ar-Rabmin b. 'U. b. S. b. Abi Waqqis AbA Juhayfa Wahb b. 'Abd Alli 58

az-Zuhri 151 Abfi Kabsha 114, 130
'Abd ar-RamAn b. Yazid b. Jiriya 37 Abyi Mahdhfira 199
'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Yfisuf b. Khirish 183, Abfi Manizil ibn Ukht 'Amr 230

240 Abfi Mu'iwiya Muhammad b. KhAzim
'Abd ar-Ralmin b. ZiyAd 191 ad-Darir 194, 197
'Abd ar-RahmAn b. Ziyfid Ibn An'urn 228 Abe 'lMuhallab 54
'Abd ar-Razziq b. Hammim 144, 158, 188, Abfi Muhammad Mas'Od b. Aws 193

211 Abd Muqitil Hafs b. Salm as-Samarqandi
'Abd as-SalAm b. 'Abd ar-Ramin 225 124,233
'Abd al-Wibid b. M. b. 'Ar. b. "Awf Ab Mfsi al-Ash'ari 58, 78, 82

az-Zuhri 153 Abfi Mus'ab (Ahmad b. Abi Bakr
'Abd Yaghfith b. Wahb az-Zuhri 151 al-Qisim?) 47
'dbid (plural 'ubbad) = worshiper 187, 188 Ab '1-Qisim al-Balkhi 148, 165-7, 169-76,
'Abida b. Rabra 229 178, i8o, 193-6, 199, 212,239, 242
'Abis b. Said 83 Abe Qatida 130
Abiward 91, 223,225, 235 Abfi Qurra MeisA b. TAriq az-Zabidi 236
ablution(s) 16, 42, 129 Abe 'r-RajA' 'Imrin b. Milhin 61
Abf 'I-Ahwas 'Awf b. Milik i i AbQ Rawq 'Atiyya b. al-H irith 123

AbT 'l-'Ali' al-Ma'arri 161 Abea Rayya (Mahmefid) 2o6
Abe 'AIf IshAq b. Ibrihim 225 Abe Razin Mas'e-d b. Milik 194, 197
Abfi 'Alqama, mawla of Ibn 'AbbAs 227 Abe Ru' ba Shaddid b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin 123

Abe 'Amr Sa'd b. Iyis 61 Abfi Ruqayya 'Amr b. Qays al-Lakhmi 117
Abe 'l-'Arab Muhammad b. Ahmad 241 Aby 's-SA' ib az-Zuhri 149
Abf 'Atika Tarif b. Salmin/SulaymAn 68, Abe Sa'id al-Kalbi 122, 123, 130

221 Ab Said al-Khudr 122, 123, 129, 130, 192

Abe 'Awina ai-WaddAh b. 'Abd AllAh io9, Abfi Sa-id 'Uthmin b. 'Atiq al-H uraqi 66
127, 129, 164,20l,*226 Abya Salama b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 42, 84,

Abi 'Awina Ya'qftb b. Ishfiq 189 113, 154, 156, I58
Ab Bakr. b. 'Abd AllAh b. Abi Sabra 6, 84 Ab Silih (unspecified) 172-4, 201

Abe Bakr b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn b. al-HArith Abfi Silib. Bidhim, maw/d Umm HAni' 174

15,41,43 Abfi SAlih. Dhakwin, see DhakwAn
Abe Bakr b. 'Ar. b. Miswar az-Zuhri 153 Abe Shihiab 'Abd Rabbihi b. Nil' al-Hannt
Abe Bakr b. Abi Dewed 9 211

Abe Bakr b. M. b. 'Amr b. Hazm 34,37,84 Ab ShihAb MfisA b. NAi' al-H anndt 211

Abe Bakr as-Siddiq I1, 12, 17, 21, 24, 25, 28, Abfi SufyAn Talha b. NAil' 40
49, 54, 63, 77, 128, 196, 200 Abfe Sufyin 'Ubayd Alldh/'Abd AllAh b.

Abe 'd-DardA' 45, 69, 227 Sufyin 211
Abe DAwfid al-A'mi 58 Abfi 't-Tahir 'Abd al-Malik b. Muhammad
Abe! Dwfiwd as-Sijistini 19, 56, 88, 178, 200 8*
Abei Dhawba 123 Abe TurAb, see 'AlE b. Abi Tlib 13
Abe Dhflba 123 Abfi 'Ubayda Muslim b. Abi Karlma IO3
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Abfi Umayya 'Abd al-Karim 40,66 Ahmad b. Marw~n al-Mliki ad-Dinawari
Abf 'Ushshina 117 224
AbfO 'Uthman 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Mall/Mull Ahmad b. M. b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf

an-Nahd! 58, 2o8-O az-Zuhri 153
Abfi Waqqis b. Uhayb az-Zuhri 151 Ahmad b. Muhammad AbO Ja'far
Abfi 'i-Yaman al-Hakam b. Nafi' 147 an-Nahhs 241
Abfi Yazid al-Madanl 57 Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ianbal 20, 24, 25,
AbfN Yffsuf 123, 228, 235 27-9, 45, 46, 53, 88, 101, 103, 1O5, 106,
Abfj 'z-Zinad 'Abd AllAh b. DhakwAn 35, 1I6, 122, 126, 134, 144, 148, 157-9, i68,

43,125,221 169,172,176, 184, 189, 196,199,211,
Abfi 'z-Zubayr Muhammad b. Muslim 40, 212, 230, 239, 243

148,215 Ahmad b. Muhammad b. al-HAni'
Abfi Zur'a b. 'Amr b. Jarir 88 al-Athram 243
AbQ Zur'a ad-Dimashq! ('Abd ar-Rahmin Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Himmdni 123

b. 'Amr) 240 Ahmad b. M. b. 'U. al-Yanani 211
Ab] Zur'a 'Ubayd Allh b. 'Abd al-Karim Ahmad b. Nasr io9, 1 O

ar-Rizi 53, 1o1, 169, 240,242,243 Ahmad b. al-Qisim b. al-HArith b. Zurira b.
'Adan 223 Mus'ab b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 154
adhan = call to prayer IO3 Ahmad b. Sa'id 234
'Adi (Banfi) 138 Ahmad b. Sayyir 240
'Ad! b. 'Adi b. 'Amira 36, 228 Ahmad b. 'Ubayd Allih 221
'Adi b. Artit 35 Ahmad b. 'Umar b. Surayj 234
'Adi b. Thabit31,59 Ahmar (al-)236
'adl = righteous 195 Ahwiz 36, 91,224,233
adultery 26 a'imma (plural of imdm) passim
'AffAn b. Muslim 27, 127, 149 'A'isha bint Abi Bakr 39,40, 59, 101, 103,
'Affin b. Sayydr al-BAhili 229 124, 193
afrad = unique (traditions) 229 'A'isha bint Sa'd b. Abi Waqqis az-Zuhriyya
age trick 46-8, 61,75,221 151
ahjdith (plural of hadfth) = 'stories'passim 'Ajjaj al-Khat-b (Muhammad) 193
ahkam = legal judgements 162, 163, 183, 241 Ajurri (Abfi 'Ubayd M. b. 'Ali al-) 19
ahi al-bayt = descendants of the prophet akhbar (plural of khabar = report) passim

through 'AI 65, 129, 131 Aktham b. Sayif 6
ahl al-bida' = people harbouring innovative 'Ala' b. 'Abd ar-Rahman (al-) 68

ideas I8, 178 'Ala' b. Hirfin (al-) 224
ahladh-dhimma = those of the conquered 'Ala' b. Zayd (al-) 221

people who enjoyed the 'protection' of 'AlAq b. Ab Muslim 221
Islam 26, 30 AlbAn (M. Ndsir ad-Din al-) 189

ahl al-hadfth = early Islamic faction 'Ali b. 'Abd al-A'lIA 233
propagating the transmission and 'All b. Abi TAhir al-Qazwini 243
promotion of traditions 6, 119, 123, 172 'Alib. AbiTilib 12-15,17,28,29,46,48,

ahl al-kadhib = the people of falsehood 85, 49,51, 56, 59, 78, Io4, 116, 128,129,
183 131,056, 200, 216, 227,239

ahl ar-ra'y = proponents of ra'y 123 'Ali b. Harmala 235
ahl as-sunna = adherents of the sunna 17, 18, 'All b. al-Hasan al-Hisinjini 243

III 'Ali b. al-Husayn b. 'Ali b. Abi Talib I5, I56
Ahmad b. 'AL. b. Khalid al-Juwaybari 53, 68 'All b. al-Husayn b. al-Junayd 243
Ahmad b. Ab Muhriz 228 'Ali b. Muhammad b. 'Al! 231
Ahmad b. Abi Zabya 232 'Ali b. Muhammad b. 'Ubayd Allih az-Zuhri
Ahmad b. Badi 226 155
Ahmad b. Bashir 156 'All b. Mujahid 233
Ahmad b. Hafs b. 'Al. as-SulamI 232 'Ali b. Mushir 130, 224
Ahmad b. al-Hasan at-Tirmidht 239 'All b. Rfih (or: Rawh) 224
Ahrad b. al-Haytham b. Hafs 234 'Ai b. Tilib 231
Ahmad b. Humayd 243 'All b. 'Umar al-Harbi 38
Ahmad b. al-Husayn 1O7 'Ali b. Zayd ibn Jud'an 32, 218
Ahmad b. Ibrahim 69 'dlim (plural 'ulamd') = religious scholar II,
Ahmad b. Mali al-Ansiri 195 33,74,77, 132
Ahmad b. Mansiir ar-Ramidi 240 'Alim wa '-rmuta'allim (al-) 123,124
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'Alqama b. Abi 'Alqama 146, 221 Arberry (A.J.) 117
'Alqama b. Qays 59 aria annahu. issue = 'I hope that he.
A'mash (Sulaymin b. Mihrin al-) 18, 35, 6o, I85, I86, 224, 228, 235

61,69, io9, 116,134,164, 171-4, 179, argumentaesilentio7,38,39,49,73,79,8 2,
194, 197, 200, 202, 224, 232 88, 98-i i9, 123-33, 167, 171

"amd = intent 112 arff = some sort of official 155
'dmil = tax collector 13, 78, 229, 231, 232 Arminiy& 36, 91, 224, 231
amfr = commander, emir 78, 231 Arqam b. 'Abd Yaghfith az-Zuhri (al-) 151
amtr al-mu'minin f 'l-hadith = leading Asad b. 'Amr 235

hadith expert 155, 171, 175, 176, i8o, Asad b. Furit 228
192,238,239 Asad b. Mfisd 67

'Amir b. 'Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr 126, 127 Asad b. Wadi'a 227

'Amir b. Sa'd b. Ab WaqqAs az-Zuhri 15, as.hb an-nabi, see Companions
104, 125,151 'ashara al-mubashshara (al-) = the ten

'Ammin 91,224, 225 Companions to whom Paradise was
'Ammir b. Sayf 210, 2 11 promised 130, 148
'Ammar b. YAsir 46 Ash'ath 'cluster' 5o
'Ammar b. Yfisuf 210 Ash'ath b. Bariz 144
'Amr b. Abi'Amr 57, 146 Ash'ath b. Ishiq b. S. b. Abi Waqqis
'Amr b. 'Ali al-Fallis 45, 239, 243 az-Zuhr 15I
'Amr b. al-Azhar al-'Ataki 229 Ash'ath b. SawwAr 224
'Amr b. Dinir 40, 164, 215 'Asim b. 'Adi 20
'Amr b. Dinir al-Basri 42 'Aiim b. Bahdala AbQ 'n-ajjfid 69, 70
'Amr b. H amid 225 ',Asim b. Kulayb 130
'Amr b. Harim I5 'Asim b. Rajd' b. Haywa 69
'Amr b. al-Hirith i6, 117 'Asim b. Sulayman al-Ahwal 28-I 1, 229
'Amr b. Hazm 24 as! (plural /sa) = 'root', constituent
'Amr b. Hurayth 58 element 50, 5 1
'Amr b. JAmi' 227 Asm5' bint 'Umays io3
'Amr b. KhAlid Ab Khilid al-Wisiti io6 Asma'! (al-) 171
'Amr b. Milik az-Zuhri 151 asnada = linking up an isndd to the prophet 18
'Amr b. Mihran 231 Asram b. Hawshab 226
'Amr b. Murra 179 Aswad b. 'Abd Yaghfith az-Zuhri (al-) 15 1
'Amr b. Nadr al-Bazzar 224 Aswad b. 'Amir (al-) 115
'Amr b. S lih 232 Aswad b. 'Awf b. 'Abd 'Awf az-Zuhri (al-)
'Amr b. Salim ANe 'Uthmin 230 152
'Amr b. Shamar 68 Aswad b. Sari (al-) i i
'Amr b. 'Ubayd 218 Aswan (al-Qulzum) 224
'Amr b. al-Walid al-Aghdaf 224 'All' 'cluster' 50
'Amra bint 'Abd ar-Rahmin 34 'A.' b. Abi Rabh 15, 40, 200, 215
'an (prep.) = on the authority of... passim 'A.' b. Muslim as-San'ini 233
Anas b. 'Iyd 165 'AtA' b. as-SA' ib 221

Anas b. MAlik 24, 25, 27, 29, 40,46, 47, 58, 'AtiA' b. Yasir 43
62, 67-9, 71, 76, 109, 110, 123, 128, 129, dthdr = reports concerning the pastpassim
143-5,156, 158,1 72, 192, 202, 204, 2o8, 'Atiyya b. Sa'd al-'Awfi 122, 123, 130
218,220, 221, 226 awa-bid = unusual stories 219

AnbAr 91, 224, 227 awd'il = reports containing information
'Anbasa b. al-Azhar Abri YahyA 229 about who was the first to do something,
'Anbasa b. Sa'id 233 or when certain institutions were first
Andalus 23, 241 introduced etc. 7, o, 1 1, i6, 18, 19, 21,
ansdr = lit. 'helpers', the Medinese who 23,44,55,66,77,78,86, 104, 105, 107,

promoted the Islamic cause 26, 30, 3 1, io8, 134, I94
32,48 'Awf b. 'Abd 'Awf az-Zuhri 152

AntAkiya 91, 224 'Awf b. Abi 'i-Jamila al-A'ribi 218
'Antara b. Fallih 232 'Awn b. 'Abd Allah 29
'aql = intelligence 87 awqf, see waqf
A'raj ('Abd ar-Rahmin b. Hurmuz al-) 81, 'Awwid b. Nifi' 229

107,210 Awzi'i ('Abd ar-Rahmin b. 'Amr al-) 23,
Arazi (A.) 1o 45, 109, 130, 133, 164
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ayydm an-nds = pre-Islamic (as well as BukhAr5 91, 223, 225
Islamic?) battles 238 BukhAri (al-) 17, 21, 56, 79, 87, 88, 134, 138,

Ayyfib b. Abi Tamima as-Sakhtiyini 61 139, 142, 155, 165,166, 169, 171, 173,
Ayyfib b. Bashir b. Ka'b 225 201,204,243
Ayyfib b. Habib az-Zuhri 149 Burayda b. al-Husayb 77
Ayyfib b. an-NajjAr b. ZiyAd 236 Burd, mawld of Sa'id b. al-Musayyab 56
Ayyfib b. Sayyir az-Zuhri 149 Byzantine, see Christian
Ayyiib b. 'Utba Abfi YahyA 236
A'zami (Habib ar-Rahman al-) 1O7 caliph(s) passim
A'zami (M.M. al-), see Azmi (M.M.) centenarians 47, 6I, 62
Azd (Banfd) 138 chlldren as hadah collectors 41, 47
Azdi (Abfl 'l-Fath al-) 241 Christian/Byzantine 133, 178
Azhar b. 'Abd 'Awf b. 'Abd az-Zuhri 152 clientage 54, 149
Azmi (M.M.) 3-5,147, 207 'dusters' of names 50, 70, 81, 137-49, 174

common Unk(s) 6o, 69, 81,82, 110, 127, 129,
bab = chapterpassim 163, 170, 199,200,2o6-17
Badriyyfin = those who fought at the battle Companion(s) 5,8,9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 24,

of Badr in 2/624 43 ,21 9  28-33,35,39,40,42,44-6,50,51,54,
Bagdad(i) 62, 65, 79, 84, 86, 89-93, 1001o 5, 55958,59,63,64,67,69,70-2,76,78,

125, 126, 156, 194,204,207,208, 82,87, 89,97, 101, 104, 11, 112, 114,
211-I3,226,231,233,238-40 116,117,125,129, 130,135,140,145,

bahr = lit. sea 78 146, 148, I55, 162, 163, 168, 179, 187,
Bahr b. Nasr b. Sabiq al-Khawlani 117, 118 190-2o6, 214,219, 235r241
Bahz b. Asad 53 computerizing of hadah sciences 132, 137,
Bakkdr b. Shurayh al-Khawlani 231 187
Bakr b. al-Aswad AbfQ 'Ubayda 218 'conversion' topos 61
Bakriyya 12, 17 Copts 132
Ba'lbakk 36, 91, 224 cosmetics 53
Balkh 91, 225 cpping 121,218
BalqA' 224,225 cursing 173, 200, 201, 227
Baqir Muhammad b. 'All AbNf Ja'far (al-) 49
Baqiyya b. al-Walid 214-16 da' if = weak passim
Bardiji (Ahmad b. HArin al-) 240 di'iya = propagandist 49, 50, 167, 218, 219,
Bashir b. a-MuhAjir 221 226
Basra 11, 17, 20-2, 35, 36, 40, 45, 47-9, dajjdl = Antichrist 228; = arrant liar 171

52-5, 58,59, 61,62,64-7,79,85-7, 89, Damascus 18, 36, 41,45, 83, 91, 141, 156,
91,92,103,129,137,140-2, 144, 156, 204,206,233,235,239
157, 164, 176, 177, 181,204,219,229, daqd'iq = here: legal niceties 120
230,238-41 Ddraqutni ('Ali b. 'Umar ad-) i8o, 184

BatA'ih 91, 232 Dirimi ('Abd Allih b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn ad-)
batil = null and void 211,235 55, 116
Bawardi (al-) 241 DArimi ('UthmAn b. Said ad-) 240, 243
Bayhaqi (al-) 189 Daws (Banfd) 192
bayyana = to elucidate 12 DAwiad b. 'Abd Allah al-Hadrami 36
BazzAr (Ahmad b. 'Amr b. 'Abd al-Khiliq DAwfid b. 'AffAn 221

al-) 183, i89, 240 Dgwyid b. 'Amir b. S. b. Abi Waqqis
Berber(s) 55, 227 az-Zuhri 151
bid'a = innovation 6, 17, 178, 179 DAwfid b. al-Husayn 57
Bilil b. Abi Burda 86 DAwfid b. Ibrahim 232
birr = (filial) piety 112 DAwfid b. Jamil 69
Blshr 'cluster' 14o, 141 DAwfid b. Mansir 230
Bishr b. al-Mundhir 230 debts (paying of-) 60
bribing (of judges) 86 Dhahabi (adh-) 170, 182, 193,201,203,238
buka' = weeping 97, 101, 103-5, 107, 124, DhakwAn Abai Salih 43, 113, 174

125 dhikr = (tirelessly) repeated litany 177
Bukayr b. Ja'far 229 Dhuhli (Muhammad b. Yahyi adh-) 165,
Bukayr b. Ma'rfif Abii Mu'idh 231 183,239,243
Bukayr b. Mismir az-Zuhri 149, 158 dhull = ignominy i8o
Bukayr b. Shihab ad-DAmaghAni 158 Dif '"an Ab Hurayra of al-'Izzi 204
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dima' (plural of dam) = blood; here used to Fitr b. Khalifa 184
denote the law of retaliation 49 Fraenkel (S.) 179

Dinawar 91, 225 fujar = dissolution 112
Dinawari (Ahmad b. Marwdn ad-) 188 fulan = an anonymous somebody passim
divorce(e) 43, 198 Fulan b. Abi Fulin phenomenon 146
Diwan = governmental registry office 169 Fulayh b. Sulaymdn 170
dowry 214, 216 fuqaha', see faqfh
du'afd' = plural of da'tf fura' = detailed (legal) issues 183
du'f = weakness i85 ghalat = unintentional mistake ii 1I, 112
Dujayn b. Thibit 129 ghar,'ib = (philological) peculiarities,
Dfilfibi (M. b. Ahmad b. Hammdd ad-) 241 oddities 232
Dfiri ('Abbis b. Muhammad ad-) 167, 243 GhazilT (al-) 29

ghishsh = fraud 18o
Egypt(ian(s)) i1i, 14, 22, 23, 36, 39, 43, 44, Ghiyth b. Ibrihim i98

48, 62, 66, 72, 79-85, 87, 92, 94, 99, 102, Ghuna rhm b f21o4 io, I7, O9,1 I, 14-1, 18, Ghundar Muhammad b. Ja'far 29
129, 132, 133,157,189, 190, 206, 225, ghurar = deceit i8o
29, 12,0, 22 Goldziher (I.) 1-4, 96, 97, 136, 2o6

237, 240,241 his Muhammedanische Studien 2, 206
Ess (J. van) 18, 116 his Vorlesungen 2

fad'il = (reports containing the alleged) governor(s) 13, 35, 40, 44, 47, 50, 51,55, 104,
merits of certain people or institutions 5, 105, 117,212,227,229
7, 8, 12-14, 17, 23, 24, 46, 54, 63, 65, 73, hadhdhd' (al-) = cobbler 191
74, 94, 101, 121, 128, 131, 136, 139, 162, hadfth = tradition passim
163,165,200 authenticity 1, 2, 4, 71,75, 2o6

Fadl b. al-'Abbds (al-) 141 authorship 7, 70, 73,77, 135
Fadl b. Dalham (al-) 218 centre(s) 7, 10, 17, 39-66, 77, 140, 169
Faidl b. Dukayn Abfi Nu'aym (al-) 238 chronology 7, 10, 19, 23, 24, 39, 70, 72-4,
Fadl b. ar-Rabi (al-) I58 77, 135,164,214
Fadl b. Shihib (al-) I58 collecting 20, 35, 41, 75, 98
Fallis (al-), see 'Amr b. 'All al-Fallis criticism 134-6o, 161-9
faqt-h (pluralfuqaha') = jurisconsult(s) 15, fabrication 6, 13, 17, 19, 29, 38, 53, 56, 57,

33, 36-8, 40, 42, 45, 59, 60, 67, 72, 74, 68-71,73,74,78,81,82,84,90,93,94,
75, 77, 80, 84, 85, 87, 94, 95, 113, 132, 113, 114,120,122,131-3,135,155,162,
162, 183,203,216,225,227,228,230, 166, 181,185, i86, i88, 189,206,210,
231, 233-6, 239 219,224-7,229,230,232,235,236

fard'id = Qur'anic inheritance portions 54, growth 23-9, 47, 73, 75
83, 198 fiqh and hadith coming together 8o, 87, 94

Farqad b. Ya'qib as-Sabakhi 32, 221 with Muslim (hadfth) scholars 1-3, 9, 10,
Firs9I,225,233 16,17,19,2I,30,69-71,97,101,iii,
Fasawi (Ya'qfib b. Sufyin al-) 148, 65, 166, 112, ii6, 136, 139,140,16o,169,174,

169,237,242 182, i88, i89, 191,195,206,216
fdsiq = (habitual) sinner 193 provenance 7, 70-2, 77, 214
Fatima 103 with qds 36, 37, 77-95, 223-36
Fatima bint Qays 193 stealing hadfth 85, 130, 211
fatwa = legal advice passim writing down 4, 5, 19, 21
Filastin 36, 91, 225,234,235 hdfiz (plural huffdz) = endowed with an
fiqh = Islamic jurisprudence 15, 16, 23, 33, excellent memory 182-4, 186

38, 40, 42, 43, 45, 49, 59, 77-80, 84, 86, Hafs b. 'Abd Allh 231
87, 90, 94, 119, 120, 123,132,162,224, Hafs b. 'Abd ar-Rahmi-n 231
238 Hafs b. Ghiyith 9o

fird = mendacity 129 Hafs b. Hishim b. 'Utba b. Abi Waqqis
fitan = (reports describing) political az-Zuhri 151

upheavals of the future as well as Hafs b. Sa'd b. Abi Waqqis az-Zuhri I51
tribulations portending and Hafs b. Sulaymin 69
accompanying the Day of Resurrection Hafq b. 'Umar 'cluster' 137-40, 163, 191
49 Hafs b. 'Umar b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 153

fitna = tribulation, upheaval, civil war 17, H afs b. 'Umar b. al-Hrith Abfi 'Umar
18, 19,55, io8 al-Hawdi 137-9
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Hafs b. 'Umar, qddof Halab 224, 225 Harfiriyya i1
Hafs b. 'U. b. S. b. Abi WaqqAs az-Zuhri hasan = fair passim

139, 151 Hasan b. 'Ali b. AbiTAlib (al-) 200
Hafsa bint 'Umar 52 Hasan b. 'All al-HulwAni (al-) 239
H ajjAj b. Artt (al-) 85, i56, 182-4, 215 Hasan b. 'Atiyya (al-) 69
Hajjij b. Yflsuf (al-) 35, 51,62 H asan al-Basri (al-) 15-17, 31-3, 37, 49-56,
Hakam b. AbAn al-'Adani (al-) 223, 224 58, 59, 62, 66, 73, 75, 85, 87, 115,143,
Hakam b. 'Al. Abfi Mutr al-Balkhi (al-) 225 145, 162, 184, 196,213,218-20
Hakam b. 'Utayba (al-) i16, 179 H asan b. Bishr as-Sulami (al-) 231
Hikim an-NisAbfiri (al-) 170, 179-81, 184, Hasan b. Mfisa at-Ashyab (al-) 118, 227

188, 189, 200 Hasan b. Sahl b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri (al-)
Halab 91, 224-6 153
.hald wa-hardm = (precepts about) the Hasan b. Silih b. Hayy (al-) 121

permissible and the forbidden 5, 6, 12, Hasan b. 'Umira (al-) 156
15, 17, 23-5, 28, 35, 49, 74, 8o, 85, 162, Hasan b. Zayd b. al-Hasan (al-) 57
237 Hasan b. Ziyid al-Lu'lu'i (al-) 87, 89

half = confederate 149 Hishim b. Abi Bakr al-Bakri 8I
Hamadhin 91, 223, 226, 232 Hishim b. Bili 235
Himid b. 'Umar 229 HAshim b. HAshim b. Hishim b. 'Utba
HammAd 'duster' 145 az-Zuhri 151
.Hammid b. Abi SulaymAn 120, 183 Hishim b. Hishim b. 'Utba b. Abi Waqqis

HammAd b. Dulayl 230 az-Zuhri 151, 156
Hammid b. Salama 25, 27, 163, 164 Hishim b. 'Utba b. Abi WaqqAs az-Zuhri
Hammid b. UsIma b. Yazid Abfi Usima 151

109, 199 H assin b. 'Atiyya 130
HammAd b. Yahyd al-Abahh 157 Hassin b. Ibrhim 229
HammAd b. Zayd 163, 182 Hasson (I.) IO7
HammAm b. Muslim 210 Haytham b. Abi 'l-Haytham (al-) 225
HammAm b. Yahyi 127 Haythami (al-) 189
Hamza b. 'Abd al-Muttalib 99-1Ol Hemgesberg (H.) 2o6
Hamza b. Abi Hamza 146 hifz = memory 183
Hamza b. DinAr 218 H ij z(i) 25, 29, 39, 55, 63-7, 70, 84, 85, 94,
lanafite madhhab 81, io6, 122 96, 102, 105, 107, 109, 110, 112, 113,
Hanbal b. Ishiq 240 132, 133,142,156, 204, 241
.ianballte madhhab 130 hiira = Muhammad's emigration from
HarAt 91, 226, 240 Mecca to Medina passim
Harb b. Ismi'T al-KirmAni 243 hikam = wise sayings 5I
Hirith b. 'Abd Allih al-A'war (al-) 59, 202, hikayat = stories 202, 203

203 Hilil b. Abi Hili1 221
HArith b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin b. Abi Dhubib Hilil b. Zayd 221

(al-) 155 hilm = forbearance 225
HArith b. 'Amr al-Asadi (al-) 36, 224 Hims 45, 91, 141, 157, 226, 231, 234
HArith b. Asad (al-) 234 Himyar 118
Hirith b. Hasira (al-) 65 Hira 227
Hirith b. aI-JAraid (al-) 231 hisab = arithmetic 203
Hirith b. Miskin (al-) 8o Hishim b. 'Abd al-Malik Abii '1-Walid 127
Hirith b. Muhammad (al-) 227 Hishim b. Abi Ruqayya 116, 117
HArith b. 'Ubayda (al-) 227 Hishim b. Hassin 218
Hirith b. Zuhra (al-) 150, 152 Hishim b. Sa'd 158
HArith b. Zurira b. Mus'ab b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf Hishim b. Yisuf 234

az-Zuhri (al-) 154 Hishim b. Yfsuf as-Sulami 235
Hariz b. Abi H ariz 234 Hishim b. ZiyAd 219
larley (A.H.) 46 Hit 91, 227
Harra, battle of al- lo7 hoariness 47
HarrAn 91, 225,226, 228 Hudba b. al-MinhAt 223
HAriin b. 'Al. b. M. b. Kathir b. Ma'n b. 'Ar. Hudhayfa b. al-Yamin 58

b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 80, 154, 230 huffz see hdfiz
HArin b. Ma'riif 116, 117 hujja = argument 183
Harain ar-Rashid 9o, 197-9, 231 HulwAn 91,227
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Humayd b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 154, 158 Ibn Jurayj ('Abd al-Malik b. 'Az.) 21, 22,

Humayd b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin al-Himyar!i 164, i8o
Humayd b. 'Ar. b. Humayd b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf In Khuzayma 183, 289

az-Zuhri 154 In Lahra, see 'Abd Allah b. Lahia
Humayd at-Tawl 52, 68, 144, 208, 209, 221 Ibn al-Madini 48,53, 82, 135,164, 165, 167,
H.iumaydi ('Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr al-) 25, 169, 172, 186, 219,238, 243

27,28,112,113 Ibn Mja 88
Hurayth b. as-Sd'ib 219 Ibn Manda (M. b. Ishiq) 188
Husayn b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn (al-) 225 In Mas'id, see 'Abd Allah b. Mas'fid
Husayn b. 'All b. Abi Tilib (al-) 156, 200 In al-Mubirak, see 'Abd Allah b.
Husayn b. 'AlI b. M. at-Tanafisi (al-) 232 al-MubArak
Husayn b. al-Hasan Ab U Ma'in ar-Razi (al-) Ibn al-Munkadir (Muhammad) ioi, 102

243 Ibn Musallih 224

Husayn b. al-Hasan al-Kindi (al-) 235 Ibn Muslim phenomenon 146
Husayn b. Wa-qid (al-) 230 In an-Nadlim 236, 237
H. usayni (al-) 241 Ibn Qunbul b. Kathir Abfi '-Ma'shaq 227

Hushaym b. Bashir 47, 141, 157, 164, 169 Ibn Qutayba 193
Ibn Rhawayh Ishaq b. Ibrahim 109, 238

IbAdite(s) 2o3 Ibn Sa'd (M.) 24-8, 33, 67, 79, l00-2, 113,
Ibn 'Abbis 29, 39, 53, 55-7,71, 82, 12, I65, 125, 134, 138, 139, I42, I65, 166, 169,

192,193,227 236
Ibn 'Abd Allah phenomenon 146 Ion as-Salah 188
Ibn 'Abd al-Barr 70, 119, 193 Ibn Shihab, see Zuhri (M. b. Muslim Ion
Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam 34, 38,44 Shihib az-)
Ibn 'Abd ar-Ral.nn phenomenon 146 Ibn Sirin (Muhammad) i 1, 17-19,49, 52-5,
Ibon Abi Dhi'b 82 58, 122, 178, 179
Ibn Abi'l-Hadid 12, 13, 131 Ibn Ukht an-Namir 78
Ibn Abi Hatim ar-Rdzi ('Ar.) 79, 112, 113, Ibn'Ulayya Ismail b. Ibrahim b. Miqsam 69,

134, 138, 139, 142, 143, 167, 171, 278, 196
295,237,242,243 Ibn 'Umar, see 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar

Ibn Abi Khaythama (Ahmad b. Zuhayr) 52, Ibn Uyayna (Sufyan) 27, 41, 64, 90, 101, 113,
267, I94, 96, 197,240,243 114, 156, 163, 164, 175, 176, 178, i8o,

Ibn Abi Layla (M. b. 'Ar.) 1I6 I81,219, 243
Ibn Abi Mulayka ('Al. b. 'Ubayd Allah) 4o, Ibn Wahb, see 'Abd Allah b. Wahb

85,234 Ibn az-Zubayr, see 'Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr
Ibn Abi 'n-Najih 167, 182 Ibrahlm 'duster' 141
Ibn Ab Shayba IO5, 156, 188, 194, 197, 219 Ibrahim b. 'Abd Allah b. Muslim az-Zuhri
Ibn Abi 'Umayra 226 152
Ibn Abi 'z-Zinid 65, 89, 125, 126 Ibrahim b. 'Ar. b. 'Awl az-Zuhri I5O, 154
Ibn 'Adi (Abfi Ahmad 'Abd Allah) 183, 185, Ibrahim b. Ab! Yahya i8o

188, 214 Ibrahim b. Baytar 229
Ibn Akhi 'z-Zuhri (Muhammad b. 'Al. b. Ibrahim b. al-Hasan az-Zuhri 149

Muslim) 152, 55 , I58 Ibrahim b. HAshim Abfi Ishaq 23
Ibn Babawayhi 131 Ibrahim b. Hudba 221
Ibn Dinar phenomenon 146 Ibrahim b. al-Jarrah 81
Ibn Dirham phenomenon 246 Ibrahim b. M. b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awl
Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani 8, 14, 29, 32, 48, 50, az-Zuhri 153

79, 109, 111, 134-9, 143, 159, 164-7, Irahim b. M. AbO Ishiq al-Fazari 45,238
272, 174-6,178, 179,188, 203,237-41 Ibrahim b. M. al-Halabi az-Zuhri 156

Ibn Hanbal, see Ahmad b. M. b. Hanbal Ibrahim b. M. b. S. b. Abi Waqqis az-Zuhr!
Ibn Hazmi 74 151
Ibn Hibbin al-Busti 32, 222, 143, i58, 18I, Ibrahim b. Mfsi 68

183,189, 194,237 Ibrahim b. Sa'd b. Abi Waqqs az-Zuhri 1 51
Ibn HishAm 99, 1oo Ibrahim b. S. b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awl az-Zuhri
Ibn Hubaysh 241 154, 158
Ibn Ishaq 22,99, 100, 202, 205,164, 165, Ibrahim b. S. b. 1. b. S. b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awl

171, 175, 183 az-Zuhri 154
Ibn al-Jawzi 29, 38, 117, 130, 207, 211, 214, Ibrahim b. SallAm 69

226 Irahim b. 'Uthmin Abd Shayba 235
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Ibrhim b. Yazid an-Nakha'i 15, 18, 53, 6o, 'Isi b. 'Abd al-Malik b. Humayd b. 'Ar. b.
120, 199,200 'Awf az-Zuhri 154

Ibrihim b. Yazid at-Taymi 123 'Isi b. Abi Bakr b. Ayydb 121
'idda = waiting period to be observed by 'IsA b. al-Munkadir 78

widow or divorcee 32 'Isa b. al-Musayyab al-Bajall 229
idraj = interpolation IO3, io5, 126, 127, 131, 'Is, b. TahmAn 221

214, 216 IsfahAn 91, 228
IfriqiyA 36, 91, 227 Isfari'ini (Abd Bakr M. b. Abmad b. 'Abd
ihala = transfer of traditions from a dubious al-WahhAb al-) 130

to a 'reliable' isndd 155 Ishiq b. 'Al. b. Abi Talha 68
ihrdm = a pilgrim's state of temporary Ishiq b. al-FurAt 8o, 81

consecration 1 O Isljiq b. IbrihIm 'duster' 141

'Ijli (Ahmad b.'AbdAllh al-) 67,165,183,239 Ishfiq b. Mansfir 243
i =al = consensus 195 lshiq b. Msa 232
ikhtildf= difference (of opinion concerning Ishq b. Najlh al-Malat! 55, 122

matters of religion or law) 241 IshAq b. ar-Rabi' 219

Ikrima 'duster' 140, i6o Islhdq b. S. b. Abi Waqqs az-Zuhri I5I
'Ikrima, Ibn 'Abbis' mawla 15, 55-8, 112, ism = name 141,202, 208

139, 140 IsmA'il b. AbAn 210
'Ikrima b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn b. al-Hirith 14o Ism-ifl b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin as-Suddi 56
'Ikrima b. Abi Jahl 140 IsmA'fl b. Abi 'I-Hrith Asad al-BaghdAdi
'Ikrima b. Ibrihim al-Azdi 233 243
'Ikrima b. Khilid b. al-'As I4O Isma'll b. Abi KhAlid 58
'Ikrima b. Salama b. al.'As 14o Isma'il b. 'Ayyish 45, 65
'Ikrima b. Salama b. Rabi'a 140 IsmA'il b. al-Hakam 226
1al = defects (in traditions) 238-41 IsmATil b. HammAd b. Abi Hanifa 85
'Ilbi' b. Abi 'IlbA' 146 IsmA'il b. I. Abfe Ma'mar 30
im = (mostly religious) knowledge 11, 23, IsmATd b. I. b. Miqsam, see Ibn 'Ulayya

33-6,63,65-7,77,78,119,120,132, Ismi"d b. M. b. Abi Kathir 230
162, 164, 177,237,238 IsmA'iI b. M. b. S. b. Abi Waqqis az-Zuhri

'ilm ar-rijdl = scrutiny of transmitters 151
recorded in the biographical literature Ism&il b. Muslim al-'Abd 228

163-9,203 IsmAT'i b. Muslim al-Makki 219

'ilm as- sunan = the science of mormative Ismi'il b. Muslim, qdd of Qays 232
precedents 232 IsmA'il b. Najil 210

imAm (plural a'imma) = (prayer) leader IsmATl1 b. 'Ubayd AllAh b. Abi 'l-Muhijir 36,

passim 227
'Imrin 'cluster' 50 IsmA'il b. YahyA 210
'Imrin b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf IsmA'l1 b. al-Yasa' al-Kind! 8o

az-Zuhri 149, 53, 155 Ism§'il b. ZiyAd ad-Du'ali 231
'ImrAn b. HittAn 178 isnad = chain of transmitterspassim
'Imrin b. Sulaym 227 of Ab H anifa 122, 123, 130
Inheritance 54 of Abfi Hurayra 203-5
Iraq 11, 20, 22, 25, 27-9, 39-41, 44-6, 48, 55,- of the ahl al.'Iraq 65

58,61,63-6,68,69,73,75,84, 85, 89, A'mash 'an AbN Silih 172, 173
90 , 94,99-102, 104-15, 1I8, 124, 125, Basran/Kfdfan 46
128-30,132-4,137,156, i65, I66, 169, chronologyof-5, 9, 10, 17, I8, 19, 21,30,
172, 191,194,196,197,219,227,238, 55,71,73,75,139,144, 16I, 196,217
240 cluster of- 69

'Iraqi Zuhris' 155, I56 collective 100, 102
Iraqi Zuhri traditions 155-7 criticism 19, 20,70,75, I61, 164-9o
irjd' (the doctrine of-) = postponing one's critic(s) 19--21, 161, 164-76

own judgement and leaving the fabrication 4, 37, 38, 51, 52, 54, 56, 62,71,
judgement of someone's sins to God 73, 75, 88, 103, 122-4,130, 132, 135,
120, 179 137, I45,156, 157, 159, i6o, 196, 201,

irsdl = a Successor ascribing a saying directly 205,223,233,235
to the prophet without mentioning the family 6, 100, 126, 129, 148, 156
Companion who supposedly taught him 'growing backwards' 15, 31, 52, 54, 59, 73,
this saying 42, 43, 45, 56, 75,169, 183 75,115
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isnad - contd Jazira (al-) 36,91, 226, 228

with Hasan al-Basri 5o Jews, Jewish 13, 103, 114, 124, 178
with Hasan al-Basri-Abx Jones (J. Marsden B.) iO3

Hurayra-prophet 53, 54, 219 jum'a = Friday prayer ritual 89
with Ibn 'Uyayna-Zuhri 176 Jundaysibfir 91, 228,235

with Malik (or FulIn)- NAW-Ibn Jurjin 91, 229, 232, 233, 240
'Umar-prophet 142, 143, 228, 232 Juwayriya b. AsmA' 156

Medinan/Syrian IO5 Jfizaj~n 91, 229
of mixed origin 39, 44 Jizajani (Ibrahim b. Ya'qTb al-) 101, 136,

mu'an'an 168, 174, 182,239 165, 166, 183, 185, 200, 239, 242
primitive, defective 37, 38, 5o, 112-15,

123, 125, 135 kadhdhab = mendacious transmitter 47, 63,
Shrite 200 69, 85, 87, io6, 1II-6, 122, 129,144,
with 'Uqayl-[Zuhri-] Fulin-Fulin- 167,171,176,178,184, 185,187,194,

prophet 157 198,200,203,211,226-36
with Zuhri 147-9, 155-8, 226,239 kadhib = mendacity 8, 70, 83, 87, 94, 105,

IsrA'il b. Muhammad Abd TammAm 224, 236 IO8-15, 119, 125,127, 129, 130, 132,

istihdda = extra-menstrual discharge 54 133,161-3,i77, i8o, i81,183,185,
istildhat = technical terms 179 193-5, 197-9, 201, 202,212,226, 231

'itr (NOr ad-Din) 70, I85, 186, 2o6 kadhab = kadhdhab 235
ittild' = being well-informed 166, 167 kaldla = distant relatives 26
lyis b. Mu'iwiya 36, 221 kaldm = legal discussion 23; = dialectic
'Izzi ('Abd al-Mun'im Silih al-'Ali al-) 53, theology 119

155, I58, 203-7,217 Karibisi (al-H usayn b. 'Ali al-) 165, 167,
168, 17o, 172-5, I78, i8o, 186,239, 242

Jabbul 91, 228 Karibisi (Muhammad b. S.lih al-) i68
Jbirb. 'AbdAllah29, 39, 71, 101, 192,214, Karbala' 19

215 Karrimiyya 188
Jibir b. Yazid al-Ju'fi 114, 120, 177, 178, 200 Kathir 'cluster' 145
Jibir b. Zayd al-Azdi 15, 103 Kathir b. 'Abd Allah 221
Jabr b. al-Qash'am 229 Kathir b. 'Abi Kathir 146
Jabrite 168 kathiral-hadith = credited with the

Ja'far b. 'Ar. b. Miswar az-Zuhri 153 transmission of a large number of

Ja'far b. Abi Tilib I o3 traditions 37, 120, 166, 169, 218, 224,
Ja'far b. 'Awn 1 o 234
Ja'far b. M. b. 'Ali b. al-Husayn as-S idiq Kathir b. Ma'n b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 154

io6, 131,200 Kathir b. Qays 69
Ja'far b. Muhammad b. 'Ammar 236 Kathir b. Sulaym 221
Ja'far b. Yahyi b. al-'AlI' 233 Kathir b. ZiyAd 219
Jahdami (Ismi'il b. Ishaq al-) 183, 240 key figure 44, 62, 110, 129, 133, 142, 146,

Jahiliyya = the 'days of ignorance' before i6o, 164, 165,i68, i69, I71,175, 18o,

Islam 61,96, 99, 103 196,204,205,216,217,219
Jahm b. SafwAn 168 khal = maternal uncle 211
Jahmite(s) 168 Khalaf b. YahyA 233
Jama'a (year of the -) 13 Khilld 'duster' 145, i6o
Jdmi' of Ibn Wahb (the) 44, 1O9, 114-18 Khilid al-'Abd 219
Jdmi' of ar-Rabi' b. Habib (the) 124 Khilid b. Ab 'Imrin at-Tujibi 228
Jimi' b. Shaddid 126 Khilid b. Khali 227
jarh wa-ta'dl = disparaging and declaring Khalid b. al-LajlAj az-Zuhri 149

trustworthy 238, 239 Khdlid b. Mihrdn al-Hadhdhi' 145

Jarir b. 'Abd Allah 208, 209 KhAlid b. Shawdhab 219
Jarir b. 'Abd al-H amid 233 Khdlid b. 'Ubayd 221
Jarrih b. 'Abd Allih (al-) 36, 229 Khilid b. 'Urfuta 129
Jarrh b. 'Abi 'l-JarrAh (al-) 146 Khilid b. Yazid b. SAlih 225
Jrfidi (M. b. an-Nadr b. Salama b. al-Jirdd Khalifa b. Khayyat 138, 139

al-) 240 khardi = land tax 78
jawdb = main clause of a conditional Khirija b. 'Al. b. S. b. Ab Waqqis az-Zuhri

sentence io9 151

jawr = injustice 86 KhArija b. Zayd b. Thabit 42
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Khirijites, see Khawirij madhhab (plural madluhib) = school of law
Khatib al-Baghdfidi (al-) 6, 17, 70, 79, 119, or theology 23, 42, 8o, 168, 223

145, 195, 199, 207, 211 maghaz[ = campaigns 64, 82, 233, 241
Khatib at-Tibrizi (al-) 189 Maghrib 239
KhattAb b. al-Qdsim 226 Mahdi (al-) 198, 224
KhawArij (KhArijites) 11, 59, 178 Mahdi b. Muslim 232
Khayr b. Nu'aym al-Hadrami 80 majhal(an) = unknown, anonymous
khida' = trickery i8o person(s) passim
khiyar = option in a commercial transaction Majma" aI-fiqh of Zayd b. 'Ali io6, 118

121 Majas (the) 233
khulafd' ar-rashidan (a/-), see rdshidan Makhrama b. Nawfal az-Zuhri 151, 153
khurdfat = fables 65 Makhl 45, 67, 162
Khurdsdn 23, 36, 50, 62, 91, 94, 109, 155, Makhzfim (al-) 85

157,226, 229, 230, 237,238 Milik b. Abi 'r-Rijil ioi, 1O3
Khusayf b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin 221 Milik b. Anas 18, 20-4, 27, 28,33,47, 62-4,
khutba = sermon 189 103,104, 107, 109, 110,112,113, 126,
Khuzaym b. Abi'Amra 228 127,142,143,147,148,164, i65,169,
Khfizistin 109, 228 170, 193,228, 230, 232

Khwirizm 91, 229 Milik b. Dinir 165
Kindi (al-) 14, 79, 237 Milik b. M. b. 'Ar., see Milik b. Abi 'r-Rijdl
Kirmin 91, 229 MAlik b. Sulaymin al-Haraw! 226
Kister (M.J.) 103, 117 Milik b. 'Utba az-Zuhri 151
kitdb = collection of written material 25 MAlikite madhhab 80, 81
Kudaymi (Muhammad b. Yinus al-) 69 Ma'mar b. Muhammad 231
Kfifa i1, 19, 20, 22, 37, 45, 48, 53, 55, 56, Ma'mar b. Rishid 19, 22, 64, 66, 144, I58,

58-62,64, 65, 67-70,79,87-92,ioo, 163,164,171,176,233
104-7,114,120,129,130, 133,140-2, man kadhaba dictum 97, iO5, io6, io8-i8,
155,156, 164, i66, 170,174, 176, 177, 122-33, 161, 181, 198, 199
181, 182, 191, 197,204,212,226, 229, Ma'n b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 154
230,235,238,239 Ma'n b. 'IsA 174

kufr = unbelief 63 ma'nd = the overall sense of a tradition 69
kuhi = antimony 208 mandkfr = plural of munkar
Kulayb b. Shihib 113, 130 mandsik = hajj ceremonials 4o, 64
Kulayni (al-) 131 Mansfir (al-) 62, 63, 119, 121, 212
kunya = agnomenpassim Manstir b. al-Mu'tamir 6o, 182
Kurayb b. Sayf 235 Manstr b. Ziyid 234

manumission 53

14 yuhtajja bihi = 'his traditions are not to be maqdtI = broken-up (isnds) 219, 233
adduced as hujja' 184, 187 Ma'qil b. Abi Ma'qil 146

lamenting the dead, see niydha Ma'qil b. Yasir 54
lapidation 26 maqlab(dt) = inverted (tradition(s)) 219

laqab = nickname 2o8 Marighi ('Abd al-'Aziz Mustafi al-) 55
laysa bi 'i-qawt = 'he is not trustworthy' 183, maristl = plural of mursal184 marfa' = isnad going back all the way to the

Layth b. Sa'd (al-) 14, 44, 53, 109, 110, 127, prophet 6, 17,19,32,42,53,7 O,82,
132, 237 128,163

layyin = undemanding in regard to isndds marriage 53, 198, 214
224 ma'raf = well-known passim

iiqd' = personal encounter (of two Ma'rair b. Suwayd (al-) 61

transmitters) 43, 181 Marw 21,23, 91, 141,157,226,229-31, 237,
locusts 226 240

longevity (of transmitters) 20, 41,46, 47, 48, Marwin b. al-Hakam 33, 83
221 Marwin b. Mu'iwiya iog

Luqmin 45 masd'iI (plural of mas'ala) = legal problems
23,120,121,237

mash al-khuffayn = the wiping of the shoes
Madi'in 91, 229 42
Madi'ini (al-) 13 mashyakha = plural of shaykh 240
Madelung (W.) io6 Maslama b. Mukhallad 116, 117
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Maslama b. al-Qisim al-Qurtubi 241 mu'allim = teacher 237
Masrfiq b. a-Ajda' 59, 67 Mu'allim! al-Yamdni ('Ar. b. YahyA al-) 242

Massisa 45, 91,230, 232, 234, 235,238 mu'an'an = isnads in which the transmission
Matar b. Maymin 221 procedure between one or more pairs of
Matar al-Warrq 221 transmitters is merely indicated by 'an =
mathalib = reports - often slanderous - 'on the authority of' 68, 174

concerning the demerits of certain mu'dsara = contemporaneity 18i, 196
people or institutions 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 23, Mu'awiya b. Abi SufyAn 13, 14, 33, 38, 44,
74, 94, 121, 136, 139, 163, 165,240 50,117,129

Mti' b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn ar-Ru'ayni 228 Mu'iwiya b. S5lih b. Hudayr al-Himsi 23,
natn = text of a tradition passim 232
matrak = abandoned, left alone 162, 167, Mubdrak b. FadAla 32, 219

182, 183, I85, 187 Mubashshir b. 'Ubayd 157, 214, 215
mawali (plural of mawld) = clients, those in mudallis(an) = someone who tampers with

the conquered territories who embraced isndds 22, 52, 174, 179, 181, 183, 187,
Islam 13, 36, 38, 40, 42, 43, 45, 56-8, 6o, 219
65, 85, 87, 89, 9o, 93, 94, 112,132,133, mudallisfn, Kitdb al- by Karibisi 172
138, 14o , 142,149, 170, 174, 176, 177, mudd = certain measure 65
218,219,224-35,237, 238 mudtarib = disorganized 224

mawaqft = the precise times at which the Mufaddal b. Fadila (al-) 8o
performance of prayer rituals should muft = givingfatwas 8o, 183, 228, 231
begin 64 Mughra b. Abi 'l-Mughith b. Humayd b.

Miwardi (al-) 213 'At, b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 155
mawda'(dt) = fabricated 43, 83, 189, 219 Mughira b. Miqsam 179
maw'iza (plural mawd'iz) = exhortatory Mughira b. Shu'ba 58, 1O4, io5, 116, 193

sermon 218 Mughira b. Ziyid 66
maw/d, see mawdlf muhaddith (an) = traditionist(s) passim
mawqaf = isndd 'stopping' at a Companion Muhijir b. MismAr az-Zuhri 149

or a Successor 16, 17, 53, 70, 82, 163, Muhijir b. Nawfal 232
187 muhajir(an) = those early Meccan converts

Mawsil 36,91,224,227, 231, 239,241 who followed the prophet to Medina 26,
maxim (legal) 15-17, 32, 45, 52-4, 57, 74, 97, 30,31,32

109, 121,123, 135, 162,214,216 muhl = inconceivable 212
Maymein 'cluster' 5o Muhammad, the prophet passim
Maymfim b. Mihran 36, 228 Muhammad b. 'Al. b. 'Abd al-Hakam 117,
mazdlim = (secular court of) complaints 33 118
Mecca I 1, 22, 36, 39, 40, 57, 64, 67, 70, 79, Muhammad b. 'Al. Abi Muhriz 228

84, 85, 90-2, 102, 104, 105, 107, 114, Muhammad b. 'Al. b. 'Ammir 239
157, 164, 169, 177, 182, 184, 200, 212, Muhammad b. 'Al. b. al-Mubirak 227
229,239 Muhammad b. 'Al. b. Numayr 243

Medina 11,20-2, 24, 25, 27, 29, 35, 37-41, Muhammad b. 'Al. b. 'Ulitha 226
43-5, 47,48, 59-68, 70, 79-84, 89, 91, Muhammad b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf
92,94,100-4, 107,112-14, 125, 126, az-Zuhri 84, 153, 156
140-2, I56, 164, I65, 170, 176, 177, 192, Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Majid b. Sahib. 'Ar.
204,238 b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 153

Mediterranean 78 Muhammad b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 153
mendacity, see kadhib Muhammad b. 'Ar. al-Makhzfimi al-Awqas
menstruation 15, 43, 54 85
mihna = inquisition 89, 127,239 Muhammad b. 'Ar. b. Miswar az-Zuhri 153
Miqsam b. Bujra 40 Muhammad b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn az-Zuhri,
Mis'ar b. Kidim I81 mawla 149
Miswar b. Makhrama b. Nawfal az-Zuhri Muhammad b. Abi Bakr b. M. 37

148, 151, 153, 155 Mufhammad b. Abi Humayd al-Ansiri OI
Moses 216 Muhammad b. Abi Humayd az-Zuhri 149
mourning 96, 97, 99, 1oo, io2-8 Muhammad b. Ahmad b. al-Bar' 243
Mu'idh b. Jabal45, 78 Muhammad b. 'Ajlin 42, 113, 115
Mu'idh b. Mu'idh al-'Anbari 86 Muhammad b. 'Amr b. 'Alqama 113
mu'adhdhin = someone who calls to prayer Muhammad b. 'Amr al-Ansri 219

61 Muhammad b. 'Amr as-Sumay'i 219
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Muhammad b. al-Aswad b. 'Awf az-Zuhri munqati' = isnad with one or more links
152 missing 16, 17,68,102,114, 116, 162,

Muhammad b. Bashir al-Ma'ifirl 232 163
Mufhammad b. Fudayl 109, 238 Muqitil b. SulaymAn 157
Mufhammad b. H:amdAn b. as-Sabdh 121 Murji'ite(s) 194, 225, 226, 229, 231
Mufhammad b. Hammawayhi b. al-Hasan mursal (plural marJsti) = isndd without a

243 link between the prophet and the
Muhammad b. al-Hasan b. 'ImrAn 235 Successor i6, 17, 40, 45, 47, 51,53, 54,
Mufhammad b. al-Hasan ash-ShaybAni93, 82, 87,101, 102,112,115,116, 143,162,

233 163, 187,240
Muhammad b. al-Haytham Abfi 'l-Ahwas Mfis! b. 'Abd Allih at-Tawi 221

235 MfisA b. DAwfid ad-Dabbi 230
Muhammad b. IbrAhim 225 Mfisi b. IshAq AbQ Bakr al-Khatfmi 224
Mufhammad b. I. b. Shu'ayb 243 MfisA b. 'Ubayda i8o, i81
Mufhammad b. 'IsA b. 'Abd al-Malik b. Mfisd b. 'Umayr 157

Humayd b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhr! 154 Mfisi b. 'Uqba 169
Muhammad b. IshAq b. Rdhawayh 230 Mus'ab b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri (al-) 154
Mufhammad b. Ismi'fl Ibn Abi Fudayk ioi Mus'ab b. 'Imrdn (al-) 232
Mufhammad b. Jibir 211 Mus'ab b. S. b. Abi Waqqs az-Zuhr! (al-)
Muhammad b. Juhida 221 151
Mufhammad b. Ka'b 15 Mus'ab b. Sulaym az-Zuhri (al-) 149, 155
Muhammad b. Kathir b. Ma'n b. 'Ar. b. Musaddad b. Musarhad 22

'Awf az-Zuhri 154 musalld = place where one performs the
Muhammad b. Mansfir 224 prayer ritual 6i
Mufhammad b. Masrniq al-Kindi 8o mushaf = Our'An copy 172
Mufhammad b. MuhAjir 236 Musha"ith b. Tarif 226
Mufhammad b. M. al-Aswad az-Zuhri 152 Muslim b. al-Hajjij 25, 28, 56, 88, 168, 174,
Mufhammad b. al-Mustanir 236 182, 204, 239, 240
Muhammad b. Nasr 183 Muslim b. Jundab 38
Mufhammad b. Sa'd b. Abi Waqqis az-Zuhri Muslim b. 'Ubayd Alldh b. 'Al. az-Zuhri 152

151 Muslim b. YasAr 113
Muhammad b. Sirin, see Ibn Sirin musnad (collection) = a collection organized
Muhammad b. Tamim 221 on the basis of (usually) the last
Muhammad b. ThAbit 230 transmitter before the prophet 22, 24, 37
Muhammad b. 'Ubayd al-Ghubari lO9 musnad = isnad linked to the prophet 19,
Muhammad b. 'Ubayd Allih b. Yazid 226 116
Muhammad b. 'U. Abd Bakr al-Ja'Ani 231 Musnad (the -of AbQ Hanifa) 118, 122, 123
Muhammad b. 'Umar b. HayyAj 224 Musnad (the - of Ibn Hanbal) 24-6
Muhammad b. 'Umar b. SAlih 219 Musnad (the-of 'Umar b. 'Az.) 147, 148
Muhammad b. 'Uqba 233 - musnid = someone making use of isndds 19
Muhammad b. al-Waid b. 'Amir 227 mustahdda = discharging extra-menstrual
Muhammad b. Yahyd b. 'Al. 155, 192 secretions 16
Muhammad b. Y. b. M. b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. 'Ar. mustamif = one who dictates traditions as a

b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 153 profession 6
Muhammad b. Yazid b. M. b. Kathir 230 mustashriq(an) = western islamicist(s) 2o6
Mufhammad b. Zayd b. 'All 230 muta'akhkhir(an) = late medieval scholar(s)
muhdith(an) = innovator(s) 36 49
muhtasib = overseer of the markets 229 muta'ammidan = deliberately 126-9
Mujihid b. Jabr 15, 40, 195 Mu'tamar b. Sulayman io9
Mukhtdr b. Abi 'Ubayd (al-) I8, 129, 139 mutaqaddim(aln) = scholar(s) of olden days
Mukhtir b. Filfil (al-) 221 49
mundfiq(an) = hypocrite(s) io8, 115 Mutarrif b. Mizin 234
Mundhir b. Ya'li ath-Thawri (al-) io8 Mutarrif b. Tdrif 130
Mundhiri ('Abd al-'Az2m b. 'Abd al-Qawi Mutawakkil (al-) 79

al-) io9(?), 189 mutawdtir = Muslim characteristic applied to
munkar (plural mandkfr) = objectionable a tradition transmitted via so many

and - therefore - unacknowledged 36, different channels that forgery is
42,57,82, 113, 162, 170, 185,188, 219, supposedly out of the question 7, 96-8,
225-9,231,233-5 104, 130, 161,212
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mutawatir laft. = mutawdtir as to the exact polarization of hadith and ra'y 18, 119

wording of a tradition 97 police (chief of-) 78
mutawatir ma'naw! = mutawatir as to the gist propagandist(s), see dd'iya

of a tradition 97
Mu'tazilite(s) 13, 6I, 94, 163, 166-8, 172, Qabalal-akhbdrofAbfi '-Qfsim 166, 193

218, 219 qadd' = judicial decision, sentence 37, 67, 87
Muttaqi al-Hindi ('All al-) I89 qadar (issue) = predestination 38, 48, 50, 59,
muttasil = uninterrupted isnad going back to 218, 219

the prophet 16, 117, 162, 163 Qadarite(s), Qadariyya 48, 73, 167, 178, 218,
Muwarriq b. al-Mushamrij 58 219, 228,233
Muwatta' (al-) 21, 24, 25, 27-9,60, 68, 1O3, qddi (plural qudt) = judge 1, 7, 11, 14,21,

104, 107,_IO9-12, 124, 125 23, 36-38, 45, 53, 63, 65, 77-95, 119,
Muzaffar b. 'Asim (al-) 47 157, 195,223-36

qd.i '-qudt = chief judge 225
nabrdh = fermented drink 57, 65 qald al-hadith = credited with the
Nadr b. 'Ar. Abf 'Umar (an-) 57 transmission of only a handful of
Nadr b. Maryam (an-) 36, 225 traditions 37, 166
Nadr (v.1. an-Nasr) b. Shufayy (an-) 227 Qaraza b. Ka'b io4, 1O5, 1O7
Nadr b. Shumayl (an-) 23, 62, 238 Qdriz. b. Shayba az-Zuhri 149
Nil' 'cluster' 142, 143, 16o qarya = village 233
Nifi' b. Hurmuz 221 qasas al-'dmma = the ordinary way in which
Ndfi' b. Jubayr 15 storytellers operate in the mosques 14
NAfi', the mawld of Ibn 'Umar 42, 56, 142, qa.as al-khds.sa = the storyteller's political

143, 228, 232 speech making 14
Nahhis b. Qahm (an-) 221 Qisim b. 'Ar. b. 'Al. b. Mas'fid (al-) 15, 37,
nahw = grammar I9 122
Nas5'! (Ahmad b. 'All b. Shu'ayb an-) 56, Qisim b. Bahrim (al-) 227

87, 88, 1O9, 110, 115, 117, 183, I85, 240 Qdsim b. al-Hakam (al-) 226
n4sik (plural nussdk) = devotee 187 Qisim b. al-Hrith b. Zurira b. Mus'ab b.
ndsikh = copyist 194 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri (al-) 154
nawd'ih = wailing (women) ioo Qisim b. Mihrin (al-) 227
Nawawi (an-) 130 Qdsim b. Muhammad (al-) 15, 42,43
Nawfal b. Uhayb az-Zuhri 151 Qisim b. Sall -m Abfi 'Ubayd (al-) 234
nawh = lamenting the dead 99, 1O3, IO5-7 Qisim b. Suwayd (al-) 236
na'y = announcing the death of someone 103 qds (plural qussds) = early Islamic
niha = sectarian creed 240 storytellers 11-14, 17, 23, 38, 40, 43, 45,
nqdb = minimum value of an object to make 58, 59,74,75,77,81,83,158, 159, 162,

the theft thereof punishable by cutting 187,220
off the hand 173 Qatida b. Di'ima 53, 54, 58, 115, 158, 164,

Nisfibfir 91, 109, 230, 231,238,239 176, 179, 183,219,226,228
nisba = part of a person's name indicating Qayrawin 241

descent or origin passim Qays 91, 232
nisba al-Waqqdsi (the) 157 Qays b. Abi Hizim 6I, 170
nisba az-Zuhri (the) 7, 41, 146-58, 192 Qays b. al-H irith 36, 235
niydha = lamenting the dead 96, 97, 99, Qays b. Sa'd 25, 129

101-7 Qazwin 226, 232
nomad(s) 26, 30, 107, 110, 111,138 Qinnasrin 36, 91, 232
nosebleed 43 qisas = (mostly legendary) stories 5, 11, 12,
Nu'aym b. Hammid 22 59, 74, 77, 162
Nufay' b. al-H rith 202, 221 qisas aI-anbiyd' = (mostly legendary) stories
Nfb b. Abi Maryam 157, 230 about pre-Islamic prophets 57
Ni b. Darrij 87 Qfimis 95,232
Nu'min b. Bashir (an-) 48 Qumm 23
octogenarians 47 Qur'im passim
Oriental (hauth) scholars, see had[th Quraysh 148, 177
ostentatiousness 60 qurra' = traditionally interpreted as 'Qur'in

reciters'; of late the interpretation
Persia(n) 113 'villagers' is gaining recognition 26
plagiarism 225 Qurtuba 232
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qusds, see qss riwdya ma'nawiyya = transmitting the sense
Qutayba b. Sa'id al-Balkhi o9, 1o, 127 or the gist 52
Qutayba b. Ziy~d al-Khurgsdni 89 Rufay' b. Mihrdn AbNl 'l-'Aliya 31,52

rukhsa (plural rukhas) = concession io3,
Rab' (ar-) 'cluster' 145 107, 112
Rabi' b. Barra (at-) 219 Rdm (Byzantium) 63
Rabi b. Habib (ar-) 103, 124, 125, 128 Rusifa (ar-) i58
Rabi' b. Khuthaym (ar-) I9 ru'yd = seeing someone in the flesh 5I
Rabr b. Sablb (ar-) 22, 184, 185, 219
Rabi' b. Ziyid (ar-) 50 Sa'd b. Abi Waqqis az-Zuhri 148, 150 151
Rab'a b. Abi 'Abd ar-Rahmin 176, 177 Sa'd b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 84, 154,
Rabr'a b. 'Ai' az-Zuhri 149 156
raf = raising a tradition to the level of a Sa'd b. I. b. S. b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri

more prestigious authority, mostly the 154,236
prophet, by supplying the necessary Sa'd b. as-Salt 234
links 15, 6, 31, 32, 44, 45, 52-5, 6o, 70, Sa'd b. 'Ubayd az-Zuhri 149
72, 74,75, 89, 119, 132, 143,162, 163, sadaq = controversial qualification of a
187, 195, 196, 205, 218, 219, 233, 235, transmitter meaning literally 'veracious'
240 37,171, 183-8, 198,200

rafd = rejection of (some of) the Rishidfin Safwin b. 'Assil 69, 70
49 Safwin b. 'Isi az-Zuhri 155, 156

raff ' = someone resorting frequently to raf Safwdn b. Sulaym az-Zuhri 47, 149
32, 59, 218 sahdbis), sahaba, see Companion(s)

Rafidite(s) 12, 13, 49, 200, 240 sdhib hadith = someone concerned with
rajaz = iambic metre 121 hadfth 23, 33, 230
Rama#An fasting 25, 54, 72, 198 sdh ib samar = hosting nocturnal (hadith)
Rimahurmuz 29, 232 sessions 235
Ramahurmuzi (ar-) 29, 47, 66, 135, 141 sahib sunna = someone concerned with a
Raqaba b. Masqala 122 sunna 223, 225, 232
Raqqa 91,93, 109, 157,225,231-3 sahffa = early written hadth collection 5, 6,
Rishid b. Abi Rishid 146 24, 155, 157
rashidan (al-khulafd' ar-) = the first four sahih = sound (adj.) passim

rightly-guided caliphs 30, 32, 34, 49, 59, Sahf'h of Bukhiri io6, 155
72,62,196,200 Sahlh of Muslim 25, 105, 112, 155, 68

rati = certain measure 65 Sail b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 153
Rawh b. 'Ubida 110 Sahl b. 'Abd ar-Rabmin as-Sindi 232
rdwf (plural ruwt) = transmitter passim Sahl (or Suhayl) b. Abi Farqad 50, 219
ra'y = individual assessment, common sense Sahl b. Abi 's-Salt 219

12,31,33,34,36,37,55, 56, 59,67, sahw = inattentiveness (in the saldt) 11I, 112
78-80,84, 85, 95, 118, 120-2, 177,225, S5'ib b. Yazid ibn Ukht an-Namir (as-) 78
230, 231, 235, 236 Sa'td 'duster' 145, 146

Rayy 91, 100, 157, 224, 225, 231, 233, 240, Sa'id b. 'Abd al-'Aziz 45
241 Sa'id b. 'Ar. b. 'Al. az-Zubaydi 233

regionalism (of hadith centres) 7, 39-66, 76, Sa'Id b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin az-Zuhri 149
79,89, 156, I69 Sa'id b. Abi 'Arfiba 22, 164

ribdt = border settlement 45 Sa'id b. Abi Sa'Id al-Maqburi 43, 8i, 82, 146
Ridi (Muhammad Rashid) 188 Sa'id b. Jubayr 15, 165
rijal = men, transmitters passim Sa'id b. Khilid az-Zuhri 149

literature = biographical lexica passim Sa'id b. Mansir 170
criticism 20, 37, 43, 58, 161--9, 192, 199, Sa'Id b. Masriiq 123

200 Sa'Id b. Muhammad az-Zuhri 149
expert(s) 21, 47, 49, 192-4 Sa'id b. al-Musayyab 15-17, 33, 37, 42, 53,

risala = letter, treatise passim 54, 56, 59, 75, 82, 112,115,156, i62,i65
Ritter (H.) 49 Sa'id b. Yasir 17o
rivalry between hadMh centres 64, 65, 136, Sa'id az-Zubayri 233

i65, i66 saf = rhyming prose 121
between Arabs and mawdli 133 Siji (Zakariyyi' b. Yahyi as-) 183, 241

riwaya lafziyya = transmission of the exact Sakhiwi (Shams ad-Din AbN 'l-Khayr M. b.
wording 52 'Ar. as-) 69
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Salama b. al-Fadi 233 Shank b. 'Abd Allah b. Abi Namir 68
Salama b. SAlih 235 Shank b. 'Abd Allah b. Abi Shank 88, 93,
salt t prescribed prayer ritual 14, 15, 25, 109, 221, 232,235

26, 38, 43, 64, 198 sharf'a = Islam's revealed law 198
sdlih = lit. 'pious', often meaning sharff= noble 183

'fabricating traditions for Islam's sake' shart = secondary clause of a conditional
64,67, 183-8,223,225,228 sentence lo9
,M 'duster' 145 shaving 43

SAlih b. Ahmad ibn Hanbal 243 shaykh (plural shuyakh) = master,
Salih b. Bashir I44 transmitterpassim
.ilih b. Bayin 210 shaykhs (the two-) = Ab Bakr and 'Umar
SAlih b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 154 49, 240
.Salih b. Kaysan 19, 34, 35 Shihib b. 'Abd Allah az-Zuhri 152
SAlih b. Nabhan 43 Shrite(s), Shi'a 2, 12, 13, 49, 59, 61,65, 102,
Slih b. 'Umar 130 io6, iI8, 129-3 I ,156, x66,184,200,
Salih b. Ziyad Abdi Shu'ayb lo9 202,203,226, 234,238,240
Silim 'cluster' 143, 145 Shimshat 91, 234
Salim b. 'Abd Allah al-Khayyfit 219 shi'r = poetry 119
Silim b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar 15, 24, 42, 43, Shiraz 91, 234

171 Shu'ayb b. Ayyfib 228
Salim b. Abi Salim 36, 224 Shu'ayb b. Khalid 157, 233
Salim b. SAlih b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Aw az-Zuhri Shu'ba 'cluster' 142, 143

154 Shu'ba/Jihlr al-Ju'fl controversy 178
Sallim b. Abi Mutt' 201 Shu'ba b. al-HajjAj 20, 32,52, 53, 62, 104,
SaUIm b. Razin 224 lo9, 110, 15, II6, 122, 125-9, 134,137,
Salmin al-Farisi 130 138,142-4,164-7,169,171,172,175,

alt (a.-) 'duster'5o 177-9,182, 185,193,218-20,232,243
Salt b. Mas'fid (as-) 234 Shurahbil b. Sa'd 43
Sam 91, 233 Shurayh 155
samd' = having 'heard' traditions from a Shurayh b. 'Abd Allah 228

certain master in person 37, 40-3, 50, Shurayh b. al-H arith 15, 53, 87, 88
53,59,67,75, 172, 18l, 183, 196, 216, Siba'i (Mustafi as-) 193
219,229 sidq = being sadaq 183, 184

Sam'ani (Abfi Bakr as-) 188 Siffin (battle of-) 14, 46
Samura b. Jundab 2o, 54, 116, 193, 199,219 Sijistan 91, 234
San'A' 36, 91, 233 Sikkat BunAna 144
Sarakhs 91, 234 Sila b. al-HArith al-Ghiffri 14
Sarra man ra'a 91, 234, 235 silk (the prohibition of wearing -) i16, 129
SawwAr b. 'Abd Allah 86 silsilat adh-dhahab = 'golden chain',
Sayf b. Jabir Abi 'l-Muwaffaq 236 reputedly the 'soundest' isndd 142, 143
Sayf b. Muhammad 210, 211 Simak b. H arb 31,56
Schacht (J.) 1, 3, 4, 8, 87, 124, 163, 2o6, 207 singing 104

Origins 3, 4, 206 Sinjar9i, 234
'common link' theory 3, 8, 2o6-17 siydh = screaming 1o6
'isnads that grow backwards' theory 3, 31, siyar = (i) campaigns (2) law of war and

82,96,115,207 peace 64
Sezgin (F.) 3-5, 33, 106, 136, 169, 237 slaves (treatment of-) 60

GAS, 14 slogan(s) 33, 54, 55, 68, 74, 81, 82, 94, 97, 98,
Sha'bi ('Amir b. Sharhii ash-) 15, 19, 20, 59, 103, 104,107, 121,123, 135, 06i, 162

67,216 sodomy 57
Shabib b. Sa'id i16 Strothmann (R.) iO6
Shafi'! (ash-) 45, 65, 79, 112, 113, 130 Successor(s) 5, 15, 31-3, 39-49, 52-5, 58, 59,
Shlfl'ite madhhab 168, 223 61,62, 66-8, 71-3, 81,82, 87,10 1, 111,
shahada = testimony 195 113,140,142,145,171,180,191,197,
Shahr b. Hawshab 45 201-5,214,226-30,233-5
Shakir (Ahmad Muhammad) 53, 56, 126, Successors of the Successors 46, 48, 73, 111

127, 129, 130, I81 stift = mystic 187
Shaqiq ad-Dabbi 1i, 59 Sufyan b. Husayn 157
Shaqiq b. Ibrahim al-Balkhi x88 Sufyin ath-Thawri 64, 67, 9o, 120, 164, 169,
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175, 178, 18o, 182, 183, 208-13,216, Tahwi (Ahmad b. Muhammad at-) 168
217,236, 243 Tahdhib at-tahdhfb of Ibn Hajar 135, 136

Sufyin b. 'Uyayna, see Ibn 'Uyayna passim
Suhayl b. Abi Salih 147 Ti'if 91, 234
Sulaym b. 'Itr I x, 14 jalab al-'iim = search for religious
SulaymAn 'duster' 50 knowledge 1o, 38, 45, 65-70, 76, 240
Sulaymin b. 'Al. b. 'Ulitha 226 Talbi (M.) 97
Sulaymin b. 'Az. b. 'lmrin b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. Talha b. 'Al. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 152

'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 153 Tal.a b. 'Ubayd Allih 24
Sulaymin b. Abi Sulaymin az-Zuhri 149 ta'iiq = explanatory remark 17, 37, 88, 173
Sulaymin b. Arqam 157 Tamim ad-D~ri ii
Sulaymin b. BilI! 47 ta'n = disparaging 172
Sulaymin b. Hablb 36 taqawwala = to put (false) words into
Sulaymin b. Harb 85, 9o someone's mouth 112, 125
Sulaymin b. Kathir 157 tardjim, see tarjama
Sulaymin b. Mfisi az-Zuhri 149 Tarasfis 91, 230, 234
Sulayman b. Yasir 15, 42, 43 Targhib wa-tarhib (at-) of al-Mundhiri 189
Sumayr b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin i i tarhib wa-targh~b = (traditions with
Sunan of Nasd'i i09 contents) inspiring awe and arousing
sunna = (normative) behaviour desire 12, 23, 24, 74, 75, 162, 185-8

(unspecified) 23, 26, 30, 32, 34, 35, 37, Tarif b. Shihib 219
39, 42, 50, 62, 73, 75, 224, 225, 232, 239 ta'rfkh = history 238, 239

of the prophet (= sunnat an-nabi) 10, 17, tariama (plural tarajim) = biographical
26,30,32, 34-6, 38,39, 42, 50,72, 73, write-up passim
75,78, 79 tashayyu' = siding with 'All b. Abi Tilib 48,

mddiya = precedent set in the past 34 49, 59
sunnite = orthodox passim tawdtur = the phenomenon of a tradition
Surayj b. an-Nu'min 170 being deemed mutawtir 97, 98, 212
SOs 109 taws! = making isndds 'uninterrupted' 187,
Suwayd b. 'Abd al-'Aziz 83 240
Suwayd b. Ghafala 61 Tdwfis b. Kaysin 15, 43, 53, 233
Suwayd b. SaId 130 tax collector(s), see 'dmil
suwaylih = diminutive of slih 185, 186, 226 Tayilisi (at-) 24, 27, 28, 67, io4, io5, io8,
Suyfiti(as-) to9, i89 110,1 14,115, i8, 125, 126,128,129,
Syria(n) 14, 27, 32, 35, 39, 40, 44, 45, 63-9, 172,189

79,83,84,92, 94,99-102,105-7,114, Thbit 'duster' 143-5, 158, 16o
130, 132, 133, 155,156, 164, 166, 169, ThAbit b. Aslam al-Bunini 27(?), 61, 144
i89,214,238-4o, 242 Thibit b. Wadi'a 1o4

thaghr (plural thughi2r) = border town 45,
ta'ammud = intent ii1 230
ta'assub = fanaticism 66, 167 Tha'laba b. Suhayl 156
tabaqa (plural -dt) = tier, stage of an isndd, theft (punishment for-) 172

passim thiqa = reliable transmitter passim
tabaqdt works 134 thughar, see thaghr
Tabaqit of Ibn Sa'd 134, 136, I69 passim Thumima b. 'Abd Alldh b. Anas 24
Tabarini (Sulaymin b. Ahmad at-) io8, 189, Tirmidhi (at-) 11o, i16, 128, 177,178, 191,

241 192

Tabarl (at-) ioo, 195 treasurer 78
Tabaristin 91, 227, 234 TreAsury 202
Tabariyya 91, 225,234,235 turuq = channels 212
tdbi'(an), see Successor(s) TfIs 91, 223, 235
ta'dil = declaration of reliability specifically Tustar 91, 230, 234, 235

in transmitting traditions 8, 111, 163,
190-2o6 'Ubida b. Muslim 52

tadis = tampering with isnads 41, 52, 57, 73, 'Ubida b. Nusayy 234
130, 132,162,171,174,179, 180-2,186, 'Ubida b. as-Smit 45,225
196, 201,208,227,228,230,235 'Ubayd b. Hunayn 85

tafaqquh = pursuingfiqh 38 'Ubayd b. 'Umayr 11, 40
tafstr = Our'anic exegesis 57, 99, 102 'Ubayd Allih b. 'Al. b. ShihAb az-Zuhri 152
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'Ubayd AliAh b. 'Al. b. 'Utba 15, 41, 171 'Utba b. Abi Waqqis az-Zuhri 151
'Ubayd Allih b. Abi Yazid az-Zuhri 149 'Utba b. Muslim 146
'Ubayd Allih b. M. b. SafwAn 89 'Utba b. Nawfal az-Zuhri 151
'Ubayd AllAh b. Mfis& 69 'Utba b. Sa'id 233
'Ubayd AllAh b. S. b. I. b. S. b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Uthmin ('Abd ar-Rahmin Muhammad) 207

'Awf az-Zuhri 154 'Uthmdn b. 'Ar. b. 'U. b. S. b. Abi WaqqAs
'Ubayd AliAh b. 'Umar 113, 147 az-Zuhri 151
'Ubayda b. Abi RA'ita 191 'UthmAn b. 'Affin 13, 17, 18, 28, 49, 54, 125,
'Ubayda b. Humayd 145, 191 129,200
Ubayy b. Ka'b 78 'Uthmdn b. 'Amr b. Sij 226
Iudal, see 'adl 'UthmAn b. 'Asim 222
Uhayb b. 'Abd ManAf az-Zuhri 151 'UthmAn al-Batti 55, 120, 122, 124, 176,1 77
Uhud (Battle of-) 99 'Uthmin b. ad-DahhAk 82
UkbarA' 91, 235 'Uthmin b. GhiyAth 57
Iulamd', see 'iim 'Uthmn b. al-Hakam al-Judhdmi 23

'Umar b. 'AL. b. al-Arqam az-Zuhri 151 'UthmAn b. Ishiq b. S. b. Abi Waqqis
'Umar b. 'Al. al-Madani 221 az-Zuhr! 151
'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz ('Umar 11) 5, 24, 26, 'Uthman b. Muhammad al-Akhnasi 8I, 82

33-8, 40, 44, 47, 53, 69, 72, 73, 80, 107, 'Uthmdn b. Muslim az-Zuhri 149
133, 148,224,225,227-9, 231-3, 235, 'UthmAn b. Sa'd 222
236 'Uthmin b. 'Umayr 222

'Umar b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 153
'Umar b. Abi Bakr 235 vaticinatiopost eventum 38, 111,213
'Umar b. Abi Salama b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf

az-Zuhri 154, 184
'Umar b. Habib 197-9 wad' = hadith or isnad falsification 18, 132,

'Umar b. afs. 224 187, 188, 193,196, 205
'Umar b. Hubaysh 227 wadda' = (hadfth) fabricator 186
'Umar b. Ibrihim al-'Alawi 61 Wahb b. 'Abd Mandf az-Zuhri 151
'Umar b. al-KhattAb 5, 1I, 17, 21, 24-8, Wahb b. Jarir b. HAzim 127

30-2, 43, 46, 49, 54, 63, 68, 72, 77, 78, Wahb b. Munabbih 36, 213, 233
11I, 112, 115, 128, 129, 193,227 Wahb b. Wahb Ab 'l-Bakhtari 47, 84

'Umar b. Maymfin 225 Waki b. al-Jarrih 87, 9o
'Umar b. Muhammad az-Zuhri 149 Waki- Muhammad b. Khalaf b. Hayyin 79,
'Umar (v.1. 'Amr) b. Mfisi b. Wajih 235 87,88
'Umar b. S. b. Abi WaqqAs az-Zuhri 139, Walld (al-) 'duster' 50

151 Walid b. 'Abd Allih az-Zuhri (al-) 149
'Umar b. Sadaqa 224 Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik (al-) 169
'Umar (v.. 'Amr) b. Sharail 232 Walid b. HishAm (al-) 36, 232
'Umar b. 'UthmAn al-Jahshi 1oo Ward b. Muhammad al-Maqari (al-) 47
'Umar b. Yazid an-Nasri/Nadri 38 Walid b. Muslim (al-) 27, 32
'UmAra 'cluster' 50 Walid b. Salama (al-) 235
'UmAra b. al-Qa'qA' b. Shubruma 88 Ward b. 'Uqba (al-) 193

'Umari (Akram DiyA' al-) 237 Walid b. Yazid (al-) to8
Umayyad(s) 5, 18, 19,33,36, 38, 6o, 63, io8, Wansbrough (.) 50,51

133, 162, 169, 170, 226 waqf (plural awqaf) = religious endowment
Umm Bakr b. Miswar b. Makhrama 8o,86, 189

az-Zuhriyya 153 WAqidi (al-) 100-2, 167, 176, 182, 238
Umm 'lsA b. al-Jazzir io3 wari' = pious 200
Umm Sa'd 1o7 wafdyd = bequests 54
'Uqayl b. KhAlid 157 WAsil b. 'Abd ar-RahmAn 219
'Uqayli (Muhammad b. 'Amr. b. Mfis§ al-) Wisit 40, 62, 65, 91,93, 129, 157, 164, i69,

241 228,235
'Uqba b. 'Amir44, 6, 117, 129 wasI = making isndds 'uninterrupted' 187
Urdunn 36, 91, 225, 234, 235 Wathiq (al-) 226
'Urwa b. Muhammad as-Sa'di 36, 236 Wensinck (A.J.) Io9
'Urwa b. az-Zubayr 15, 41 Wild (S.) 81
usal, seeasl wine drinking 45, 57, 65, 117, 129
'Utba b. Abi 'Utba 146 witness (professional) 48, 81
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wuda' -= minor ritual ablution 43, 121 Yemen 22, 36, 43, 66, 236
Wuhayb b. Khalid 178 Yfinus b. KhabbAb 200

Yfinus b. NAil' 230
Yahyi b. 'Abd al-Hamid 22 Yfinus b. Rishid 226
Yahyd b. 'Abd ar-Rahmin aI-Arhabi 224 Yfinus b. 'Ubayd 52, 53, 196
Yahyi b. Abi Kathir 164, 170, 222
YahyA b. 'Al. b. Kurz Abfi Kurz 224, 231 Zabid 236
YahyA b. Aktham 85 Zifir b. SulaymAn 234
Yahyi b. al-'Al' 157 Zahiwi (Amjad az-) 191
Yahyd b. Ayyfib 88 zahid (plural zuhhad) = ascetic 187, 188,
Yahyd b. ad-Durays 233 218, 220
Yahyi b. JAbir 227 Z'ida b. Oudima 182
Yahyd b. Ma'in 18, 20, 6o, 6i, 101, 122, 136, zakat precepts = Islam's earliest taxation

144, 157-9, 165-7, 169-72, 175, 18o, system 24
181, i86, 193, 200, 210, 211,238, 240, ZakariyyA' b. Durayd 47
243 Zayd b. 'Ali b. al-Husayn b. 'Ali 102, 1o6,

Yahyd b. Ma'mftn al-Hadrami 8o 118
Yahyi b. M. b. 'Az. b. 'U. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf Zayd b. Arqam 129

az-Zuhri 153 Zayd b. Aslam 115
YahyA b. al-Mutawakkil 145 Zayd b. al-Hawiri 222,226
Yahyi b. Sa'id al-Ansiri 65, 84, 227 Zayd b. al-HubAb 67
Yahy5 b. Sa'id al-Fdrisi 234 Zayd b. ThAbit 40, 78, 86
YahyA b. Sa'Td al-QattAn 20, 29, 122, 134, zindtq = Zoroastrian; in general: heretic 178

163-7,169,170,174,183, I85,186, 212, Zirr b. Hubaysh 61,69
238, 243 Ziyad 'cluster' 50, 145

Yahyi b. Sulaym 113 Ziyid b. 'Abd A1lih 222
Yahyi b. Yahyi b. Qays 36, 231 Ziydd b. 'Al. b. 'Ulatha 226
Yahyi b. Ya'mar 21, 226, 230 Ziydd b. 'Ar. al-Lakhmi 23
Yah ya b. Yazid at-Tujibi 232 ZiyAd b. Ayyab b. Dalluwayh 143
Yahyi b. Zakariyyi' b. Abi ZW'ida 22, 230 Ziyid b. 'lldqa 61
Yamima 91, 236 Ziydd b. IsmA'l al-Makhzfimi 85
Ya'qfib b. I. b. S. b. I. b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf ZiyAd b. Maymifin 68,222

az-Zuhri 149, 154, 155, 158, 191, 192 ziydddt = additions 183
Ya'qfib b. Ishiq al-Harawi 243 Zubayd b. al-H Arith 6o
Ya'qfb b.M. b. 'IsA b. 'Abd al-Malik b. Zubayr b. 'Adi (az-) 225

Humayd b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri 154, Zubayr b. al-'Awimm (az-) to9, 126, 127
I56 Zubayr b. Bakkar (az-) 85

Ya'qfib b. al-Qa'qA' 230 Zubayr b. 'Ubayd (az-) 143
Ya'qfib b. Shayba 183, 185, 239 zuhd = asceticism 187, 188, 238
Yazid b. AbAn 220, 222 Zuhra 150, 151
Yazid b. Abi Habib 22, 23, 8o, 237 Zuhra (Banda) 148, 149-54, 155
Yazid b. Abi MAlik 83 Zuhri (M.b. Muslim ibn Shihib az-) 5, 7, I6,
Yazid b. HArfin 11o, i81 18, 19,24,34,35,40,41,43,44,60,61,
Yazid b. lbrihim 222 64,66,68, 9,110,115,123,133,
Yazid b. M. b. yAs Abfk ZakariyyA' 241 146-58, i60, 164, I68-71, 175-7, 187,
Yazid b. Muslim al-Hamddni 46 192,227, 228, 230-2, 239
Yaxid b. Sa'id b. Thumima 78 Zuriri b. Mus'ab b. 'Ar. b. 'Awf az-Zuhri
Yazid b. at-Tufayl at-Tujibi 228 148, 150, 154
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